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PREFACE.

The Art of Needlework dates from the earliest record of

the world’s history, and has, also, from time immemorial been

the support, comfort, or employment of women of every rank

and age. Day by day, it increases its votaries, who enlarge

and develop its various branches, so that any addition and

assistance in teaching or learning Needlework will be welcomed

by the Daughters of England, “ wise of heart,” who work

diligently with their hands.

The recent introduction of Point Lace has brought a finer,

and, apparently, more difficult class of fancy work into general

favour. Ladies may now, however, confidently commence, with

our patterns before them, to reproduce Antique laces
;
for care

and patience, with a knowledge of Point Lace stitches, are alone

required to perfect the beautiful work, which, as shown in

existing specimens of exquisite Old Lace, constitute the chief

glory of women’s refined industry in past centuries.

Instructions in Tatting, in Embroidery, in Crochet,

in Knitting and Netting, in Berlin Wool Work, in

Point Lace, and Guipure d’Art are prefixed to the pages
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devoted to these separate branches of needlework. The
whole work is interspersed with coloured and other Patterns in

Point Lace, Guipure d’Art, Tatting, Embroidery, and Designs for

Monograms and Initials for marking handkerchiefs and table-

linen. The quantity of materials required for each class of

work is also given with every pattern.

The idea of combining a series of minute and exact instruc-

tions in fancy needlework with useful patterns Was conceived

some years ago by one whose life was devoted to the incul-

cation of the practical duties of woman’s life, and to assisting

her sex in their daily work of Household Management and

Refinement.

Her great wish was that her Book of Needlework should

be as valuable in its way to her Countrywomen as her work

upon Household Management was useful in showing the best

mode of providing for the diurnal wants of families. Other

hands have brought to a conclusion her original plans. The
best attainable workers have contributed to this volume.

Only those who knew the extent of the late Mrs. Beeton’s

design, will miss, in the pages now before them, “ the touch

of a vanished hand.”

S. O. B.

Paternoster Row, 1870.
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TATTING.





Tatting Shuttle.

The needlework called Tatting in England, Frivolhe in

French, and Frivolitaten in German, is a work which seems,

from all accounts, to have been in favour several generations ago.

Modern ingenuity has discovered some ways of improving on

the original plan of tatting, which was, indeed, rather a primitive

sort of business as first practised. To Mrs. Mee, one of our

most accomplished artistes in all matters connected with the

work-table, belongs, we believe, the introduction of the plan of

working from the reel instead of the shuttle. By this alteration

the advantage of the shuttle being constantly kept filled with

cotton was gained, and the necessity also obviated for frequently
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joining the thread
;
and to Mdlle. Riego, equally distinguished

in all details appertaining to the employment of the needle, ladies

are indebted for an arrangement by which the same thread used
in the making of the pattern is used for fastening the work. The
old plan only provided for the working of the different portions

which constituted the pattern, and then these portions had to be

Tatting Pin.

sewn together with a needle and thread. The ingenious workers
on the Continent have also given much attention of late to the

art of tatting, and our instructions now printed comprise what
we consider the best mode of learning and doing this exceedingly
interesting and fashionable work.

Tatting differs entirely from crochet, and is composed of
stitches forming knots. It is intended as an imitation of point
lace, and is especially used for trimming under-linen, on account
of its strength.

To make the stitches or knots a small instrument is used,
called a shuttle. This shuttle consists of two oval pieces, flat on
one side and convex on the other, and is made of wood or ivory.
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The two oval pieces are joined together by a strong cross-piece.

The illustration shows the construction of the shuttle These

shuttles are made in ivory, pearl, tortoiseshell inlaid with

pearl, and silver ;
they are also manufactured m coloured bone,

black, red, and white. The best to work with are the pearl or

a white shuttle, and the inlaid tortoiseshell for a black shuttle ;

the prices vary from sixpence to one shilling and two-and-sixpence

each. In selecting a shuttle be careful to see that the ends close,

as if dropped it soon becomes unthreaded, which is very incon-

venient. The cotton intended for the work is wound round this

shuttle, and the thickness of the cotton varies according to the

style of work. It is better to use the proper tatting cotton,

because it is stronger than the ordinary kinds ;
this is manu-

factured by Messrs. Walter Evans and Co. for the purpose.

Their Boar’s Head Cotton is also frequently used, and answers

very well.

Shuttles.

These are made in 3 sizes :—Finest, No. I ;
No. 2, useful

medium size ;
No. 3, the largest.

The Way to Hold the Hands.

Take the shuttle in the right hand, between the thumb and

second finger, and allow the forefinger to remain at liberty, and

rest the under part of the shuttle between the second and third

and on the middle finger. Place the thread round the three

middle fingers of the left hand, so as to form a loop, keeping the

second and third fingers a little apart, and bring the cotton again

between the thumb and forefinger, letting the end fall within the

palm of the hand, while the end of cotton which holds on to the

shuttle passes over the thumb-nail.



To Maize a Stitch.

Keep the hands in the position above described
; pass the

shuttle at the back, through the loop-that is, between the
second and tlnrd fingers. Take the end of the shuttle which
comes out from the loop between the forefinger and thumb of
the right hand, and strain the cotton very tightly towards the
right. When the cotton is drawn through the loop, this cotton
must not be impeded by the fourth finger

, it should, on the
contrary, slide over it, and be drawn tight. It should divide
the loop into two parts. After this withdraw the second
eft-hand finger, which is above the cotton, and pass it again
under that cotton, so as to draw up the loop. A half-stitch
is thus formed, and must be tightened by being drawn
closely to the forefinger and thumb of the left hand. For the
remaining half of the stitch keep the hands in the same position
but, instead of letting the cotton fall over the thumb, pass this •

cotton over the back of the hand
s then let the shuttle fall between

the second and third fingers of the left hand, in front, and take
it out again at the back, strain the cotton very tightly, with-
draw the second finger from the loop, letting. the cotton which is
behind the hand sweep over the fingers. When this is done
guide with the unoccupied fingers of the left hand this second
half-stitch up to the other, thus completing one stitch.

The W
ay to Make a Loop in Tatting.

When a certain number of stitches are made, very tightly
draw m the loop by straining the cotton until the first stitch
touches the last, and thus a loop is formed. During this process

e stitches should be held tightly between the forefinger and
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The Way to Make a Purl.

A purl is a small loop of cotton often used as an edging in

tatting, as, for instance, round the outer edge of the ovals in

tatted insertion No. 2. The following is the easiest method

of making a purl The stitches are not made quite closely

together at the place where a purl is to be made
;

about

one-sixth of an inch is left between each. This space is

left free until the loop is made by uniting the stitches ;
then the

small piece of cotton in the space bulges out between the stitches,

and forms the purl. If several are required a small space is left

between every two or three stitches, according to the desired

number. Care must be taken in that case that the small pieces of

cotton left be all of the same length, so that the purl may be

perfectly even. The purl can also be made thus : At the same

time with the end of thread take the tatting-pin or a very large

darning needle or knitting needle in the left hand, so that the

point may come out farther than the row of stitches ;
if then you

wish to make a purl, throw the cotton on the pin before

making the stitch ;
then fasten this stitch, and push it at once

close to the preceding; the pin with the cotton should come

above the stitches. Do not take out the pin before all the

purl and all the stitches are completed and joined together.

Joining the Work.

Place the tatting-pin in the loop that is to be joined, and with

the hook draw the thread of the loop—that is, round the hand

through it—pass the shuttle through this loop, and draw it up

tightly close to the stitches.

A “ straight” or double thread is used to join various parts of

the work, and forms very beautiful patterns. Without the straight



thread we should be unable to imitate point lace patterns, or,

indeed, to execute any designs but those composed of circles,

ovals, &c. To use this straight thread 2 shuttles are required ;

they should be of different colours. Sometimes one end of thread

is left attached to the reel instead of using the second shuttle. In

commencing a loop the straight thread is held between the second

and third fingers of the left hand, about 2 or 3 inches from the

work ;
the other shuttle is held as usual in the right hand, and

the stitches and purls worked with it upon the foundation of the

straight thread of the second shuttl







Materials: Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Boar's Head cotton JNo. oo
3
or

tatting cotton No. 60; tatting-pin No. 3 ;
a small shuttle.

This collar is worked with very fine tatting cotton as

filows — ist circle : 2 double, I purl 7 times, 2 double, draw

p the cotton. 2nd circle
: 3

double, join it to the last purl of

re 1st circle, I double, I purl 8 times, 2 double, draw the cotton

p. 3rd circle : 2 double, join it to the last purl of the 2nd

1.—Pine Pattern Collar in Tatting.

circle, 1 double, join it to the 7th purl of the 2nd circle, I double,

I purl 8 times, 2 double, draw the cotton up. 4th circle : 2

double, join it to the last purl of 3rd circle, 3 double, I purl, l
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double 7 times, I double, draw the cotton up. 5th circle : 2

double, join it to the last purl of 4th circle, 2 double, I purl,

I double 3 times, draw up the cotton. 6th circle : 2 double,

join it to the last purl of the 5th circle, I double, join it to the 5th

purl of the preceding circle,. I double, I purl 6 times, I double,

join it to the first purl of the 1st circle, 2 double, draw up the

cotton. This completes the star pattern in centre of pine.

1st circle of pine : 2 double, 1 purl, I double 8 times, 2

double, draw up the cotton. 2nd circle: 3 double, join to the last

purl of 1st circle, 1 double, join it to the 7th purl of 1st circle,

1 double, 1 purl 6 times, 3 double, draw up the cotton and join

it to the 3rd purl of centre star. 3rd circle
: 3 double, join to

the last purl of 2nd circle, 1 double, 1 purl 8 times, 2 double,

draw up the cotton and join it on to the centre purl of 2nd circle

in star. 4th circle : 2 double, join to the last purl of 3rd circle,

1 double, I purl 5 times, 3 double, I purl, 2 double, draw up

the cotton and join it to the 5th purl of 2nd centre circle in star.

5th circle : 2 double, join the cotton to the last purl of 4th circle,

1 double, I purl 7 times, 2 double, draw up the cotton, repeat the

5th circle twice more, then join the cotton to the centre purl of

4th circle in star. 8th circle : 2 double, join to the last purl of

7th circle, I purl, I double 5 times, 2 double, draw up the cotton

and join it to the centre purl of 5th circle in star. 9th circle : 2

double, join to the last purl of 8th circle, I double, I purl 6 times,

2 double, draw up the cotton. Repeat the 9th circle 3 times.

13th circle
: 3 double, join the cotton to the last purl of the 12th

circle, I double, I purl 7 times, 4 double, draw up the cotton,

turn the work downwards, and work the 14th circle : 2 double,

1 Purl> 3 double, join it to the 1st purl of the 1st circle of pine,

I double, join it to the 2nd purl of first pine circle, 1 double, 1

purl 6 times, 2 double, draw up the cotton. 15th circle
: 3
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double, join to the last purl of the 13th circle, 1 double, 1 purl

6 times, 3 double, draw up the cotton. 1 6th circle 3 double,

join to the last purl of the 15th circle, I double, I purl 4 times,

3 double, 1 purl, I double, draw up the cotton, 17th circle :

I double, join to the last purl of the 16th circle, I double, I purl

6 times, 2 double, draw up the cotton. 1 8th circle: I double,

join to the last purl of the 17th circle, 1 double, 1 purl 8 times,

I double, draw up the cotton, and repeat from commencement

until the collar is the required size. The upper part of the pines

is filled in with lace stitches, as clearly shown in our illustration.

2 .—Tatted Insertion.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.'s tatting cotton No. 30, or Boar's Head
crochet cotton No. 12 ;

tatting pin No. 2; large shuttle.

2.—Tatted Insertion.

This insertion should be worked with coarse cotton. 5

double *, 1 purl, 2 double, repeat from * 4 times, I purl,

5 double, draw up the cotton, turn the pattern downward, and

work another circle the same as that above described, leaving

one-sixth of an inch of cotton between each circle.

3 —Lace Edging in Tatting.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s crocliet cotton No. 10, or tatting cotton

No. 20 ;
tatting-pin No. 3 ;

any sized shuttle. For a finer edging, No. 18.

1st oval : Fill the shuttle, but do not cut it off from the reel,

as a double thread is used, and commence by working 10 double

stitches, I purl, 10 double ; draw up.
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Double thread : Putting the thread attached to the reel round

the left hand, work 8 double, I purl, 8 double.

3.—Lace Edging in Tatting.

2nd oval : 10 double, join to purl in 1st oval, 10 double •

draw up.

The pattern is now complete. Repeat from beginning, taking

care that the next oval be close to the last.

Crochet a heading with the same cotton, working 7 chain,

1 double into the purl in double thread. Repeat.

4.— Lace Edging in Tatting.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s crocliet cotton No. 10, or tatting cotton

No. zo; tatting-pin No. 3 ;
any sized shuttle. Eor a finer edging, No. 18.

4.—Lace Edging in Tatting.

1st oval : Fill the shuttle, but do not cut it off from the

reel, as a double thread is required, and commence by working

lo double stitches, 1 purl, 10 double stitches, draw up.

2nd oval : Close to last oval, work 10 double, X purl, 10

double
;
draw up.

Double thread : Putting the thread attached to the reel round
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the left hand, work 12 double, I purl, 4 double
;
then join the

shuttle-thread to the purl in 2nd oval, by drawing it through

with a pin. Then do another similar chain of stitches with the

double thread, viz., 4 double, I purl, 12 double.

3rd oval : 10 double, join to the purl in 2nd oval—the same

as that to which the shuttle-thread has been fastened— 10 double
;

draw up.

4th oval : Close to last oval, work io double, join to purl

of 1st oval, Io double, draw up.

The pattern is now complete. Repeat from beginning, taking

care that the next oval be close to the last. Crochet a heading

with the same cotton, working 4 chain, I double into the purl

of double thread, 6 chain, I double into the next purl. Repeat.
P

5
.'—Border in Tatting with Crochet Edging.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s tatting cotton No. 60, or crochet

cotton No. 80 ;
tatting-pin No. 2; a bone shuttle.

Work *
4 double stitches (that is, 4 times following I purled

stitch and I plain), I purl, four times following 3 double stitches,

I purl, 4 double stitches, draw up the cotton so as to form an

oval, and for the smaller oval, work 9 double stitches, but leave,

before beginning the first double stitch, the space of one-sixth of

an inch between this oval and the preceding
;

repeat from *,

leaving the same space between each oval
;

join together the

larger ovals by the purl.
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For the crochet edging, work the 1st row in the following

manner :— I double (followed by 6 chain) in each of the smaller

ovals. The 2nd and 3rd rows axe composed of short treble

stitches, placed one above the other, and divided by one chain.

While working the short treble stitches of the 3rd row form the

small purl thus :
—* 1 short treble in the first short treble of pre-

ceding row, let the loop slip off from the crochet needle, insert

the needle in the under stitch, from which comes the loop now

made into a purl, work I double in the first short treble of pre-

ceding row, I chain, under which miss I stitch, and repeat

f:om *.

6 .—Border in Tatting with Crochet.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Boar’s Head cotton No. 20, or

tatting cotton No. 40 ;
tatting-pifl. No. 2. For a coarser size use Boar’s Head

cotton No. 4, or tatting cotton No. 20.

6.—Border in Tatting with Crochet.

4 double stitches, I purl, 4 times following, 3 double stitches,

I purl, 4 double stitches, draw up the oval, but not quite tight,

leave a space about one-sixth of an inch, leave a similar space

between this oval and the next, work 3 double stitches, fasten

them to the nearest purl of preceding oval, then work twice

following 4 double stitches, I puxl,then 3 double stitches, I purl,

3 double stitches, and draw up the oval

7
--—Tatted Insertion.

Materials: Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Boar's Head crochet cotton No. 18;

tatting-pin No
.
3

.

This strip of insertion is worked with crochet cotton, and
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consists of a row of circles, two of which are always joined

together, and edged on either side with chain stitches. Work

first * 2 double, 4 purl divided by I double, I double, I long

purl about one-fifth of an inch long, 10 double divided by I purl,

7.—Tatted Insertion.

I long purl, 4 times alternately I double, I purl, then 2 double ;

join the stitches into a circle ;
work close to this a second circle,

and knot the end of the cotton together with the cotton

with which the first circle has been begun
;

repeat from *,

but henceforward in the first of the two circles fasten the

cotton on to the middle purl of the preceding circle, instead

of working the middle purl. When the strip of insertion

is sufficiently long, edge it on either side with a row of chain

stitches, by working I double in I long purl and 5 chain

between.

8 .—Rosette in Tatting.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s tatting cotton No. 40

;

tatting-pin No. 3.

This rosette is worked with two cottons, viz., 1 plain, I

purl, I plain, 5 double, I purl, 10 double, I purl, 1 plain ;
turn

the work downwards, 10 double, fastened on the last purl turned

downwards ;
this forms one loop turned upwards ;

turn work

downwards, 10 double, I purl, 5 double, fastened on first purl

turned downwards ;
turn figure thus formed downwards

; 4

double, I single, repeat 4 times more from *, joining the figures
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8.—Rosette in Tatting.

by means of the purl stitch
; the ends of the cotton are knotted

together.

9 -—Star in Tatting.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s tatting cotton No. J'o

;

tatting-pin No. 3.

9.— Star in Tatting.

Fill the shuttle, and commencing a loop, work I double, t

then 1 purl and I double 12 times, draw into a round
; join the t

cotton to the 1st purl loop. 1st oval.—Commence a loop close t

to the joining, work 7 double, join to 1st purl of round, work 7 t

double and draw close
; reverse the work. Join the thread from 5

L
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reel, and holding it out for a straight thread, commence the

scallop : -5 double, 1 purl, 5 double, reverse the work. The
2nd oval same as first. Repeat oval and scallop alternately, until

the star is completed.

IO .—Insertion worked in Tattmg.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s tatting cotton No. 50 j

tatting-pin No. 3.

1°.—Insertion worked in Tatting.

This strip of insertion is worked with two cottons. Work with
the cotton in the left hand over that in the right hand. Both
ends of cotton are fastened together at the beginning by a knot.
First work one half of the insertion the long way in the following
manner : 1 plain, 1 purl, 1 plain (the purl must be very short)

;

turn the purl downwards, 6 double, 1 purl, * 6 double, 1 purl,

I plain, which must all be turned upwards
; then turn the work

so that the upper edge is turned downwards
;
work 6 double,

fastened on to the last purl turned downwards (the fastening of
the stitches is made with the thread in the right hand)

;
a loop

turned upwards is thus formed
;
turn the work downwards, draw

the cotton in right hand underneath that in left hand, and work
6 double, 1 purl, 6 double, all turned upwards

;
fasten these

stitches on 1st purl turned downwards. In this pattern 1st of
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border pattern is thus completed
;
turn it downwards, 8 double,

I purl, 8 double, I purl, I plain, turn work downwards, 6 double, o

fastened on last purl of last pattern, turned up. Repeat from *. o

When the insertion is of sufficient length, work the other half d

in same manner, and fasten it on the 1st half by means of purl oi

stitches between the 8 double stitches twice repeated.

1

1

.—Tatted Insertion for Trimming Lingeries.

Materials: Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s tatting cotton No. 40, or crochet

cotton No. 20; tatting-pin No. 3.

11.—Tatted Insertion.

This insertion consists of a rows of three-branched patterns

which lie opposite each other, and are joined by slanting rows ot

knots. A coloured silk ribbon is drawn through these rows

which join the patterns. Each of the 3 branches of I pattern

consists of 9 double, T purl, 9 double, and must be worked close

to another. When the 3rd branch is completed, fasten another

piece of cotton on to the middle branch. Work 12 double over

this 2nd piece of cotton, and then work without the 2nd piece ot

cotton a 2nd three-branched pattern like the 1st.* Fasten the

and piece of cotton on to the middle branch of the just-finished

pattern, work 12 double over it, then again a three-branched
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pattern ;
in this pattern as well as in the following ones, instead

of working the purl of the 1st branch, fasten it on to the purl

of the 3rd branch of the preceding three-branched pattern of

die same row, as can be seen in illustration. Repeat till the strip

of insertion is sufficiently long.

12 .—Circle in Tatting.

Materials: Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s tatting cotton No. So;
tatting-pin No. 3.

12.—Circle in Tatting.

Work first 8 ovals, each composed of 5 double stitches,

3 purl divided one from the other by 4 double stitches, 5 double

stitches
;
these ovals are joined together by the purl at the sides,

then the circle is tightened as much as possible, and the cotton

with which you are working is twisted round the ends of cotton

that have been cut : the cotton is then fastened off nearly under-

neath.

Begin a fresh small oval, composed of 12 double stitches,
,

which should be fastened to the preceding oval after 3 double

stitches (to the purl in the centre of the first oval), then fasten

it again to the purl which joins together the first and the second

oval
;
leave a space of about one-fourth of an inch, and work

an oval composed of 4 double stitches, 5 p.url, followed each by

2 double stitches, 4 double stitches. A very little farther off
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make a very small oval, composed of 8 double stitches, which
after the four first double stitches is joined to the centre purl

of the second oval, leaving the same space between as before,

make another oval of 4 double stitches, 5 purl, each followed by
2 double stitches, 4 double stitches

; but the first purl is missed,

because at this place the oval is joined to the fifth purl of the

corresponding oval
; once more leave a space of one-fourth of an

inch, and repeat. At the end of the round the two ends of

cotton are tied tightly together.

13 -—Tatted Border with Beads.

Materials : Black purse silk, or, for white trimming, Messrs. Walter Evans
and Co.’s tatting cotton No. 2; tatting-pin No. 3; 3 hanks of beads No. 4
to the yard of border.

13-—Tatted Border with Beads.

This border, edged with beads No. 4, is worked in middling-
size purse silk over fine silk cord of the same colour as the silk.

Before beginning to work this pattern, thread the beads which
take the place of purl stitches, and which are slipped in between
two double stitches. When the row of stitches is of the length

required, form the trefoil leaves, and sew a few beads over the

places where they are joined. These trefoil leaves are made
separately, and then sewn together.

I
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l/\.—Insertion in Tatting.

Materials: Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.'s crochet cotton No. 10; tatting-pin

No. 3 ; any sized shuttle; for a finer insertion No. 18 or 20.

14.—Insertion in Tatting.

1st oval : Fill the shuttle, but do not cut it off from the

reel, as a double thread is used, and commence by working 10
double stitches, I purl, 10 double, draw up. Double thread :

Putting the thread attached to the reel round the left hand, work
8 double, I purl, 8 double.

2nd oval : 10 double, join to purl of 1st oval, 10 double,

draw up. Repeat till the length required is worked, then cut off.

For the fresh length, which will make the other half of the

insertion, the shuttle must still be attached to the reel. Com-
mence by working

—

1st oval : 10 double, join to the purl which connects the first

and second ovals of the piece already worked, 10 double, draw
up. Double thread : 8 double, 1 purl, 8 double.

2nd oval : 10 double, join to the same purl as last—namely,

the one connecting the first and second ovals of the piece already

worked, io double, draw up. Repeat, joining the two next
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ovals to the purl which connects the two next in the piece

already worked, and so on.

Crochet a heading each side, working 7 chain, I double into

the purl of double thread, repeat. With a heading on one side

only, this makes a pretty wide edging.

15 .—Border in Tatting and Crochet.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s tatting cotton No. 40,
and crocliefc

cotton No. 80 ;
tatting-pin No, 3.

15.- Border in Tatting and Crochet.

This lace is rendered stronger by the crochet rows of scallops

and treble stitch round the edge. Begin with the tatting as follows :

Make a circle of 8 double, 7 purl divided by 2 double, 8 double.

This circle is repeated at a distance of about three-fourths of an

inch, only instead of the 1st purl each following circle must be

fastened on to the last purl of the preceding circle. Then take

some crochet cotton, which must be finer than the cotton used for

tatting, and work a row of double stitches over the thread which

joins the circles. The number of stitches depends on the length

and size of the cotton ; work double stitches round the circles

at the place where both ends meet. The outer row consists of

treble stitches, which are worked with I chain stitch between,

missing I stitch under each chain. The scallops consist of the

two following rows :— I double, with which the last and first
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purl of 2 circles are joined, 4 chain ;
in each of the other purl,

I double, 4 chain, between 2 double stitches.

2nd row : X double in each chain stitch scallop, I double,

3
long double, I double.

16 and 17.

—

Lady's Veil in Net and Tatting.

This veil is slightly gathered in front and fastened to the brim

of the bonnet. It is tied at the back under the chignon. The
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the patterns and lace and instructions, see Nos. 1 8 and 19. No. 16
shows the way in which the veil is worn upon the bonnet,
and No. 17 shows its shape when stretched out.

18 and 19 .—Patterns

in Tatting.

Materials : Messrs. Walter
Evans and Co.’s tatting cotton

No. 120 for a white veil; fine

black silk for a black veil;

tatting-pin No. 2.

-Tatting Pattern for Yeil

(16).

19 —Tatting Pattern for Yeil

(16).

The patterns Nos. 18

and 19 are meant for

ornamenting the veil No.

16. They are sewn upon

the net at regular distances.
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For working the pattern No. 1 8, make with black silk or

white cotton 6 times alternately 2 double, I purl, at the end I

purl, then join the stitch into a circle, * fasten the silk on to the

next purl. Then I spot or Josephine knot, consisting of 6 plain

stitches, carry the shuttle downwards through the loop, and draw

the stitches close together
;
repeat 3 times more from *. Fasten

the silk on to the next purl, and work a circle as follows :—

8

times 2 double, divided by 1 purl
;
fasten the silk on to the next

purl, work again X spot, after which the silk is fastened, then

work 2 more similar circles divided by I spot ; they are fastened

on to the last purl of the preceding circle instead of the 1st purl.

Fasten off the silk after the last circle.

For No. 19 work 25 double, divided by I purl
,
join the

stitches into a circle, knot the beginning and the end of the cotton

together, cut off the ends at a short distance. Then work a

smaller circle, consisting of 8 double, divided by I purl
;

at the

place of the 1st purl fasten the cotton at a short distance on to

the 2nd purl of the large circle. The ends of this circle are

knotted together and cut off in the same way. Then work a

circle consisting of 1 1 double, fasten the silk on to the 20th purl

of the large circle, work 5 double, and join the stitches into a

circle. Then take the ends of the 3 circles, and work close fine

stitches with silk round them, so as to form the stem. The

completed pattern is sewn upon the net.

20 and 21 .—Diamond Pattern and Circle in Tatting, for Trimming

Linen Collars, Cuffs, Sifc.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s tatting cotton No 30

;

tatting-pin No. 3.

20.

—

Diamond Pattern.—Work, not far one from the other,

four leaves, each composed of 5 double stitches, 7 rather long

c
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purl divided one from the other by 2 double stitches, 5 double

stitches. Instead of making the 1st purl in each of the 3 next

leaves, fasten the cotton to the last leaf of preceding leaf.

Fasten off and cut the cotton
; begin a fresh circle by 2 double

stitches, 7 purl divided by 2 double stitches, 2 more double

stitches ;
fasten the cotton to the centre purl of one of the four

leaves, and work a very small circle thus :—2 double stitches,

fasten the cotton to the last purl of the first circle, 3 double

stitches, I purl, 2 double stitches
;
fasten the cotton * to the 6th

purl of the leaf ;
work a larger circle thus :—2 double stitches

20.—Diamond in Tatting. 21 •—Circle in Tatting.

fastened to the purl of the small circle, 2 double stitches, 4 purl

divided by 2 double stitches, 2 more double stitches
;
fasten the

cotton not far off to the second purl of the second leaf
;
work

another small circle similar to that above-described
;
fasten the

cotton to the third purl of the second leaf, then to the fourth

purl of the same leaf, and repeat from * three times more, always

fastening the first purl of the first circle you are working (each

time you repeat the pattern) to the purl of the last small circle

last worked
;
fasten off and cut the cotton.

21.—Circle.—Begin it in the centre by working a circle of 8

purl, rather long, divided one from the other by 2 double stitches.

After you have fastened off and cut the cotton, work * one very
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small circle composed of 3 double stitches, 1 long purl, 3 double
stitches

; fasten the cotton not far off to the first purl of the
circle, and repeat from * 7 times more, at regular distances.
Fasten off and cut the cotton, and begin * a fresh circle of 2
double stitches, 7 purl divided each by 2 double stitches, 2 more
double stitches . fasten the cotton to the purl of the very small
circle, and work, not far off, a circle of 2 double stitches, 2 purl
divided by 2 double stitches, 2 more double stitches

; fasten the
cotton to the purl of the next small circle, and repeat from * 7
times more. Instead of making the first purl of the next large
circle, fasten the cotton to the last purl of the small circle.

22 •—Border in Tatting and Crochet.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s tatting cotton No. 20

;

tatting-pin No. 3.

22 —Border in Tatting and Crocket.

Begin this border with one of the smaller circles consisting of
*3 double, 1 purl, 3 double, 1 purl, 3 double; work a large-
circle at a short distance, 5 double, 4 times 1 purl divided by
2 double, 5 double

; close to this circle another as follows : 5
double, fastened on to the last purl of the preceding circle, 5
times 2 double divided by 1 purl, 1 purl, 5 double . a third circle
as follows :—5 double fastened on to the last purl of the pre~

/
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ceding circle, 3 times 2 double divided by 1 purl, 1 purl, 5
double

; the cotton is fastened a short distance further on to the

second purl of the first worked small circle, which must be turned

downwards
; then turn the work so that the fhree circles which

are joined together are turned downwards. Work another small

circle as follows at the distance of two-fifths of an inch :—4 double,

1 purl, 4 double, leave again an interval of about two-fifths of an

inch, and repeat from * till the lace is long enough
;
but in

working the following figures, consisting of three circles, the 1st

circle must be fastened on to the last purl of the 3rd circle at the

place of the 1st purl. Complete the tatting with the 2 following

rows of crochet :
—

* I slip .stitch in the purl of one of the small

circles turned upwards, 5 chain, I slip stitch in the next purl, 4
chain

;
repeat from *. In the following row work I double in

every stitch.

23 .—Insertion in Tatting arid Lace Stitch.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s tatting cotton No. 80

;

tatting-pin No. 3.

23.—Insertion in Tatting and Lace Stitch.

This insertion forms a very pretty standing-up collar when
worked with fine cotton and a coloured ribbon drawn through.

It consists of 2 rows of 3 branched figures turned opposite one
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another, which are worked separately and then joined into a row.

Work 9 times as follows 2 double, I purl, 2 double, * draw

into a circle and * work at a short distance a 2nd circle as follows

2 double fastened on to the last purl of the 1st circle, 8 times 2.

double, I purl
; 2 double, repeat once more from *,knot together the

two ends of the cotton, and fasten them on the wrong side. One

figure is thus completed ;
each following figure is fastened on to

the preceding one on the middle purl of a circle (see illustration).

When- a sufficient number of such figures have been worked,

work a 2nd row of them in the same manner, and fasten from

illustration each middle circle of one figure on to the corre-

sponding circle of the 1st row. The circles filled with lace stitch

are worked when the 2 rows are completed from illustration in

the empty places between 4 patterns ;
work first 3

double, fasten

them on to a purl on the side of a leaf turned inside, * 3
double,

fasten them on to a purl of the next leaf, repeat 5 times more

from *, work 3
double, join the stitches into a circle, but not too

close, so that the purls keep their natural position ;
cut off

the cotton, and fasten the two ends on the wrong side. The

lace stitch inside of these circles is worked with fine crochet

cotton -, the pattern may be changed for a single or double

wheel.

24 .
— Insertion in Tatting.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s tatting cotton !No. 3C -

tatting-pin No. 3 .

Begin by working separately a sufficient number of small

rosettes, each composed of six ovals of double stitches and purl.

These ovals are worked first in a straight row, then they are

joined into a circle and united in the centre by button-hole stitches.

The rosettes are joined together with fine cotton. The crochet
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border is then worked on either side in chain stitches and treble
crochet, as seen in illustration.

2 5-—Centre of a Tatted Couvrette.

-Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s tatting cotton No. zo
;
or crochet

cotton No. i
; tatting-pin No. z.

This illustration shows the centre of a tatted couvrette in full

size, and measuring 12 inches across. Separate rosettes like the
pattern may be joined together with smaller ones, and form a
very pretty couvrette. The pattern is worked in rounds. Begin
the rosette with a circle, consisting of 4 double, 1 purl, 6 double,
I purl, 6 double, I purl, 4 double. Take up another shuttle,

and work over the . otton on it, fasten the end on the last double
of the circle and work over it, beginning close to the circle, 6
plain

; 1 circle like the 1st worked with the 1st shuttle, and
which is fastened on the last purl of the 1st circle at the place of
the 1st purl

; 6 plain, and continue to work so alternately till you
have 7 circles divided by 6 plain stitches. Draw up very tightly
the cotton over which you work, so that the circles form a
rosette, which is closed by sewing together the two corresponding
purl of the first an last circle. Both the ends of the cotton over
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which you have worked are knotted together. For the 2nd

round, fasten the cotton on one shuttle on the middle purl of a

circle, work a circle like those of the 1st round, take up the 2nd

shuttle, and work on exactly as in the 1st round, only work 8

plain between the circles over the cotton on the 2nd shuttle.

The 2nd round consists of 15 circles ;
the cotton with which you

work must be fastened at the required places on the middle purl of a

circle of the preceding round. The 3 rc^ anc^ foH°wing toun s

are worked in the same manner ;
the number of circles must be

such as to keep the couvrette quite flat. In the pattern the 3 r

round has 26 circles. Fasten the cotton well after each round.
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26.—Tatted Lace.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Brans and Oo.’s tatting cotton No. 30 ;

tatting-pin No. 2.

26.—Tatted Lace.

This very simple lace consists of scallops which look as if

they were slightly gathered. It must be worked with tatting

cotton. Each scallop consists of 5 plain, 1 purl, 5 plain, then
alternately 5 purled stitches, draw up these stitches till the cotton

between the 1st and last stitch is two-fifths of an inch long,

and work a 2nd similar scallop at a short distance from the

1st. But in the following scallops fasten each to the last purl

of the preceding scallop instead of working the 1st purl.

27 .—Tatted Lace.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co 'a tatting cotton No. 50 or 80

;

tatting-pin No. 3.

27.—Tatted Lace.

This pretty lace is worked with fine tatting cotton. Work
with 2 threads

; the knots are worked over the cotton, which is.,

held in the right hand. Work first the outer scallops of the lace



Fasten both ends of cotton together and make io double, divided

by I purl, turn the work so as to turn the wrong side upwards,

fasten the cotton over which you work on to the last purl, go

back over the same row, miss I purl next to the cotton with

which you work, 9 double divided by I purl, fastening the

cotton over which you work on the next purl of the 1st row

after every double stitch. This forms I scallop. * Turn the

work downwards (that is, the purl stitch must be turned down-

wards), make 4 times 2 double, I purl, I purled stitch : this is

the straight row between 2 outer scallops of the lace. Then

work a scallop like the preceding one, fastening it from illus-

tration after the first row on the middle one of the 9 outer

purl of the preceding scallop, with the cotton over which you

work
;
repeat from * till the lace is long enough, and fasten the

cotton. Knot both ends together again, fasten the cotton over

which you work on the first purl of the first scallop, make 9
double, I short purl, I double, turn so that the upper edge of

the row is turned downwards, and the scallops upwards, 5

double, fasten the 2 middle purl of the 4 of the next straight

row together by drawing the cotton, with which you are working

through the 2nd purl, so as to form a loop, draw the cotton over

which you work through this loop and draw up the latter
;
work’

5 double, fasten the cotton over which you work on to the short

purl worked after 9 double, turn the work so that the outer

scallops of the lace are turned downwards, 10 double, fasten the

cotton over which you work on the first purl of the next scallop,

repeat from *, and fasten the cotton. After having fastened both

ends together again, turn the work the right side upwards and

the outer scallops upwards also, fasten the cotton over which you

work on to the short purl which is under the first loop ;
* work

4 times 2 double, I purl, 2 double, fasten the cotton over which
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you work on tne purl under the next loop, and repeat from * till

the lace is completed.

28 .—Collar in Tatting and Darned Netting.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s tatting cotton No. 40 ;
tatting-pin

No. 3 ;
Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s French embroidery cotton No. 60 ;

square

netting.

28.—Collar in Tatting and Darned Netting

The pattern is worked with very fine cotton ; the netted

grounding over a mesh measuring two-fifths of an inch round.

The collar is ornamented round the outer edge with a tatted lace.

Work a straight strip of netting for the grounding
;
begin with

2 stitches, work 18 rows backwards and forwards, increasing I

at the end of each row, so that the last row has 19 holes;

work I row without increasing ;
then continue to work with the

same number of stitches, increasing 1 at the end of one row and

decreasing T at the end of the other. When the strip is suffi-
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ciently long, work I row again without increasing or decreasing,

and form the side by making 1 8 rows, decreasing I stitch at the

end of each, cast off the 2 last stitches on I stitch without

forming a new stitch on the needle. Trace the outline of the

collar on the grounding with thick cotton, and begin to darn it

from illustration. When the darning is completed work the

tatted lace with the same cotton, as follows :—6 double, I short

purl, alternately, 3 times 3 double, I purl, 6 double, draw up the

stitch so as to form a scallop leaving one -fifth of an inch

between the first and last stitch
;
work a second scallop at a

short distance from the first, and so on
;
every scallop is fastened

on to the preceding one after the first 3 double stitches. Work
a row of double overcast stitch between the darned netting and

the tatted lace
;
work this row over the cotton tracing, marking

the outline of the collar on the grounding and over the cotton

between the tatted scallops. Work also a row of double over-

cast round the neck part, gathering in the collar a little if neces-

sary. Cut away the netting on the wrong side close to the row

of overcast stitches.

29 .—Mignardise and Tatting.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s tatting cotton No. 40 ;
fine

mignardise braid.

Patterns formed of mignardise and tatting

are of quite new style, and look very pretty.

The insertion is easy to work by the fol-

lowing process :—Make first a circle, as

follows : I plain stitch, 2 double, I purl,

6 double, I purl, 2 double, I plain
;
fasten

the cotton on to one side of the mignardise,
.

° 29.—Mignardise and
at the distance of about five-eighths of an Tatting
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inch, by taking 2 loops of it together .
work, a second circle at a

short distance from the first, and so on.. When the strip of

insertion is sufficiently long, work in the same manner on the

other side of the mignardise. This kind of work is destined to

become very popular, and nothing can be more light and graceful

than the union of mignardise and tatting.

30 .—Linen Bag for Cotton.

Materials : lime linen, 6 inches square ;
Messrs. Walter Evans and Cj. a

tatting cotton So. 40.

30.—Linen Bag for Cotton.

The bag seen in illustration No. 30 is meant to keep the

cotton for working a couvrette
;

it consists of a round piece,

measuring 6 inches across, which is hemmed all round, and

trimmed with a tatted lace. It is drawn together at top.

31 .—Tatting Insertion.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s cotton Ko. 30.

The insertion shown in illustration No.. 31 is composed in

two similar halves. Begin the first in the following way :— to
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double, 1 purl, 3 double, I purl, 10 double, join the stitches

into a circle, and work a second similar circle at a distance

of one-third of an inch
; instead of the 1st purl, draw the

cotton through the 2nd purl of the first-worked circle
; leave an

interval of one-eighth of an inch, and repeat the two rounds till

3 1 -—Tatting Insertion.

the insertion is sufficiently long. Then tat round the pieces of
cotton which join the two rounds, work round the longest io
double, and round the shortest 4 double, inserting the shuttle

alternately once upwards and once downwards, but for the rest

proceeding as in the common button-hole stitch. When the first

half is completed, work the second in the same way, and fasten
it on to the first with the purl.

3
-—Tatting Insertion.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.'s cotton No. 30.

32.—Tatting Insertion.

The pretty effect of the insertion shown in illustration No. 32
is obtained by means of longer and shorter purl. Work as
follows :—Join 9 double into a circle, 1 long purl, 3 double, 1

long purl, 4 double * After an interval of five-eighths ’of
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an inch, begin the large figure of the pattern : 2 double, I small

purl, 2 double, draw the cotton through the last purl of the

small circle, 2 double, drawn through the 1st purl of the same

circle, 2 double, I small purl, 2 double, I long purl, 2 double,

I small purl, 2 double, repeat 6 times more from *, and draw up.

After an interval of five-eighths of an inch comes another small

circle
: 4 double, draw the cotton through the last purl of the

large figure, 3 double, draw the cotton through the next long

purl of the same figure, 2 double, I long purl, 3 double, I long

purl, 4 double. Repeat the pattern for the length of insertion

required. The threads which join the small circles are worked

over with 7 double in the manner described above, only the cotton

at the principal figure must be left loose the width of a straw, so

as to imitate a long purl. Complete the insertion from illustration

by tatting round the small circles of 16 double on the other side

(but in the contrary direction), form no purl, but draw the cotton

through the long purl of the large figure ;
the threads which join

the 2 circles are likewise drawn through the middle long purl of

the large figure
;

this thread is then tatted over with 7 double,

like the opposite outer edge.

33 .—Tatted Square or Diamond..

Materials: If for couvrettes, Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s tatting cotton

No. 20, or crochet cotton No. 4 ;
tatting-pin No. 3. For d’oyleys, tatting cotton

No. 50 ;
tatting-pin No. 2. For headdresses, tatting cotton No. 80 ;

tatting-

pin No. 2.

The square is composed first of nine 4-branched patterns,

worked in 3 rows of 3 patterns each, and joined on one to the

other with purl. Each pattern consists of 4 branches close to

each other, and each branch consists of 7 double, I purl, 7

double
;
when the 4 branches of one pattern are completed, cut
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off the cotton, and fasten both ends together so as to form a small

circle in the centre. Then work a second pattern, which is

fastened on to the first and second branches of the first pattern,

instead of working the purl stitch ;
work a third pattern, which

is fastened in the same manner on to the second pattern. Then

33.—Tatted Square.

* For the border of the square, fasten the cotton on the first

purl of the first pattern, work 4 double, 13 purl divided by 2

double, 4 double, draw up the stitches close, fasten the cotton

again on to the same purl of the first pattern *, and work the

following scallop at a short distance :—4 double fastened on the

last purl of the preceding circle, 10 purl divided by 2 double, 4
double, draw up the stitch, leaving an interval of two-fifths of an

inch between the first and the last ;
fasten the cotton on to the

next purl which joins two patterns, repeat twice more from #
,
and

continue to repeat from *.
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34 .—Tatted Rosette.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s tatting cotton No. 40, or crocliet

cotton No. 60.

This rosette is very pretty for trim-

ming lingeries it is worked with very

fine crochet or tatting cotton. Begin

in the centre and work one circle : 1

6

times alternately 2 double, I purl, then

I purled stitch. Fasten the cotton on

to the first purl and work the 2nd

round : I small circle, consisting of 6

34.—Tatted Rosette. double divided by I purl. Fasten the

cotton on to the next purl of the middle

circle) and repeat in rounds. 3 r(i round : Fasten the cotton on

the middle purl of the first circle of the preceding round, * work

at a short distance 8 double divided by I purl, join the stitches

into a circle, fasten the cotton at the same distance on to the

middle purl of the next circle of the preceding round, and repeat

in rounds from *, after which the cotton is fastened off.

35 .—Rosette in Tatting.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s tatting cotton No. 40

;

tatting-pin No. 3.

Begin this rosette with the circle in the

centre, and work 8 times alternately 2

double, 1 purl, I double, join the stitches

into a circle and fasten the cotton. Take

a second shuttle and work over the cotton

on this shuttle
;

knot the two ends ol

cotton together *' and work 5 plain, fasten
35 -—Rusette in Tatting.
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the cotton over which you work on a purl of the circle which

is completed, and which must be turned downwards
; 5 plain,

I purl •, repeat 7 times more from*, and fasten the cotton. Work
now with one of the shuttles the small circles on the outside

;

* fasten the cotton on to a purl of the second round, and work

a circle as follows ;—6 double, I purl, 6 double, fasten the

cotton on to the same purl of the second round, work a similar

circle at a short distance, and a third at the same distance.

Repeat 7 times more from *, and fasten off the cotton neatly,

36,

—

Diamond, in Tatting,

ilateriab : Jressrs. Walter Evans and Co.’a tatting cotton aSTo. 40 ;

tatting-pin -No. 2.

36.—Diamond in Tatting.

This diamond is suitable for trimming collars, cuffs, &c.,

when worked with fine cotton. Work first the four corner

patterns separately, as follows :—7 double, 3 purl divided by 3

D
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double, 6 double, join the stitches into a circle, work close to

this circle a second one consisting of 6 double fastened on the

last purl of the 1st circle, 4 double, 2 purl divided by 4 double,

6 double ;
then a 3rd circle consisting of 6 double fastened on

the last purl of the preceding circle, 3 double, 2 purl divided by

3 double, 7. double. Take a second shuttle, fasten the cotton on

the end of the cotton of the 1st circle, throw the cotton of the

1st shuttle over the fingers of the left hand, and work with this

cotton over the cotton on the other shuttle in the right hand.

Work 5 double, and then one circle as follows with the cotton in

the left hand only :—8 double fastened on the last purl of the

3rd of the 3 circles worked close to each other, 5 double, I purl,

5 double, I purl, 4 double, I purl, 6 double, then again over the

cotton on the other shuttle, 5 double, 4 purl divided by 5 double,

5 double, then with one shuttle only one circle as follows :—

6

double, I purl, 4 double, I purl, 5 double, I purl, 5 double

fastened on 1st purl of the circle worked at the beginning, 8

double
;

then again with two shuttles 5 double. Fasten the

cotton on the piece of cotton before the 5 double worked with

two shuttles, so that the stitches worked over two shuttles form

a circle, and cut off the cotton. When three of these patterns

have been worked, work the centre pattern of the square. It

consists of 4 leaves touching each other at the lower points
;
each

leaf is formed of 3
double, 5 purl divided by 3 double, 3 double ;

each following leaf is fastened on to the preceding one at the

place of the 1st purl. Then work first I round of the oval circles

of the square, with which the corner patterns are joined. Fasten

the cotton on one purl of one corner pattern, make 7 double, I

purl, 8 double ;
fasten on the corresponding purl of another

corner pattern, work 8 double, I purl, 7 double, join the stitches

into a circle, fasten the cotton on to the same purl to which the
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cotton has already been fastened, carry the latter on to the next
purl of the same comer pattern, fasten it, then work three more
circles like the first, which are fastened on to each preceding circle,

at the place of the first purl
; fasten the cotton on the two cross

purl of the centre pattern, and work four similar circles on the
other side of the same. The 8 circles which go across the square
in the opposite direction are worked in the same manner. When
the square is completed, draw two threads on each side of each
corner pattern on to the other side of the square along the cotton
which joins the circles together.

37 -—Tatting for Cap Crown.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s tatting cotton No. ioo •

tatting-pin No. j.

This pattern is very pretty for the crown of a cap like
the one described on page 36, and also for covers, toilet

cushions, &c. The size of the cotton depends upon the use you

37.—Tatting for Cap Crown.

wish to make of the pattern. The pattern is worked with fine
tatting cotton. It consists of eight-branched rosettes joined
together with small circles. Each rosette is worked as follows :

Work 8 loops or branches close to each other, consisting of 7
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: ;
fasten both ends of the cotton

Each of the small circles which joins

;ts of 2 double, 8 purl divided by 2

from the illustration how the patterns

means of the purl stitches

Cap in Tatting.

Walter Evans and Co.’s tatting cotton No. ioo

tatting-pin No. i.

double, I purl, 7 doubt

together, and cut them off.

the rosettes together consi

double. It is easy to see

are joined together by

g 8
and 39-

Materials : Messrs.

in Tatting.
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This very pretty cap consists of an oval crown in tatting,

edged all round with a tatted lace ; the lappets are made in

tatting also. The cap is trimmed with large and small rosettes

of narrow bine velvet. A narrow velvet ribbon is drawn through

the straight open-work edge of the lace, as can be seen in

illustration.

No. 39.—Border for Cap.—The upper part of the border

consists of 4 rows of circles worked at a distance of three-fifths

of an inch from each other. The circles of the 1st row consist

of 3 double, 3 purl divided by 3 double, 3 double. In the

following 3 rows each circle is fastened on to the cotton, which

joins 2 circles in the 1st row, instead of working the middle purl,

the cotton between 2 circles in the last row must only be two-

fifths of an inch long. Then work a certain number of six-

branched rosettes, each branch consisting of 9 double, I purl, 9

double. Each rosette is fastened on to every other circle of the
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1st row, as can be seen in illustration. The border is completed

as follows :
—

* I double, 6 purl divided by I double, I purled

stitch fastened on to the middle purl of a circle of the 1st row,

I plain, 6 purl divided by I double, join the stitch into a circle,

turn the lace so that the rosettes are turned upwards, fasten the

cotton on to the purl of the next branch of the next rosette, work

I double, 7 purl divided by I double, I double ;
fasten the

cotton on to the purl of the next branch, * work I double, 8 purl

divided by I double, I double
;
fasten the cotton on to the next

branch, repeat once more from *, work I double, 7 purl divided

by I double, 1 double, and repeat from * to the end of the lace.

40 .'—Lace in Tatting and Crochet.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s tatting cotton No. 50;

tatting-pin No. 2 ; .crochet cotton No. 60.

40.—Lace in Tatting and Crochet.

The beauty of this lace depends entirely upon the regularity

of the tatting. The purl stitches must be very regularly made,

the circles must be drawn up tight. Make * I circle, consisting

of 4 double, 8 purl divided by 2 double, 4 double close to

this circle a second one
; 5 double fastened on the last purl of

the preceding circle, 8 times 2 double divided by I purl, I purl
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5 double, close to the 2nd circle a third one similar to the first,

but instead of working the 1st purl fasten it on the last purl c£

the preceding circle
;

leave an interval of about 1^ inch,

and repeat from * till the lace is sufficiently long. The rest

is worked in crochet. Take the fine crochet cotton and work

the straight row at the top to join the patterns together. Crochet

I double in the 3 first and last purl of the first and last circle of

one pattern, then a sufficient number of double stitches under

the piece of cotton which joins 2 circles. At the place where the

circles are drawn together, join the two pieces of cotton (the

beginning and the end) in such a manner that the top of the lace

forms a straight line (see illustration). The 2nd row consists of

I treble in every other stitch, I chain after every treble. Then

work on the other side of the lace * a row of treble stitches

divided by chain. The treble stitches are worked in the purl

stitches of the circles. Work I long treble in the 1st purl left

free of the 1st circle (4th purl of the circle), 3 chain, * I treble,

3
chain, I treble, 3 chain, 2 treble in the next 2 purl, but cast

off the 1st treble only so far as to keep 2 loops on the needle.

When the 2nd treble is completed cast off all the loops on the

needle, 3 chain, 5 treble divided by 4 chain, 3 chain, 2 treble in

the 2 following purl, which are cast off like those above

described, 3 chain, 2 treble divided by 3
chain in the 2 next purl

of a pattern, I chain, I long treble with which you must join the

last purl and the first one of the next pattern, I chain ;
repeat

from *. The next row consists of small scallops worked round

the chain stitch scallops of the preceding row
;
work in each I

double, 4 treble, I double, I double in the first and last chain

stitch of every pattern.
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4 1 .—Insertion in Tatting and Crochet.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s tatting cotton No. 40

;

crochet cotton No. 60 ; tatting-pin No. 2.

41 .—Insertion in Tatting and Crochet.

Begin the tatting with fine cotton and 2 shuttles.

Work with the cotton on one shuttle over the cotton on the

other in the following manner :—Knot the 2 ends of cotton

together
*
4 times 2 double divided by a short purl, 3 long purl

divided by I double
;
the 1st and 3rd purl must be three-fifths of,

an inch long, the 2nd one two-fifths of an inch
; 4 times 2 double

divided by a short purl, I purl two-fifths of an inch long
;
repeat

from * till the strip of insertion is sufficiently long. Then work

a similar row of tatting, and join the two rows before working

the I long purl, by fastening the cotton on the corresponding

long purl of the 1st row, so that the 2 rows are joined closely

together, and the purl stitches of either are turned outwards.

At the top and bottom of the tatting work the 3 following

rows of crochet :—* I double in the middle one of the 3 long

purl, 8 chain, I double in each of the 3 following long purl, 8

chain ;
repeat from * to the end of the row. 2nd row . 8 double

in each scallop, miss the 3 double stitches of the preceding row

under 3 chain. The 3rd row consists of treble stitches in every

|{

M
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other stitch, 1 chain after every treble. Lastly, the leaves are
worked with thick cotton by filling up the first and last long
purl of a pattern with darning stitch from illustration

; the cross
stitches between the two rows of tatting are worked with very
fine cotton.

I

’

42 .—Purse in Tatting and Beads.

Materials: Grey purse-silk
; steel beads; scarlet glace silt; a steel clasp Tvith

chain.

This purse is worked in tatting with grey silk and beads.
The beads are threaded on a piece of silk, with which you work
over another piece of the same. Begin each of the second halves
of the purse with the circle in the centre, which consists of I

purled stitch, I purl (all the purl of this circle are three-tenths of
an inch long, and are covered with six beads, which must be
drawn up close together before working the purl), 12 double
divided by I purl. Join the stitches into a circle by knotting
together the two ends of the silk.

2nd round ; Begin again and work one of the small circles
;

* 2 double, draw up one bead after each, 1 double, 1 short purl
without beads, 2 double, 1 bead after each, 1 double, fasten the
silk on the purl of the middle circle, so as to let it come between
the 3rd and 4th bead of the 6 beads on that purl ; 2 double, 1

bead after each, 1 double, 1 short purl, 2 double, 1 bead after

each, I double, join the stitches into a circle
; draw up 2 beads •

work a larger circle without fastening the silk belonging to the

smaller one
; 3 double, I bead after each, I double, I purl with

4 beads,
3 double, 1 bead after each, 1 double

; 1 short purl,

3 double, I bead after each, 1 double, 1 purl with 4 beads,

3 double, 1 bead after each, 1 double
;

draw up 2 beads
close to this large circle and repeat from *, Each following

’

I v''*
’

ii v
t

*

1
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of silk must be fastened on the last purl of the preceding circle,

so that it comes between the 2nd and 3rd beads. At the end of
the round, the ends of the silk are knotted together and fastened
off

3rd round : * 3 double, 1 bead after each, r double, 1 short
purl, 3 double, 1 bead after each, 1 double fastened on the
middle purl of the 1st circle of the preceding round, 3 double, 1

bead after each, I double, 1 purl with 2 beads,
3 double, 1 bead

after each, 1 double
;
join the stitches into a circle, and work at

a short distance a 2nd circle
; 3 double, 1 bead after each, x

double, fastened on the last purl of the just-finished circle of this

round, 3 double, I bead after each, 1 double fastened on the purl
of the preceding round which is between 2 circles

; the loop must
come between the 2 beads

; 3 double, 1 bead after each
; 1 double,

I purl with 2 beads
; 3 double, with I bead after each

; 1 double
;

leave a small interval, and repeat 1 1 times more from *, then
fasten the ends.

When two similar parts have been worked, line them with
scarlet glace silk ; fasten them together round the outside, and
sew on the clasp. A round of large circles edges the purse
round the outside. The 1st of these circles consists of 12 double,
I bead after each, r double, I purl with 2 beads, 4 double, 1

bead after each, 1 double. Work a 2nd circle at a short distance

from the 1st

:

* 4 double, 1 bead after each, 1 double fastened
on the purl of the 1st circle of this round

; 7 double, 1 bead
after each, I double, I purl with 2 beads, 4 double, 1 bead after

each, 1 double
;
leave a short interval, and repeat from * till a

sufficient number of circles have been made. The last purl is

not worked in the last circle.

L
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43 ,—Insertion in Tatting and Crochet.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Brans and Co.’s tatting cotton No. 4° 5 crochet cotton

No. 60; tatting-pin No. 3-

43 —Insertion in Tatting and Crochet.

This pattern is composed of leaves and flowers. Each of the

six leaves forming a circle is composed of 4 double, 2 purl,

separated by 2 double, 4 double (the first and last purl of each

leaf must be joined in the manner before explained), and the

centre of each circle forms a wheel. The flower has four leaves :

each leaf consists of 6 double, II purl, separated each by I

double, and again 6 double
;
each leaf is filled up with button-

hole stitches in fine cotton. To form the circle in the centre of

this flower, turn several times the thread which joins the leaves,

and work button-hole stitches round it., Join the flowers and

the circles by knotting them together, or by making 1 purl longer

than the others, and by drawing the next figure through. The

crochet border on each side of the tatting consists of six rows,

which are plainly seen in the illustration.
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44 .—Border in Tatting and Lace Stitch.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s tatting cotton No. 20 and 40.

44.—Border in Tatting and Lace Stiteii.

This mixture of tatting and lace stitch is a style of work not

only entirely new, but very pretty and effective when cotton of

very different sizes is used. The tatting is begun with a row

of circles two-thirds of an inch distant from each other ;
each

circle consists of 13 stitches of plain tatting. Fasten a 2nd row

to the 1st, and a 3rd to the 2nd, by working a circle of 13

stitches of plain tatting at one-third of an inch distance, * then

at the same distance
;
fasten the cotton on the next circle of the

preceding row, work a circle at the same distance again, and

repeat from *. The cotton is fastened on the circles by drawing

it through the circle with a crochet-needle, so as to form a loop,

and then drawing it out of the loop. Take care to keep the

distance between 2 circles always the same. Between the circles

of the 3rd row draw another piece of cotton, by fastening ’ the

cotton on each circle of the 3rd row at distances of two-thirds of
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\

an inch. Then work the lower edge of the border in the

following way :—-I small spot called a Josephine knot (for which

work 5 stitches of plain tatting, draw the cotton downwards

through the loop which fastens the stitches, and draw up the

whole), fasten the cotton between the next two circles of the 3rd

row, * and a little further make a spot consisting of 8 stitches of

single tatting, close to this a circle formed of 3 double, 9 purl

divided by 2 double, 3 double ;
then again a spot of 8 stitches

of plain tatting, turn the 2 last spots so as to make their round

sides come opposite one another ;
fasten the cotton on again

between the 2 next circles of the 3rd row. Then a little further

off work I small spot (5 stitches of plain tatting
-

), I circle of 3

double, I purl, 2 double fastened on the last purl of the preceding

circle, 2 double, 5 purl divided by 2 double, 3 double
;
then

again a small spot (5 plain stitches), fasten the cotton on again

between the next 2 circles of the 3rd row, and repeat from *, always

fastening each new circle to the corresponding purl of the pre-

ceding one. On the other long side, the border is completed by

2 rows of crochet. The 1st row is formed by working I double

under the piece of cotton between 2 circles of the 1st row, with

5 chain stitches between.

2nd row : I treble in every other stitch, I chain stitch after

every treble. The strip of insertion is then tacked on a piece of

cardboard or oil-cloth, and the lace stitches are worked between

the circles, as is seen in illustration.

45.
—Tatted Rosette.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s tatting cotton No. 30 for large

rosette, No. 80 for small rosette ;
tatting-pin No. 3.

This rosette forms a very pretty trimming for lingerie-

cravats, caps, handkerchiefs, See. The raised pattern in the
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centre consists of /j rounds, consisting of 5 circles each, which
are sewn together and then fastened on the rosette. The 5 circles

of each round must be worked close to each other : after work-
ing the last circle of each round, knot the beginning and end of

the cotton together. Each circle of the smallest round has 9
double, the circles of the next round each 15, the circles of the

following one 2 1, and the circles of the last and largest roun d 27

45-—Tatted Kosette.

double stitches. "When these circles have been sewn on one to

another as in illustration, work a large circle consisting of 4
double, I purl, 9 times alternately 5 double, I purl, then I double.

The purls of this circle are fastened on to the circles of the next

round of the rosette. Fasten the cotton on to the next purl of

the middle circle, and work a circle as follows :—4 double, 1

purl, 4 double, I purl, 3 double, I purl, 3 double, I purl, 4
double, I purl, 4 double. Repeat 9 times more from *, but now,
instead of working the 1st purl of every circle, fasten it on to the

last purl of the preceding circle. Then fasten the cotton. For
the last round, which consists of scallops and rounds, fasten the

cotton on to the middle purl of a circle of the preceding round,

and work a circle consisting of 3 times alternately 4 double, I
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purl then 4 double. Then fasten a second thread on to the

same purl on which the just completed circle has been fastened

and over which all the scallops are to be worked.
^

ork over it

c double, fastened on to the last purl of the preceding circle, 4

double,' I purl, 4 double, I purl, S double. Fasten the cotton

on to the middle purl of the next circle of the preceding round,

•and repeat from * till the round is completed ;
but in working

these circles, instead of the first purl, fasten them on to the last

purl of the preceding scallop. Lastly, the raised pattern is

sewn on.

46 .—Linen Bag for Tatting, &c.

Materials : Fine linen; Messrs. Walter Erans and Co.'s tatting cotton No. 30

or 40 ;
tatting-pin No. 2.

46—Linen Bag for Tatting, &c.

This pretty linen bag is meant to keep tatting and such work

from being soiled before it is completed. The bag is drawn

together round the top. Its size depends upon what you wish to
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put into it. The original pattern is 3f inches deep, and 3 inches
wide

; it is hemmed round the top, and trimmed with a narrow
tatted lace, consisting of large and small circles.

47 -—Tatted Border.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s tatting cotton No. 46 ; tatting-pin No. a.

47*—Tatted Border.

Begm this elegant border with 2 rows of tatting, in the
following manner :—

1st row : 2 double, I purl, 3 double, 1 purl,
3 double, 1

purl, 2 double
; draw these stitches up into a circle, and repeat

the circle at a very short distance, till the border is long enough ;

but instead of working the first purl of each circle, you must
join the circle to the preceding one . the purl on the sides of the
circle must therefore be longer than that in the middle.

For the 2nd row take another shuttle, make a loop on the left
side with the cotton, and work with this end of cotton over the
cotton 111 the right hand, which is also to be held between the
thumb and forefinger of the left hand. Then work in the
following way 2 double, then I circle consisting of 3 double,
1 purl,

3 double
; to form this circle, let the cotton in the left-

hand shuttle fall downwards, and make a loop round the left hand
with the cotton on the shuttle of the right hand. Then take up
again the left-hand shuttle, and join the circle to the middle purl
of the xst circle of the 1st row by drawing the cotton through

E
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the purl like a loop, and then drawing the cotton in the right

hand through this loop. * 7 double, I circle, 7 double, joined

to the middle purl of the next circle of the 1st row ;
X circle, 5

double, I circle joined on the middle purl of the following circle •,

repeat from *•

The upper edge of the border is worked in 2 crochet rows,

in the following manner :—

-

1st row :
* 2 treble, divided by X chain in the 1st circle of

the 1st row of tatting ;
2 chain ;

repeat from .

2nd row :
* I treble in the 1st chain of the preceding row,

I purl (3 chain, I slip stitch in the 1st), miss I stitch of the

preceding row under it
;

repeat from *.

48 .—Rosette in Embroidery and Tatting.

Materials for trimmings: Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s knitting cotton

No. 20; tatting cotton No. 5°1 tatting-pin No. 3- For couvrettes, crocket

cotton No. 4.

This rosette, joined to other similar ones, forms a very pretty

trimming for articles of fine linen, or even for small couvrettes ,
if

used for the former, they must be worked with very fine cotton. The

centre of the rosette is formed of an embroidered raised pattern

worked in point de minute

;

round this centre there are small circles

worked in button-hole stitch j
the embroidery is worked with

knitting cotton, the circles with crochet cotton. Before beginning

the circles, make a circle consisting of a foundation chain of 80

stitches, in order to be able to fasten the button-hole stitch ;
in

each of the stitches of the foundation chain work I double, then

fasten the cotton. In the 2nd round of these circles fasten the

cotton on every 5th stitch of the crochet circle. Work I round

of open-work treble stitch in the double stitch of the crochet

circle, work in tatting the border of the rosette as follows in X
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1

round 2 double, i purl, 2 double, fastened on to 1 chain

thes'e t>T
en 2 tr6ble SdtCh

’ 2 d0Ubk
; 1 PUr1 ’ 2 double

> ; Jointhese stitches into a circle
; turn the work so that the wrong side

4 * Kosette m Embroidery and Tatting.

hes upwards and work a second larger circle at a short distance

4
f

ble
’
*
5 PUrl divided by 2 doubIe

’ 4 double, turnagain and repeat from • The smaller circles mtj be fastened

be fa77^ trSbIe StltCH
5 thS krger and smaUer circles must

fastened above one another at the place of the 1st purl.

49- Linen Collar trimmed with Tatting.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Go ’s tatting cotton No. 60 •

tatting-pin No. 2.

TbS diam°nd pattern P]aced in Ae corner of the collar iscommenced in the centre. For each of t
work K „

ot the four centre leaves6 double stitches, 6 purl divided one from the other by 3
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io purl divided one from the other by 2 double stitches, then
2 more double stitches. (This small leaf forms one of the corners
of the diamond pattern.) Fasten the cotton to the fourth purl of
one of the four centre leaves, and work another leaf similar to
the preceding. Join this leaf by its two centre purl to the two
last purl of the corner leaf (see illustration). After two more
similar leaves, work one corner leaf, and continue the pattern in

the same manner until you come back to the first corner leaf
then fasten off, and cut the cotton. Place the diamond pattern
upon the point of the collar, and cut away the material under it

;

fold back the edges, sew them neatly, and cover them with the
following crochet edging :—Make alternately 2 chain, 1 purl (the
latter composed of 3 chain joined together by I slip stitch). It

will be easy to work the circles in tatting from our illustration
;

they form an elegant border round the collar. We shall merely
say that the centre circle is always worked separately, and that
the cotton is fastened on afresh to work the eight outer leaves.

The upper edge of this border is worked in crochet. It is com-
posed of two rows— one formed of chain stitches, and a few slip

stitches worked in the purl of the circles in tatting, the other
worked in open treble crochet.

5°-—Cravat in Cambric Muslin and Tatting.

Materials: Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s tatting cotton Ho. 100

;

tatting-pin No. 3.

This cravat consists of a strip of cambric muslin 1 yard long,
6 inches wide, hemmed on both sides. The ends of the cravat
are ornamented with patterns in tatting, worked with tatting
cotton No. 100. A rosette in tatting is sewn on in the middle of
the end of the cravat. The end of the cravat is pointed, lined
on the wrong side with a strip of the same material as the cravat
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and edged with a tatted lace. Begin the rosette in the centre with

a circle worked in the following manner .— I double, I purl, *

twice 2 double divided by I purl, I purl, 3 double, I purl, twice

50.—Cravat in Muslin and Tatting.

4 double divided by I purl, 1 purl, * 3 double, I purl
;
repeat

from * to * once more, 2 double. At the beginning of the 2nd

round fasten the cotton on the 1st purl of the 1st round, and
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work as follows * I circle consisting of io double, I purl, 2

double, I purl, io double
;
fasten the cotton on to the next purl, I

circle like the preceding one, fastened on to the next purl, I circle

consisting of 9 double, I purl, 9 double fastened on to the next

purl, 2 circles consisting each of 7 double, I purl, 7 double
;

between the 2 fasten the cotton on to the next purl
; 2 similar

circles fastened also on to the next purl, I circle consisting of 8

double, I purl, 8 double, fastened on to the next circle ;
repeat

once more from *, and fasten off the cotton. Fasten on the

cotton afresh for the 3rd round, worked in the following

manner :
—* I circle consisting of 6 double, I purl, 5 double, I

purl, 6 times 2 double divided by 1 purl
;

I purl, 5 double, I

purl, 6 double
;
fasten the cotton at a short distance on to the

1st purl of the 2nd round, I circle worked as follows :

—

5

double fastened on to the last purl of the preceding circle of this

round, 4 double, I purl, 4 times 2 double divided by I purl, 1

purl, 4 double, 1 purl, 5 double fastened on to the next purl of

the 2nd circle of the 2nd round ; 6 similar circles, between each

of which the cotton is to be fastened on to the nearest purl of a

circle of the 2nd round
;
repeat once more from *, and knot the

beginning and the end of the cotton together. When completed,

the rosette is sewn on the material of the cravat with button-hole

stitches, taking up one purl with each stitch ;
the muslin is cut

away underneath the rosette
;
then work a round of knotted

stitches underneath the button-hole stitch. For the lace, make a

row of circles one- fifth of an inch distant from each other, con-

sisting each of 6 double, X purl, 2 double, I purl, 4 times 2

double divided by I purl, I purl, 2 double, X purl, 6 double,

which are fastened together by the purl of each circle, and are

sewn on the cravat over the cotton between the circles in over-

cast stitch.
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those of the rosette in illustration 50, with this difference only,

that in the 2nd round each of the circles nearest to the top and

to the bottom of the rosette consists of 8 double, I purl, 2 double,

I purl, 8 double. 3rd round :
* I circle, consisting of 6 double,

1 purl, 5 double, I purl, 6 times 2 double divided by I purl, I

purl, 5 double, I purl, 6 double, fastened on to the next purl of

the 2nd circle of the preceding round
;

I circle as follows —
-5

double, the last of which is fastened on to the last purl of the

preceding round, 4 double, I purl, twice 2 double divided by I

purl, 1 purl, 4 double, I purl, 5 double fastened on the next purl

of the preceding round ; 8 more similar circles, between each of

which the cotton is fastened on to the next purl of the preceding

round
;
repeat from * once more, fasten the two ends of the

cotton together. 4th round : * Fasten on the cotton afresh with

a circle consisting of 7 double, I purl, 4 double, I purl, 6 times

2 double divided by I purl, I purl, 4 double, I purl, 7 double,

'fastened on to the middle purl of the 1st circle of the preceding

round ; a 2nd circle worked in the same way, only instead of

working the last purl, fasten the cotton on to the last purl of the

preceding circle, then on to the 1st circle of the preceding round
;

10 more similar circles, between each of which the cotton is

fastened on to the middle purl of a circle of the preceding round,

and then on to the 2nd purl of the larger circle at the bottom of

the medallion
;
repeat once more from *. The pattern is sewn

on the cravat with button-hole stitches, as can be seen in the

illustration.

52 .—-Border in Crochet and Tatting.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Boar’s Head cotton No. 26.

This border is formed of circles .in tatting and crochet leaves,

which are joined together by rows of crochet work
;
a narrow
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border in tatting forms the lower edge. Omitting this edge, the

border forms a strip of insertion. Each of the rosettes or circles

is begun in the centre
;
work first 2 double, (a double stitch is

formed by passing the thread over the back of the hand, and then

passing the shuttle upwards between the forefinger and second

finger, and drawing it up, then work a stitch of plain tatting ;

this completes the double stitch, and whenever so many double

52.—Border in Crochet and Tatting.

stitches are directed it means the 2 stitches), I purl, repeat 9
times, join the stitch into a circle, work at a small distance * a

smaller ring consisting of 3 double, 5 purl, divided each by 2

double stitches, 4 double, draw the cotton through the purl of

the first circle, and repeat 8 times more from *, only each follow-

ing circle must be fastened on to a purl of the preceding circle
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after 3
double stitches, and having completed each circle the thread

must be drawn through the purl of the first circle, which forms

the centre of the rosette. The beginning and the end of the

thread are knotted together. For the tatted border, make at

short distances I loop with 5 double, I purl, 5 double
;

after

having worked a sufficient number of such loops, wind another

thread round the thread between the loops, turning always 1 loop

on the right side and I on the left. Now begin the crochet part

with the leaves. Make for each of these a foundation chain of

12 stitches, crochet back over this chain 2 double in the last

stitch but one, 1 double in the next stitch, I treble in each of the

following 7 chain, 2 treble in the next stitch, 2 treble, I long

treble, and 2 treble in the next following stitch of the foundation

chain. Work on the other side of the chain the same pattern,

only the reverse way ;
then 3

double in the point of the leaf thus

formed, and edge the whole leaf with a round of double stitches,

always working 2 double in each stitch of the preceding row,

and 3 in the long treble stitch. In working this last round, the

circles must be joined to the leaves by taking up the purl stitch

of the circle before casting off the corresponding double stitch of

the leaf ;
then work the stem which joins the 2 rows of circles

and leaves with a row of chain stitches, on which a row of double

is worked. Then comes the border which forms the upper edge.

Make a row of chain stitches, joining leaves and circles together,

then work 3
rows of treble, work 3 more rows over the tatted

border, the first row entirely in chain stitches, after every fourth

stitch take up the purl of the loops on one side. 2nd row : 1

treble in the middle stitch of the 3
chain, 2 treble, divided by 3

chain. 3rd row : I treble, I chain, miss I under the last. In

the last row the leaves and circles must be fastened on the border,

as seen in illustration.
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53 -—Diamond in Tatt'mg.

Llaterials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s crochet cotton No. io
; tatting-pin

ISo. 2 j any sized shuttle.

53.—Diamond in Tatting.

1st oval : Fill the shuttle, but do not cut it off from the reel,

as a double thread is required, and commence by working 5
double stitches, I purl, then (3 double, I purl 10 times), 5 double,

draw up.

Double thread : Putting the thread attached to the reel round

the left hand, work 7 single stitches, taking care to do them

tightly.

and oval
; 4 double, join to the last purl of 1st oval, then (3

double, I purl, 5 times) 4 double, draw up.

Double thread : 12 single stitches tightly worked.

3rd oval
: 4 double, join to last purl of 2nd oval, 3 double,

join to next purl of 2nd oval, then (3 double, 1 purl 5 times) 4
double, draw up.
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Double thread : 12 single stitches.

4th oval
: 4 double, join to last purl of last oval, 3

double,

join to next purl, then (3
double, 1 purl, 8 times) 4 double,

draw up.

Double thread : 12 single stitches.

5th oval
: 4 double, join to last purl of last oval, 3

double,

join to next purl, then (3
double, I purl, 5 times) 4 double,

draw up.

Double thread : 12 single stitches.

6th oval : 4 double, join to last purl of last oval, 3
double,

join to next purl, then (3
double, I purl, 4 times) 4 double,

draw up.

Double thread : 7 single stitches.

7th oval
: 5 double, join to last purl of last oval, then (3

double, I purl, 10 times) 5 double, draw up-

Double thread : 7 single stitches.

8 th oval: 4 double, join to last purl of last oval, then (3

double, I purl, 5 times) 4 double, draw up.

Double thread : 12 single stitches.

pth oval ; 4 double, join to last purl of last oval, 3
double,

join to next purl then (3
double, I purl, 5 times) 4 double,

draw up.

Double thread : 12 single stitches.

loth oval : 4 double, join to last purl of last oval, 3
double,

join to next purl, then (3
double, I purl, 8 times) 4 double,

draw up.

Double thread : 12 single stitches.

I ith oval
: 4 double, join to last purl of last oval, 3

double,

join to next purl, then (3 double, I purl, 5 times) 4 double,

draw up.

Double thread : 12 single stitches.
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1 2th oval : 4 double, join to last purl of last oval, 3 double,

join to next purl, then (3 double, 1 purl, 3 times) 3 double, join

to 1st purl of 1st oval, 4 double, draw up.

Double thread : 7 single stitches.

Now cut off both threads, and with a needle fasten off neatly

at the back of first oval by sewing I thread over the other.

The diamond is now finished. The centre must be filled up

with lacework, using fine sewing-cotton.

Arranged in groups of 7 or 8, 3 diamonds form a very pretty

trimming for the skirts of silk dresses, the body being trimmed

with single diamonds.

54 .—Lineti Collar trimmed with Tatting.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s tatting cotton No. 100 .

taitting-pin No.. 3 ; 1 piece of very fine cord.

This collar is ornamented with a triangle and a border of a

very effective pattern. The triangle is begun in the centre, by

working for each of the three leaves 5 double stitches, 5 purl

divided one from the other by 2 double stitches, and 5 more

double stitches. When the third leaf is completed, fasten off and

cut the cotton. Now take, instead of the cotton wound upon the

shuttle, a piece of extremely fine cord, over which work with

the cotton from the reel the following row of stitches :— I double

stitch, fasten the cotton to the centre purl of one of the three leaves,

* 2 double stitches, 5 purl divided one from the other by 2 double

stitches, 3 double stitches, fasten the cotton to the centre purl of

the nearest leaf, 2 double stitches, 9 purl divided one from the

other by 3 double stitches, 2 double stitches fastened to the same

purl as before. Repeat from * twice more, then fasten off, and

cut the cord and the cotton. Begin afresh, and work 3 small
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circles, each composed of 12 plain stitches placed quite close

together (these form one of the corners of the triangle), then at

54 —Linen Collar trimmed with. Tatting.

small distances one from the other work 1 3 similar circles, every

second one of which is fastened to one purl of tire row of
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stitches worked over the cord (see illustration). Cut away from

the collar the piece of linen which is to be replaced by the

triangle, fold in the edges and work them round in button-hole

stitch, and fill up the space with the triangle. For the border,

work first * one circle composed of 3 double stitches, 4 purl

divided one from the other by 2 double stitches, 3 more double

stitches
;
take up the cord once more and work over it, 3 double

stitches, then, without cord, I circle composed of 2 double

stitches, 12 purl divided one from the other by 2 double stitches,

2 more double stitches
;
take up the cord again and work over it

3 double stitches, 4 purl divided each by 2 double stitches, 3

double stitches. Fasten the cotton to the third purl (reckoning

from the last) of the second circle worked without cord
; 3

double stitches fastened to the fourth purl of the row of stitches

worked over the cord (see illustration), 2 double stitches, 6 purl

divided each by 2 double stitches, 3 double stitches fastened to

the purl of next circle, 3 double stitches fastened to the last purl

of the row, 2 double stitches, 3 purl divided each by 2 double

stitches, 3 double stitches ; fasten the cotton to the sixth purl of

the circle (reckoning from the beginning), 4 double stitches.

Repeat from *. Work over the top of the border a crochet

edging similar to that round the diamond pattern of collar

No. 49. For the point of the border, at the corner of the collar,

see illustration No. 54.

55 .—Tatted Cellar.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s tatting cotton No. too

;

tatting-pin No. i.

This collar is worked with very fine tatting cotton. It

consists of four branched tatted patterns and of separate tatted

circles, fastened on to one another as seen in illustration.. The
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four branched patterns are worked as follow :—3
double, I

purl, 7 times alternately 2 double, I purl, then 3
double, and

join the knots into a circle. Work 3
similar leaves close to this

55.

—

Tatted Collar.

1st leaf, but instead of working the 1st purl, fasten them on to

the last purl of the preceding leaf ;
besides this, instead of
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working the last purl of the 4th branch, fasten it on to the first

purl of the 1st branch. When I such four-branched pattern is

completed, knot both ends of the cotton together and cut them

off. Make a row of similar patterns by joining them on to the

2 middle purl of a branch of the preceding pattern, instead of

working the 2 middle purl of the last branch (see illustration).

Two rows of similar patterns are joined by the above-mentioned

circles, consisting of 32 double stitches, by fastening these circles

from illustration between four branched patterns. Begin each

circle with 2 double stitches, fasten it on to the corresponding

purl of the four-branched pattern, work again 2 double, fasten

on to the next purl, and continue in the same manner till the

circle is sufficiently large. Each circle is ornamented with lace

stitch. The collar is edged round the neck with close button-

hole stitches.

56.— Tatted Collar.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s tatting cotton No. 60 -

3

tatting-pin No. 3.

This collar is commenced at the top, and worked with fine

cotton in the following manner:— 1st oval: 2 double, I purl,

9 times, draw the cotton into a circle, 3 double, I purl, 1 double,

5 times, I purl, 3 double, draw the cotton into a circle, and join

it to the first purl of the first circle
;
work two more circles the

same as last. 2nd oval : 2 double, I purl, 7 times, join the third

purl to the third purl of the centre circle of preceding pattern, 3

double, I purl, 3 times, 2 double, I purl, draw the cotton up,

and work 5 small circles, as follow :

—

3 double *, I purl, I

double, 4 times, *
1 purl, 3 doublejoining each circle to the purl

of the 2nd oval. 3rd oval : 2 double, I purl, 8 times, joining

the 3rd purl to the 2nd purl of the centre circle of the preceding
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lingerie. It is commenced in the centre with 2 double, I purl,

repeated 8 times, draw the cotton into a ring, and work 8 small

circles, as follow :—3 double, #
1 purl, I double, repeat from *

6 times, 1 purl, 3 double, draw up tbe cotton, and join it to the

purl of centre ring and corresponding circle. Large circle
: 3

double, * I purl, 2 double, repeat from * 14 times, 3 double,

draw up the cotton, and join it to the 4th purl of small circle.

The centre of ring is filled up with lace stitches.

58 .—Tatting Medallion for Trimming Lingeries, &c.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s tatting cotton No. 50 for cravats

and collars, 100 for pocket-liand kerchiefs, 20 for petticoats ; tatting-pin No. 2 or 3.

This pattern is suitable for trimming cravats, collars, pocket-

handkerchiefs, petticoats, &c., according to the size of the cotton

with which it is worked. Work first the round of circles which

incloses the leaves, overlapping each other in the centre
;
begin

with the smallest circle, which is at the top of the pattern
;

it con-

sists of 3 double, I purl, 7 double, I purl, 7 double, I purl, 3

double. Then work at a short distance another circle like the

preceding one, only work 8 double instead of 7, and instead of

working the first purl, fasten the circle on to the last purl of the

preceding circle
;

all the other circles are fastened on to each

other in the same manner. The next circle, worked attain at a

distance of about one-fifth of an inch, has 4 double •, fasten it on

to the preceding circle, 9 double, I purl, 9 double, I purl, 4
double. The following four circles are worked like the prece-

ding one
;

only work in the first of these circles 10 double

instead of 9, in the second II double, in the third 12 double.

The piece of cotton which joins the circles together must also be

somewhat longer between the larger circles. Then work a circle
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as follows:—5 double, fasten the cotton, 1 3 double, I purl,

13 double, I purl, 5 double ;
then a similar circle, but always

working 14 double instead of 13* The next circle consists of

6 double, fasten the cotton, 15 double, I purl, 15 double, I purl,

6 double
;
the two following circles are worked in the same

manner, working 1 6 double instead of 15. Then comes the

largest circle of the round, which consists of 6 double, 17 double,

I purl, 17 double, I purl, 6 double. Work II circles more
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like the 2nd to 1 2th of those just described (the 13th circle

forms the middle), only the order of sizes must be reversed, so that

the round closes with the smallest circle. Then fasten both

ends of the cotton together, so that the circles are joined into a

circle. Then work round this row of circles another round, the

circles of which must be of graduated sizes like those of the first

round. Fasten the cotton on to the middle purl of the first small

circle of the first round, and work one circle as follows :—

3

double, I purl, 6 times alternately 2 double, I purl, then 3

double
;

fasten the cotton on to the middle purl of the next

circle, &c. The remaining circles are worked in the same

manner, only they must be increased and decreased in size

gradually like the circles of the first round ;
this is done by

increasing or decreasing the number of purl
;
instead of working

the first purl of every following circle, fasten it on to the last

puil of the preceding circle. When the round is completed,

fasten both ends of the cotton together. In the centre of the

oval pattern, fasten 6 five-branched patterns of graduated size,

which are worked in one piece. For the smallest of these pat-

terns work first three circles, consisting of 5 double, I purl, 5

times alternately 2 double, I purl, then again 5 double (these

circles must be close to each other
;
the second and third circles

must, moreover, be fastened on to the last purl of the preceding

circle). The cotton is then fastened on the first circle between

the beginning and the end of the same, then work close to them

two small circles, consisting of 6 double, I purl, 6 double, fasten

the cotton between the beginning and the end of the third circle.

The other five-branched patterns are worked in the same manner

at intervals of about three-tenths of an inch
;
but the separate

circles of each pattern must become gradually larger. In the

largest pattern the three large circles consist of 5 double, I purl,
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8- times alternately 2 double, 1 purl, 5 double ;
the two smaller

circles consist each of 15 double, I purl, 15 double ;
the size of

the other patterns can easily be worked from this ;
the cotton

which joins these last together is covered by over-casting with a

needle and thread, so as to imitate double stitches. The five-

branched patterns are then fastened in the oval pattern ;
they

must overlap each other to half way, as seen in the illustration.

39 .—Tatted Diamond.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s tatting cotton No. 4°, or 80 if

required finer ;
tatting-pin No. 3.

59.—Tatted Diamond.

This pattern is meant to ornament lingerie ;
it is worked

with fine tatting cotton in the following manner Work a *

circle consisting of 6 double, I purl, 6 double, turn the circle

downwards and work at a short distance another circle consisting

of 5 double, 4 purl divided by 2 double, 5 double
;

at a similar

distance a circle of 5 double fastened on to the last purl of the

preceding circle, 2 double, 5 purl divided by 2 double, 5 double ;

then again " '-cle consisting of 5 double fastened on to the last

ling circle, 2 double, 3
purl divided by 2 double,
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5 double : fasten the cotton on to the first circle. Then turn the

work so that the last three circles are turned downwards, leave

an interval of at least three-fourths of an inch, and repeat three

times more from *, fastening the circles on to each other from

illustration. Knot together the beginning and end of the cotton,

work button-hole stitches round the cotton which joins the circles,

as shown in illustration. The purl stitches of the four middle

circles of the diamond are knotted together.

6

O

.—Tatted Cravat End.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s tatting cotton No. ;o

;

tatting-pin No. 3 ;
2 shuttles.

This cravat end is given in full size. It is ornamented with

a tatted medallion, edged with lace. The tatting is worked with

tatting fine cotton and two shuttles. Make first the two rosettes

which form the centre of the medallion, then the insertion-like

part which edges the rosettes. The larger rosette is worked as

follows :—Knot the cotton of both shuttles together and work
with I shuttle only I circle consisting of io double, I purl one-

fifth of an inch long, io double
;

* close to this circle, which is

turned downwards, work over the cotton with the other shuttle,

I double, 1 purl, 8 double
; this forms one of the scallops join-

ing two circles. Then turn the work again and work close to

the just completed scallop another circle like the first, but which
is joined to the first circle instead of working the purl. Repeat

4 times more from *. Then work another scallop and fasten

both ends of cotton on to the cotton over which the first

scallop has been worked, at the place where the scallop is joined

to the first circle. The first round of the rosette is thus com-
pleted. Work

,
then the 2nd round over the cotton on the 2nd

shuttle, beginning to work where the two ends of cotton have
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been fastened, * 6 double, I purl, 5 double, fastened on to the

60.—Tatted Cravat End.

purl of the next scallop of the preceding round, 5 double, X purl,

6 double fastened on to the cotton between two scallops of the
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preceding round
;

repeat 5 times more from *. The larger

rosette is now completed. The smaller rosette is worked like

the first, only without the second round. The insertion-like

border is worked in two halves as follows :—The half which
touches the edge of the medallion is worked as follows :—Knot
both ends of cotton together and *, work with I shuttle only 1

circle consisting of 8 double, 1 purl one-fifth of an inch long, 8

double
;
turn the circle downwards and work close to it over the

cotton on the 2nd shuttle 6 double, 1 purl, 6 double
; this forms

a scallop of the border. Then turn the work again and work
close to the scallop another circle like the first, but which is

fastened on to the first circle instead of working the purl. Turn
the work again, work a scallop like the preceding one, and repeat

15 times more from *, only the scallops at the lower edge of the

medallion must have a few double stitches more, as can be seen

in illustration. After working the last scallop fasten the two ends

of the cotton on to the 1st circle
;
then cut them off. The second

inner half is worked like the first
;

only the circles are worked

without any purl stitch, and fastened on to the circles of the first

half from illustration
;

the scallops of this half are somewhat

smaller ; each consists of 5 double, I purl, 5 double. The
completed border is sewn on to the rosettes from illustration

; the

different pieces must be first fastened on cardboard. The cotton

must be wound several times round the long threads, as seen in

illustration. The medallion is then sewn into the muslin at the

top only
;
the remaining border is edged, before joining it to the

muslin, with a straight row of knots to be worked over cotton,

and fastened on to each outer scallop of the border at regular

intervals. The number of double stitches between two purl is

different, as distinctly seen in illustration. For the lace knot both

ends of cotton together, * work with one shuttle only I circle
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consisting of 8 double, I purl, 8 double
;

turn the work and

make another circle consisting of 2 double, 9 times alternately I

purl, 2 double • then fasten this circle on to the preceding one,

where it has been joined into a circle, so that both circles meet

as seen in illustration. After having turned the work again, work

9 double over the cotton on the 2nd shuttle, which form a scallop

between the circles, and repeat from *. The lace is then sewn

round the edge of the muslin.

6

1

,—Rosette in Tatting and Embroidery.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s tatting cotton No. So,

or No. 40 if desired in a larger size.

61.—Rosette in Tatting and Embroidery.

This rosette is suitable for ornamenting lingeries, cravats, &c.

It is worked in white embroidery and lace stitch, and edged all

round with a tatted lace. For the latter work with very fine

cotton * I large circle, consisting of 5 double, I purl, 7 times

alternately 2 double, I purl, then 5 double. At a short distance

from this circle work a smaller one, consisting of 5 double

fastened on to the last purl of the large circle, 5 double. Leave

again an interval as small as the last, and repeat from * 1 1 times
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more. But in working the large circles, instead of working the

1st purl, fasten them on the same purl of the large circle on

which the small circle has been fastened
; besides this, in working

the last (lath) large circle, instead of working the last purl,

fasten it on the I st purl of the I st circle
;
the last small circle

is fastened on to the same purl. The lace is thus joined into a

circle, and is sewn round the outside of the rosette with button-

hole stitches.

6 2 .—Cravat End in Tatting.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s tatting cotton No. 6o

;

tatting-pin No. 3.

62.—Cravat End in Tatting.

The illustration shows the end of a tatted cravat. Work
first the middle row of the cravat at the same time with the row
of circles on the left side of the middle row in illustration ;
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begin with the first circle of the middle row. It consists of 7

times alternately 3 double, I small purl, then 3 double. Work
close to this circle, which must be turned downwards, a Josephine

knot, consisting of 5 plain stitches, then a circle consisting of 5
double, I purl one-fifth of an inch long, 5 times alternately 3

double, I small purl
; 3 double, 1 long purl, 5 double. * Turn

this circle (which is the first of the side row) downwards, work

close to it a Josephine knot, then a circle consisting of 12 double

I small purl, 1 2 double. Turn this circle downwards, work a

Josephine knot, and then again a circle like the first of the side

row, but instead of working the first long purl, fasten it on to

the last purl of the preceding circle of the same row. Then

hold the work so that the circles of the side row are turned

downwards, work a Josephine knot, I circle like the first circle

of the middle row, turn the work, make I Josephine knot, and

then a circle like the second circle of the side row. Repeat from

* till the cravat is sufficiently long. The last circle of the middle

row must correspond to the first circle of the same row. Then

begin to work the lower edge at the same time with the last circle

of the middle row, * I Josephine knot, then a circle like the

circles of the side row, again I Josephine knot, fastened on t?

the next purl of the last circle of the middle row
;
repeat 3 times

more from *. Then continue as before, and work on the right

side of the middle row a row of circles exactly like those which

have been worked at the same time with those of the middle row.

The fastening on of the cotton between two Josephine knots

is seen in illustration. The circles at the other end of the cravat

are fastened like those of the first-described end. The cravat is

edged all round with a row of circles with Josephine knots

worked exactly like those of the preceding row, and the manner

of fastening which is seen in the illustration.
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63 .—Rosette in Tatting and Embroidery

.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s tatting cotton No. 60, or 40 if required

larger ; tatting-pin No. 3.

63.—Rosette in Tatting and Embroidery.

The centre of this rosette is worked in lace stitch on muslin,

edged round with button-hole stitch and trimmed with a tatted

lace, which is worked at the same time, with the centre. Work
first * a small circle consisting of 5 double, 1 purl, 3 double,

fastened on to the button-hole stitch edging of the rosette, then

3 double, 1 purl, 5 double. Then turn the just-completed circle

downwards, and afterwards work at a short distance a large circl

e

consisting of 7 double, 6 times alternately I purl, 2 double, lastly

I purl, 7 double, then 1 Josephine knot consisting of 7 plain.

Then turn the work again, so that the last large circle is turned

downwards, and repeat from* 12 times more
;
the large and

small circles must be fastened on to one another, as seen in illus-

tration. The fastening of the small circles on to the centre is

likewise done from the illustration.
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64.

—

Cravat End in Tatting and Darned Netting.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s tatting cotton No. 50 ; tatting

No. 3 ;
square of netting

;
fine Mecklenburg thread No. 80.

64.—Cravat End in Tatting ana Darned Netting.

The end of this cravat is ornamented with a square of darned

netting, edged with a tatted border, and sewn on to the material

of the cravat. But the diamond in tatting (page 18), or the

square (page 31 )
will look very pretty with this border. The
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square is worked in diamond netting, and has seven holes in

length and breadth. They are darned in linen stitch, darning

stitch, and point d’esprit, with Mecklenburg thread. The ground is

worked over a mesh measuring three-tenths of an inch round.

For each square one more row than is needed must be worked,

and the cast-on stitches are cut off, as they are longer than the

stitches of the other rows. The tatted border is worked with

fine tatting cotton. Fasten the cotton at one corner of the square

and work * a circle consisting of 7 double, 1 purl, then six times

alternately 2 double, I purl, 7 double, fasten the cotton on to the

same stitch of the ground where it was first fastened
; f work a

second circle like the first, but fasten it, instead of working the

first purl on to the last purl of the preceding circle
;
fasten the

cotton again on to the same stitch, then on to the next stitch, and

work a small circle, consisting of 5 double fastened on to the last

purl of the preceding circle, 4 double, I purl, 5 double. The

cotton is fastened on to the same netted stitch as before, and then

on to the next stitch
;
repeat twice more from f ,

and then repeat

from * in all three times more, so that the square is edged all

round. It is sewn into the material from the illustration.

65 .—Tatted Antimacassar (see Frontispiece•),

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Boar’s Head cotton No. 30, or tatting

cotton No. 24, or for a larger size tatting cotton No. 20 ;
tatting-pin No. 1 ;

large

shuttle.

The illustration shows the fourth of the antimacassar and the

whole of the rosette which forms the centre. Begin with the

latter, with the five-branched pattern in the centre, at the same

time with the following round of circles :—* Work first one circle

.of this round, consisting of 3 double, I purl, 4 times alternately

2 double, I purl, 3 double
;
then at a short distance a circle like
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the one just made, in which, however, instead of working the

first purl, the cotton must be joined on to the last purl of the

preceding circle. Then work at a short distance the first leaf of

the five-branched pattern, which consists of 4 double, I purl, 4
double. When this branch is completed, repeat at a short dis-

tance 4 times more from *
;
but in working the branches of the

five-branched pattern, instead of working the purl, join it on to the

purl of the first branch of the five-branched pattern (this purl

forms the centre of the pattern). All the circles must also be

joined one to each other, as can be seen from illustration. Then

work the scallops round the border of the rosette, * fasten the

cotton' on to the purl which joins the two next circles of the

preceding round, and work one scallop consisting of 1 1 times

alternately 2 double, I purl, then 2 double. Repeat 9 times

more from *. When the rosette is completed, work eight rosettes

in the same manner and join them into a circle from illustration

by means of small three-branched patterns, and then join them

on to the middle rosette.

The strip of insertion which comes next is worked in two,

halves as follows ;—Work first, for the half turned towards the

centre, two rows of circles lying opposite each other
;
begin with

one of the largest circles, consisting of 4 double, I purl, 3 times

alternately 2 double, I purl, then 4 double
;

* at a short distance

work a smaller circle of 4 double, I purl, 4 double
;
after another

short distance, a circle like the first joined on to it
;
then again a

smaller circle, which at the place of the first purl is joined on to

the purl of the preceding small circle. A short distance from

this work again one of the larger circles just described, which is

fastened on to the preceding similar circle
;
then repeat from * till

the double row has nine larger and eight smaller circles. The

first half of the strip of insertion is completed
;
the second outer

- G

I
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half is worked like the first, only the small circles must here be

worked without any purl, and two of them together must always

be fastened on to the two joined small circles of the first half, as

was done for the five-branched pattern of the rosette
;
besides

this, each of the large circles has 4 double, I purl, 4 times alter-

nately 2 double, I purl, then 4 double. When eight similar

patterns have been worked, join them into a circle from illustra-

tion by means of small rosettes ;
this circle is then joined to the

already-finished part of the cover. The small rosettes and

remaining patterns of the antimacassar are easily worked from

illustration. The completed patterns are joined together in the

course of the work.

TATTING COTTON
Is supplied by Messrs. "Walter Evans and Go., of Derby, in all sizes from 20 to

120. Crochet Cotton, which is preferred by some Tatters, is sold in all sizes

from o to 1 20.

The following table will assist ladies in selecting the size of either tatting or

crochet cotton. All these cottons are on reels containing ioo yards:—

,

Tatting. Crochet.

Petticoat Edgings and Insertions . . 20 0 and 12

Night Dress Trimmings . 40 60

Lingerie Trimming 5° 70

Collars and Cravats 5° 70

Pocket Handkerchiefs . IOO 120

Parasol Covers .... . IOO 120

Antimacassars .... • 20, 30 0 and 20

Pincushions . . . 60 80

Caps . IOO 120

Lace . 60, 80, 100 80, IOO, 120

Insertions . . 20, 40, 80 40, 80, IOO

Ladies at a distance from town or on the Continent will be glad to have some

guide as to the quantity of cotton required to complete their work. The

quantity of tatting or crochet cotton used by an average worker is found to be

two yards to the square inch with a single shuttle
;
three yards to the square

inch with two shuttles.
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J^'HE art of embroidering with cotton on linen, muslin, cambric s

pique, &c., is very easy to learn by strictly attending to the

following instructions.

The size of the thread and needle must correspond to that of

the material on which you embroider
;
the needle must not be

too long, and the cotton must be soft. Messrs. Walter Evans

and Co.’s embroidery cotton is the best. Skilful embroiderers

never work over anything, because when you tack the material

on paper or cloth each stitch shows, and if the material is very

fine, leaves small holes ;
but for those that are learning we should

advise them to tack the material to be embroidered upon a piece

of toile clree. If you work without this, place the material

straight over the forefinger of the left hand ;
the material must

never be held slantways. The three other fingers of the left

hand hold the work
;
the thumb remains free to give the right

position to each stitch. The work must always, if possible, lie

so that the outline of the pattern is turned towards the person

who works. For the sake of greater clearness one part of the

following illustrations is given in larger size than nature. Pre-

paring the patterns is one of the most important things in

embroidery, for the shape of the patterns is often spoiled merely

because they have not been prepared with sufficient care.



66.—Scallop.

Illustration 66 shows how to prepare a scallop. Take

thicker cotton than that with which you work ; never commence

with a knot, and do not take a thread longer than sixteen or

eighteen inches. The outlines of the scallops are first traced

with short straight stitches. In the comers particularly the

stitches must be short. The space between the outlines is filled

with chain stitches, as can be seen from illustration
;
they must

not be too long, otherwise the embroidery will look coarse. It

is in this way that every pattern to be worked in button-hole of

satin stitch is to be prepared.

Illustration 67 shows the double overcast stitch or button-

hole stitch in a straight line. After having traced the outline

begin to work from left to right
;
fasten the cotton with a few

stitches, hold it with the thumb of the left hand under the

outline, insert the needle downwards above the outline, draw it

out under the same above the cotton which you hold in the left

hand, and draw it up. Repeat for all the stitches in the same

—Double Overcast Stitcli.
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manner
;

they must be regular and lie close to one another

Great care should be taken that the material on which you

embroider is not puckered.

68.—Overcast Stitch.

Illustration 68 ( Overcast Stitch).—The' double overcast

and the button-hole stitches are worked from left to right,

whilst back stitches, knotted and satin stitches are worked from

right to left. The stitch is worked in the same way as the

double overcast, only the needle must never be drawn out above,

but below, the cotton with which you work, and which you keep

down with the thumb of the left hand.

Illustration 69.^—The slanting overcast stitch is worked

without tracing the outline, always inserting tne needle down-

wards—that is, from top to bottom. The needle must be

inserted in the manner shown in illustration— that is, not straight,

but slanting; insert it a little farther than the last stitch, and

draw it out close to it. The wrong side of the work must show

back stitches. This sort of stitch is used for the fine outlines in

patterns, or letter. . .
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Illustration 70.—This shows the back stitch, the working

of which is well known
;

it is worked in several rows close to

each other.

71.—Point Croise.

Illustrations 71 & 72 show another kind of back stitch,

called point croise, which is only used on very thin and trans-

parent materials. This stitch forms on the wrong side a sort of

darned pattern, which is seen by transparence on the right side,

and gives the embroidered pattern a thicker appearance, contrasting

with the rest of the work (see the lower leaves of the flower on

illustration I io). For this stitch insert the needle into the material

as for the common back stitch, draw it out underneath the needle

on the opposite outline of the pattern, so as to form on the wrong

side a slanting line. Insert the needle again as for common back

stitch draw it out slanting at the place marked for the next

stitch on the opposite outline, as shown in illustration 7 1.



73 -—Knotted Stitch.

Illustration 73 shows the knotted stitch
;
the simplest way

of working it is to work two back stitches at a short distance

from each other over the same thread.

The knotted stitch seen in Illustration 74 is worked
thus :—Take about four threads of the 'material on the needle,

draw the needle half out, wind the cotton twice round the point

of the needle, hold it tight with the thumb, draw the needle out

carefully and insert it at the place where the stitch was begun, and

draw it out at the place where the next stitch is to be worked.

The knotted stitch seen on Illustration 75 is worked

in nearly the same manner as the preceding one. Before

drawing the cotton out of the material hold it tight with the left-

hand thumb ;
leave the needle in the same position, wind the

cotton twice round it, turn the needle from left to light, so

(follow the direction of the arrow) that its point arrives where

the cotton was drawn out (marked by a cross in illustration),

insert the needle there, and draw it out at the place of the next

stitch.

75.—Knotted Stitcli74.—Knotted Stitch.
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Illustrations 76 & 77.—Raised satin stitch is principally

used for blossoms, flowers, leaves, letters, See. After having

traced the outlines of the pattern, fill the space left between them

with chain stitches in a direction different from that in which the

pattern is to be embroidered
;
begin at the point of the leaf,

working from right to left, make short straight stitches, always

76.—Raised Satin Stitcli.

inserting the needle close above the outline and drawing it out

below. The leaves on the flowers, as well as on the branches,

must be begun from the point, because they thus acquire a better

shape. If you wish to work a leaf divided in the middle, as

seen in illustration 77, you must trace the veining before you fill

it with chain stitches, then begin at one point of the leaf and

work first one half and then the other.

77.—Baised Satin Stitch. 78.—Point de Plume.

Illustration 78 shows the so-called point de plume on a

scalloped leaf. It is worked like the satin stitch, only the

needle is drawn through the material in a slanting direction.
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79.—Point de Minute.

Illustration 79 (Point de Minute ).—This stitch is often used

instead of satin stitch when the patterns must appear raised.

Wind the cotton several times round the point of the needle,

which is inserted into the material half its length (the number of

times the cotton is to be wound round the needle depends on the

length of the pattern), hold fast the windings with the thumb of

the left hand, draw the needle and the cotton through the wind-

ings, insert the needle into the material at the same place, and

draw it out at the place where the next stitch is to begin.

80.—Ladder Stitch. 81.—Ladder Stitch.

Illustrations 80 & 8 1 show the ladder stitch, often used

in ornamental embroidery. Trace first the outlines as seen in

illustrations ; mark also the cross stitches between the outlines,

so that the first touch the outlines only at both ends. The outlines

are embroidered in overcast stitch or double overcast
;
the material

is cut away underneath the ladder stitch between the outlines



83.—Button-hole Stitch Scallop.

82.—Button-hole Stitch Scallop.

84.—Button-hole Stitch Scallop.

Embroidery Instructions.

We have now shown the different kinds of stitches used in

embroidery
;

the following illustrations show them used for

different patterns.

85.—Button-hole Stitch Scallop.

Illustrations 82 to 85 (Different Batton-hole Stitch

Scallops).—These scallops are prepared as above described. Take
care to have the stitches even and regular

;
the scallops must

be wide in the centre and very fine at both ends.

1

.
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Illustrations 86 & 87 (
Button-holes and Eyelets).—This

kind of embroidery is used only in round or long patterns. Trace

first the outline of the hole, cut away a small round piece of

material, not too close to the outlines (when the button-hole is

very small merely insert the point of the scissors or a stiletto into

the material), fold the edge of the material back with the needle,

and work the hole in overcast stitch, inserting the needle into the

86.—Button and Eyelet Holes.

87.— Button and Eylet Holes.

empty place in the centre and drawing it out under the outline.

Some button-holes are worked separately
;
sometimes they are in

a row ;
if so, take care to begin to work each button-hole at the

place where it touches the next. In the following button-holes

the outside must be traced double, so as to reach as far as the

next one, but each button-hole is finished at once. Illustration 86

shows a button-hole worked round in button-hole stitch, 87 an

eyelet-hole worked in overcast.
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Shaded Button-hole.Shaded Button-hole,

Illustrations 88 & 89*—Shaded button-holes are worked

like the others, only they are prepared, as can be seen in illustra-

tion 89, so as to mark the thickness. The stitches must gradually

get narrower or wider, and be worked very close to each other.

-Leaf in Raised Satin Stitch,

Illustrations 90 & 91 (Two Leaves in Raised Statin Stitch).

—In a leaf like the one seen in 90 work first the outline and

veining in overcast stitch ;
work one half of the leaf in satin

stitch, and the other half between the overcast outline and veining

in back stitch. The stem of a leaf is always worked last.
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91.—Leaf in Raised Satin Stitch. 92.—Raised Leaf.

Illustrations 92 & 93 (Two Leaves in Satin Stitch and

Point de Plume).-—For leaves like the one seen in 93 begin with

the veinings, then work the inner points, then the outer ones,

and lastly the raised spots in the centre. The leaf seen in 92 is

worked, one half in point de plume ,
the other half in back stitch

or point d’or.

Illustration 94.-The outline df this leaf is embroidered

in overcast stitch ,
the open-work veining consists of eyelets

;

one half of the leaf is worked in back stitch, the other half in a

kind of satin stitch worked without chain stitches underneat ;
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the stitches are worked across the leaf, leaving between two
stitches an interval as wide as the stitch itself. The next row is

then worked in these intervals, and each stitch begins half-way
up the one before and after it.

9 5-—Leaf Raised. 96 .—Leaf Raised.

Illustrations 95 T0 97 {Leaf in Raised Embroidery).—This
kind of embroidery is particularly beautiful, as it is worked
separately and sewn on the material with an outline in very fine

cotton
;

this produces the shade seen in 95 (see also illustrations

98 and 113)- For such leaves work first one half in overcast and
satin stitch (illustration 96) ; the other half is worked on a

97.—Raised Leaf.

separate piece of material (see illustration 97) ; cut away the

material along the overcast outline, and fasten it on the founda-

tion material along the outline which forms the veining on
illustration 96.
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ico.—Centre of Leaf (98),98.—Raised Embroidered Leaf.

Illustrations 98 to loo show a similar leaf
;
both halves

are worked separately (see 99) ;
the centre is worked in open

lace stitch. The latter (see No. loo) is traced, then make ladder

stitches across, work the outlines in overcast stitch, and cut away

the material underneath the ladder stitch. The cross stitches are

then worked in darning stitch with very fine cotton wherever

two threads meet.

101.—Blossom in Satin Stitch..

Illustration 10 1 (Blossom in Satin Stitch').—The eyelet is

worked in overcast Stitch, then work the upper part of the

blossom all in one piece as far as the beginning of the veining,

thence the blossom is worked in two halves.
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Illustrations 102 & 103 (Blossom in Satin Stitch).—The
raised centre of this flower is formed by a bead, over which the
embroidery is worked. When the leaves have been worked one
after the other, place a bead in the centre, left free in such a
manner that one hole lies on the material, and work over the
bead by inserting the needle into its upper hole, then underneath
the material, drawing it out above the material close to the bead,
and so on (see 103).

104. Star in Satin Stitch.

Illustration 104 (Star Pattern in Satin Stitch). The centre,
which forms a wheel, is worked first. Draw the threads across



io6. Star. 107.—Flower in Satin Stitcli.

Illustration 107 (Flower in Satin Stitch).— The fine

•veinings are worked with fine black silk in point russe, which
renders the effect of the flower very beautiful.



Illustrations 108 & 109 (Rose in Satin Stitch).—No. 109

shows one petal larger than full size. The outer circle only is

prepared with chain stitches underneath, so as to appear raised
;

the inner circles are worked flat. The centre of the rose is

embroidered in open work.

no.—Heartsease. hi.—Raised Flower.

Illustration I TO
(
Embroidered Heartsease).—For the knotted

stitch see No. 75, for the point croise see 7 1 and 72.

Illustration III (Flower in Raised Satin Stitch ).

1 09.—Petal for Rose.108.—Rose in Satin Stitch.
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1 1 2.—Ear of Corn.

Illustration II2 {An Ear of Corn in Point de Minute).

1 , Bluebell. 1 >4 -—Inner part of Bluebell.

Illustrations 113, 114, & 116 {Bluebell in Raised Satin

S//fa&).—-This flower is worked partly in separate pieces, as has
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been described. Illustration 116 shows the raised part stretched

out flat. When it is finished it is fastened down along the dotted

line on No. 1 14, which shows the inner part of the flower.

-Flower.

Illustration 1 15 {Flower in Point de Minute) This stitch

is here worked over a thick foundation of chain stitches. For

raised patterns it looks very well.

Ii5.— Outer part, of Bluebell. 1 17.—Flower appliqued on Net.

Illustrations 1 16 & 1 17 (Flower worhd in Applique).—To
work in applique, two materials, either similar or different, are

needed. You can work either in applique of muslin on muslin, or

of muslin on net, or of net on net. Muslin on Brussels net is the

prettiest way of working in applique
;
we will therefore describe

it : the other materials are worked in the same manner. Trace
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the pattern on the muslin, fasten the latter on the net, and trace

the outlines of the pattern with very small stitches work them

in overcast stitch with very fine cotton, taking care not to pucker

the material. The veinings are worked in overcast. When the

pattern has been embroidered cut away the muslin round the

outlines with sharp scissors, so that the net forms the grounding

(see No. 1 17). The greatest care is required in cutting out the

muslin to avoid touching the threads of the net.

Illustrations 1 1 8 & 11 9 [Narrow Borders ).—It will be

easy to work these borders from the above instructions. Observe

only that on border X 1 8 the outer row of scallops is worked first,

then the button-hole stitch row, and the rest afterwards. The

spots are edged all round in knotted stitch. The wheels in the

1
1
9.—Border.

centre of the eyelets of No. 1 19 are worked with very fine cotton

in loose button-hole stitch
; they are wound round with the

cotton in a second row.

11V*.
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1 20.—Insertion.

Illustrations 120 to 122.—-Three strips of insertion, which
are worked nearly like the ladder stitch. For No. 1 20, in tracing

the outlines, make two small knots at short distances by winding
the cotton four times round the needle, as can be seen in illustra-

1 21.—Insertion. 122.—Insertion.

102 Embroidery Instructions.

tion
;
the windings are held down with the thumb of the left

hand, draw the needle through, and a knot is formed. The out-

lines are worked in button-hole stitch only when all the knots

have been made, and then the material is cut away underneath.

Illustration 121 is a variety of the slanting ladder stitch. Illustra-

tion 122.—The cross threads are worked in two rows in the

common herring-bone stitch, as can be seen by the black lines on
the illustration. The straight lines at the top and at the bottom
are worked in double overcast

; lastly, the wheels are worked in

a row as described for the star pattern. No. 104.



when completed must look rather like raised printing than like

embroidery. Gothic letters are much more difficult to work on

account of the many flourishes ; it requires great practice in

needlework to embroider them well. Illustration 123.—The

small black dots are worked in black silk on the thick parts of

the letter : the fine strokes are covered with cross threads of

black silk. Illustration 1 24.—The outlines of the letter and the

fine strokes are worked in black silk. Illustration 125.—This

126.

Illustrations 123 to 129 [Embroidered Initials),—To learn

to work initials the Roman characters are the easiest to begin

with. They must be traced and prepared like other embroidery in

satin stitch, only the chain stitches underneath must not be too

thick : it would take away the shape of the letters. All depends

on the fineness and regularity of the stitches
;
they must be

worked in overcast stitch. Work from left to right, and the letter

Embroidery Instructions.
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letter is embroidered in raised satin stitch and point de plume.

Illustration 126.—This letter is worked in back stitches., over

which are worked at regular distances cross stitches of black

silk. Illustration 127.—Letter in satin and back stitch. Illustra-

tion 1 28 to be worked in overcast and double overcast. Illus-

tration 125).—Letter G in point russe with black silk.

I30*

Illustration 130 [Embroidered Figures').—They are worked

like the letters in point de plume and overcast
;
the dots are worked

in knotted stitch



EMBROIDERY.

[] n working the following Embroidery Patterns it will be found advisablo

to trace the design clearly upon tracing-paper with a sharp-pointed lead pencil.

The pattern thus traced must be perforated with a fine needle in a succession of

tiny holes, at the rate of about twenty to the inch. Those ladies who possess

a sewing-machine will find no difficulty in accomplishing this. Several thick-

nesses of paper can be perforated at the same time, if required, by any ordinary

machine. To transfer the traced and perforated design to the fabric to be

embroidered, it is only necessary to rub a small quantity of powder blue through

the holes.]

o

1 3 I .—Insertion in Embroidery.

Material : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s embroidery cotton No. 16.

This insertion is worked in raised satin stitch and button-

hole stitch. The outlines must first be traced and the space

filled up with chain stitches. To work a leaf, begin at the

point, working from right to left, making short stitches, and

always inserting the needle close above the outline and drawing

it out below. The holes left for the ribbon to pass through are

worked in plain button-hole stitch, the dots are worked in raised

satin stitch.

i



13 1 .—Insertion in Embroidery.

132 .—Insertion in Embroidery and Stitching .

Materials: Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s embroidery cotton Nos. 10 and 16.

The veinings of this pretty insertion must be worked in

overcast stitch (No. 68, Embroidery Instructions'), the leaves and

flowers in raised satin stitch, the scallops in button-hole stitch,

and the outer edge of the leaves in back stitch (No. 70, Embroidery

Instructions
)
with No. 10 cotton.

132.—Insertion in Embroidery and Stitching.
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X53 .—Cravat End in Embroidery.

Materials : Muslin, cambric, or linen ;
Messrs. Walter Evans and Co. s

embroidery cotton Mo. 24, or fine black Cbina silk.

This graceful design is worked in raised satin stitch (see

Nos. 76 and 77, Embroidery Instructions') and back stitching, or

point Russe. Black silk may be introduced at will, and the deli-

133.

—

Embroidered. Pattern for Cravat Ends, &c.

cate leaves may be stitched in fine black silk, and the flowers

embroidered in white, with the stamens in black silk.

134 .—Basket Embroidered m Chenille.

Materials : A basket of fine wicker-work ;
1 skein of black clienille,

and 3 of bine chenille.

This small round basket measures seven inches across ; it

has a cover and two handles. The wicker is very delicately
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plaited, and is ornamented with a pattern in chenille which is

very easy to work. Upon the cover, work in point Russe one
large star in blue chenille, with the centre and outer circle in

black. All round, work small stars in blue chenille, with a

I 34- Basket Embroidered in Chenille.

black stitch in the centre. The position of these stars is shown
in our illustration. 1 he basket requires no mounting

; it is not
even lined.
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1 35. Pattern for Collars and Cuffs in Embroidery.

Materials : Muslin, cambric or lawn ;
Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s

embroidery cotton perfectionne No. 40.

Work the outer circle in long even scallops (see page 90 of

Embroidery Instructions
)

in raised button-hole stitch ;
the spray

of flowers is embroidered in raised satin stitch, the leaves in the

same, and the rosebud calyx in tiny eyelet-holes. The centres

of the roses are embroidered in open-work.

135.

—

Embroidery Pattern for Collars, Culls, &c.

136.

—

Cravat End in Embroidery.

Materials: Muslin, Brussels net; Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s

embroidery cotton No. 30.

Tack the traced muslin over the net and work the scallop

of the inner edge-, next the design in the centre must be

worked in raised satin stitch (see No. 77 in Embroidery Instructions).

The raised dots are also worked in satin stitch (see page 9° °f

Embroidery Instructions). Lastly, work the outer edging of

round scallops and the lines of raised dots, and with a pair of

embroidery scissors carefully cut away the muslin from the outer

edge and from the leaves of the centre pattern.
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1

137 .—Embroidery Pattern for Collars, Ctijfs, Zsfc.

Materials : Linen; Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s cotton perfection^ No. 40.

This pretty star should be worked in fine overcast stitch (see

No. 68 in Embroidery Instructions'). The centre is worked in

raised satin stitch leaves round a circle of button-hole stitch, in

the middle of which a wheel is worked thus :—Slip the cotton

under the thick edge and fasten it, then cross it over and back

so as to make 8 bars, then twist the cotton twice round I bar ;

this will bring it to the centre ;
work over and under each of the

bars until a thick dot is formed ;
fasten the cotton beneath this,

and twist it twice round the bar opposite to the first one you

worked, and finish off.

1 ^8 .—Embroidery Covering for a Quilted Counterpane.

Materials : Caslimere, cambric muslin, or linen
;
Messrs. Walter Evans and Co. s

embroidery cotton No. 4.

This is an embroidery pattern for a woollen or silk quilted

counterpane. Such counterpanes generally have a lining which





Quilted Counterpane.
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is turned back on the right side, and buttoned down at the

point of each scallop. The pattern is a quilted counterpane of

scarlet cashmere
;
the lining is of fine linen. Before embroi-

dering it, make the points for the corners. The embroidery is

worked in button-hole stitch, overcast, satin, and ladder stitch.

It can also be worked on fine cambric or muslin, and then the

embroidered pattern sewn on the piece of linen which forms the

cover on the wrong side. Make the button-holes as seen on

illustration, and sew on mother-of-pearl or china buttons.

139 -—Embroidery Patternfor Ornamenting Collars , Cuffs, fs
3
'.

Materials : Muslin, cambric, or linen
; Messrs. Walter Evans and Co. s

embroidery cotton No. 40.

This pattern is worked in satin stitch, point Russe, and point

d’or on muslin, cambric, or linen
;

it is suitable for collars, or

cravat ends, or handkerchief corners.

1 .39-— Embroidery JPatiern for Cravat Ends, &c.
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140 .—Handkerchief in Embroidery

Materials : French cambric ;
Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s embroidery

cotton No. 50.

Three rows of hem-stitching ornament this handkerchief ;
the

pattern forms an insertion within the outer rows, the flowers are
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worked in raised satin stitch, with eyelet-hole centres (see No. 87

of Embroidery Instructions
) ;

the tendrils aie worked in overcast

stitch
;
three rows of raised dots, in groups of four, are worked

on the inner side of the last row of hem-stitching. This pattern

looks very handsome on a broad-hemmed handkerchief.

1 4

1

.—Convolvulus Leaf Insertion.

Materials : Muslin
;
Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s embroidery cotton No. 20.

141.— Convolvulus Leaf Insertion.

The convolvulus leaves are worked in raised satin stitch, the

veinings and stems in overcast stitch, the eyelet-holes in slanting

overcast stitch. (See No. 69 of Embroidery Instructions.')

I42.

—

Insertion.

Materials : Muslin ; Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s embroidery cotton No. 20.

This simple insertion is worked in raised satin stitch, the

stems alone excepted; these are embroidered in overcast stitch.
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142.—Insertion.

r 42 and 144.

—

Two Patterns in Embroidery for Trimming Lingei

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s embroidery cotton No. 20, and

Mecklenburg thread No. 5°-

143 and 144.—Patterns for Trimming Lingerie.

These patterns are worked in point Russe and stitching ;
the

spots in satin and knotted stitch. Illustration 143 is ornamented

in the centre with lace stitches.



1^5 and 146.

—

Insertion.

Materials : Muslin
; Messrs. Walter Evans and Go.’s embroidery cotton No. 16.

The two insertions, Nos. 145 and 146, are worked partly in

satin stitch, partly in open-work embroidery, and are edged on
either side with an open-work hem.

146.—Insertion.

I 47 '—Couvrette in Applique Embroidery.

Materials : Net, fine muslin; Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s embroidery
cotton No. 16.

The pattern must be traced on the muslin, which should be

tacked on the net. The outline of the design must be traced

with very small stitches, and worked in overcast stitches, as are

also the veinings
;
the dots are worked in raised satin stitch

;
the

border is embroidered with satin stitch flowers and scallop

button-hole stitch. To work applique on net, see No. 1 17 of

Embroiderv Instructions.

I

1'

I
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148 .

—

IV.reathfor centre of Pincushion or Toilet Mat.

Materials for Pincushion : Jaconet muslin
; Messrs. Walter Evans ami Co.’s

embroidery cotton No. 16. For toilet mat: White pique ; cotton No. 12.

148*—Wreath for centre of Pincushion or Toilet Mat.

The leaves and flowers are worked in satin stitch ; the

eyelet-holes and stems in overcast stitch.
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149.— Corner for Handkerchief in Point Russe.

Materials : French cambric, fine China black sewing-silk, or filoselle.

x49-—Corner for Handkerchief in Point Russe.

P6int Russe stitch is made by a succession of back stitches.

These stitches carefully follow every line of the design, and are

worked in black China sewing-silk or filoselle. The pattern

should be repeated at each corner of the handkerchief.

K
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I50 to 152 .—Borders and Insertions.—White Embroidery.

Materials : Lawn; Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s embroidery cotton No. 30,

and Mecklenburg thread No. 50; fine black sewing-silk.

For the border No. 1 50, trace first the outlines of the scallop

,

then draw the threads which are to form the wheel in each

scallop (take for this fine Mecklenburg thread, for the rest em-

broidery cotton), fasten them at the places where they cross each

other, and work at these places small and large spots in satin

stitch. Then work the scallops in button-hole stitch
;

edge

150.—Embroidered Border.

each larger spot with button-hole stitch all round, and make a

row of button-hole stitches for the upper edge of the border,

and above this a row of herring-bone stitches. The material is

cut away underneath the wheels.

151—Comer in Embroidery. 152.—Corner in Embroidery.

The corner borders, illustrations 15 1 and 1 52, are worked in

point Russe, chain and satin stitch, with fine black sewing silk.
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153.

—Muslin Cravat.

Materials : Muslin
;
Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s embroidery cotton

ISTo. 50 ;
bio. 40 for the edges.

This cravat is worked on fine muslin, embroidered upon

both ends in raised satin stitch
;
the scalloped edge is worked in

button-hole stitch ;
the bouquet in the centre is worked in

applique satin stitch—that is, the leaves of the rose and the

foliage are worked separately on muslin
;
they are then cut out

and worked in applique (see Nos. 1 13 and 1 16, Embroidery Instruc-

tions) upon the cravat, as seen in the illustration.

154.

—Sandwich Case.

Materials: Strip of grey kid; strip of oil silk; i skein black silk; i skein red

purse silk
;

I hank steel beads ; steel button.

This case will be found very useful on the occasion of a

journey or picnic, as it can be carried in the pocket without any

inconvenience.

The case is made of a strip of grey kid, scalloped out at the

edges. The words “ Bon appetit,” or “ Good appetite,” at will,

are worked over it in overcast with black purse silk and steel

beads
;

the scroll pattern in chain stitch with red silk. The
back and front of the case are formed of the same strip, which is

lined with oilskin, and to which narrow side-pieces are added to

form the pocket. These pieces are lined and scalloped out in

the same way as the back and front, and then the scallops of

both sides are joined together, and worked round in button-hole

stitch with purse silk.

The case is fastened down with a steel button.

If another colour is preferred, the sandwich case can be
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made of brown kid. The scroll pattern should then be worked
in rich blue purse silk, and gold beads used for the letters,

which should be embroidered as before in black silk. The edge

may be worked in double overcast stitch in blue or black silk.

A gold button must replace the steel when this alteration of

colour is made.

154.—Sand-wicli Case.
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155 •

—

Insertion

.

Materials : Muslin; Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s embroidery cotton No. 16.

This insertion is worked in raised satin stitch between two
rows of hem-stitching

; a small eyelet-hole is worked in the

centre of each flower.

156 .—Cravat End in Raised Embroidery.

Materials: Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s embroidery cotton Nos. 50 and 16.

This pattern is a muslin cravat 32 inches long. The greater

part of the embroidered ends is worked in satin stitch; the leaves

in the bouquet of the centre are worked in raised embroidery.

(See Nos. 113 and 1 16, Embroidery Instructions.)

The dotted lines are raised by taking four threads of the

muslin on the needle, draw it half out, wind the cotton twice

round the point, holding it tightly under the thumb, draw the

needle out and insert it at the place where the stitch was begun,

and draw it out where the next stitch is to be worked.

J! E H E3'B QaBBlBBflBBIII H Bill 11 III II I B B I B B B BH B 1 Bl 1 1 Bl I B I B 1 1 1 1 B 1 1 1 If IIIQ B Bllll III
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155 -—Insertion.



156.—Cravat End in Raised Embroidery.
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1 57 .

—

Lady’s Purse.

Materials : Russia leather
;
blue silk; Hack purse silk; Hue silk soutaclio; fine

gold braid ; and gold thread.

This purse is embroidered upon Russia leather
;
an oval-

shaped medallion is cut out in the centre
;
a piece of blue silk is

gummed on under the leather so as to show within the oval ;

both leather and silk are then lined with calico and stretched

157-—Lady’s Purse.

upon a small embroidery frame. The front and back of the

purse are made all of one piece, the centre of which is the

Dottom
;

after the embroidery is completed a piece of leather is

added on each side to give the necessary fullness. Four flowrets

are worked over the blue silk, with black purse silk, in raised

satin stitch, with a dot in gold thread for the centre. The stems

are black and the leaflets gold. The inner border round the
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oval medallion is worked in gold braid, and the outer one in blue

soutache. The network upon the leather is formed of threads

of black purse silk, fastened at every crossing with a stitch of

gold thread • the outer border round this network is formed

entirely of gold braid. On the opposite side of the purse initials

may be worked in black and gold, over the blue silk oval

medallion.

The purse is lined with brown watered silk, and mounted

with a clasp of gilt steel.

158.

—

Table-Napkin Ring.

II iterials : Crimson caslimere
;
toile cirde

;

i reel each of white, black, green,

bine, and yellow Chinese silk.

158.—Table-Napkin King

Stretch a strip of cashmere of a bright shade of crimson over

a piece of toile dree, and work the pattern over it in point Russe

with fine silk. The outer borders have white and blackoutlines,

and leaflets of green silk. The stars have black and blue out-

lines, a yellow cross and dots. The figure between the stars is

black and yellow.
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inches and four-fifths wide, and two inches and one-fifth high,

covered inside and out with grey American cloth, which is orna-

mented with embroidery worked in applique. The seams are

made in overcast stitch. The feet consist of four pieces of

strong wire three inches and two-fifths long. These pieces of

wire are first covered with wool, and then with jet beads
;
they

are then bent into loops, and fastened on at the bottom of the

box by means of holes bored into it for that purpose. The feet

159.—Knife Basket.

159 and 160.

—

Knife Basket.

Materials : Grey American cloth ; red cloth
5 black jet Deads and bngles

; red
worsted braid, three-quarters of an inch wide

; some strong wire
;
a cigar-box.

This basket is meant for holding dessert knives. It consists

of a common cigar-box nine inches and two-fifths long, five
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,

must be fastened before covering the inside of the box. The in-

side of the basket is ornamented with an embroidered pattern in

applique, which must also be worked before covering the box.

The leaves are made of red cloth, the stems and veinings of

black bugles. No. 160 shows the pattern in full size
;

the

i
4
o.—Knife Basket.
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l6l .—Satin Stitch Embroidery.

Materials : Purse silk of two colours, in 4 shades of green and 4 shades
of red or magenta for the flowers, gold twist.

161.—Fuchsia Spray.

This branch is embroidered with purse silk of the natural

colours of the flowers and leaves, or in different shades of one
colour, on silk canvas. Fuchsia blossoms are here designed, and
should be worked in raised embroidery

;
the stamens to be

worked in gold twist.
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162 .—Acacia Spray in Raised Satin Stitch Embroidery.

Materials : Four shades of green parse silk for the leaves ;
i skein of

brown silk ; 3 shades of white or gold silk for the flowers.

1 62.—Acacia Spray.

This spray of acacia is worked in raised satin stitch em-

broidery ;
the flowers should be carefully shaded, and the

veinings should be worked before the leaves are embroidered.

\b 1 The flowers may be worked gold colour, or imitate the white

acacia blossom.
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163 and. 1 64 .—Tobacco Pouch.

Materials: Fine crimson cloth 5 bits of colonred and white cloth for .the
pattern; purse silk of various colours; white kid; bras3 rings; gimp cord-
and silk tassels.

This pouch is cut in four pieces, two of which are given in
/till size

; the two others must be worked after the same patterns.
These patterns represent the attributes of a lover of tobacco

;

they are cut out of cloth and worked in applique over crimson
cloth.

In No. 163 the outer chain stitch border is green. The knot
from which the different articles are suspended is black, the
cigar-case yellow in cloth applique, the cigars brown in ’satin

stitch. The case is crossed by two rows of chain stitch in blue
silk, and edged all round with button-hole stitch, also blue.
The two pipes are of white cloth, edged round with yellow
silk

; the shade is imitated by long stitches of grey silk. The
upper part of the pouch is of blue cloth, with a white silk

edging and yellow dots
;
the under part of brown cloth with a

black edging and a pattern worked in chain stitch with white
;

the three tassels are embroidered with black and yellow silk.

In No. 164 the outer border is yellow, the knots black, the
small pattern at the top is of blue cloth edged with yellow

; the
pipes of white cloth edged with blue and shaded with grey.
The bundle of cigars is of brown cloth, shaded with black silk

stitches, and fastened on with double rows of chain stitch in

yellow silk. The cigar-case is of light green cloth, edged with
white; the Grecian pattern and dots are embroidered over it

with white silk also.

To make up the pouch, cut out the four pieces and join
them together by seams, which are hidden under yellow
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soutache
;
cut out also and join in the same way four pieces of

white kid for the lining, and fasten it on to the crimson cloth at

the top only. Sew small brass rings round the top, and pass a

double piece of crimson silk cord through them. Add silk

tassels of various colours at the bottom of the pouch, and at

each of its four corners.

1 65 .—Insertion

Materials : Linen ;
Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s embroidery cotton No. 16.

1 65.—Insertion.

This strong and simple insertion is useful for petticoat trim-

mings. It is worked in button-hole stitch
;
the stems in over-

cast stitch
;
the circles can be filled up with lace stitches or with

wheels, or the pattern may be worked upon Brussels net and

the linen cut awav.

L
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1 66 .—Embroidery Pattern for Ornamenting Needlebooks, Work-

baskets, £9°c.

Materials : Coloured purse silk
;
silk or cashmere

;
glace silk ;

gold beads.

This pattern is worked in French embroidery and point

Russe, with coloured nurse silk on silk or cashmere. The

166.— Pattern fcr Needlebook, &c.

thimble, cotton, and ribbon are worked in applique with glace

silk. The colours are chosen according to personal taste. The

thimble is ornamented with small gold beads. A bead is placed

in the centre of each pair of scissors to imitate the screw.
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167.—Embroidery Pattern for Ornamenting Needlebooks, &c.

Materials : Coloured purse silk
; silk or easlimere

; beads.

The shuttlecocks are worked in raised satin stitch
; the /

feathers in point Russe
;

the battledores in very thickly raise/

167—Pattern for Keedlebook, &e.

1 double overcast
;
the interior is filled with a netting worked in

chain stitch or dotted stitch
; the flowers are worked in satin

stitch and beads
; the ribbon is embroidered in applique, with a

contrasting shade of silk ribbon.
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—Travelling Bag

single Berlin wool of 2 similes of a pretty

!nd white ;
floss silk—white, brown, and 2

silk—black, yellow, cerise, blue, and grey; steel

Materials; 20 inches of Java canvas

green ;
2 shades of bronze

shades of yellow; purse

beads
;
brown silk fancy braid.

This pattern is of the c

but it is very prettily worked.
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of yellow silk. The buds are made like the petals, but with 3
stitches of white silk at the point instead of I. The leaves are

169. - Bouquet for Travelling Bag.

worked in 2 shades of green wool with I stitch of brown silk

in the centre the stems are embroidered in overcast with light

brown uool. The scroll-pattern border round the bouquet is
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made with brown fancy braid put on with steel beads. The

remaining space outside this border is worked in coloured purse

silk. The 1st outline of the squares is worked in black sillc, by

inserting the needle in and out of the stitches of the canvas.

When you have worked all the square thus, 12 stitches one from

the other, work on either side, at one stitch s distance, the out-

lines of yellow silk, which are worked in back stitch, two strips

of the Java canvas being covered by each stitch. Next to the

inner yellow outline comes a border worked over two strips of

the canvas, in slanting stitches ;
this border is alternately blue in

one square and grey in the other. A star is embroidered in point

Russe in the centre of each square ;
it is grey in the blue squares

and blue in the grey ;
a steel bead is placed in the middle of

each star. The small crosses between the squares are worked

in cerise. The outer border of the work is composed of a piece

of black soutache, edged with a tiny trefoil pattern in cerise silk.

The front and back pieces of the bag are worked in the same

manner. The side pieces are made of plain Java canvas. The

embroidered part measures 14 inches in its widest part, and is

1 1 inches deep. The bag is lined with light brown silk, and

made up with a steel clasp.

jyo .—Embroidery Trimming for Muslin Bodices.

Materials: Fine muslin; Hue black silk; Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s

embroidery cotton No. 24-

This pattern is very easily worked, and looks very nice for a

trimming. It is worked on fine white muslin
;
the border is

worked in button-hole stitch with white cotton ;
these scallops

are covered with loose button-hole stitch in black silk. The
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feather-like branches are worked likewise in black silk in herring-
bone stitch. The white spots are worked in raised embroidery.
The large oval openings through which a narrow ribbon velvet
is drawn are worked round with button-hole stitches.

1 7°-—Trimming for Bodices.

l 7 l
>

T 7 2 > cind I 73 * Toilet Cushion Cover" in White Embroidery,

This handsome embroidery pattern is to be worked on fine

muslin
;

if lined with coloured silk or satin it is very effective.

The patterns, which are covered white dots on illustration, are
worked in point d’or

;
the outlines of these patterns are worked

in fine double overcast. The flower-leaves and wings of birds,
which appear raised on illustration on account of the dark
shadows, are worked separately and sewn on at the corre-
sponding places. No. 172 shows the wing of a bird, No. 173
a rose-leaf somewhat increased in size

;
the former is worked

entirely in button-hole stitch, or trimmed with a ruche of
coloured ribbon. This pattern may also be worked on glace
silk with purse silk.
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The ornamentation of this box is both novel and tasteful. It

is embroidered in coloured silks, upon light blue cashmere.

Part of the embroidery pattern is given in full size. All the out-

lines are worked in overcast, the stitches being made rather long

and slanting, and the small leaves are each composed of one

stitch, as in point Russe. The leaves are alternately red and

yellow upon a green stem ;
the scalloped outline which has no

leaves is red. The pine patterns are worked in satin stitch—the

centre one is green, edged with red
;
the side ones are pink,-

edged with red
;
the small wing-like figures are black, edged

with maize ;
the diamond, maize, edged with black, with an

outer rim of maize. In the round pattern the centre is pink ;

the edge red, with red and yellow leaves
;
the 3 outer circles

17v—Glove Box.
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are successively white, green, and red
; at the top the centre

branch is yellow, the leaves red and yellow, the side ones are

green, with the leaves pink and green.

The strip of embroidered cashmere is lined with blue silk,

slipped through the bamboo-canes of the mounting, and joined
together at the side by a seam. The cover is lined with plain

blue cashmere, upon which initials might be embroidered at

discretion. The four corners are ornamented with pretty silk

tassels, of colours to match with the embroidery. To fasten the
box, sew on a blue ribbon to the cover, and one to the box.

176 and 177 .—Hanging Letter Case.

Materials : Crimson velvet
; white satin beads

; gold soutache
; and fine gold

bouillon.

No. 176 shows the letter case when completed in a reduced
size, No. 177 the principal part of the embroidered pattern in full

size.

The letter case is. composed of two parts. The larger part

is 1 1 inches long, 8 inches wide
;

it is ornamented on the upper
part with a pattern in gold soutache, and the word Letters or
Lettres embroidered in gold bouillon

; underneath there is a
pattern embroidered in oval white satin beads, edged round with
fine white chenille

; the scroll pattern is embroidered in gold
bouillon.

The second part is placed over the lower part of the first,

and forms the pocket which contains the letters. The centre

flower is composed of 1 1 oval beads, edged round with white
chenille

;
another white bead is placed in the centre, and edged

with gold bouillon. The other flowers are also composed of
white satin beads, edged with gold bouillon.
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in raised satin stitch. The stems are worked in slanting overcast

stitch (No. 122, Embroidery Instructions').

1 79 .—Border in Oriental Embroidery.

Materials : Purse silk of tlie following shades : — dark red, bright red,

2 shades of green, 2 of blue, 2 of yellow violet.

The four ovals placed together are worked of four contrasting

colours. These ovals are composed of two rows of chain stitch.

The outer row of the first oval is dark red, and the inner one

179.—Border in Oriental Embroidery.

bright red. Following the same arrangement, the second oval

is of two shades of green
;
the third of two shades of blue

;

and the fourth of t,Wo shades of yellow. The knotted stitch in

the centre is violet. The dots outside the ovals are worked in

satin stitch, and are alternately red, yellow, violet, and blue.

The stems are long stitches of black silk. The arabesque

patterns between those formed of four ovals are worked in chain

stitch with silk of two shades of browrx. The colours of the
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ovals may be varied as much as you please, but the brown shades

of the arabesque patterns should remain the same for the whole

of tire border.

180 and 1 8

1

.—Embroidery Stars.

Materials : Fine linen; Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s embroidery

cotton No. 40.

These stars are designed for medallions, to be worked on

linen collars and cuffs. No. 180 is worked in successive rows of

180.—Embroidery Star. 181.—Embroidery Star.

back-stitching, round an open wheel
;
ladder stitch (see No. 81,

Embroidery Instructions
)

is worked round this, and a raised

scallop in button-hole stitch forms the edge.

No. 18 1 is worked in raised satin stitch -, the interior of the

star is filled with lace wheels.

182 and 183 .—Key Bag.

Materials : Grey kid
;
grey silk

;
steel-colonred glace silk ; purse silk of 5 shades

of blue-green, 4 shades of brown, and silver-grey, scarlet, and white; grey

sidle cord
; grey glace silk ribbon.

This bag is made of grey kid, and lined with grey silk.

The embroidery imitates on one side a key formed of poppies,

leaves, and stems, in the upper part of which sits an owl, “ the

M
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b./d of night.” The poppies are worked with blue-green purse

silk in 5 shades
;
the plumage of the owl is worked with brown

silk of 4 shades in satin stitch, the colours blending one into

the other, as can be clearly seen in illustration No. 182. The
eyes of the owl are embroidered in scarlet and white silk. Illus-

tration No. 183 shows the other side of the bag, which is orna-

mented with steel-coloured silk applique figures, in the form of

a Gothic lock. They are edged with fine grey silk cord. The
screws of the lock are imitated in satin stitch embroidery with

silver-grey silk. After having lined each part, join the two
halves of the bag with a border of grey glace silk ribbon, which

must, of course, continue round the revers. The bag is fastened

by means of a loop and steel button.

184 and 185 .—Embroidery Patterns for Trimming Cravats,

Bodices, Morning Caps, is’c.

184—Embroidery Pattern for Cravats, &c.

Materials : Muslin or cambric; Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s No. 24
tor lingerie, No. 12 for couvrettes.

These patterns^ worked on muslin or cambric, are suitable
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for trimming various articles of lingerie
;
joined on to other

squares they make pretty covers. They can also be embroidered

with coloured silk, wool, or thread, on cloth, rep, or cashmere,

for trimming couvrettes and toilet pincushions. The patterns

should be embroidered in satin stitch and edged with chain

stitch
;
they can also be worked in button-hole stitch. When

the pattern is worked on woollen material this material must be

cut away inside the leaves and spots.

185.—Embroidery Pattern for Cravats, &c.

186 and 187.

—

Pen-Wiper in Cloth Applique.

Materials: 4 circles of black cloth; 1 large white, 4 small white, and 4 red

circles of cloth
; 4 white and 4 red stars of cloth

; small black beads
;
gold

and black purse silk
;
small ivory handle or figure.

This pretty little pen-wiper is covered with small circles of

cloth. No. 187 is one of these circles seen in full size. There are

4 white and 4 red ones, and they are pinked out round the edge.

In the centre of each red circle place a white, and in the centre

of each white circle a red star, and work a cross over it with
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small round black beads. The border, in herring-bone stitch,

is worked with gold-coloured purse silk on the red, and with

black on the white cloth. ' The centre of the pen-wiper is

covered with a circle of white cloth larger than the side ones,

worked in point Russe and point Mexico in black silk. When
all the circles are prepared, sew them neatly on to a round

piece of red cloth, placing alternately I white and I red, so as to

overlap one another, and between each a circle of black cloth,

also pinked out round the edge. The work is then fastened

upon a round of cardboard lined with black glazed calico, and ?
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small handle of carved ivory, or an ivory figure, is fixed in the

centre. The circles of black cloth are used to wipe the pens.

187.—Full-sized Circle for Pen-wiper.

188 .

—

Insertion .

Materials: Fine muslin; Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s embroidery

cotton No. 30.

1 8 8 .—Insertion.

The flowers of this insertion are embroidered in raised satin

stitch round an open eyelet hole, worked in overcast stitch
;

the stars are worked in point Russe stitch
;
the four eyelet holes

which surround each flower, in overcast stitch
;
and the edge is

finished with a row of hem-stitching on each side.



i8g.—Insertion.

I90.

—

Cigar. Case.

.Materials : Russia leather
;
fine silk cord

;
black purse silk

; gold thread.

The material of this cigar case should be finely-embossed

light brown Russia leather
; the centre pattern to be embroidered

in well-raised satin stitch with black purse silk. All the lighter

outlines shown in the illustration are worked in gold thread.

The border to be worked in fine silk cord of the same colour as

the leather, with a network of black purse silk, stitched with
gold at all the crossings. On the opposite side of the cigar case
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initials may be worked. The lining of light brown watered silk,

or fine leather, and the mountings gilt or steel.

1 9

1

.— Wicker Waste Paper Basket.

Materials: Basket and stand
; coloured Berlin wools; cloth fringe

;
and

glazed calico.

1 91.—Waste Paper Basket.



The shades selected should correspond with the prevailing colour

of the room.
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stitch, and embroidered in sharply-pointed scallops
;
the dotted

line is worked in raised satin stitch, as are also the flowers which

compose the centre wreath
;
the eyelet holes are worked in over-

cast stitch.

iSlisi

-Embroidered Linen Collar

1 93 a,,d I94 .—Embroidered Linen Collars.

Materials : Double linen; Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s embroidery

cotton No. 40.

These patterns are to be worked on linen taken double.
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No. 194 is worked in button-hole, satin, and knotted stitch (see

Nos. 81, 82, 76, and 73 of Embroidery Instructions'), and point d’or

with white cotton, and point Russe with black silk. No. 193 is

194.—Embroidered Linen Collar,

worked entirely with white cotton in button-hole, satin, knotted

ladder, and overcast stitch. (See Nos. 82, 7 6, 73, 81, and 68 of

Embroidery Instructions
.

)





196.—Pattern for Wliat-not (full size).

This small what-not or jewel-stand is very elegant. It is

meant to place upon the toilet-table. No. 195 shows the hammock

when completed, No. 196 one-half of the embroidery pattern in

full size
;

it is worked upon fine canvas. The violets are in floss

Embroidery Patterns
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silk of three shades of violet, with a raised spot worked in

yellow silk in the centre, the leaves are worked in Berlin wool of

various shades of green, and the stems in overcast of a light

green shade. The pattern is grounded in tent stitch with sea-

green silk. The hammock is composed of two sides and an

under-piece cut out in cardboard, covered with the embroidered

canvas outside, lined and quilted with plain green silk inside.

It is edged round the top with green chenille. The mounting is

composed of bamboo-canes
;
the hammock is fastened on to it

with green silk cord, finished off with tassels.

I97 —Embroidered Handkerchief.

Materials : Grass lawn or French. cambric
;
Messrs. Walter Evans and

Co.’s embroidery cotton No. 40.

This embroidery pattern is worked between the borders of

a handkerchief, which may be either of French cambric or grass

lawn.
.
The design is simple, but effective, and very easy to

work. If worked on fine French cambric, the handkerchief

should be lightly tacked upon toile dree. The rows of raised

dots should be worked first, and then the graceful branches of

pointed leaves in satin stitch. The plain round dots might be

worked in bright red marking cotton in either of the patterns.

To produce a good effect, rather fine cotton must be selected,

and No. 40 will be found very effective on either lawn or

cambric. For mourning wear, this pattern should be embroi-

dered with black filoselle, or the leaves can be worked in white

cotton, and the dots in filoselle.
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198 and 199.

—

Two Medallions for a Purse in Embroidery.

Materials : Light brown russia leather
;
black, scarlet, and gold silk

;

steel or gold clasp.

These medallions are intended to ornament a small purse,

but may be employed on a variety of articles.

Medallion for a Purse in Embroidery.

199.—Medallion for a Purse in Embroidery.

The raised s;ots of No. 198 should be worked in black silk.
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1

in satin stitch, the branched sprays in point Russe in scarlet and

gold, the four largest being in scarlet and the intermediate sprays

in gold silk. Medallion No. 199 is worked entirely in point

Russe, and may be embroidered in one colour, or in alternate

branches of scarlet and gold, or scarlet and black.

200 .

—

Wirk-Bag.

Materials : Drab clotli ;
small pieces of cloth of different colours

; embroidery

silk of different colours
;
scarlet satin

; red silk braid ; red cord ; cardboard

;

cotton wool ;
and a strap of light-coloured leather.

This work-bag is made in the shape of a rolled-up plaid.

2co.—Work Bag.

The outside consists of drab cloth, trimmed with applique

embroidery. The inside of the bag is slightly wadded and lined

with red satin, which is quilted in diamonds. The seams are

covered with red braid, and a leather strap completes the whole.

Cut out a good pattern in paper, and then cut the satin and
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wadding and the drab cloth which forms the outside. After

having traced the pattern on the cloth, work it with small pieces

of coloured cloth in applique embroidery. The different figures

are sewn over the centre partly in point Russe, partly in button-

hole stitches, with embroidery silk. The stems in the middle

are worked with silk in chain stitches. The colours may be

chosen according to taste. Cut a pattern in cardboard, and fasten

the drab cloth on it. The edge must be bordered with red

satin, and the satin lining must be sewed in. The ends of the

bag are likewise cut out of cardboard
;

the inside is wadded and

lined with red satin
;
the outside worked in applique embroidery

like the rest of the bag. All the seams are covered with red silk

cord. The straps are fastened with a few stitches, as seen in the

illustration.

201 to 2
.03 .—Pattern for Braces.

Materials : Java canvas ;
black silk

;
red wool ;

calico.

These braces are made of Java canvas lined with calico

201.—Pattern for Braces (full size).

ornamented with embroidery in black silk and red wool, and

edged on either side with loose button-hole stitch and crochet
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Vandykes in red wool. Illustration 20 1 shows part of je

embroidered braces, full size. Work first the embroidery of the

braces, then line them with calico ;
work loose button-hole

stitch and crochet Vandykes on all the edges of the cross bands

as well as at the top and bottom of these strips, and sew on the

tabs for the braces between the lining and the canvas. The

202.—Embroidered Braces.

latter a e then edged with button- hole stitch and crochet van-

dykes. The Vandykes are worked as follow—in one row :

I double in I button-hole stitch,
*

I purl (3 chain, I double in

the 1st), missing the next button-hole stitch undei it ; I double

in the following button-hole stitch, repeat from * The tabs

are made of tape worked round with red button-hole stitch, with

button-holes worked with red cotton. No. 203 shows another
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way of working these braces on fine ribbed pique. Work any
Berlin wool work pattern in the common cross stitch over the

103.—Pattern f jr Braee^(Fol] size).

ribs of the pique. For the Vandyke border work in every other

button-hole stitch, 2 double divided by 3 chain stitches

204 .—Embroidery Borderfor a Reading-Desk.

Materials : White silk rep ; black velvet, rep, or cloth gold and silver brocade

;

gold and silver braid
; silk cord and thread

.

This pattern is embroidered on white silk rep with silver

and gold thread, and sewn on over a black velvet, rep, or cloth

centre. The dark patterns are worked in applique with black

velvet, the two other shades in gold and silver brocade. The
embroidery is worked in satin stitch with gold and silver braid,

silk and cord of the same material. The border can also be

worked upon the material for the centre if it is not intended to

contrast with it. The pattern can also be worked entirely in

silk with satin stitch. The size of the border may, of course, be

increased if desired, but the third pattern in the darkest shade

must, in any case, form the centre of it.





MAW
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205. Lappet or Sash End in Venetian Embroidery.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s embroidery cotton No. 6 and No. 12 ;

net and muslin.

The pattern must first be traced on muslin, which is then

tacked over net. The outlines are worked in button-hole stitch,

and the veinings are sewn over, using the coarse cotton for

tracing ;
the muslin is then cut away all round the pattern.

206.— Venetian Border.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s embroidery cotton No. 12 and

No. 16 ;
net and muslin.

206.
—

"Venetian Border.

1

This design is elegant and effective, without there being a

great deal of work in it. It is useful for tuckers for evening

dresses or handkerchief borders. The muslin is laid over the

net, sewn neatly over, and then cut away between the pattern,

leaving the net for the groundwork.
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207 .—Lace Insertion.

Materials : Fine black sowing silk
;
black Brussels net.

This lace insertion is first outlined in running stitch upon the

net ;
the leaves are then darned across the net holes ; the stems

are worked in overcast stitch ;
the dots are embroidered by

darning across the circle previously outlined ;
the lace stitches in

the centre are formed by gently enlarging the net holes with a

fine stiletto, and then sewn lightly round, the remaining holes

being filled with lace stitches consisting of fine button-hole

stitches, very evenly worked over the entire space surrounding

the open holes.

To be effective the very finest black silk should be employed.

This pattern may be worked in applique by placing muslin over

net, sewing all the outlines in fine overcast stitch, and when

finished, carefully cutting away the muslin.

208 and 209 .—Slipper on Java Canvas.

Materials : Light brown Java canvas ;
green silk ;

green liloselle and purse silk
;

green silk ribbon tliree-fifths of an inch wide ;
some wadding ;

2 cork solos

This slipper is very pretty, and easy to work. It is made of
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light brown Java canvas, and embroidered in point Russe with

green filoselle. It is lined with green silk, and slightly quilted.

The soles are of cork. The slipper is trimmed all round with

a ruche of green silk ribbon three-fifths of an inch wide, pleated

in double box pleats. The heel is turned down inside. No. 209

shows the pattern of the point Russe stitch nearly full size.

209.—Point Russe Stitch for Slipper (No. 208 )

210 and 211 .—Medallions in Point Russe.

Materials : Coloured filoselle, cloth, velvet, cashmere, or silk.

These medallions can be alternated for ornamenting small

covers, cushions, borders, &c. They are worked with coloured

filoselle in point Russe, herring-bone stitch, coral stitch, and

knotted stitch, on cloth, velvet, cashmere, or silk. The middle

oval of both medallions contrasts with the colour of the ground,

and must therefore be worked in applique on the latter with

herring-bone stitch, before working the outer border. The

wreath on No. 2 1 1 is worked in coral stitch ;
the knots, which

imitate small blossoms, in knotted stitch. The choice of colours

is left to the personal taste of the worker.
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212 .—Butterfly for Handkerchief Corner.

Materials : French lawn or cambric ;
fine black silk.

This butterfly is worked in the finest black silk procurable,

in order more closely to imitate etching. It is worked in point

Russe and scallop stitch
;
the dark shaded scallops are worked in

buttonhole scallop stitch, the stitches being taken very closely

together, but not raised by the usual method of placing chain

stitches beneath the button-hole stitches. The outlines and

flowers are worked in point Russe, the dot in knotted stitch (see

No. 73, Embroidery Instructions.'')

The initials are embroidered in raised slanting overcast stitch,

and should be worked with great regularity.

212.—Butterfly for Handkerchief. Corner.
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213 to 215 .—Pattern for a Couvrette in Applique.

(Facing page 105.)

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s embroidery cotton Nos. 24 and 30

;

cambric muslin; Brussels net; flesli-coloured silk; sewing silk of the same

shade
;

1 skein of a darker shade
;
blue silk ;

brown silk
;
gold thread.

This style of work is most effective for couvrettes or bed

covers. It is worked in cambric muslin and silk, over Brussels

net.

The arabesque patterns are worked in cambric muslin, the

outlines are embroidered in overcast, and the material is cut away

all round. The medallions are made of blue silk ;
the figures

upon them are cut out of flesh-coloured silk, and are gummed

first upon tissue-paper, then upon the blue silk
;
the figures are

further fastened upon the medallions in overcast stitch with fine

silk of a rather darker shade of flesh-colour. The scarfs are

cut out of bright rose-coloured silk
;
the quiver and arrows and

all the other attributes are worked in gold thread ;
the hair in

fine brown silk. The edge of the blue silk medallions is

worked round in button-hole stitch, but. so as to be easily-

unripped when the couvrette has to be cleaned. A border in

open ladder stitch is worked round them (see No. 8 1 ,
Embroidery

Instructions). The openings in the centre pattern are also filled

in with lace stitches. The two other patterns. Nos. 214 and 215,

may be worked instead of this for the centre.



CROCHET
INSTRUCTIONS.

^OTTON or thread, wool or silk, with a crochet-needle,

are the materials required for working crochet. The

needle, whether it be steel or bone, must be smoothly polished.

The long wooden and bone crochet-needles are used for wool

;

for cotton and silk work short steel needles screwed into a

\

bone handle are best. The beauty of the crochet-work depends

upon the regularity of the stitches, as is the case with every

other style of needlework. The stitches must be elastic, but if

too loose they look as bad as if too tight. The size of the

needle and that of the cotton or wool must correspond
;
work

only with the point of the needle, and never move the stitch up

and down the needle. The cotton with which you work must

be of the very best quality
;
for borders, insertions, rosettes,

imitation of guipure, use Evans’s crochet cotton ;
for couvrettes,

counterpanes, covers, &c., use knitting-cotton. All crochet-work

o
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patterns are begun on a foundation chain
;
there are three kinds

of foundation chains—the plain

and the purl foundation chain.

The plain foundation chain

foundation, the double foundation,

consists of chain stitches.

217.—Double Foundation Chain.

Illustration 216.—Form a loop with the cotton or other

material with which you work, take it on the needle, and hold

the cotton as for knitting on the forefinger and other fingers of

the left hand. The crochet-needle is held in the right hand

between the thumb and forefinger, as you hold a pen in writing
;

hold the end of the cotton of the loop between the thumb and

forefinger of the left hand, wind the cotton once round the

needle by drawing the needle underneath the cotton from left to

right, catch the cotton with the hook of the needle and draw it as

a loop through the loop already on the needle, which is cast off

the needle by this means and forms one chain stitch. The
drawing the cotton through the loop is repeated until the founda-

tion chain has acquired sufficient length. When enough chain
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stitches have been made, take the foundation chain between the
thumb and forefinger of the left hand, so that these fingers are
always close to and under the hook of the needle. Each stitch
must be loose enough to let the hook of the needle pass easily
thiough. All foundation chains are begun with a loop.

Illustration 217 [The Double Foundation Chain).—Crochet
2 chain stitches, insert the needle downwards into the left side of
the 1st chain stitch, throw the cotton forward, draw it out as a
loop, wind the cotton again round the needle and draw it through
the two loops on the needle, # draw the cotton as a loop through
the left side of the last stitch (see illustration), wind the cotton
round the needle, and draw it through both loops on the needle
Repeat from * till the foundation chain is long enough.

Illustration 218 (Purl Foundation Chain).—* Crochet 4
chain stitch, then I treble stitch— that is, wind the cotton round
the needle, insert the needle downwards into the left side of the
1st of the 4 chain stitches, wind the cotton round the needle, draw
it through the stitch, wind the cotton again round the needle, and
at the same time draw the cotton through the last loop and
through the stitch formed by winding the cotton round the
needle. Wind the cotton once more round the needle, and draw
it through the 2 remaining loops on the needle. The 4 chain
stitches form a kind of scallop or purl. Repeat from *. The
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following crochet stitches require foundation chains like Nos. 216

and 217 ;
they are all worked in separate rows excepting the two

Nos. 222 and 234. Make a loop at the beginning of every row,

as has been described (No. 216), and take it on the needle.

219.—Slip Stitoli.

Illustration 219 (Slip Stitch).—Draw the needle through

the back part of a foundation chain stitch, or in the course of the

work through the back part of a stitch of the preceding row,

wind the cotton round the needle, and draw it through the stitch

and loop on the needle. The illustration shows a number of slip

stitches, the last of which is left quite loose ;
the arrow marks

the place where the needle is to be inserted for the next stitch.

220.—Double Stitch.

Illustration 220 (Double Stitch).—These are worked nearly

like the preceding ones. Draw the cotton as a loop through the

back part of a stitch, wind the cotton round the needle, and draw

it through the two loops on the needle.
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—

Double Stitch.



Illustration 224 (Cross Stitch).—This stitch is worked

like No. 223 on a foundation like No. 217, only insert the needle

through the two upper sides of a stitch.

224.—Cross Stitch.

Crochet histructions.

223.—Slanting Stitch.

Illustration 223 (Slanting Stitch, double stitch).—This stitch

is worked like that described in No. 220 ; the cotton is not wound

round the needle the first time in the usual manner, but the

needle is placed in the direction of the arrow, above the cotton.

Draw the cotton through as a loop
;
the stitch is finished like the

common double stitch.
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225 .—Long Double Stiteb.

Illustration 225 (Long Double).—For this stitch wind the

cotton round the needle, insert it into the back part of a stitch,

draw the cotton out as a loop, wind the cotton again round the

needle, and cast off together the two loops and the loop formed

by winding the cotton round the needle.

226.—Treble Stitch.

Illustration 227 (Long Treble).—These are worked like

treble stitches, only the cotton is wound twice round the needle ;

stitches are
•

\,

worked as has been described for the purl foundation chain.

No. 218. The treble stitches are worked on a foundation chain

or in the stitches of the preceding row.
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the double long treble (illustration 228) is worked by winding

the cotton three times round the needle. The loops formed by

winding the cotton round the needle are cast off one by one with

227.—Long Treble Stitch.

228.—Double Long Treble Stitch.

one of the loops on the needle. The two loops that remain at

the end are cast off together after winding the cotton round the

needle.
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229.—Cross Treble Stitch.

Illustrations 229—231 (Cross Treble).—Illustration 229

shows this stitch completed ;
illustrations 230 and 231 show them

in the course of the work. Wind the cotton twice round the

needle as for a long treble, insert the needle into the stitch in

which the first half of the cross treble is to be worked, wind the

cotton round the needle, draw the cotton through as a loop, wind

the cotton again round the needle and cast off together with the

same the loop on the needle and the loop formed by throwing the

cotton forward
;
you have now 3 loops left on the needle, I of

which has been formed by winding the cotton round the needle ;

missing these, wind the cotton again round the needle, miss the

2 next stitches »f the foundation chain, and draw a loop through

the third stitch. You have now 5 loops on the needle. Always

cast off' 2 loops at a time till only I loop remains on the needle.

Work 2 chain stitches (if you wish to have the stitches more or



231.—Cross Treble Stitch.

less) slanting, work I, 2, or 3 chain stitches, missing, of course,

the same number of foundation chain, work I treble stitch,

inserting the needle, as shown by the arrow on No. 231, into

the 2 cross chain of the completed treble stitch.

232.—Eaised Spots.

Illustration 232 {Raised Spots).—The grounding on which
these spots are worked consists of double crochet. They are

worked across 3 rows of the ground, and formed of treble

stitches, the spots of one row being placed between those of the

preceding. Work first 2 rows 'of double stitch, in the 3rd row
work first 2 double stitches and then I spot as follows :—

1

treble, inserting the needle into both sides of I stitch of the

first row (the preceding row is missed)
; the treble stitch is only

completed so far that 2 loops remain on the needle
; then work

194 Crochet Instructions.
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2 treble stitches in the same stitch as the first, which are also

only completed as far as the first treble stitch, so that after the

2nd treble there remain 3 loops and after the 3rd 4 loops on the

needle (see illustration). The 4 loops are cast off together by

winding the cotton once more round the needle and drawing it

through. Miss under the spot the next double stitch of the pre-

ceding row
;
the spots are repeated at intervals of 5 stitches and

in every other row.

233.—Hollow Spots.

Illustration 233 (Hollow Spots').—The ground is worked

in double crochet (illustration 220). These spots, which appear

raised, consist of 5 treble stitches
;
they are worked in every

other row at intervals of 5 stitches. For working them leave I

loop on the needle, insert the needle between the 2 long sides of

the last-worked double stitch, and work 5 treble stitches, always

inserting the needle into the front part of I stitch of the preceding

row. The first 4 treble are completed entirely without taking

up the loop which was on the needle ; with the fifth treble stitch

only the 3 loops are cast off together by winding the cotton

round the needle Miss I stitch of the preceding row under

the spot.
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235.—Raised Treble Stitch.

Illustration 235 (Raised Treble Stitch).—These stitches

are long treble worked on a ribbed ground (illustration 222), and /

are thrown across 3 rows of the same. The raised treble are

always worked on the same side of the work and in the long side

234.—Open-work Spots.

Illustration 234 (
Open-work Spots).— These spots are

treble stitches divided by 2 chain
;
miss 2 stitches under the

latter ;
for the rest, they are worked like the raised spots

(illustration 232).
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236.—Purl Stitcli.

nation 236 (Purl Stitch ).—These purl stitches imitate

g perfectly well. Work 1 double, draw out the loop

length (this forms the purl), take the needle out ot

in the front part of the last stitch which has been

> SlWrarinnV wind the cotton round the needle and
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scallop upwards (see illustration), wind the cotton round the
needle and draw the cotton through

; work I chain stitch and
I treble in the next stitch but 3, missing

3 stitches under it.

Illustration 238 (Purl Stitch tuned downwards ).—The
chain stitches form a scallop turned downwards. After having
worked the 7 chain stitches take the needle out of the loop,
insert it underneath the upper chain of the 2nd chain stitch, from
right to left, and draw it through the loop in the direction of
the arrow. Wind the cotton round the needle and cast all the
loops off together. It is evident that the purl stitches may be
worked at larger or smaller distances.



CROCHET PATTERNS.

239 .—Small Crochet Basket.

Materials : 2 balls of closely-covered white and silver, and 1 ball of pint and
silver twine

; a crochet needle.

For the bottom : Make a chain of 4 stitches and unite it,

work 3 long, 3 chain, and repeat three times more. 2nd round :

Work 3 long into the 1st 3 chain, make 3 chain, work 3 long
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into the next 3 chaifi, make 3 chain, work 3 long into the same

place, make 3 chain, and repeat. 3rd round
: 3 long, 3 chain,

working twice into the 3 chain of_last round. 4th round
; 3 long,

3 chain, increasing in every other 3rd chain by working twice

into it. 5th round : Increasing in every 3rd chain, repeat. For

the leaves : Make a chain of 32 stitches, then work a row of 1

long stitch and I chain stitch with the silver twine. 2nd round :

Work I long stitch into each chain stitch in 1st row, make 1

chain stitch, repeat. (At the point, make 4 long, with a chain

stitch between each), repeat on the other side of the chain, I

long stitch and I chain stitch alternately. 3rd round : With pink :

Work over a wire in double crochet I stitch into each loop, work

15 more leaves in the same way, join each leaf half way, then

sew it to the centre, work a row of double crochet 1 yard in

length, and twist it for the handle. This should also be cro-

cheted over wire.

240 to 243 -—Couvrette in Crochet.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Boar’s Head cotton Ho. 10, and steel

crocliet needle.

This very pretty pattern is composed of separate circles

representing dahlias in raised work upon an open centre.

No. 242 shows one of these large circles in full size, No. 241 one

of the small circles placed in the spaces between the larger

ones, No. 243 part of the border, and No. 240 the couvrette when
completed, but in reduced size.

For each large circle make a chain of 20 stitches, and join it

into a circle. 1st round
; 30 stitches of double crochet over the

circle of chain stitches. 2nd round
: 36 stitches of double

crochet. 3rd round : I double, 5 chain, miss I. 4th round .
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The same as the preceding— the I double always on the ^rd
chain. 5th round : Close double crochet

; 3 stitches in I in the
centre stitch of each loop. 6th to 12 th round : The same as

the 5th} close double crochet, increasing in the centre of each
small scallop, which forms the 18 raised petals of the dahlia.

13th round : Here begins the open-work border round the
dahlia. Work I double between 2 petals, taking together the 2

centre stitches, I double in the next, 5 chain. There will be

241.—Showing one of the small Circles

full size of No. 240.

18 loops of 5 chain in the round. 14th to 17th round : I double
in centre of each loop, 5 chain between. 18th round : 1 double
in centre of 1st loop, 4 chain, 1 treble in next loop

;
in the top

of this treble stitch work 3 double, with
3 chain between each

;

make 4 chain. Repeat the same all round, and the large circle
is completed. Six of these are required.

For each small circle make a chain of 10 stitches, and join
it into a round. 1st round : 16 stitches of close double crochet.
2nd round; I treble,

3 chain, miss I, 8 times. 3rd round
: 9

treble over each loop of chain, 1 double between. This com-
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pletes I of the 6 small circles placed round the larg e ones in the

centre of the couvrette. The 6 that are placed between the

5 other large circles have I more round, which is worked as

242.—Showing one of the large Circle? full size of No. 240.

follows :•— I treble in the centre of I scallop in the top of this

treble stitch, 3 double, with
3

chain between each, 6 chain.

Repeat the same all round.
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When all the circles are completed, join them together, as

seen in illustration 2 1 7, and work the border as follows : —1st

round : I treble in one of the trefoil branches of a small circle,

8 chain, I treble in next trefoil, 8 chain, I treble in 3rd trefoil,

8 chain, I long treble in 4th trefoil, 10 chain, I long treble in I

trefoil of a large circle, X treble in each of the 4 next trefoils of

the large circle, 8 chain between each 8 chain, I long treble in

the last trefoil of the large circle, io chain. Repeat all round.

2nd round : 2 treble, with I chain between, in first stitch of last

round, * 4 chain, miss 5, 2 treble with I chain between next

stitch. Repeat from *. 3rd and 4th rounds : The same as the

2nd. The 2 treble always in I chain. 5th round : In each I

chain, 4 treble, with I chain between the 2nd and 3rd, 4 chain

after the 4 treble. The same all round. 6th round : The
same as the 5th. 7th round : I treble in I chain, I trefoil in

the top of the treble, 6 chain. Repeat the same all round, which

completes the couvrette.
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244 .—Star in Crochet.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s crochet cotton Mo. 80, or with

Mo. 8 or 10 for couvrettes.

A number of these stars joined together will make very

pretty strips of insertion. For this purpose they should be

worked with fine cotton. They may also be used for trimming

244.—Star in Crochet.

collars, cuffs, and cravats, the material being cut away under-

neath. If worked with crochet cotton No. 8 or io, they will

make nice couvrettes, bed-quilts, &c.

The star is begun by the outer circle. Make a chain of. 70

stitches, and join it into a circle. * Make 10 chain, miss

work I extra long treble, I treble, and I double, inserting the

needle under the chain, then I double worked as usual, I long

double, 2 extra long double, miss 4, and work I double, in-

/
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setting the needle tinder the 5th. Repeat 13 times from *.

Fasten off, and for the centre of the star work as follows :

1st round :
* 10 chain, turn, miss I and work I double in

the next 7 chain, I double in the 1st of the 10 chain, thus
forming I loop. Repeat from * 5 times more.

2nd round : 12 double on the first loop of chain of the first

branch, I double in the centre of the branch, 2 chain
;

slip the

stitch which is upon the needle in one of the stitches of the

foundation chain of the outer circle, work I double in the first

of the 2 chain last made, then, 12 double in the remaining loop
of chain of the branch, and 1 double at the bottom of the branch.
Repeat 5 times more from *. The centre star must be joined
on to the outer circle at regular distances.

245 -—Crochet Silk Bag over Rings.

Materials : 2 stems each of black, blue, rose, and drab coarse purse twist
; 8 skeins

of the spangled silk for the top part of the bag and strings
; the tassel for the

bottom is made of the silks that are left
; rings.

Work over a ring in double crochet, with black, 48
stitches and fasten off; this is for the centre ring. Then with
the rose colour take a ring and work 24 stitches in double
crochet as before, take a second ring, and work 24 double
crochet over it without cutting off the silk, work over 4 more
rings in the same manner, then work on the other side of the
rings to correspond, join the first and last ring together, and sew
in the centre ring

; this completes the 1st circle. Work 12 more
rounds in the same way

, 3 rose colour, with drab centre,
3 blue

with black, 3 drab wi' h rose centre,
3 black with blue, join 6

circles of the alternate colours to the 1st circle, 1 to each ring,

then sew the second 1 .ng to the corresponding one of the next
circle, till the 6 are united

;
join the other 6 circles in the fol-
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lowing manner :
join one ring to the second from the one that

was sewed to the 1st circle, join the next ring to the correspond-

Ipi

245.—Crochet Silk Bag.

ing one of the next circle (which will be the one opposite to the

one sewed in the 1st circle, and repeat, joining the other 5 in
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the same way. For the small diamond make a chain of 5 stitches

and unite it, work 4 long stitches into the circle, make 2 chain,

work I single stitch to the centre of the ring missed in joining

the last circle, make 2 chain, work 4 long into the circle, make
2 chain, and work a stitch of single crochet to the centre of the

next ring, make 2 chain, work 4 long into the same place, make

5 chain, work 4 long into the same place, make 2 chain, and
work a stitch of single crochet to . the next ring, make 2 chain,

and join it to the first of the long stitches
;

this completes the

diamonds
; work 5 more, joining them in the same way, then

work over 12 rings, and join one on each side of every diamond •

this completes the lower part of the bag. For the top part of

the bag work 3 stitches of double crochet to the centre of each

ring, make 5 chain, and repeat. 1st round : Work I long stitch,

make 1 chain, miss I loop, and repeat. Work 12 more rounds

in the same way, working the long stitch into the chain stitch of

last row. Run some cord in the top of the bag to match one of

the colours used, and make the tassel for the bottom from the

silk that is remaining after working the crochet.

246 .—Crochet Sovereign Purse.

Materials : i skein of black pnrse silk : 1 skein of coloured, ditto
; a few steel

beads
;
and a steel clasp.

The open portion of this purse is worked in coloured, and
the raised rose and outer border in black, silk, the latter being

dotted with steel beads. A few rows of plain double crochet

are worked, increasing where necessary, to make the work lie

flat
;
then 4 rows of loops of chain in coloured silk, and then

3 rows of thick double crochet, threading the beads first on the
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raised piece worked in treble crochet, inserting the hook on the

tipper side of the stitches. Three rounds of treble are executed,

and when both sides of the purse are finished they should be

joined together (except where the clasp is put on) by a row of

open treble, ornamented with beads. This purse is so easy to

make, that it might be worked without the least difficulty from

the illustration.

247.

—

Stars in Crochet.

materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.'s crocliet cotton No. 8 or 20.

This pattern can be used for- a couvrette or pincushion cover

,

according to the size of the cotton with which it is worked.

Each star is begun in the centre by a chain of 8 stitches. In

the 1st stitch work I treble, * 4 chain, X treble in this same 1st

stitch, repeat from * 3 times more, 4 chain, I slip stitch in the

4th of the 8 chain. You have thus formed 8 rays, joined to the

1st stitch. Now work (without cutting the cotton) the branches,

which are begun from the centre.

1st branch.— 1st round: 18 chain, I treble in the 13th) so as

to form a purl with the last 5, 2 chain, 3 treble with 2 chain

between, missing 2 stitches under the 2 chain, 2 chain, I slip

stitch in the last of the 18 chain.

2nd round : 2 double over the 1st 2 chain, 2 double with I

purl between over the next 2 chain, 2 double over the next 2

chain, I purl, 7 double over the next 5 chain ;
then, on the

other side of the branch, I purl, 2 double, I purl, 2 double, 2

double with I purl between, 2 double on the last 2 chain of the

branch, I slip stitch in the stitch from which the leaf was begun,

5 double over the 4 chain of the circle. Here begins the second

branch.
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1

1 st round of the 2 nd leaf : 22 chain, I double in the last

so as to form a circle.
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X double in each of the io remaining stitches, I slip stitch in the

1st stitch of the rst round.

3rd round : 3
double, I purl, repeat from * twice more, then

work in double crochet as far as the point, work 2 double with

I chain between, then work the 2nd half of the branch the same

as the 1st. Before beginning the next leaf, work 5 double on

the chain stitches of the circle *
work 6 branches, repeating

alternately the 2 above explained ;
cut the cotton and fasten it on

again to the point of one of the branches, in order to join them

together by the two following rounds :

—

1st round : I double in the point of one of the leaves, * 4
chain, I purl under the chain

;
thus make 5 chain, turn the chain

with the crochet to the right, insert the needle downwards in the

first chain, and make a slip stitch, 4 chain, I purl under, 4
chain, I purl under, 4 chain, I slip stitch in the point of the

next leaf, repeat from * five times more.

2nd round : * 4 double over the nearest 4 chain
;

I purl as

usual—-that is, above the chain—4 double over the next 4 chain

Now work I trefoil (thus : I chain, I purl, I chain, I purl, I

chain, I double in the I double coming just before the 3 purl),

1 double on each of the next 4 chain of last round, 1 purl, 5

double, I trefoil, repeat five times from *.

Join the stars by a few stitches, as seen in the illustration.

248.

—

Crochet Parse over Rings.

Materials : 67 rings
;

2 skeins eacli of cerise and black, and 1 of maize coarse

pnrse silk.

Work in double crochet with maize over one ring 38

stitches
;

this is the centre ring for the bottom of the purse.
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Then work with cerise colour over a ring 19 stitches, take

another ring and work 19 stitches, repeat this till you have 6

rings, then work round the other half of each ring 19 stitches
;

and when the 6 are finished, join the first to the last to make a

circle
;
sew the maize ring into the centre of it, then work over

1 2 rings with black in the same manner, and place them outside

the cerise circle. Then work over 16 rings with maize colour,

and join them beyond the black, but not to lie flat down
;
they

are to stand up to form the sides of the purse. Work over 16

rings with cerise, and these you can join one to each of the

former rounds in working the second half of the crochet, as it

will save the sewing. Work over 16 rings in black, and join

them in the same manner to the cerise. For the edge, with

cerise, work into the centre stitch of the ring a stitch of double

crochet, make 5 chain, work into the stitch joining the 8 rings

an extra long stitch, make 5 chain, repeat. Then work 4 rounds

of single open crochet. 6th round :
* Work a stitch of double

crochet and I chain alternately, missing I loop between each 4
times, then work a long stitch, make 1 chain, work into the next

loop I long stitch, make 2 chain, work another long stitch into

the same place, make I chain, work a long stitch into the next

loop, repeat from *. 7th round : Work into the 2 chain I long

stitch, make 2 chain, work another long stitch into the same

place, * make I chain, work a stitch of double crochet into the

I chain in last round, repeat from * 3 times more, miss the next

I chain, * work a stitch of double crochet into the next I chain,

make I chain, repeat from * 3 times more, then repeat from the

beginning. 8th round : Join the black, work into the 2 chain I

long stitch, make 2 chain, work another long stitch into the same

place, make 2 chain, work another long stitch into the same

place, make 1 chain, work a 4th long stitc.h into the same place,
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* make I chain, work a stitch of double crochet into the I chain,

repeat from * 3 times more, miss the next 2 stitches of double

crochet, * work a stitch of double crochet into the I chain, make

1 chain, repeat from * 3 times more, then repeat from the be-

ginning. 9th round: Work into the 2 chain I long stitch, make

2 chain, work another long stitch into the same place, repeat the

stitches of double crochet with I chain between, as in last round,

then repeat from the beginning. loth and Ilth rounds the same

as the 9th. Add a tassel at the bottom, and strings run into the

last row of open crochet complete the purse.

249.— Crochet Bi’ioche Cushion.

2^9 .—Crochet Brioche Cushion .

Materials : io skeins of 12-thread fleecy, of six shades of red (these should he
most of the darker shades)

; 2 skeins of white ditto
;

1 skein of white filoselle.

Make a chain of 196 stitches with the darkest shade of re l
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wool, and join it into a circle. Work I round of raised spots

thus :—Turn the wool 5 times round the needle, insert the

needle in I chain, and draw it through all the loops, then work

I slip stitch, insert the needle in the next stitch, work I double,

and begin a fresh spot. Continue in the same way all round.

2nd round : Divide the round into 7 parts
;
work 12 spots with

the 3rd shade of red, always working I double between each

spot, and taking care to place them between those of preceding

round : after 12 spots, work I double, then 12 more, and so

on. 3rd round: 3rd shade of red, II spots, I double. 4th

round: 4th shade, 10 spots, 3 double. 5th round: 5th shade,

.9 spots, 5 double. 6th round : Same shade, 8 spots, 7 double.

7th round
:
5th shade, 7 spots, 9 double. 8th round : Same

shade, 6 spots, II double. 9th round: Same shade, 5 spots,

[3 double. loth round: 6th shade, 4 spots, 15 double. Ilth

round: Same shade, 3 spots, 17 double. 12th round: Same

shade, 2 spots, 19 double. 13th round: Same shade, I spot,

21 double. The pattern of raised spots being now completed,

continue to work with the lightest shade of red in double

stitches, decreasing once above each pattern, so as to close up

the circle gradually. The white flowers are worked over the

plain part of the cushion with white wool, and silk for the

petals, and a black dot in the centre. The cushion is stuffed

with horsehair and lined with glazed calico. A round of thick

pasteboard is stitched in at the bottom, to make it stand firmer.

250.

—

Daisy Patternfor a Crochet Couvretie.

Materials: For a large couyrette, Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Boar’s Head

cotton Ho. 8
;
for pincushion covers, mats, and such-like small articles, Boar’s

Head cotton No. 1 6 or 20.

A pattern of this description is most useful, as it can be con-
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verted to so many purposes. Counterpanes, couvrettes of every

description, mats, pincushions, and a thousand other things can

all be arranged from the design.

250.— Daisy Pattern for a Crochet Couvrette.

Each circle is made separately, and joined to the others, as

the last row is crocheted. Begin in the centre ;
make 8 chain,

insert the needle in the firs?, and make * a long treble stitch,

Q.
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then make 3 chain, repeat 4 times from *, always inserting the

needle in the 1st chain stitch, join the last chain to the 5th of the

1st 8 chain to close the round. 2nd round : Work I double

crochet, * 9 chain, turn, work a slip stitch in each of the 9
chain

; work round the stem thus made in close crochet,

working 3 stitches in I to turn at the point
;
miss I stitch of

preceding row, work 2 double crochet, and repeat from * 5 times

more, making 6 petals in all. 3rd round : Work at the back of

the last row, behind the petals
;
make X petal between each petal

in last row, I double crochet at the back of each, and cut the

cotton at the end of the round. 4th round : 2 double crochet

at the point of each of the 1 2 petals, 5 chain between each petal

5th round : 2 treble, 5 chain, repeat. 6th and last round : I

double crochet in the centre of the 1st 5 chain, * 5 chain, 1

treble in the centre of the next 5 chain, 5 chain, I slip stitch in

the top of the treble stitch, 6 chain, I slip stitch in the same

place, 5 chain, a 3rd slip stitch in the same place, 5 chain, I

double crochet in the centre of the next 5 chain, repeat from * to

the end of the round. There should be 12 trefoil patterns in

the round.

For the couvrette join the circles together, as shown in illus-

tration, in working the last round. As many circles can be

added as may be required for the couvrette.

251 -—Crochet Lace.

Materials : Messrs. "Walter Evans and Co.’s crochet cotton No. 40 or 60.

This lace produces a very good effect when worked with

fine cotton. Make a sufficiently long foundation chain, and

work the 1st row entirely in double stitch. 2nd row :
* I treble
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in the next stitch, I chain, miss I stitch under it
;
repeat from *.

3rd row : I long treble in the 3rd stitch of the preceding row,

*'
3 purl (each consisting of 5 chain, I double, in the 1st of the

same), I long treble in the same stitch of the preceding row, I

purl, miss 3, 3 double in the 3
following stitches, I purl, miss 3

stitches, I long treble in the 4th stitch
;
repeat from *. 4th row:

251.— Crochet Lace.

* 3 double in the middle of the next 3 purl of the preceding

row, I purl, 2 long treble divided by 3 purl in the middle of the

3 next double in the preceding row, I purl
;
repeat from *. 5th

row : * 2 long treble, divided by 3 purl in the middle of the

next 3
double of the preceding row, I purl, 3

double in the

middle of the next 3 purl of the preceding row, I purl
;
repeat

from *. Repeat the 4th and 5th rows alternately till the border

is wide enough.
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252 .—Crochet Border.

Material : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s crochet cotton No. 12, 16, 24, or 40.

This border is suitable for a great variety of purposes,

according to the size of the cotton employed ;
in coarse Cotton

it will make a trimming for couvrettes and berceaunette covers ;

with fine cotton it can be used for children’s clothes, small

curtains, &c. Make a sufficiently long foundation chain, and

work the 1st row: * 2 treble divided by 3 chain in the 1st

252. — Crochet Border.

foundation chain stitch, miss 3 ;
repeat from *. 2nd row :

* In

the 1st scallop of the preceding row, I double, 5 treble, 1

double, then I chain, I purl (4 chain, I slip stitch in the 1st of

the four), I chain, miss under these the next chain stitch scallop ;

repeat from *. 3rd row : I treble in the chain stitch on either

side of the purl in the preceding row, 5 chain. 4th row :
* 2

double divided by 7 chain in the two first treble of the preceding

row (insert the needle underneath the upper parts of the stitch),

io chain, I slip stitch in the 5th of these 10 stitches so as to

form a loop, 4 chain
,
repeat from *. 5th row :

* I slip in the

middle stitch of the scallop formed by 7 chain in the preceding
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row, 4 treble, 3 chain, 5 treble, 3 chain, 4 treble, all these 13

stitches in the loop of the preceding row, so as to form a clover-

leaf pattern ;
repeat from *, but fasten the 4th treble with a slip

stitch on the loth treble of the preceding figure. 6th row : In

the first and last stitch of the 5 middle treble of the clover-leaf

I double, 7 chain between. 7th row :
* I double in the 2nd

chain stitch of the scallop which is above the 5 middle treble of

the clover-leaf, 2 chain, I purl (5 chain, I slip stitch in the 1st),

253.—Crochet Border.

2 chain, I double in the next chain stitch of the same scallop, 2

chain, I purl, 2 chain, miss one chain of the scallop, I double, 2

chain, I purl, 2 chain, I double in the next chain stitch, 3 chain.

I double in the middle stitch of the following scallop, 3 chain,

repeat from *.

253—Crochet Border

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s crochet cotton No. 24, 40, or 60,

according to the article
- for which it is required.

Oil a sufficiently long foundation chain work the 1st row :
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I double in each chain stitch. 2nd row : Alternately I double,

7 chain, miss under the latter 3 stitches of the preceding row.

3rd row: I treble in each double of the preceding row, I double

in the middle stitch of each scallop, 2 chain between. 4th row

:

1 double on each double of the preceding row, I treble on each

treble, 3 chain between. 5th row : I double on each treble of

the preceding row, 3 chain between. 6th row : I double in

each stitch of the preceding row. 7th row :
* I treble in the

1st stitch of the preceding row, 4 chain, miss I, 3
treble in the

following 3 stitches, miss 3
stitches, 3 treble in the following 3

stitches, 4 chain, miss I stitch, I treble, 3 chain, miss 4 ;
repeat

from *. 8th row : Repeat regularly 8 treble in the scallop

formed of 4 chain in the preceding row, I double in the middle

of the following 3 chain. 9th row :
* I double in the 4th treble

of the preceding row, 2 treble, I long treble in next treble but

2, 2 long treble in each of the 2 following treble, I long treble,

2 treble in the next treble, I double in the next treble but 2, 3

chain, I purl (4 chain, I slip), 3 chain stitch ;
repeat, from *,

loth row :
* I double in the 4th treble of the preceding row,

2 chain, I purl, 2 chain, miss 2 under them, I double, 2 chain,

1 purl, 2 chain, I double in the next chain but I of the next

scallop, 2 chain, I purl, 2 chain, I double in the 2 chain stitch

after the purl of the preceding row, 2 chain, I purl, 2 chain ;

repeat from *. Ilth row : In each scallop of the preceding row

2 double (they must meet on either side of the purl ) ;
they are

divided alternately by 5 chain, and by a scallop formed of 2

chain, I purl, and 2 chain, only in the chain stitch scallops which

join the two treble figures work no double, but 2 chain, I purl,

2 chain.
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Wicker Arm Chair, covered with Crochet.

colours. They are fastened on the chair with woollen braid,

finishing off with tassels of the same colour. Begin each

couvrette in the centre with a foundation chain of 6 stitches,

with the lightest wool
;
join them into a circle, and work the is/

round in the following manner :-l2 double. 2 nd round : * 3

chain, I double, in the next stitch of the 1st round, inserting

254 to 257 .—Wicker Arm Chair, covered with Crochet.

Material : Berlin wool in two colours.

The seat and back of this arm-chair are covered with two

round couvrettes, worked in crochet with Beilin wool of tvo

Crochet Patterns.
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the needle in the upper part of the stitch
;
repeat from * X I times

more-, at the end of this round work I slip stitch in the 1st

chain of this round. We shall not repeat any more the repeti-

tions from * to the end of the round. 3rd round : * 4 chain, 1

255.—Pattern for Arm Chair Border.

double, in the next scallop of the preceding round
;

at the end

of the round 4 chain. 4th round
: 4 double in each scallop of

the preceding round. 5th round : Begin to work with the

darker wool and crochet slip stitch, inserting the needle in the

front chain of the stitches of the 4th round. The 6th round is

worked once more with light wool, and consists entirely of

256.—Border for Arm Chair (254).

double stitch, worked by inserting the needle at the back of the

stitches of the 4th round, so that the slip stitches appear raised

on the right side of the work, and form a round of chain stitches.

The middle part of the couvrette is then finished. Illustration
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2C7 shows it in full size. 7th round: * 2 chain, missing 1

stitch of the preceding round under them, I double. 8th round :

* 2 chain, X double, in the next scallop of the preceding round.

nth round • 3
double in each scallop. loth round, like the 5th ;

nth round, like the 6th; 12th, 13th, 14th, 15th, and 16th

257.—Couvrette for Arm Cliair (254)*

rounds, like the 7 th—Xlth ;
17th—19th rounds like the 7th—

9th. 20th round : Alternately I treble with the light wool, I

treble with the dark ;
but every treble stitch must be cast off

with the wool of the colour of the next stitch ;
that is, a light

treble stitch with the dark wool, and a dark treble stitch with

the light wool. Now and then crochet 2 treble stitches in one

stitch of the preceding round, so that the couvrette remains
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perfectly flat. 2 1st round: I double in every stitch. The
22nd 31st rounds consist of a double repetition of the 7th
Ilth rounds. The 32nd and 33rd rounds are made in open
work like the 7th and 8th rounds. The 34th round is worked
in treble stitches like the 20th round. Then work the outer
border. It consists of chain stitch scallops which are worked
alternately with dark and light wool. Illustration No. 256 shows
a part of the border with the treble round in full size. Work
from it with the light wool 1 double on 1 light treble stitch of
the preceding round, 5 chain, I double, on the next light treble,

throw the wool off the needle and let it hang over the right side

of the work ; crochet with the dark wool X double on the treble
stitch between the 2 double of this round, leave the wool on the
right side of the work

; 5 chain, I double, on the next dark
treble. Take the needle again out of the loop, draw the wool
on to the right side, and work the next chain stitch scallop again
with the light wool.

Instead of this border, pattern No. 255 may be worked. It

consists of 3 rounds to be worked after the 34th round of the
couviette. 1st round of the border : AVith dark wool, ^ 1

double in I stitch of the 34th round; 1 double, 3 treble, 1

double, in the next stitch; repeat from *. 2nd round: With
the light wool, * I treble, inserting the needle in the next treble
stitch of the 34th round, thus working over the double stitch

between the spots of the preceding round
; I chain. 3rd round

* 3 double in each chain stitch of the preceding round. To
work the 2nd of these 3 double, insert the needle at the same
time in the upper part of the middle treble of the 1st round.
4th round : Dark wool, * 1 double in each double of the pre-
ceding round, miss 1, and work 3 treble in the next stitch but
one

; the last of these 3 treble is cast off with light wool, miss I

,
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and continue to work with the light wool I double in the next

stitch but one, miss 1, 3
treble in the nextjstitch, cast off the last

with the dark wool, miss I -,
repeat from .

258 to 260.— Crochet Insertions.

Material : Messrs. Walter Brans and Co.’s crochet cotton No. 3°, 4°. or 60.

These insertions are worked with crochet cotton of sizes

which depend upon the use you wish to make of them. The

258.—Crochet Insertion.

insertion seen in illustration 258 is worked the long way in 8

rows. Make a sufficiently long foundation chain, and work the

1st row as follows :— I slip stitch in the 1st stitch of the foun

259.—Crochet Insertion.

dation, * 5 chain, miss 3, I double in the next stitch but 3,

repeat from *. 2nd row : I slip stitch in the middle of the 1st

5 chain, *"

3
chain, I slip stitch in the middle stitch of the next 5
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chain, repeat from * 3rd row : 1 treble in the 1st stitch, * 1 leaf
worked as follows : 6 chain, then without noticing the loop left
on the needle 1 long treble in the 2nd and x in the 1st of the 6chmn

; these stitches are not cast off separately, but together
with the loop left on the needle. Then 5 chain, miss 7, 1 treblem the 8th stitch, repeat from *. 4th row : 1 double in the 1st
o tie 5 chain, * 8 chain, 1 double in the 1st of the next c
chain repeat from *. 5th row : * 1 leaf as in the 3rd row I
double m the double stitch of the preceding row, 5 chain, repeathom '. 6th row: 1 treble in the point of the 1st leaf, * 7

260.—Crocket Insertion.

chain, 1 treble in the point of the next leaf, repeat from *. 7 tband 8th rows : Like the 1st and 2nd. The insertion seen in
illustration 259 is worked in 6 rows, and is begun in the centre
on a foundation chain sufficiently long not to be worked too
ight. 1st row

: 4 double in the 1st 4 stitches, * 4 double
ivided in the same way on the other side of the foundation

chain, inserting the needle in the 1st row into the 2 chain. Illus-
tration 260 shows an insertion which imitates darned netting • it
is worked on a grounding imitating netting with raised figuresThe grounding consists of 9 rows. Work on a sufficiently long
foundation chain the 1st row as follows , 1 cross treble in the
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1st and 3rd stitch, * 2 chain, missing 2 stitches tinder them, I

cross treble in the 6th and 8th stitch, repeat from *. 2nd row .

I double in the 1st stitch, * 9 chain, miss 4 under them, I

double in the 5th stitch, repeat from *. 3rd to 8th rows : I

double in the middle stitch of every chain stitch scallop, 4 chain

between. 9th row : Like the 1st. Work from illustration

square patterns on this grounding, consisting each of 4 leaves ;

for these leaves carry on the cotton taken double in double

windings from I double stitch to another, so as to have 4 threads

lying close to each other ;
darn these as can be seen in illustra-

tion, with single cotton.

261 .— Crochet Lace.

Material : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s erocliet cotton Ho. 30.

A particular kind of purl makes this border look very like

guipure lace. Begin with a foundation chain worked in the

261.—Crochet Lace.

following manner :—# 3 chain, the last of them forms I purl
;

rhis is made by drawing out a long loop on the needle, taking
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the needle out of the loop, inserting it in the chain stitch before
the last one, drawing the cotton through it, and continuing to

work so that the loop out of which the needle has been drawn
forms I purl. All the purl must be equally long

; to do this

more easily the loop may be kept on the needle till a chain stitch

has been worked in that which comes just before the purl, con-
tinue the foundation chain, and repeat from L 1st row ; I long
double in the 1st stitch of the foundation, #

I chain, I slip

stitch in the nearest purl of the foundation chain
; repeat from #

-

2nd row: I double in the 1st stitch, * I purl, I chain, missing
I stitch under it

; I slip stitch in the slip stitch of the preceding
row

; repeat from 3rd row : Like the 1st. 4th row : 1

double in the 1st stitch, *
1 purl, 5 chain, I purl, 1 chain,

missing 5 stitches under them
; I double in the 6th stitch

; repeat

from *. 5th row : I long double in the 1st stitch, 3 chain, 1

purl, I chain, *
I double in the middle of the next 5 chain of

the preceding row, I purl, 5 chain, I purl, 1 chain
; repeat from

* 6th to 9th rows : Alternately like the 4th and 5th rows,
loth row : I double in the 1st stitch, * 6 chain, X double long
treble (throw the cotton 3 times round the needle) in the 1st

of these chain stitches
; the stitch is only completed so far as

still to leave 2 loops on the needle
; 1 double long treble in the

same chain stitch. This stitch is cast off so as to leave in all

3 loops, and the cotton over the needle
; these loops are cast off

together by drawing the cotton once through them. This forms
I leaf, or one-half of the bell-shaped patterns. 3 purl, I chain,

I leaf like the preceding one, I slip stitch in the 1st of the first

6 chain stitches
; the other half of the pattern is then completed

;

1 Purl> 5 chain, I purl, 1 chain, I double in the middle stitch

of the next scallop of the preceding row, I purl, 5 chain, 1 purl,

I chain, 1 double in the middle stitch of the following scallop

;
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Ilth row : I slip stitch in the next purl of the preceding row,

I purl, 2 chain, I slip stitch in the next purl of the preceding,

row, I purl, 2 chain, I slip stitch in the following purl, I purl

(the 3 purl which are worked on the 3 purl of the bell-shaped

pattern are made in this row and in the following one as follows :

—Crochet I chain after the slip stitch, leave it for I purl, and

work the next chain stitch in the slip stitch), I purl, 5 chain, I

purl, I chain, I double in the middle stitch of the following

scallop, I purl, 3 chain, I purl, I chain. 1 2th row: 3
purl on

the next 3 purl of the preceding row, 3 chain between, I purl,

3 chain, I purl, I chain, I double in the middle stitch of the

next 5 chain stitches, I bell-shaped pattern like those of the loth

row, I purl, 3 chain, I purl, I chain.

Crochet D’Oyleys in Imitation of Point Lace.

262.

—

D’Oyley No. I.

Material : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Boar’s Ilead cotton No. 20.

Pattern No. I.—Make a chain of 8 stitches, unite it. Round

I :
* I double crochet, 9 chain, repeat from * 7 times more, I

double crochet, unite it to the 1st stitch. Round 2 : 3 single

crochet up the 3 1st of the chain in last row, *, 5 long into the

loop of 9 chain, I chain, repeat from *. Round 3 : I long into

the 1 chain in last round, Q chain, repeat. Round 4:11 double

crochet into the 9 chain in last round, repeat. Round 5 : 1

double crochet, 5 chain, miss I loop, repeat. Round 6 : I

double crochet into the 5 chain, 5 chain, repeat. Round 7

The same as dfh.
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I :
* X double crochet, 4 chain, repeat from * 5 times more.

Round 2 : Into the 4 chain I double crochet, 4 long, and I

double crochet, repeat. Round 3 : I double crochet over the

double crochet in 1st round, 6 chain, repeat. Round 4 : Into

the 6 chain in last round I double crochet, 6 long, 1 double
crochet, repeat. Round 5 : I double crochet over the one in

3rd round, 8 chain, repeat. Round 6 : Into the 8 chain 1

double crochet, 8 long, I double crochet, repeat. Round 7 : 1

double crochet over the I in 5th round, 10 chain, repeat.

Round 8 : Into the 10 chain I double crochet, 10 long, 1 double
crochet, repeat. Round 9 : I double crochet over the I in 7th
round, 12 chain, repeat. Round 10 : Into the 12 chain 1

double crochet, 1 2 long, I double crochet, repeat. Round 1 1 :

I double crochet over the I in 9th round, 14 chain, repeat.

Round 12 : Into the 14 chain I double crochet, 14 long, 1

double crochet, repeat. Round 13 : I double crochet over the

1 in nth round, 14 chain, repeat Work 3 patterns of No. 2
for this d’oyley.

No. 3.—Make a chain of 12 stitches, and unite it. Into the

circle I double crochet, *, 2 long,
3 chain, repeat from * twice

more, 2 double long, 4 chain, 2 double long, * 3 chain, 2 long,

repeat from * twice more, I double crochet, 7 chain. Repeat
from the beginning. In working the 2nd pattern, join it to the
1st with the 2nd 3 chain, work 3 leaves in this manner, then
make only 3 chain, and work a 4th leaf without joining it to the
3rd, make 3 chain after 4th leaf, and work a stitch of double
crochet into last 7 chain, make 3 chain. Work a 5th leaf, and
join it to the 4th as before, 3 chain, I double crochet into the
next 7 chain, 3 chain. 'Work a 6th leaf in the same way, and
join it

;
but make no chain stitch after the 6th leaf. Work 3

patterns of No. 3 for this d’oyley.
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No. 4.—The same as No. 3, only work 4 leaves instead of

6, 2 on each side. Work 3 patterns of No. 4 for this d’oyley.

No. 5.—Work the 3 1st leaves of No. 3 This is not

repeated in this d’oyley.

No. 6.—Make a chain of 15 stitches, and unite it. Work

into the circle I double crochet, 7 long, 6 double, 6 long, 5

chain, 6 double long, 7 long, X double crochet, 7 chain, joining

the 7th long stitch to the corresponding stitch in 1st leaf, 3

chain. Work the 3rd leaf the same as the 1st without joining

it to the 2nd, 3 chain, I double crochet into the 7 chain, 3 chain,
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work a 4th leaf, and join it to the 3rd, 3 chain, and join it to the

1st stitch of double crochet at the beginning of the 1st leaf.

This pattern is not repeated in this d’oyley.

No. 7.—Tie a round of cotton about this size O- Round

1 : 20 double crochet into the round. Round 2 : 2 double

crochet into successive loops, work 2 into 3rd loop, repeat.

Round 3 : I double crochet into every loop. Round 4 : I

double crochet, 5 chain, miss 2 loops, repeat. Round 5 : Into

the 5 chain in last round 2 long, 5 chain, 2 more long stitches

into the same place, 2 chain, repeat. Round 6 : Into the 5
chain I double crochet, 6 long, I double crochet, 5 chain,

repeat. This pattern is not repeated in this d’oyley.

No. 8.—Make a chain of 10 stitches, and unite it. Round

I : 28 double long into the circle. Round 2 : 2 double crochet

between each long in last round. Round 3 : I long, 2 chain,

miss I loop, repeat. Round 4 : 3 long into the 2 chain, I chain,

repeat. Round 5 : I double crochet into the 1 chain in last

round, 5 chain, repeat. This pattern is not repeated in this

d’oyley.

No. 9.
— 1st row : Make a chain of 30 stitches, work I long

stitch into the 6th, *, 3 chain stitches, miss 3 loops, I long into

the next, repeat from.* to the end of the row. 2nd row : II

chain, *, I double crochet on the other side of the chain into the

centre one of the 3 between the long stitch, 1 chain, turn, and

work into the 1 1 chain 3 double crochet and 9 long, 1 1 chain,

repeat from *
7 times more, work into the chain stitches at the

end 3 loops of 1 1 chain with the double crochet and long stitch

as before, then work the other half of the pattern to correspond.

3rd row : Into the space between the long stitches 5 double

crochet, 2 chain, repeat. This pattern is not repeated in this

d’ovlev.
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No. io.'—Make a chain of 8 stitches, and unite it. Round

I : Into the circle 24 double long, with I chain between each.

Round 2 : 2 double crochet into the I chain in last round,

repeat. Round 3 : I long, 2 chain, miss I loop, repeat. Round

4: I double crochet into the 2 chain in last round, 5 chain,

repeat. This pattern is not repeated in this d’oyley.

No. 11.—Make a chain of 7 stitches, and unite it. Round

1 : 20 long into the circle. Round 2 : I double crochet into

every loop. Round 3 : I double crochet, 6 chain, miss 2 loops,

repeat. Round 4 : I double crochet into the 6 chain, 7 chain,

repeat. Round 5 : 10 double crochet into the 7 chain, repeat.

Round 6 : I long, 2 long into the next loop, repeat. Round 7 :

I double crochet, 5 chain, miss 3 loops, repeat. This pattern is

not repeated in this d’oyley.

No. 12.—Make a chain of 21 stitches, and unite it. Round

1
: 30 double crochet into the circle. Round 2 : *, 21 chain,

join it to the 18th, work into the circle I double crochet, 2 long,

3 chain, 2 long, 5 chain, 2
' long, 7 chain, 2 long, 5 chain, 2

long, 3 chain, 2 long and I double crochet, I single crochet into

the 1st double crochet, 3 chain, 4 double crochet into the 3

chain, 2 chain, 6 double crochet into the 5 chain, 2 chain, 4
double crochet into the 7 chain, 3 chain, 4 double crochet into

the same place, 2 chain, 6 double crochet into the 5 chain,

2 chain, 4 double crochet into the 3 chain, 3 chain, I single

crochet into the stitches of double crochet at the end, 3 single

crochet down the 3 for the stem, 9 single crochet into successive

loops round the circle, repeat from * twice more. This pattern

is not repeated in this d’oyley.

N0- xg.— make 9 chain stitches, turn, I double crochet into

each loop, repeat from * twice more, then work round both sides

of these 3 points I double crochet, 3 chain, miss I loop at the
:
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top of each point, work twice into the same loop, then 5 chain,

I double crochet into each end, unite the 5th to the last of

the centre point of 9. This pattern is not repeated in this

d’oyley.

No. 14.—Round I :
* make a chain of 13 stitches, and unite

it, repeat from * 4 more times. Round 2 : I double crochet

into 6 successive loops, 3 stitches into the 7th, I into each of

the next 6 loops, repeat. Round 3 : 1 double crochet, 7 chain,

I double crochet into the centre I of the 3 in last, 7 chain, miss

6, repeat. Round 4 : I double crochet, 3 chain, miss I loop,

repeat. This pattern is not repeated.

No. 15.

—

#
,
make a chain of 19 stitches, unite it, 3 long into

successive loops, 3 double long, 2 long, I double crochet, 5 chain,

I double crochet into the next loop, 7 chain, I double crochet into

the same place, 5 chain, work into successive loops 1 double

crochet, 2 long, 3 double long, 3 long, unite the last to the first,

9 chain, repeat from * once more, then 5 double crochet into the

5 1st of the 9 chain, 7 chain, I double crochet into each, and 1

into each of the 4 remaining of the 9 chain. This pattern is not

repeated in this d’oyley.

No. 16.—Make a chain of 11 stitches, *, work into succes-

sive loops 2 double crochet, 7 long, 2 double crochet, 2 more
double crochet into the same loop as the last, repeat from * once,

make a chain of 24 stitches, unite to the 20th, work into the

circle, *, I long, 3 chain, 1 long, repeat from * 12 times, work
into the 3 chain I long, 3 chain, work another long into the

same place, repeat, join the last with I single crochet to the last

of the 24 chain, 2 double crochet over the 2 of the leaf, 7 long

into successive loops, 4 double long into successive loops, 4 long

into the next loop, and I long into the next. This pattern is

not repeated. When all these pieces are done, join them as
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shown in the engraving, sewing them firmly together with the

same cotton, then work an edging round in the following

manner :— 1st row : I double long into the 4 chain at the point

of the leaf of No. 4 pattern, 7 chain, 1 double long into the 2nd 3

chain in the same leaf, 8 chain, 1 double long into the 1st 3

chain of the 2nd leaf of the same pattern, ijj chain, 1 long into

the 4 chain of No. 6 pattern, 15 chain, I long into the 4 chain

of the next leaf in the same pattern, 12 chain, 1 long into the 3rd

5 chain from the join of the Ilth pattern, 6 chain, I single

crochet into the 2nd 5 chain from the long stitch, 9 chain, 1

single crochet into the 3rd 5 chain from the last, 6 chain, 1 long

into the 2nd 5 chain from the last, 1 2 chain, work into the 2nd

5 chain from the join of the 7th pattern I long, 8 chain, I

double crochet into the next 5 chain, 9 chain, 1 long into the

next 5 chain, 8 chain, 1 double crochet in the 1st 3 chain from

> the join of 4th pattern, II chain, I double crochet into the . 1st 3
chain of the 2nd leaf of the same pattern, 6 chain, I double

crochet into the last 3 chain of the same leaf, 4 chain, 1 double

crochet into the 3 chain of No. 5 pattern, 6 chain, 1 long into

the 7 chain between the leaves of the same pattern, 10 chain, I

long into the next 7 chain, 6 chain, 1 long into the 1st 3 chain

of the 3rd leaf of the same pattern, 12 chain, I single crochet -

into the 3rd 5 of double crochet from the join of 9th pattern, 8

chain, I single crochet into the centre of the 2nd 5 double

crochet from the last, II chain, I single crochet into the 2nd 5
of double crochet from the last, 1 2 chain, I double crochet into

the 7 chain of 15th pattern, 7 chain, I double crochet into the

6th long stitch of the same leaf, 1 1 chain, I double crochet into

the end of the stem of 15th pattern, 8 chain, I double long into

the 1st 3 chain of the 4th pattern, 4 chain, 1 double long into

the last 3 chain of the same leaf, 9 chain, I double long into the
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2nd 3 chain of the 2nd leaf, 12 chain, I long into the 3rd 3

chain of No. 16 pattern, 8 chain, 1 long into the 2nd 3 chain of

the same pattern from the last, 12 chain, 1 long into the 3rd 5

chain from the join of the loth pattern, 10 chain, I long into the

3rd 5 chain from the last, 12 chain, I double crochet into the ji

centre of the 7 of double crochet in 12 th pattern, 12 chain, 1 long

into the 5 double crochet of same pattern, 8 chain, I double crochet

into the 3 chain in centre of same leaf, 9 chain, I long into the

3rd 5 chain from the join of the 8th pattern, 8 chain, I single

crochet into the 3rd 5 chain from the last, 10 chain, I double

long into the 3rd 5 chain from the stitch of single, 13 chain,

and join it to the double long stitch at the beginning of the row.

2nd row: *, 12 chain, and unite it, I chain to cross, and on the

other side into the circle I double crochet, 2 long, 3 chain, 2

long, 3 chain, 2 double long, 4 chain, then work down the other
I

:

side to correspond, 8 double crochet into successive loops of the 1

foundation, repeat from *, joining the leaves in the 1st 3 chain.

'

263.

—

D’Oyley No. 2.

Material : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Boar’s Head cotton No. 20.

Pattern No. I.—Make a chain of 4 stitches, and unite it.

Round I : 2 double crochet into each loop. Round 2 : 2

double crochet into each loop. Round 3 : I double crochet, 2

double crochet into the next loop, repeat. Round 4 : I double

crochet into each loop. Round 5 : I double crochet, 5 chain,

miss 2 loops, repeat. Round 6 : 9 double crochet into the 5

chain, repeat. Round 7 : 9 double crochet into successive loops,

beginning on the 5th of the 9 in last round, 5 chain, I single
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crochet into the last double crochet, and repeat. Round 8 : I

double crochet into the centre one of the 9 in last round, 1

1

chain, repeat. Round 9 : 15 double crochet into the II chain

in last round, repeat. Round 10 : 15 double crochet into sue-

263.—D’Oyley No. 2.

cessive loops, beginning on the 8th of the 15 m last round, 5

chain, I single crochet into the last double crochet, repeat.

Round II : I double crochet into the centre one of the 15 in

last round, 17 chain, repeat. Round 12: 21 double crochet

into the 17 chain in last round.
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No. 2.—Make a chain of 7 stitches, and unite it. Round I:

*, 7 chain, 1 double crochet into the circle, repeat from * twice

more. Round 2 : 1 2 long into the 7 chain, repeat. Round 3 :

2 long into each loop. Round 4 : I long, 2 chain, miss 2 loops,

repeat. Round 5 : 2 long into the 2 chain in last round, I

chain, repeat. Round 6 : I double crochet into the I chain, 5
chain, repeat.

No. 3.—Make a chain of 14 stitches, and unite it. Round I

:

Into the circle 1 double crochet, 7 long, 6 double long, 4 chain,

6 double long, 7 long, 1 double crochet. Round 2 : I double
crochet into every loop. Round 3 : 2 chain, miss I loop, 1

long and repeat, 4 long at the point, finish with a single stitch, 3
chain, and repeat this once more.

No. 4.-—Make a chain of 13 stitches, and unite it, chain of

15 and unite it, chain of 13 and unite it, work 6 double crochet

into successive loops, beginning on the 1st of the 1st loop of 13,

3 into the next loop, and 1 into each of the 6 next, 1 double <

crochet into each of the 1st 7 of the loop of 15, 3 into the next,

I into each of the next 7, 1 double crochet into each of the 6
1st of the next loop of 13, 3 into the next, 1 into each of the

next 6. 2nd row: 1 double crochet,
3 chain, miss I loop,

repeat.

No. 5.—Make a chain of 13 stitches, and unite it. Round
I : Into the circle 3 double crochet, 3 long, 3 double long, 5
treble long, 3 double long, 3 long,

3 double crochet. Round 2 :

1 double crochet into each of the 9 1st loops, 2 into each of the

2 next, and 3 into the next, 2 into each of the 2 next, and I into

each of the 9 next. Round 3 : 1 long, *, 3 chain, I long into

the next loop, repeat from *
at the end, unite the last to the 1st

stitch, 9 chain, repeat from the beginning
; in uniting the last

stitch of the 2nd leaf, take up the centre stitch of the 9 chain
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with it, make 5 chain, and work a 3rd leaf in the same manner

;

in uniting the last stitch of the 3rd leaf, take up the last of the 5

chain with it, make 9 chain, turn, and work I double crochet

into each, join the last to the last of the 5 and 9 chain stitch.

No. 6.—Make a chain of 6 stitches, and unite it. Round

I : I double crochet into I loop, 5 chain, repeat 5 times more.

Round 2 : Into the 5 chain I double crochet, 3 long, I double

crochet, repeat. Round 3 : I . double crochet over the 1st

double crochet in last round, 7 chain, repeat. Round 4: Into

the 7 chain in last round 2 double crochet, 7 long, 2 double

crochet, and repeat. Round 5 : I double crochet into the 1st

double crochet in last round, 1 1 chain, repeat. Round 6 : Into

the 1 1 chain in last round 3 double crochet, 9 long, 3 more

double crochet, repeat.

No. 7.— 1st row: Make a chain of 20 stitches. I long into

the 15th, *, 2 chain, miss 2 loops, I long into the next, repeat

from * to the end of the row. 2nd row : Turn, into the 2

chain I double crochet, 2 long, I double crochet, repeat this to

the end, then into the 5 chain I double crochet, 2 long, I double

long, 2 long, I double crochet, work the other side to corre-

spond. 3rd row: I double crochet into the 1st double crochet

in last row, 7 chain, and repeat to the point, 7 chain, I double

crochet into the double long, work the other side to correspond.

4th row : Into the 7 chain 4 double crochet, 3 chain, I single

into the last double crochet, 4 more double crochet into the sam<

place, repeat.

No. 8.— 1st row: I chain of 7 stitches, I double crochet

into each of the 6 1st, 3 stitches into the 7th, work on the other

side of the chain to correspond. 2nd row : I double crochet,

3 chain, miss I loop, repeat. 3rd row
: 5 double crochet into

the 3
chain, repeat.
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No. 9.—The same as No. 3 in the 1st d’oyley, only 5 leaves

instead of 6, 2 on each side, and I at the end
; 2 of these will

be required for this d’oyley.

No. io.-—Work the 2 1st leaves of No. 4 in the 1st d’oyley ;

3 of these will be required for this d’oyley.

No. II,—Work only I leaf of No. 4 in the 1st d’oyley.

This is not to be repeated in this d’oyley.

No. 12.—The same as No. 4 in 1st d’oyley.

No. 13.—The same as No. 5.

No. 14.—-The same as No. 8 in 1st d’oyley.

No. 15.—The same as No. 10.

No. 16.—The same as No. II in the 1st d’oyley.

No. 17.—The same as No. 2 in 1st d’oyley ; 2 of these will

be required.

No. 18.—The same as No 6 in 1st d’oyley
; 2 of these will

be required. When all these pieces are done, sew them firmly

together, and work the edging round in the following manner :—
1 doable crochet into the 1st 4 chain of 9th pattern, 9 chain, 1

double crochet into the last 3 chain of same leaf, 4 chain, 1

double crochet into the 1st 3 chain of 2nd leaf, 10 chain, I

double crochet in the 4 chain of same leaf, 8 chain, I long into the

4th of the 5 chain, from the joining of 15th pattern, 4 chain, I

double crochet into the 2nd 5 chain, 4 chain, I long into the 2nd

5 chain from the last, 12 chain, I long into the last 3 chain of

loth pattern, 3 chain, I double crochet into the 4 chain of same

leaf, 9 chain, I double crochet into the 4 chain of 2nd leaf, 12

chain, I long into the 1st double crochet from the join of No. 6

pattern, 9 chain, I long into the next stitch of double crochet

after the long stitch, 1 6 chain, I long into the 3rd 5 chain from

the join of 14th pattern, 8 chain, 1 double crochet into the 3rd

5 chain from the long stitch, 9 chain, I long into the 3rd 5 chain
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from the stitch of double crochet, 9 chain, I long into the 1 st 3

chain of loth pattern, 8 chain, I double crochet into the 4 chain

of same leaf, 12 chain, I double crochet into the 4 chain of 15th

pattern, 8 chain, I double crochet into the last 3
chain of same

leaf, 9 chain, I long into the 1st 14 chain from the join of 17th

pattern, 10 chain, I long into the next 14 chain of same pattern,

14 chain, 1 long into the 4th 5 chain from the join of 1 6th

pattern, 6 chain, I double crochet into the 2nd 5 chain from last,

6 chain, I long into the 2nd 5 chain from last, 12 chain, 1

double crochet into the 1st 4 chain of 9th pattern, 8 chain, I

double crochet into the last 3 chain of same leaf, 4 chain, I

double crochet into the 1st 3 chain of 2nd leaf, 5 chain, I double

crochet into the last 3 chain of 2nd leaf, 6 chain, 1 double

crochet into the last 3
chain of loth pattern, 8 chain, I double

crochet into the 7 chain of same pattern, 6 chain, I double

crochet into the 1st 3 chain of 2nd leaf, Ii chain, 1 double

crochet into the 4 chain of nth pattern, 9 chain, I double

crochet into the last 3
chain of same pattern, 8 chain, I long into

the centre 3
chain of 1st leaf of 1 2th pattern, 7 chain, I double

crochet into the 1st 3 chain of 2nd leaf same pattern, 7 chain,

1 double crochet into the 4 chain of same leaf, 10 chain, I long

into the 5th 3 chain from the join of the 3rd pattern, 4 chain, I

double crochet into the 2nd 3
chain, 4 chain, I long into the 2nd

3 chain of same pattern, 8 chain, I long into the 1st 14 chain

from join of 17th pattern, 12 chain, I long into the next 14
j

chain of same pattern, 10 chain, and unite. 2nd row: The

same edging as to 1st d’oyley.
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264.

—

D’Oyley i\To.

Material : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co-’s Boar's Head cotton No. 20 .

Work 2 patterns from No. 2 in 1st d’oyley, 2 patterns from

No. 3 in same d’oyley, I pattern from No. 4 in same d’oyley,

and 1 pattern from No. 5, 2 patterns from No. 6 in same d’oyley,

1 pattern from No. 7, I pattern from No. 8, and I from No. 10

in same d’oyley, 2 patterns from No. II in 1st d’oyley, I pattern

from No. 2 in 2nd d’oyley, I pattern from No. 3 in same d’oyley,

I pattern from No. 9 in same d’oyley, and 2 from No. 10.

Then I pattern in the following manner :—Round 1 : Make a

chain stitch of 1 2 stitches, I double crochet, 10 long into suc-

cessive loops, I double crochet, I double crochet at the point,

and work down the other side to correspond. Round 2 : 2 long

into each loop. Round 3 : 4 chain, miss 2 loops, I double

crochet into the next, repeat. Round 4 : 1 double crochet into

the 1st 4 chain of 3rd round, 5 chain, repeat. Work 1 pattern

in this way, I chain of 14, I double crochet into each, 5 chain,

I double crochet into the last double crochet, turn, 6 double

crochet into the circle, with 3 chain between each, into each 3

chain, 5 long, turn, I double crochet between each of the 4 long,

with 6 chain between each double crochet, turn, into the 1st

double crochet I long, 2 chain, I double long, 2 chain, 1 treble

long, 2 chain, I double long, 2 chain, 1 long all into the same

place, I double crochet into the 6 chain. Repeat this 5 times

more, then work down the 7 of 14, 7 long, and 7 of single

crochet. The edging to be the same as in the former d’oyleys.

The 1st round of the edging takes up so much space to write,

that we think it better to leave it to the judgment of the worker.
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J

It will be seen by the engraving when it is necessary to work a

double long or long stitch, or a stitch of single or double crochet,

and the number of chain stitches between must be just sufficient

264.—D’Oyley No. 3.

to make the circle perfect. The best way is to cut a round of

blue paper and place them on it from the engraving, then sew

them together, and tack them to the paper, and work the I st

row of the edging before removing the paper.
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165.

—

D'Oyley No. 4*

Material : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Boar’s Head cotton No. 20.

Work 3 patterns from No. 2 in 1st d’oyley, and 2 from

No. 3, I pattern from No. 4, I pattern' from No. 5 in 1st d’oyley,

2 patterns from No. 6, and X from No. 8 in same d’oyley, 1

pattern from No. 2 in 2nd d’oyley, and I leaf from No. 3 in

2nd d’oyley, I pattern from No. 1 1 in 2nd d’oyley, and the

following pattern.

No. 1.—Make a chain of 30 stitches, turn, miss I loop, 29

double crochet into successive loops, turn, I double crochet, I

long, 2 double long, 8 treble long into 4 loops, 8 double long,

9 long, 4 double crochet, 3 chain, work down the other side to

correspond, then I double crochet, 3 chain, miss I loop, repeat

all round.

No. 2.—Make a chain of 20 stitches, turn, miss I loop, 2

double crochet into successive loops, * 2 chain, miss two loops,

1 long into the next, repeat from * 3 times more, 2 chain, miss

2 loops, 3 double crochet into successive loops, I double crochet

into every loop on both sides. Next round :

*
5 chain, turn,

miss I loop, I double crochet, 3 long, miss 2 loops of the

foundation, I double crochet, repeat from * at the point, miss

only I loop, work 2 patterns of this number.

No. 3.—Make a chain of 36 stitches, turn, miss 2 loops, 2

long, *, I chain, 3 long, repeat from #
3 times, I double crochet,

turn, *, 4 chain, I double crochet into the 1st chain stitch,

repeat from * 3 times, at the point make 5 chain instead of 4,

work down the other side to correspond, turn, and into each of

the 4 chain I double crochet, 7 long, and I double crochet, at

the point 10 long instead of 7, 2 double crochet down the stem,
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I chain of 28, turn, miss 12 loops, I single crochet, then into

the circle 20 long, turn, I double crochet, 5 chain, miss I loop,

repeat, turn, I double crochet into the 5 chain in last row, 5

chain, repeat, turn, into the 5 chain I double crochet, 7 chain,

repeat, turn, into the 7 chain X double crochet, I long, 7 double

iong, I long, 1 double crochet, repeat, work down the stem, I

double crochet, I long, 4 double long, I long, 4 double crochet,

1 chain of 14, turn, miss 3 loops, 10 long, I double crochet, X

double crochet, turn, I double crochet, 3 chain, miss I loop,

265.—D’Oyley No. 4.
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repeat, turn, into the 3
chain I double crochet, 5 long, I double

crochet, repeat, work down the stem in double crochet.

No. 4.—Make a chain of 6 stitches, and unite it. Round I ;

Into the circle 16 long. Round 2 : I double crochet into each

loop, 3
chain after each. Round 3 : I double crochet into the 3

chain, 3 chain, repeat. Round 4 : 4 long into the 3 chain, repeat.

Round 5 : I double crochet, make 3 chain, miss I loop, repeat.

*, for the leaves, I chain of 22, turn, 4 double crochet, X long,

9 double, long, I long, I double crochet, 1 chain to cross the

stem, on the other side 1 double crochet, 1 long, 9 double long,

I long, 4 double crochet, 2 double crochet at the point, work

down the other side to correspond, 2 double crochet down the

stem, I chain of 8, repeat from *, I chain of 12, and unite it to

the 3 chain of the round, turn, 12 double crochet down the

stem, work another leaf in the same manner, then work a stem

of 8, and make another leaf the same as before, finish with a

s'tem of 8.

No. 5.—Round I : Make a chain of 12 stitches, and unite it,

1 double crochet, miss 3 loops, 12 chain, repeat twice more.

Round 2: Into the 12 chain 2 double crochet, 13 long, 2 double

crochet, repeat. Round 3 : 2 double crochet into successive

loops, 13 long into successive loops, 2 double crochet into suc-

cessive loops, repeat. Round 4 : I long, 5 chain, miss 3 loops,

repeat. Round 5 : Info the 5 chain 2 double crochet, 5 long,

2 double crochet, repeat.

No. 6. Make a chain of II stitches, and unite it. Round I:

2 double crochet into each loop. Round 2:1 double crochet

into each loop. Round 3 : 2 double crochet into I loop, 1 into

the next, repeat. Round 4 ^ l°ng, 5 chain, miss 2 loops,

repeat. Round 5 : Into the 5 chain 3 double crochet, 3 chain,

I single crochet into the last double crochet, 3
more of double
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crochet into the same place, 4 chain, repeat. Round 6 : I long

into the 4 chain, 7 chain, repeat. Round 7 : Into the 7 chain 4
double crochet, 3 chain, I single crochet into the last double

crochet, 4 more double crochet into the same place, 4 chain,

repeat. When all these pieces are done sew them together, as

shown in the engraving, and work the edging to correspond with

the other d’oyleys.

266.

—

D'Oyley No. 5.

Materials: Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Boar's Head cotton No. io; and
1 skein of fine embroidery cotton, by the same makers.

Pattern No. I.—Make a chain of 8 stitches, and unite it.

Round I : I double crochet, 7 chain, miss I loop, repeat 5 times

more. Round 2 : Into the 7 chain 1 1 stitches of double crochet,

repeat. Round
3 : I double crochet into the 1st of the II, 9

chain, miss 5 loops, I double crochet into the next, 9 chain,

repeat. Round 4 : Into the 9 chain 13 double crochet, repeat.

Round 5 : I double crochet into the 1st of the 13, 7 chain, miss

3 loops, repeat. Round 6 : 5 double crochet into the 7 chain,

and repeat.

No. 2.—Make a chain of 8 stitches, and unite it. Round I

:

I double crochet, 5 chain, repeat 7 times more. Round 2 : 6

chain, miss the 1st, then work into successive loops 2 double

crochet and 3 long, 1 double crochet into the I double crochet

in 1st round, repeat. Round 3 : I double crochet into the I in

1st round, 5 chain, and repeat. Round 4: 7 chain, miss the

1st, and work into successive loops 2 double crochet, 3 long, I

double long, I double crochet into the 5 chain, repeat. Round 5:

I double crochet into the I in the 3rd round, 5 chain, repeat.

Round 6 : Same as 4th. Round 7 : 1 double crochet into the
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I in 5th round, 6 chain, repeat. Round 8: 8 chain, 'miss the

1st, and work into successive loops 2 double crochet, 3 long, 2

double long. Round 9 : Same as 7th. Round 10 : Same as

8 th. Two of these patterns will be required for this d’oyley.

266.—D’Oyley No. 5.

No. 3.—Make a chain of 16, and unite it. Round I : 2

double crochet into 1 loop, I double crochet into the next,

;:jv
repeat. Round 2 : 6 double crochet into successive loops, 7

•• chain, I single crochet into the last double crochet, repeat.
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Round 3 : I double crochet into the 3rd of the 6, 13 chain,

repeat. Round 4 : 17 double crochet into the 13 chain, repeat.

Round 5 : I long and I chain alternately, missing I loop between

each. Round 6 : I double crochet into the I chain, 1 chain, I

double crochet into the next chain, 5 chain, work another double

crochet into the same place, I chain, repeat.

No. 4.—Make a chain of 14 stitches, and unite it. Round I.

1 double crochet, 7 chain, miss I loop, repeat 6 times more.

Round 2
: 5 double crochet into the 7 chain, repeat. Round 3 :

8 chain, miss the 1st, and work into successive loops 2 double

crochet, 3 long, and 2 double long, I double crochet into the

last of the 5 double crochet, repeat. Round 4: I double

crochet at the top of the point, 4 chain, miss I loop, I double

crochet into the next, 4 chain, miss 2 loops, I double crochet

into the next, 4 chain, I double crochet into the I in last round.

Work the other side of the point to correspond. Two of these

patterns will be required for this d’oyley.

No. 5.—Make a chain of 8 stitches, and unite it. Round I

:

2 double crochet into each loop. Round 2 : 2 double crochet

into I loop, I into the next, repeat. Round 3 : 8 chain, miss

the 1st, and work into successive loops, 5 double crochet and 2

long, miss I of the last round, work 4 double crochet into suc-

cessive loops, repeat 3 times more, at the end of the round work

4 more double crochet. Round 4 : I double crochet, 3 chain,

miss I loop, repeat all round the 4 points and 2 stitches beyond

the 4th, 7 chain, I double crochet into each of the 7, finish the

round with 3 chain and I double crochet as before.

No. 6 .—Make a chain of 5 stitches, and unite it. Round I:

I double crochet, 5 chain, repeat 4 times more. Round 2 : Into

the 5 chain I double crochet, 3 chain, repeat till 5 double crochet

are done, repeat. Round 3: I double crochet into the I in 1st
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round, 7 chain, repeat. Round 4: Same as 2nd. Round 5 :

I double crochet into the I in 3 r^ round, 7 chain >
repeat.

Round 6 : Same as 2nd. Round 7 : Same as 5th. Round 8 :

Same as 2nd, only 4 chain instead of 3. Round 9 : I double

crochet into the I in 7th round, 8 chain, repeat. Round io:

The same as 8th, only making 5 chain instead of 4. Four or

these patterns will be required for this d’oyley.

No. 7._Make a chain of 6 stitches, and unite it. Round

I : I double crochet, 7 chain, miss I loop, repeat twice more.

Round 2 : Into the 7 chain 2 double crochet, 7 long, 2 double

crochet, repeat. Round 3
'• I double crochet, 3

chain, miss I

loop, repeat, II chain, work 2 more leaves in the same way, I

double crochet into the 3 chain, 4 chain, repeat round 2 sides of

the leaf, 3
chain, repeat the stitch of double crochet and 4 chain

round 2 sides of each leaf, joining them with 3 chain. Two of

these patterns will be required for this d oyley.

No. 8. 1st row : Make a chain of 14 stitches, miss the 1st,

and work into successive loops 5 double crochet, 5 long, 3

double long, turn. 2nd row : 2 double long into each of the 3,

9 long into successive loops, 5 l°ng 'nt0 the dcmble crochet at

the point of the leaf, 9 long into successive loops, 6 double long

into the next 2 loops, 9 double long into the end of the 1st row,

unite the last to the first double long in 2nd row. 3rd row : 1

double crochet, 3
chain, miss I loop, repeat. No loop to be

missed at the point, then work with the embroidery cotton a

smaller leaf on it in satin stitch, raising it first with the cotton.

No. 9.—Make a chain of 10 stitches, and unite it. Round

I : 20 long into the circle. Round 2 : I double crochet, taking

both sides of the loop, 9 chain, miss I loop, repeat. Round 3 :

Double crochet into the centre of the 9 chain, 7 chain, repeat.

Round 4 : Into the 7 chain of last row T double crochet. I long,
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3 double long, I long, I double crochet, repeat, then work 2

patterns from No. 2 in 1st d’oyley, I pattern from No. 3, 2

patterns with 3 leaves from No. 3 in 1st d’oyley, 2 patterns with

2 leaves, and I pattern with I leaf, work 3 patterns from No. 6

in 1st d’oyley.

When all these patterns are done join them as shown in the

engraving, and work the edging as directed in the former

d’oyleys.

267.

—

D'Oyley No. 6 .

Material : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Boar's Head cotton No. 20.

Pattern No. l.—Make a chain of 7 stitches, and unite it.

Round 1 : 2 double crochet into each loop. Round 2 : 2 double

crochet into I loop, and I into the next, repeat. Round 3 : In-

crease to 30 double crochet. Round 4: 4 chain, I single

crochet into the 1st chain, 5 double crochet, and repeat 5 times

more. Round 5 : I double crochet into the centre one of the

5 in last round, 1 1 chain, repeat. Round 6 : I double crochet

into every loop. Round 7 : 5 chain, I single crochet into the

1st, 12 double crochet, and repeat. Round 8: I double crochet

into the 6th of the 12, 1 5 chain, repeat. Round <p : I double

crochet into every loop. Round 10 : 7 chain, miss the 1st, and

work into successive loops I double crochet, 2 long, and 3

double long, miss 5 loops of the last round, work I double,

crochet, repeat. Round 1 1 : I double crochet over the I in last

round, miss I loop, I double crochet into the next, *,
3 chain,

miss I loop, repeat from *
4 times more, repeat from the

beginning of the row.

No. 2.—Make a chain of 20 stitches, and unite it. Round i
;

30 double crochet into the circle. Round 2 ; I double crochet,

13 chain, miss 5 loops, repeat. Round 3 ; 17 double crochet
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into the
. 1 3

chain, repeat. Round 4; I long, 5 chain, I single

crochet into the 2nd of the 5 chain, miss 1 loop, repeat. Four

patterns of this number will be required for this d’oyley.

No. 3.—Make a chain of 8 stitches, and unite it. Round I ;

267.—D’Oyley No. 6.

I double crochet, II chain, miss I loop, repeat 3 times more.

Round 2 ;
Into the II chain, *,

3 double crochet, 5 chain, I

single crochet into the 1st chain, repeat from * twice more, 3

more double crochet, repeat from the beginning of the row.

No. 4.—Make a chain of 6, and unite it. Round I ; I long.
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4 chain, repeat 5 times more. Round 2 ; Into the 4 chain in

Last row I long, 4 chain, work another long into the same place,

2 chain, repeat. Round 3 ;
Into the 2 chain 3 double crochet,

into the 4 chain I double crochet, 1 1 chain, work another double

crochet into the same place, repeat. Round 4 ;
Into the 1

1

chain 3 double crochet, 5 chain, I single crochet into the 1st of

the 5 chain, 3 double crochet, 7 chain, I single crochet into the

1st of the 7, 3 double crochet, 5 chain, I single crochet into the

1st of the 5 chain, 3 double crochet, 2 chain, I double crochet

into the centre one of the 3 in last round, 2 chain, repeat ; then

work 2 patterns from No. 2 in 1st d’oyley, I pattern from No. 3,

2 patterns from No. 4, 3 from No. 6, and I each from Nos. II,

13, and 14 in 1st d’oyley, I pattern from each of Nos. 3 and 4

in 2nd d’oyley, 2 patterns from No. 2 in 5th d’oyley, and I

pattern each from Nos. 4 and 6 in the 5th d’oyley. Sew these

pieces firmly together as shown in the engraving, and add the

edging as before.

268 .—UOyley No. 7.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Boar’s Head cotton No. io ; and

1 skein of their fine embroidery cotton.

Pattern No. I.—Make a chain of 16 stitches and unite it.

1st round; 2 double crochet into each loop. 2nd round; I

double crochet into each loop. 3 r(i round ;
I double crochet,

9 chain, miss 3 loops, repeat. 4th round
;
Into the 9 chain 1

1

double crochet. 5th round ;
I long, 2 chain, miss 2 loops,

repeat. 6th round
;
Into the 2 chain I double crochet, 3 chain,

I single crochet into the one double crochet, work another

double crochet into the 2 chain, 2 double crochet into the next 2

chain, repeat. 7th round; I double crochet into the 1st of the
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2 in last round, 1 3 chain, repeat. 8th round; Into the 13 chain

1 1 double crochet, repeat.

No, 2.—Make a chain of 13 stitches, work 1 double crochet

into each, make a chain of 1 5 stitches, work I double crochet

into each, make a chain of 13 stitches, 1 double crochet into

each. 2nd row
;

I double crochet into the end of each of these

points, then work round both sides of these points in double

crochet, working twice into the end of each point. 3rd row
; 3

double crochet over the 3 at the beginning of last row, *, 4
chain, single crochet into the 1st of the 4 chain, miss I loop,

work a long stitch into the next, repeat from *
all round, at the

beginning and end of the 3rd point miss 2 loops instead of I,

then work a stitch of double crochet into the 1st of the 3, 6

chain, miss the 1st, work into successive loops 2 long and 3

double crochet, I double crochet into the last of the 3. This

completes the pattern.

No. 3.—Make a chain of 8 stitches, and unite it. 1st round ;

2 double crochet into each loop. 2nd round
; I double crochet

into 1 loop, 2 double crochet into the next, repeat. 3rd round ;

2 double crochet into successive loops, 2 double crochet into the

next, repeat. 4th round ; 1 1 double crochet into successive

loops, *, 9 chain, miss 2 loops, I double crochet into the next,

repeat from *. 5th round
; 1 1 double crochet over the 1 1 in

last round, work into the 9 chain 5 double crochet, 5 chain, I

Single crochet into the I st of the chain, 5 more double crochet

into the same place, repeat. 6th round ; 1 3 double crochet over

the 1 1 in last round, *, 15 chain, I double crochet over the i st

of the 5 in last round, repeat from *. 7th round ; 13 double

crochet over the 13 in last round, *, work into the 15 chain 8

double crochet, 5 chain, work a stitch of single crochet into the

1st of the 5, 8 double crochet into the same place, repeat from *.
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This completes the pattern. Then work a circle in satin stitch

on the plain part of the pattern with the Fine Embroidery Cotton.

Two of these, patterns will be required for this d’oyley.

No. 4.—Make a chain of 16 stitches, and unite it.
* make

?o%

.&> >1V

268.—D’Oyley No. 7.

a chain of 10 stitches, miss the 1st, and work into successive

loops 3 double crochet, 3 long, and 3 double long, unite the last

double long to the 4th of the 16 chain in the circle, repeat from
*

3 times more, *, work in single crochet to the top of the point

and down 6 stitches of the other side, then make a chain of 8
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stitches, miss the 1st, work into successive loops 3 stitches of

double crochet, 2 long, and 2 double long, unite the last to the

3rd of the next point, and repeat from *
3 times more. Three

of these patterns will be required for this d’oyley. Work 2

patterns from No. 2 in the 1st d’oyley, work 2 patterns from

No. 3 in the same d’oyley, work I pattern from No. 5 >
and I

from No. 6 in 1st d’oyley, work 2 patterns with I leaf from

No. 3 in 1st d’oyley, and I pattern with 2 leaves, work 2

patterns from No. 3 in the 5th d’oyley, and I pattern from No. 4
in the same d’oyley, and I from No. 6, work 6 patterns from

No. 3 in the 6th d’oyley, and I pattern from No. 4 in the same

d’oyley, work I pattern from No. 2 in 6th d’oyley. Join these

pieces as before, and add the same edging.

269.

—

D’Oyley No. 8

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Boar’s Head cotton No. 20 ;
and

1 skein of their fine embroidery cotton.

Pattern No. I.—Make a chain of 9 stitches, work a stitch of

double crochet into each of the 8 1st, work 2 into the 9th, work

down the other side of the chain to correspond, and unite it.

2nd round : *, Work 1 long, make 4 chain, 1 single crochet into

the 1st of the 4 chain, miss I loop, and repeat from *. No loop

to be missed at the point. When this round is finished, make

10 chain, miss the 1st, and work into successive loops 2 long,

and 7 of double crochet, then make 15 chain, unite to the 7th,

and work into the circle I double crochet, make 5 chain, repeat

5 times more. 2nd round : Work into the 5 chain I double

crochet, 3 long, and I of double crochet, repeat. 3rd round:

Work I double crochet, make 3 chain, miss I loop, and repeat.

Three of these patterns are required for this d’oyley.
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No. 2.-—Make a chain of 6 stitches. 1st round: Work 2

double crochet into each loop. 2nd round : Work I double

crochet, make 9 chain, miss I loop, repeat. 3rd round : Work
into the 9 chain I long, make 1 chain, work another I long into

269.—D’Oyley No. 8.

the same place, make I chain, work a third I long into the same

place, make 7 chain, and repeat. 4th round : Work into the

centre of 3 long 2 long, make 5 chain, work 2 more long into

the same place, make 5 chain, work into the centre of the 7 chain

I double crochet, make 3 chain, work another of double crochet
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into the same place, make 5 chain, and repeat. Two of these

patterns will be required for this d’oyley. Work I pattern from

No. 2 in 1st d’oyley, work I pattern from Nos. 2, 4, and 6,

work X pattern with 3 leaves from No. 3 in 1st d’oyley, and 2

with only I leaf, work I pattern from each of Nos. 13 and 14

in 1st d’oyley, work I pattern from 2 in 5th d’oyley, and I from

No. 4 in the same d’oyley, work 2 patterns from No. 6 in 5th

d’oyley, work 3 patterns from No. 3 in 6th d’oyley, and 2 from

No. 4 in the same d’oyley, work I pattern from No. I in 7th

d’oyley, work 2 patterns from No. 3, and I pattern from No. 4
in 7 th d’oyley, then sew them together as before,

270.

—

D’Oyley No. 9.

Material: Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Boar's Head cotton Ko. 20.

Pattern No. I —Make a chain of 10 stitches, and unite it.

1st round: Work into the circle I long, make 3 chain, repeat

II times more. 2nd round : Work I double crochet into every

loop. 3rd round: *, Make II chain, turn, miss I loop, work
10 double crochet down the chain, miss I loop, work 7 double

crochet and repeat from * 5 times more. 4th round : Work I

double crochet, beginning on the 1st of the 10, make 5 chain,

miss 3 loops, work I double crochet, make 5 chain, miss 3

loops, work I double crochet, make 5 chain, work I double

crochet into the point, work down the other side to correspond,

make 2 chain, miss 3 loops, work I double crochet, make 2

chain, miss 3 loops, and repeat. 5th round : Work into each of

the 5 chain I double crochet, 5 long stitches, and I double

crochet.

No. 2.—Make a chain of 20 stitches, and unite it. 1st

round : Work a stitch of double crochet into 1 loop, work 2
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double crochet into the next, repeat. 2nd round :
# Work 3

double crochet, make 5 chain, work I single crochet into the 1st

of the 5 chain, repeat from *
9 times more, work 2 double

crochet. 3rd round: * Make 21 chain stitches, work I double

270.—D’Oyley No. 9.

crochet in the centre one of the 3, turn, work 7 double crochet

into the 21 chain, make 5 chain, work I single crochet into the

1st of the 5 chain, work 7 double crochet into the 21 chain,

repeat from * 8 times more. 4th round : Work 15 double

crochet into each loop of 21 chain, above the last. 7 work 20
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double crochet into the last loop of 21, make 5 chain, turn,

work I single crochet into the last of the 5 chain, 7 double

crochet, make 4 chain. 5^ round: Work 19 double crochet,

beginning on the 1st of the 7 in the 1st loop of 21 chain, * make

6 chain, turn, miss I loop, work into successive loops a stitch of

double, 3 long, I double long, then miss 4 double crochet

stitches, work 5 double crochet into successive loops, make 5

chain, I single crochet into the 1st of the 5 chain, miss I loop,

5 double crochet into successive loops, repeat from * 8 times

more, then work 12 double crochet. Two of these patterns

will be required for this d’oyley.

No. 3.—Make a chain of 8 stitches, and unite it. 1st

round : Work into the circle X long, make 3 chain, repeat 9

times more. 2nd round : Work into the 3 chain I double crochet,

make 17 chain, wont another stitch of double crochet into the

same place, make I chain, work I double crochet into the next

3 chain, make I chain, and repeat. 3rd round: Work into the

17 chain 20 double crochet, work I double crochet into the I

chain, make X chain, work I double crochet into the next 1

chain, and repeat. 4th round : Work a stitch of double crochet

into the I chain in last round, # work 5 double crochet into suc-

cessive loops, beginning on the 1st of the 20, make 5 chain,

work I single crochet into the 1st of the 5, repeat from * twice

more, then work 5 double crochet into successive loops, and

repeat from the beginning of the round. Two of these patterns

will be required for this d’oyley.

No. 4.—Make 21 chain and unite it, make a chain of 27 and

unite it, make a chain of 21 and unite it. 1st round : Work in

the 21 chain 25 stitches of double crochet, work into the 27 chain

31 double crochet, work into the 2 1 chain 25 double crochet.

2nd round : Work 3 stitches of double crochet into successive
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loops, make 5 chain, work I single crochet into the 1st of the 5
chain, repeat this 6 times more, then work 3 double crochet and

repeat from the beginning in the centre loop, repeat this 9 times

instead of 7. Two of these are required for this d’oyley.

No. 5.—Make a chain of 43 stitches, work 1 double crochet

into each, turn, make 21 chain, work 1 double crochet into the

4th chain on the other side, * make 21 chain, miss 3 loops,

work I double crochet into the next, repeat from *
9 times

more, work I single crochet into the end loop, work 44 double

crochet into successive loops, work 15 double into the 1st loop

of 21, work 4 double crochet into each loop of 21, and 15 into

the end one, then * work 2 double crochet, make 3 chain, work
1 single crochet into the 1st of the 3, repeat from * all round.

Work 2 patterns from No. 2 in 1st d’oyley, 1 from No. 3,

2 with 3 leaves, and 2 with 2 leaves, from No. 3 in 1st d’oyley,

2 patterns from No. 6 in same d’oyley, and 3 patterns from

No. 3 in 6th d’oyley, sew them together as shown in the en-

graving, and add the edging as before.

271.—D'Oyley No. IO.

Material: Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Boar’s Head cotton ISfo. 20.

Pattern No. I.—Make a chain of 19 stitches, turn, miss 5
loops, work 10 double crochet, make 3 chain, miss 3 loops,

work I long, make 3 chain stitches, miss 3 loops, work I long

stitch, make 3 chain stitches, work a stitch of double crochet

into the last loop, then work into the 1st 3 chain on the other

side, I double crochet, 5 long, work into the next 3 chain 4 long

stitches, work 4 long stitches into the next 3 chain stitches, then

work into the 5 chain at the point 8 long stitches, then work
down the other side to correspond, # make 3 chain, miss I loop,
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work I long, make I chain, work I long stitch into the same

place, make I chain, work another long stitch into the same

place, miss I loop, work I double crochet, repeat from * 7

times more, then work into the 1 st 3
chain I double crochet,

make I chain, work I long stitch,
* make 1, work I double

long stitch, repeat from * twice more, make I chain, work I

long
;

all these stitches are worked into the same 3 chain, then

work I double crochet into the chain stitch between the and and

271.—D’OyleylSTo. io.



3rd long stitches, repeat this 7 times more
;

this finishes the
leaf; then make 16 chain, and work a second leaf the same as
1st, then work 2 double crochet down, then make 12 chain, and
work a third leaf the same as 1st, work 14 stitches down the
stem, and work a 4th leaf the same as 1st, work 8 double
crochet down the stem, work a 5th leaf the same as 1st, make a
chain of 40 stitches, turn, and work back in double crochet.

No. 2.—Make a chain of 10 stitches, and unite it, *, work a
stitch of double crochet into the circle, make 13 chain, and
repeat from * five times more, then work 17 stitches into’ each
of the 13 chain, then work 2 stitches of double crochet, begin-
ning on the second of the 13, *, make 5 chain stitches, and
work a stitch of single crochet into the 1st of the .5 chain, then
work 2 stitches of double crochet, and repeat from #

5 times
more

;
for the stem make a chain of 30 stitches, turn, * work

5 stitches of double crochet, make 5 chain, turn, and work a
stitch of single crochet into the 1st, repeat from *

4 times more,
then work down the other side to correspond; then work 1

pattern from No. . 2 in 1st d’oyley, and 2 from No. 3, 2 with
only two leaves, and 2 from No. 6 in the same d’oyley

; work 1

pattern from No. 6 in 5th d’oyley, and 3 from No. 3 in 6th
d’oyley

; work I pattern from No. 2 in 9th d’oyley, and I from
No. 3 ; work 3 patterns from No. 4 in the same d’oyley, sew
the pieces together as before, and work the edging.

272 and 273.—.Work-Basket in Stra-w and Silk Crochet-Work.

Materials : Straw
; brown floss silk; brown ribbon, incli wide

;
small glass

I

beads
; a piece of bamboo cane.

This basket has a cover formed of two pieces. It can be
employed for many things, and is formed entirely of crochet-

T
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work with brown silk over straw. A ruche trimmed with beads

and bows of brown silk ribbon form the trimming of the basket.

The straws over which you crochet must be damp, so as not to

be stiff. They should be of unequal length, and when you

join the two ends of two straws together, try to hide the

beginning with the other straws. Begin the basket in the centre

of the bottom part with 46 stitches ;
then work 9 rounds on

either side of this first row, working alternately I double stitch,

I or 2 chain stitches, the double stitch in the chain stitch of the

preceding round, the last round over wire.

It is necessary to increase regularly in all the rounds to keep

173.—Bottom of Work Basket (z-ji).

the work flat. When you have finished the bottom begin the

border of the basket, which is worked of the same piece with it,

and consists of 1 1 rou .ds.

It is worked in the same way as the bottom, the first 2

rounds without increasing the number of stitches, but in the

following 9 rounds increase 2 double stitches at both ends, in

order that the edge may be a little wider in the upper part. In

the last round add a piece of wire to the straws.

The cover of the basket is formed of two pieces. Begin in

the middle with 28 stitches
;
crochet each half in rows forming a

half circle, working backwards and forwards ;
at the beginning
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of each row turn the straws, and take care that the rows which

are finished form a straight line. Each half of the cover requires

9 rows
;
the last one is worked over wire. The two halves are

united at the straight sides by a brown silk ribbon 1 5 inch wide,

which is sewed on underneath, and which forms a sort of hinge ;

sew on also a piece of wire covered with brown silk, so as to

make the hinge stronger. Form the handle with a piece of

bamboo cane 23 inches long, and covered with straws ;
work

over it in long stitches -of brown silk, and let it go down to the

bottom of the basket ;
then sew the cover on the handle with

the brown ribbon, which forms the two parts. Trim the basket

with a ruche of double box pleats, ornamented with glass beads

and with bows of brown silk ribbon.

274 and 275 .—Two Crochet Borders.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s crochet cotton Nos. 30 and 80.

No. 274.—Crochet cotton of two sizes is used for this border

(No. 30 and No. 80) •, it is begun in the centre by a chain of

stitches of the length required.

274.—Crochet Border.

1st row : I double in each stitch of the chain.

2nd row : Turn and work on the opposite side of the chain,

* I double, II chain, miss 7. Repeat from *.



3rd row :
* I double on the 1st loop of chain, 2 chain, 1

double in the centre of the 7 stitches which are under the 1st

loop of chain, 2 chain, I double on the same loop, 5 chain.

Repeat from *.

4th row :
* I double in the centre of the 1st loop of chain,

3 chain, I treble in the 1st, but before you complete the treble

stitch make 1 chain. Repeat from *. This row completes the

upper half of the border. The lower half is worked over the

1st row of plain double crochet.

5th row : I double in each of the first 5 stitches, 15 chain,

275.—Crochet Border.

miss 9, 1 double, come back over the loop of chain and work I

double in each stitch, come back again and work 6 small points,

each made thus
: 5 chain, I double in the 4th, and I treble in

each of the 3 others, I double over the round scallop. When
you have worked the 6 small points repeat from *, but always

join the 1st point of one scallop to the last point of the next

scallop. The pattern inside the scallops is worked in 2 rows
with fine cotton. (See illustration.)

No. 275.—The border is begun above the pointed scallops,

filled up with lace stitches, by making alternately 3 chain, I purl

(i.e., 5 chain and I slip stitch in the 1st). When the chain is

L
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long enough, turn and work the 1st row : Alternately 7 chain,

X double in the centre stitch between the 2 purl.

2nd row : Turn, work I double in the centre of the 1st loop

of 7 chain, X chain, I purl, I chain, I double in the centre of

next loop, and so on.

The 3rd row (which is the last) is worked on the opposite

side of the chain with purl. * In each of the 8 first stitches

work 1 double, make 12 chain, miss the 4 last of the 8 double

just worked, and work I double in the 5th, come back over the

loop of chain, and work 7 small points over it. For each point

make 3 chain, work I double in the 2nd, I treble in the 1st

of the 3 chain, I double upon the loop of chain. Repeat from *

6 times more.

In the following scallops always fasten the first point of one

scallop to the last point of the preceding scallop. When this

row is completed fill up the inner part of each scallop with a

network of fine thread, joining the threads at all the places where

they cross each other by 2 or 3 stitches with a sewing needle.

276 .—Crochet Antimacassar

.

Materials : 18 reels of Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Boar’s Head

cotton Ho. 10.

This pattern can be adapted for a round couvrette or a square

one, and is also pretty done in silk for a sofa cushion. Make a ft

chain of 4 stitches, and unite it. 1st round : Work into I loop

a long stitch, make I chain Stitch, work another long stitch into

the same place, make I chain, repeat. 2nd round : 3 long

stitches into I loop, make 2 chain stitches, miss I loop, and

repeat. 3rd round : I double crochet into the 2 chain in last
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round, make 7 chain, and repeat. 4th round : Into the 7 chain

2 double crochet, 5 long stitches, and 2 more double crochet,

and repeat. 5th round : I long stitch into the 1st double

crochet in last round, make 9 chain, and repeat. 6th round :

Into the 9 chain 2 double crochet, * make 4 chain, work 2

double crochet, repeat from * 3 times more, make 5 chain, work

a stitch of single crochet into the 2nd of the 5, make I chain

stitch, and repeat from the beginning of the round. 7th round :

I long stitch into the loop formed with the 5 chain, make 12

chain, and repeat. 8th round: Into the 12 chain 2 double

crochet into successive loops, make 4 chain, work I double

crochet into each of the 2 next loops, make I chain, work into

the 6th loop 1 double crochet, 5 long stitches, and another

double crochet, make I chain, miss I loop, work 2 double

crochet into successive loops, make 4 chain, work 'I double

crochet into each of the 2 next, make 5 chain, and repeat. This

completes the circle. 120 circles sewn together like the en-

graving will make a good-sized couvrette, 1 2 in the length, and

10 in the width. If a round couvrette is wished, work I circle

for the centre larger than the others
;

this can be done by

repeating the 5th and 6th rounds, then sew 8 circles round the

centre one, and increase the number of circles in each row till

you have made it the size you wish. For the square one, tassels

are required for the end and sides
;
these are made by winding

the cotton over a cardboard 4 inches deep about 80 times, then

twist 8 threads of the cotton into a cord, cut the cotton wound

on the cardboard at one end, make 2 inches of the cord into a

loop and tie it firmly with the middle of the tassel, then turn it,

tie a thread tightly round, about an inch below the cord, and net

over the head
; 40 of these tassels will be sufficient.
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277 .—Crochet Insertion.

.Material : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s crocliet cotton No. 40.

The patterns of this insertion are worked in a row, and

always two opposite circles at a time. Make a foundation chain

of 16 stitches, join them into a circle, then work a 2nd circle

consisting again of 1 6 chain stitches. Work round this circle

24 double stitches, and 24 double round the 1st circle
;

after the

last stitch begin again at the 2nd circle, and work 10 chain

277.—Crocliet Insertion.

scallops as follows 3 double in the next 3 stitches, * 5 chain,

2 double in the next 2 stitches, repeat 8 times more, 3 double in

the last 3 stitches work in the same manner round the other

circle. To get to the next pattern, work 4 slip stitches between

the 2 circles in the middle of the just-completed pattern, leaving

the cotton under the work and drawing it through the stitch

upwards through the loop on the needle
; 7 chain stitches, and

then 2 circles like those just described, and so on.

278 and 279 .—Tobacco Pouch in Crochet Work.

Materials : Black purse silk
;
crimson ditto

;
gold thread.

The pouch is begun at the bottom, in the centre of the star.

With crimson silk make a chain of 3 stitches, and join it
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into a circle. Work 4 rounds of double crochet, 2 stitches in

each stitch.

5th round : 2 crimson stitches, X gold stitch, and so on.

6th round : All gold stitches.

7th round : 2 crimson stitches, 2 gold, and so on.

8th round : All crimson stitches.

9th round
: 3 crimson stitches, 2 gold, &c.

loth round : Similar to the preceding

Ur-. _ r7i

278.—Star for Tobacco Pouch, No. 279.

nth round: 4 gold stitches, 3 crimson, &c.

1 2th round: 4 gold stitches, 2 black stitches over the 2

centre gold stitches of preceding round, &c.

13th round
: 3 gold stitches, 4 black stitches, &c.

14th round : I gold stitch, 6 black stitches, &c.

15th round
: 3 gold stitches, 4 black stitches, &c.

1 6th round
: 4 gold stitches, 2 black stitches, &c.

17th round
: 4 gold stitches, 2 over the black stitches of

preceding round, and I on either side, 4 crimson stitches, & c.
'

1 8th round : 2 gold stitches over the centre ones of pre-

ceding round, 7 crimson stitches, &c.

Now work 4 plain crimson rounds, and begin the pattern

from No. 279. The centre is crimson, and the pattern is black

and gold. The border round the top is of the same colours.
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Complete the work by 2 rounds of open treble crochet, and I

round of gold scallops.

In the open rounds pass a double cord of black silk, finished

off with small balls of black silk gimp and gold
;
and on either

side of the pouch fasten one of these same balls with two tassels,

one crimson and one black. The pouch is lined with white kid.

280 and 281.— Crochet Rosettes.

Material : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s crocliefc cotton No. 4, 24, or 40.

These rosettes are suitable for trimming cuffs, collars, and
bodices, or for making couvrettes, according to the size of the

cotton with which they are worked.

280.—Crocliefc Rosefcte.

280.—Make a foundation chain of 22 chain
; join them into a

circle and work the 1st round
; 44 double. 2nd round : * 7

chain, missing 3 stitches of the preceding round under them, 1

double; repeat 10 times more from *. 3rd round: 1 slip stitch

in the first 4 stitches of the next scallop, * 5 chain, miss the last

and work back on the other 4, 1 double, I treble, 1 long treble.
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1 double long treble (throw the cotton 3
times round the needle),

I slip stitch in the middle stitch of the next scallop ;
repeat 10

times more from *. Work a wheel in the centre of the rosette,

which is ornamented with a circle of chain stitch, as can be seen

in illustration ;
take up one thread of the wheel with every other

chain stitch.

28 1.—Begin the rosette with a leaf-like pattern in the centre,

and work the 1st row :
* II chain, miss the last, work back

281.— Crochet Rosette.

over the following 8 stitches, I double, I treble, 2 long treble,

I double long treble, 2 long treble, I treble, I double in the upper

part of the chain stitch before the last, I slip stitch in the lower

part of the same stitch. The first leaf of the middle pattern is

then completed
;
repeat 6 times more from *. Join the first and

last leaves together by working I slip stitch in the 1st of the 1

1

chain stitch. 2nd round :
(Fasten on the cotton afresh), I slip

stitch in the point of each leaf, 12 chain between. 3rd round :

24 double in each scallop. The rosette is then completed.
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282.

—

Crochet Trimming, with Embroidered Flowers worked m
Applique and Velvet Ribbon.

This trimming consists of 2 strips of crochet insertion, orna-

mented with embroidery patterns worked in applique, and velvet

ribbon drawn through. They are worked the long way with

fine crochet cotton. Begin on a sufficiently long foundation

chain of stitches which can be divided by 20, and work the 1st
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row : I chain, * 5 double, on the first 5 stitches of the founda-

tion, I leaf, as follows :— 10 chain, without reckoning the loop

left on the needle, I extra long treble (for which the cotton is

wound 5 times round the needle) in the second of the 10 chain,

a similar treble in the first, then cast off the 2 treble stitches

together, wind the cotton once round the needle, and cast off the

last loop with the loop left on the needle. Miss under the leaf

15 stitches of the foundation, and repeat from *. 2nd row : 5

double on the 5 double of the preceding row, inserting the

needle in the whole stitches, 15 chain stitches between. 3rd row :

* 5 double in the first 5 double of the preceding row, 7 chain,

I slip stitch in every other stitch of the next scallop of the pre-

ceding row, 7 chain between, 7 chain stitches
;

repeat from *.

4th row :
* I double in the middle of. the 5 double of the

preceding iow, 3 chain, I slip stitch in the middle stitch of each

of the 8 scallops, consisting of 7 chain in the preceding row, 3

chain between, 3 chain
;
repeat from *. These 2 last rows (the

third and fourth) are repeated on the other side of the foundation

chain.

When the 2 strips of insertion are completed, sew them

together so that 2 opposite scallops meet, and ornament them

with the embroidery patterns and velvet ribbon.

283 .—Crochet Insertion

.

This pretty insertion is very suitable for cerceaunette covers

or pillowcases, and should be worked with middle-sized cotton.

If the insertion is used for anything but a pillowcase, omit the

lov er border on which the button-holes are made, begin the

insertion in the middle of one of the star-like figures, with a

fou dation chain of 9 stitches
;
join them into a circle by making
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I slip stitch, and crochet thus :

—

# 10 chain, i slip stitch in the

5th of these chain
;

this forms I purl
; 4 chain, I slip stitch in

the circle, repeat from * 5 times more. Work 4 slip stitches in

the next 4 chain, then crochet * in the next purl
; 5 double

divided by 5 chain, 4 chain, repeat 5 times from *. Fasten the

thread after having fastened the last 4 chain stitches with a slip

stitch to the 1st double stitch of this round. This completes the

star-like figure. Work on one side of these figures the following

rows :

—

1st row : * I treble in the 2nd scallop of the four placed

together, 3 chain, I double in the next scallop, 3 chain, I treble

in the last of the 4 scallops, 3 chain, 1 treble in the 1st scallop

of the following 4 placed together, 3 chain, I double in the next

2nd scallop, 3 chain, I treble in the 3rd scallop, 3 chain.

Repeat from *.

2nd row
: 3 treble in the 1st stitch of the preceding row, *

miss 3 stitches, 3 treble in the 4th following stitch. Repeat

from *.

3rd row : * 3 treble cast off together as one stitch on the

next 3 stitches of the preceding row, 2 chain. Repeat from *.

4th row : I double on the next stitch of the preceding row,

* 4 chain, I slip stitch in the 3 double
;

this forms I purl
; 3

double on the next 3 stitches of the preceding row. Repeat

from *. After having worked these four rows likewise on the

other side of the star figures, work over the last the following

5 rows for the button-holes :

—

1st row : I double in the next purl, * 2 chain, I double in

the next purl. Repeat from *.

2nd row : I double in each stitch of the preceding row.

3rd row : Alternately II double, 7 chain, under which miss

7 stitches.



4th row : Like the 2nd row.

5th row ; * 3 double on the next 3 double of the preceding

283.—Crochet Insertion.

row, I purl (4 chain, I slip stitch in the last double stitch).

Repeat from *.

284 .—Crochet Insertion.

Material : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s crochet cotton Ho. 30.

This insertion is worked in our pattern with fine crochet

cotton on a double foundation chain. For the outer edge work a

row of purl stitches as follows :— 1 double in the 1st stitch, * 1

chain, I purl, consisting of 5 chain, I slip stitch in the 1st

2 chain, I double in the next stitch but 2 ;
repeat from *. The

open-work centre consists of 6 rows of scallops ;
the 1st of

these rows is worked on the other side of the foundation chain ;
I

double in the middle stitch of every scallop, 5 chain between, then

I row of slip stitches, and finally a row of purl stitches like the

U
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1st row of the insertion. For the raised flowers, which are

fastened over the grounding at unequal distances, * make a

foundation chain of 10 stitches, fasten it on over the grounding
fiom illustration by taking the needle out of the loop, inserting it

into the I chain of the grounding, and drawing the loop through
;

miss the last of the 10 chain, and work back over the others
;

I

slip stitch, I double, 1 long double, 3 treble, 1 long double, X

double, 1 slip stitch, then I slip stitch in the 1st stitch, * 9 chain,

missing 5 stitches under them, 1 double in the 6th stitch
;

repeat from *. Each following row consists of I double in the

middle stitch of every scallop of the preceding row, 9 chain
between. Then work the 1st row of the border on the other
side of the insertion

;
I double in the 1st stitch of the foundation,

inserting the needle into the back part of the stitch
; repeat 8

times more from *, and the flower is completed.

285.

—

Crochet Garter.

Materials : Grey thread of medium size ; fine red wool
; fine round white elastic

cord
\ a pearl button.

This gartei is worked in close double crochet^ over fine
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elastic cord ; the border and pattern in red wool, the centre in

grey thread.

Begin in the middle by a chain of 98 stitches, with red

wool
;
take the elastic cord, which must always be stretched out

a little, and work over it. Work on both sides of the foundation

chain
;
the pattern is completed in the course of the two first

rounds
;
the button-hole is made at the beginning of the first

round ;
make a loop of 21 stitches, and, when you come to it,

work over this loop instead of over the foundation chain. In-

crease the number of stitches at either end of the garter, to

round it off. When the second round is completed work two

plain grey rounds, then a plain red one. The last round (grey

thread) is composed of alternately X double, I purl formed of 3

chain, I slip stitch in the first, missing I stitch under the I purl.

Sew on a pearl button to correspond with the button-hole. The

garter would be both more elegant and more elastic if worked

entirely in silk.
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286 .

—

Crochet Primmingfor a Lady’s Chemise.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and' Co.’s crochet cotton, and a needle to match.

This pattern, as can be seen in illustration, is an imitation of

old guipure lace
;

it is worked all in one piece for the bosom
and sleeves, and is part of one of the shoulder-pieces in full size.

Both strips of rosettes join at that place; and one is continued for

the part round the bosom and the other for the sleeve. In the

pattern there are 42 rosettes round the bosom, and 14 round

each sleeve. These rosettes are fastened one to another in the

course of the work. They are made in the following manner :

—

Make a chain of 6 stitches, and join it into a ring. 1st round :

8 chain, I slip stitch in the 4th chain, which forms a purl (the

3 first chain are reckoned as I treble), 1 chain, I treble in the

ring, *
5 chain, I slip stitch in the 1st to form a purl, I chain,

I treble in the ring. Repeat 6 times from *. Instead of the last

treble, work. a slip stitch to fasten the end of the round to the 3
chain of the beginning, which thus- form I treble, and round :

9 chain (the 3 first to be reckoned as I treble), #
1 treble on the

1st treble of last round, 6 chain. Repeat 6 times from *. 1

s.lip stitch in the treble at the beginning. 3rd round : On each

scallop of preceding round work 2 double, I purl, 2 double, 1

purl, 2 double, I purl, 2 double. This completes the rosette.

Each rosette is fastened to the last by joining the 2 middle

purl of both. In the illustration, which is full-size, the purl that

are to be joined to those of another rosette are marked by a

cross. The joining between the part tound the bosom and the

sleeve is made in the same manner. The space left between 4
rosettes is filled up with a star formed of chain stitches, marked
in our illustration with an asterisk. For this star make a chain

of 5 stitches, the 1st of which forms the centre
;

slip the loop
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you have on the needle through one of the 8 purl that are free,

make 5 chain, I double in the centre stitch. Repeat 7 times

286.—Crochet Trimming for a Lady’s Chemise.

from *
;
then tie the two ends tightly, or sew them together

3 of these stars are required for each shoulder
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For the Border.—It is worked at the same time both round
the bosom and sleeves. 1st round :

#
I double in the centre

purl of the 1st scallop of the rosette, which we will call the first

rosette

;

5 chain, I double in the centre purl of the 2nd scallop of

the same rosette, 4 chain
; then work the kind of cross which

comes between each rosette (see illustration). To make this

cross throw the cotton 3 times round the needle, work I double

treble in the last purl left free of the 1st rosette, keep the last

loop on the needle, throw the cotton twice round it, and work a

double treble in the 1st purl left free in the 2nd rosette, throw

the thread twice round the needle, work I treble with the loop

left on the needle, make 2 chain, and work I treble in the last

double treble, which completes the cross
; make 4 chain. Repeat

from *
at each slit on the shoulders

;
after the last cross make 6

chain, I slip stitch in the 2 purl at the end of the slit, 6 chain to

come to the next space, where a cross is to be made. 2nd
round : Work alternately 1 treble, 2 chain, miss 2 ; at the slit on
the shoulders work 6 double over the 6 chain. The two rounds
just explained are also worked round the upper edge, and
finished round the sleeves by the following round :— 1 double in

one of the spaces in last round, * 6 chain, I double in the 2nd
of the 6 chain, which forms a purl, I chain, I double on the

next but one of the last round, 6 chain, X double in the 2nd of

the 6 chain, I chain, 1 double in the next space. Repeat from *.

On the upper edge of the bosom, between the 1st and 2nd
rounds of the border, work I round of crosses, but throwing
the cotton twice only round the needle, so that the treble stitches

are -not double
; make 3 chain between each cross.

*
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knitting.

287.—Knitting, though considered to be an old-fashioned

art, is by no means so ancient as laeemaking. Knitting has

never entirely quitted the hands of English and German ladies ;

indeed, among all good housewives of any civilised country, it

is reckoned an indispensable accomplishment. Knitting schools

have been established of late years both in Ireland and Scotland,

and Her Majesty the Queen has herself set an example of this

industry, as well as largely patronised the industrial knitters of

Scotland. Of the rudiments of this useful art many ladies are

at present ignorant •, it is in the hope of being useful to these

that the following instructions are offered.

To knit, two, three, four, or five needles, and either thread,

cotton, silk, or wool are required.

Knitting needles are made of steel, of ivory, or of wood
;

the size to be used depends entirely upon the material employed,

whether thread, cotton, silk, single or double wool, for knitting.

As the size of the needles depends upon that of the cotton, a

knitting gauge is used (see No. 287)- The gauge (page 2 qo) is the

exact size of Messrs. H. Walker and Co.’s knitting gauge. Our

readers will remark that English and foreign gauges differ very

essentially ;
the finest size of German needles, for example, ns
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No. I
,
which is the size of the coarsest English wooden or ivory

needle. Straight knitting is usually done with two needles only .

for round knitting for socks, stockings, &c., three, four, and five

needles are employed.

288 .—Casting On.

This term is used for placing the first row or round of

knitting stitches on the needles—“casting them on”—and is

done in two ways— by “knitting on” the stitches, or as

follows :

—

Hold the thread between the first and second finger of the

C

1 2 3 5 6 7

o OGOOOOO
o o o O
20 19 18 17

o o c o o C C
16 15 14 15 13 31 10

287.—Knitting Gauge.

left hand, throw it over the thumb and first finger, so as to form

a loop, and pass the needle in the loop
;
throw the thread lightly

round the needle, pass it through the loop, and draw up the

thread this forms the first stitch (see No. 288).

289 .—To Knit On.

Take the needle on which the stitches are cast in the left

hand, and another needle in the right hand—observe the position

of the hands (No. 289). Hold the left-hand needle between the
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1

I

thumb and third finger, leaving the first finger free to move the

points of the needles. (The wonderful sense of touch in the

first or index finger is so delicate, that an experienced knitter can

288.—Casting On.

work without ever looking at her fingers, by the help of this

touch only—in fact, knitting becomes a purely mechanical labour,

289.—Knitting On.

and as such is most useful.) Insert the point of the right-hand

needle in the loop or stitch formed on the left-hand needle, bring

the thread once round, turning the point of the needle in front-
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under the stitch, bringing up the thread thrown over, which in

its turn becomes a stitch, and is placed on the left-hand needle.

290 .—Simple Knitting (plain).

Pass the right-hand needle into the 1st stitch of the left-hand

needle, at the back throw the thread forward, and with the

first finger pass the point of the needle under the stitch in

forming a fresh stitch with the thread already thrown over, as

in “knitting on,” only, instead of placing the newly-formed

stitch on the left-hand needle, leave it on the right-hand needle,

and let the stitch drop off the point of the left-hand needle.

Continue thus until all the stitches are taken from the left to the

right-hand needle, and the row is then complete.

29I .—To Purl, Pearl, or Seam.

Seaming or purling a stitch is done by taking up the stitch in

front instead of at the back, throwing the thread over and
knitting the stitch as in plain knitting

;
but before beginning to

purl, the thread must be brought in front of the needle, and if a

plain stitch follows, the thread is passed back after the purl

stitch is made (see No. 291).
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2 Q 2 .
L—To Increase.

Increasing or making a stitch is done by throwing the thread

once round the needle and in the next row knitting it as an

ordinary stitch.

291.—Purling.

293 .—To Decrease.

This is done in two ways : firstly, taking up two stitches

and knitting them together as one
; secondly, by taking up a stitch

292.—Increasing.

without knitting it, called slipping, then by knitting the following

stitch in the usual way, and then slipping the 1st (unknitted)

over the 2nd (knitted) (see No. 293). When it is necessary to

decrease two stitches at once, proceed thus :—Slip one, km f
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two stitches together, then slip the unknitted stitch over the

two knitted together.

294 -—Round Knitting.

To knit a round four or five needles are used ; it is thus

that stockings, socks, cuffs, mittens, &c., are made. To knit

with four needles, cast on, say, 32 stitches upon one needle,

insert a second needle in the last stitch of the first, and, cast on

30 stitches
;
proceed in a similar way with a third needle, but

casting on 28 only ; when this is done, knit the two extra

stitches on the first needle on to the last
;
this makes 30 stitches

upon each needle, and completes the round.

295 -—lasting Off.

Knit two stitches, and with the left-hand needle slip the first

stitch over the second
;

continue this to the end of the row.

Note.—The last knitted row, before casting off, should be

Knitted loosely.
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296 .—To Pick up a Stitch.

This is done by taking up the thread between two stitches

and forming a stitch with it.

297.—Peacock’s Tail Pattern.

The following Designs of New Stitches can be used for a

variety of work :—

297.

—

Peacock's Tail Pattern.

Needle3, wood or ivory
; Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s knitting

cotton.

Cast cn a number of stitches divisible by nine, as it takes

nine stitches for each pattern, and two for each border ;
the
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border, which is in plain knitting, will not be mentioned after

the first row.

1 st Row .-—2 plain for border; 2 plain *, make I, I plain,

repeat this four times from *, make 1, 2 plain
;
repeat from the

beginning—then 2 plain for border.

2nd Row .—2 purl, II plain, 2 purl; repeat.

198,,—Spiral Stitch.

y-d Row .—Take 2 together, 1
1

plain, take 2 together
;

repeat.

4th Row .—Purl 2 together, purl 9, purl 2 together ;
repeat.

$th Row .-—Take 2 together, 7 plain, take 2 together.

Begin from the 1st row.

Thirteen stitches are large enough for a stripe for a sofa-cover.

These stripes should be sewn together after all are finished.
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298 .—Spiral Stitch.

Materials : Needles, thick steel or bone; double wool.

This stitch is far more effective worked in thick wool than
in cotton. It is done in stripes alternately wide and narrow.

-99 -—Knotted Stitch.

for wide stripes cast on twenty-one stitches, for narrow fifteen
;

tins without counting the first and last stitch, the first being
slipped, the last always plainly knitted.

1 st Row .—Purl 3 together to end of row.
2nd Row .—Make I,

*
I plain, make 2, repeat from * end

by making the last stitch before the plain knitted one at end of
row.

2
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299.

—

Knotted Stitch.

Materials : Needles, wood or ivory ;
double wool.

Cast on 1 1 stitches.

1st Row.—All plain, throwing the wool twice round the

needle before each stitch.

2nd Row.—Each stitch on the needle is now composed of

3
threads of wool : knit the first plain, the second purl, the

third plain ;
cast off the second over the third, and the first

over the second ;
this leaves but one stitch ;

repeat from first

row until a sufficient length is obtained. This pattern makes

very pretty borders.

300.

—Knitted Moss Borders,

Materials : Steel needles ;
moss wool of several shades of green.

Cast on enough stitches for double the width required, say

twenty, and knit very tightly in plain knitting, row by row,

until a sufficient length has been obtained. Cut off and place

the strip on a sieve over a basin of boiling water, and cover it

over. When it has absorbed the steam, and while wet, iron it

with a box-iron. Then cut the strip down the centre, and

unravel the wool on each side. The threads of wool all

curling, resemble moss. They are held firmly by the selvedge

of the knitting.

301.

—German Brioche Stitch

Materials : Wood or ivory needles ;
wool.

Cast on an even number of stitches.

All the rows are knitted as follows :—Slip I, taken as fur
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purling, make 1, take 2 together. In the following rows the

made stitch must always be slipped, the decreased stitch and the

slipped stitch of the previous row knitted together.

301.—German Brioche Stitch.

Ordinary Brioche Stitch is made by casting on an even
number of stitches, and working the rows as follows :

Make I
,
slip 1 ,

take 2 together
; repeat. Note .

—

The made
stitch and the slipped stitch of the previous row must always be
knitted together, and the decreased stitch of that row slipped.





NETTING.

302 - Netting is one of the prettiest and one of the easiest

accomplishments of a lady. The materials are simple, while the

effects produced by good netting are most elegant and of great

durability. One great advantage of netting is that each stitch is

finished and independent of the next, so that if an accident

happens to one stitch it does not, as in crochet or knitting, spoil

the whole work.

Netting, so easy to do, is most difficult to describe. The
materials required are—a netting-needle and mesh (see illustra-

tion No. 302). These are made of bone, of wood, of ivory, and
most commonly of steel. The wood, bone, and ivory are only
used for netting wool, the steel for silk, cotton, &c.

The needle is filled by passing the end of the thread through
the little hole at the left-hand point, and tying it ; then the thread

is wound on the needle as on a tatting shuttle. The needles are

numbered from 12 to 24; these last are extremely fine. The
meshes correspond to the sizes of the needles, and are made of
the same materials. The larger the size of the stitch required

the thicker the mesh must be selected
;
indeed, large fiat meshes

are often used for some patterns. A stirrup to slip over the foot
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to which the foundation is attached is required by those who do

uot use a netting cushion, placed before them on the table and

heavily weighted
;
to this the foundation is fastened.

The stirrup is made of a loop of ribbon, to which the

foundation is tied. Some ladies work a pretty stirrup of the

exact shape of a horseman’s stirrup ;
a loop of ribbon is passed

through this, and the foundation fixed as before.

30Z.—Needle and Mesh.

303 .—To Net.

Place the mesh under the thread, between the thumb and

finger of the left hand •, it must rest on the middle of the finger

and be held only by the thumb (see illustration No. 303). Take

the needle in the right hand, pass the thread over the middle and

ring finger and over the mesh, pass the needle upwards and

behind the mesh in the large loop which forms the thread round

the fingers, and at the same time through the first stitch or loop

of the foundation. Draw the needle out, retaining the loops on

the fingers and dropping them off, the little finger being the last

to release the thread. As the thread tightens and the knot is

firm, the loop on the little finger should be drawn up quickly and

smartly. The next stitches are precisely similar, and row upon

row is formed in the same manner.

V
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Having learnt the stitch, the next task is to make a founda-

tion Tie a large loop of strong thread on the stirrup ribbon,

and'net fifty stitches into this loop, then net four or five rows,

and the foundation is ready.

303.—Netting.

Simple netting as above explained forms diamonds or lozenges.

When a piece of netting is finished it is cut off the foundation,

and the little ends of thread that held the stitches are drawn out.

304 .—Square Netting

Is done precisely in the same manner as plain netting, only begin

from one stitch, then net two stitches into this first, and mcrea

by making two in the last loop of every row. As soon

right number of stitches is complete diminish exactly m the sam

way by netting two stitches as one at the end of each tow n >

one stitch alone remains. These squares are used for guipure

d’art and for darning on.



3°5 -—Round Netting

Is nearly similar to plain netting. A little difference exists in the
way of passing the needle through the .stitch

; this is shown in
Iso. 305. After having passed the needle through the stitch it is
drawn out and passed from above into the loop just made. This
stitch is very effective for purses.

306 .—Diamond Netting

Is often called “ pointed netting,” and is made by netting from
one stitch, increasing one stitch at the end of each row, and
decreasing in the same way, as described at page 303.

1

3^7 -—To Net Rounds.

To form a circle, as for a purse, the needle must pass
through the first stitch, keeping the last three or four on the
^esh and removing this when required by the work.



308.—“ English” Netting

Is made as follows :—Net a row of plain netting, begin the

second row by netting the second stitch, then net the first
;

repeat, always passing by one stitch and taking it up.

3rd Row.—Plain.

4*h Row.—Begin by a plain stitch, then continue as in the

2nd row.

$th Row.—Plain.

4
308.—“English” Netting.

309 .—Lace Edging.

Begin by one stitch and net two in one at the end of each

row until as many stitches are required for the narrowest part of

the edge. * Increase one then in the two loops until the

point of the edge or scallop is reached
;

at the next row leave

the squares which form the point, and begin from *.

310 .—Open Lace.

This kind of edging is made with two meshes of different

sizes and extremely fine crochet cotton.
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Tie the thread to the foundation, net 3 rows with the small

mesh of the required length.

Afh Row .—On the large mesh, one stitch in each stitch.

$th Row .—On the small mesh take 3 stitches together to

form I loop ;
repeat to end of row.

6th Row .—On the large mesh make 5 loops in each stitch ;

repeat to end of row.

310.—Open Lace.

7th Row.—On the small mesh, one loop in each of the 4

first stitches, pass over the 5th, repeat to end.

8th Row.—On the small mesh make a loop in each of the

two first stitches, pass over the 4th
;

repeat.

c-)th Row .—On the small mesh make a loop in each of the

two first stitches, pass over the 3rd ;
repeat.

This lace is often used in fine wool of two colours to trim

opera-caps, children’s hoods, &c.

3 1

1

.—Shell Border.

This border is intended as an edging for square netting for

couvrettes, d’oyleys, &c. The mesh must be three times as

long as that employed for the square netting.
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Make 12 stitches in the first stitch of the edge, pass over 8,

make 12 in the ninth, and repeat. Then take the mesh used

for the square netting, and net one stitch in each stitch, take

a still smaller mesh, and complete by adding another row of

one stitch in each stitch.

This border forms a very appropriate edging for all articles

in squat e netting, as couvrettes, mats, also for trimming guipure

d’art work, and should be netted in the row of holes edging the

work ;
two sets of shells must be worked at the corners when

a little fulness is required.
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3 1 2.

—

Knitted. Sock for a Child.

Materials for 1 pair: 1 ounce of single Berlin wool; 1 yard of narrow pink or

blue ribbon ;
2 fine steel pins.

This sock fits well, and is easy to make. It is knitted upon

two pins, backwards and forwards. Cast on 22 stitches and

knit 22 rows, but increase once at the end of every other row

on the right side of the work, so that there are 33 stitches in the

22nd row. Now cast off 28 stitches and knit 12 rows, increas-

ing 1 stitch at the end of every other row. Now 12 more rows,

decreasing X stitch at the end of every other row ;
this forms the

toe. Cast on 28 stitches on the same needle, and knit 22 rows,

decreasing I stitch at the end of every other row, and cast off.

Pick up the 68 stitches on the upper part of shoe, and knit 20

rows, alternately 2 plain and 2 purl rows, decreasing I stitch on

each side of the 12 stitches in every other row, which forms the

toe and front of sock. Knit 14 rows of 2 plain, 2 purl stitches

alternately, then 3 open rows with I plain row between. The
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312.—Knitted Sock.

gl 3.

—

Knitted Pattern for Counterpanes, Berceaunette Covers,

Couvrettes, Antimacassars , &c.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s knitting cotton
; 5 steel knitting-

needles of a corresponding size.

According to the sizeof the cotton employed, this beautiful square

makes different articles, such as counterpanes, couvrettes, &c. &c.

3 1 o Knitting and Netting Patterns.

open rows are worked as follows :
—* Purl 2 together, purl I,

make I, repeat *,
3 plain rows, I open row, X plain row, and

cast off. The sock is sewn together down the back of leg,

centre of sole, and the point joined like a gusset to form the toe.
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1

If worked with Evans’s cotton No. 10, it will be suitable for the

313.

—

Knitted Pattern for Counterpanes, Berceaunette Covers, &c.

first-mentioned purpose. Begin the square in the centre, cast on

8 stitches, 2 on each needle ; join them into a circle, and knit

!

l
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plain the 1st round. 2nd round: * Knit I, throw the cotton

forward, knit I; repeat 3 times more from *. 3rd round:
Plain knitting. This knitted round is repeated after every

pattern round. We shall not mention this again, nor the

repetition from *. 4th round: * Knit I, throw the cotton

forward, knit I, throw the cotton forward, knit I. 6th round :

* Knit I, throw the cotton forward, knit 3, throw the cotton

forward, knit I. 8th round :

# Knit I, throw the cotton forward,

knit 5, throw the cotton forward, knit X. The 9th to 18th

rounds are knitted in the same manner, only in every other round
the number of stitches between the 2 stitches formed by throwing
the cotton forward increases by 2, so that in the 18th round 15
stitches are knitted between. 20th round :

* Knit I, throw the

cotton forward, knit I, throw the cotton forward, knit 5, slip I,

knit I, draw the slipped over the knitted stitch, knit I, knit 2

together, knit 5, throw the cotton forward, knit I, throw the

cotton forward, knit I. 22nd round: * Knit 1, throw the cotton

forward, knit I, throw the cotton forward, slip 1, knit I, draw
the slipped over the knitted stitch, throw the cotton forward,

knit 4, slip I, knit I, draw the slipped over the knitted stitch,

knit I, knit 2 together, knit 4, throw the cotton forward, knit 2

together, throw the cotton forward, knit I, throw the cotton

forward, knit 1 . 24th round :
* Knit I

,
throw the cotton

forward, knit I, throw the cotton forward, slip I, knit 1, draw
the slipped over the knitted stitch

;
throw the cotton forward,

slip I, knit I, draw the slipped over the knitted stitch, throw the

cotton forward, knit 3, slip I, knit I, draw the slipped over the

knitted stitch, knit 1, knit 2 together, knit 3, throw the cotton

forward, knit 2 together, throw the cotton forward, knit 2

together, throw the cotton forward, knit I, throw the cotton

forward, knit I. 26th round: * Knit 1, throw, the cotton
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forward, knit I, throw the cotton forward 3 times alternately,

slip X, knit I, draw the first over the last, throw the cotton

forward ;
knit 2, slip X, knit I, draw the first over the last, knit

I, knit 2 together, knit 2, three times alternately, throw the

cotton forward, knit' 2 -together, throw the cotton forward, knit

r, throw the cotton forward, knit I. 28th round: * Knit I,

throw the cotton forward, knit X, four times alternately, throw

the cotton forward, slip I, knit I, draw the slipped over the knitted

stitch; throw the cotfdn forward, knit I, slip I, knit I, draw

the slipped over the knitted stitch
;

kr.it I, knit 2 together, knit

I, four times alternately throw the cotton forward, knit 2

together, throw the cotton forward, knit I, throw the cotton

forward, knit I. 30th round :
* Knit I, throw the cotton

forward, knit I, six times alternately throw the cotton forward,

slip I, knit I, draw the slipped over the knitted stitch, knit I

six times alternately, knit 2 together, throw the cotton forward,

knit I, throw the cotton forward, knit 1. 32 nc* round : Knit 1,

throw the cotton forward, knit I, 6 times alternately throw the

cotton forward, slip I, knit I, draw the slipped over the knitted

stitch, throw the cotton forward, knit 3 stitches together, 6 times

alternately throw the cotton forward, knit 2 together, throw the

Cotton forward, knit I, throw the cotton forward, knit I. 34th

round :
* Knit I, throw the cotton forward, knit I, 7 times

alternately throw the cotton forward, slip I, knit T, draw the

slipped over the knitted stitch, knit I, 7 times alternately knit 2

together, throw the cotton forward, knit I, throw the cotton

forward, knit I. 36th round: # Knit I, throw the cotton

forward, knit I, 7 times alternately throw the cotton forward,

slip I, knit I, draw the slipped over the knitted stitch, throw

the cotton forward, knit 4 stitches together, 7 times alternately

throw the cotton forward-,•--knit 2 together,- throw, the cotton

Y
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forward, knit I, throw the cotton forward, knit I. 38th round:
* Knit 1, throw the cotton forward, knit I, 8 times alternately

throw the cotton forward, slip I, knit I, draw the slipped

over the knitted stitch, 8 times alternately knit 2 togetner,

throw the cotton forward, knit I, throw the cotton forward,
knit 1

.
40th round ;

* Knit I
, throw the cotton forward, knit

I, 8 times alternately throw the cotton forward, slip I, knit I,

draw the slipped over the knitted stitch, throw the cotton

torward, knit 3 stitches together as I stitch, 8 times alternately

throw the cotton forward, knit 2 together, throw the cotton

forward, knit I, throw the cotton forward, knit I. You now
have 41 stitches on each needle

; knit I round, and cast off.

When completed, the squares are joined together on the wronn
side.

314 .—Knitted Sleeping Sock.

Materials for one pair: 4 ounces white fleecy, 3 ply; 2 ounces light blue

fleecy.

These socks are knitted with white and blue wool in a

diamond pattern, and in rounds like a stocking. Begin at the

upper part of the sock ; cast on 103 stitches with blue wool on

pretty thick steel knitting-needles, and knit 20 rounds of the

diamond pattern as follows :— 1st round
:

Quite plain. 2nd
round : Purled

; both these rounds are worked with blue wool.

3rd to 6th rounds : Knitted plain with white wool. 7th round :

With blue wool
;
knit 3, draw the wool through the next stitch

of the 2nd round worked with blue wool, draw it out as a loop,

keep it on the needle, knit again 3 stitches, and so on. 8th

round : With blue wool
; the loop which has been taken up on

the preceding round is purled off together with the preceding

stitch. Repeat the 3rd and 8th rounds twice more
; the loops
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314.—Knitted Sleeping Sock.

stitch, and knitted backwards and forwards in the diamond

pattern. At the toe decrease so that the decreasings form a

seam on both sides of the toe. This is obtained by knitting

the 3rd and 4th stitches of the 1st needle together
;
on the 2nd

needle slip the 4th stitch before the last, knit the next stitch

and draw the slipped stitch over the knitted one
;
decrease in

the same manner on the other 2 needles of this round . Hepeat

of one round must be placed between those of the preceding

one. Then knit with white wool 31 rounds, alternately 2

stitches knitted, 2 stitches purled, then work the foot in the

diamond pattern in the same way as usual for a stocking. The
heel is formed by leaving 23 stitches on each side the seam
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these decreasings exactly in the same direction and at the same

places, so that there are always 4 stitches between the 2 decreasings

at the end and at the beginning of 2 needles
;
they always take

place after 3 or 2 plain rounds, and at last after I plain round.

The remaining stitches are knitted off 2 and 2 together. To

complete the sock, the outline of the sole is marked by working

slip stitches with blue wool in crochet all round it
;
work also

slip stitches on the selvedge stitch of the heel. The stocking is

finished off at the top with a double round of loops in blue

wool, worked over a mesh four-fifths of an inch wide.

315 and 316 .—Netted Fichu or Cape.

Material: Fine wool, or white and bine silk; netting needle and

meslies.

This fichu or cape is made either with fine wool or with silk

used three or four times double. It may be worn as an evening

wrap, either over a cap or on the hair, or as a necktie. The

ground in our pattern is white, the border blue. The illustration

of the ground and of the border, in full size, will serve as a

guide for the size of the meshes to be used. For the ground

cast on the first mesh, with white silk, 56 stitches ;
work 2 rows

on the 56 stitches. From the 3rd row, always miss the last

stitch, so that each row is decreased I stitch. Continue in this

manner till the 39th row, when there will be but 1 9 stitches

left. From the 40th row, miss 2 stitches at the end of each

row. The ground is completed with the 46th row. The 1st.

row of the work is the cross-way side

;

the last, the pohit at the

bottom; fasten on the blue silk to the 1st stitch of the 1st row,

and on a larger mesh work. I row round the ground of the fichu,

npt forgetting that the stitch on. the outer edge at the sides must

always, be taken, and. 2 stitches made in the 5th, loth, 14th,
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,

1 8th, 2 1st, 23rd, and 25th stitches at the sides, as well

each of the 2 middle stitches of the last row
; in each

other stitches I stitch should be made. On the corners

sides increase once, on the cross-way side, seven times

This forms the 1st round of the edging or lace. 2nd ro

316,—Showing the Netting full size for Border of Ficlr
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I

3 2 °

the lace : In each stitch make 2 stitches—-still on the larger

mesh. 3rd round : Always miss the small flat scallop formed

in last row, and work 2 stitches in the stitch which forms a tight

loop. Keep thus the same number of stitches, with which work

6 more rounds. For the last round, work I stitch in each tight

loop.

317.

—

I.adys Knitted Purse.

Materials : 2 skeins of black purse silk
;

2 skeins of scarlet ditto ;
black jet

beads; a steel clasp with chain; a tassel of black beads; 5 steel knitting-

needles.

This purse is knitted with black and scarlet purse silk, and

ornamented with black beads and. a black bead tassel. Begin

the purse with the black silk in the centre of the bottom part,

and cast on for one part of it 7 stitches. Knit I/j. rows on these

backwards and forwards, in such a manner that the work is

knitted on one side and purled on the other. The 1st stitch of

every row is slipped, the 1st row of this part is purled. * On
that side where hangs the thread with which you work take the

back chain of the 7 selvedge stitches of the part you have just

knitted on a separate needle, and knit another part, which must

have 15 rows, and the 1st row of which is knitted. Repeat 10

times more from *_ The stitches of several parts can be taken

on the same needle, so as not to be hindered in working by too

many needles. When the 12 th part is completed, take the

selvedge stitches on the left hand on another needle, cast them

off together with the cast on stitches of the 1st part, and fasten

the silk thread. Then take the 7 right-hand selvedge stitches

of one black part on a needle, take the red silk on which the

beads have been strung and work 15 rows on these stitches, the

1st row from the wrong side, and therefore purled
;

in the 1st,

as well as in all the other purled rows, the last stitch must be

purled together with the next stitch of the next black part. In



the purled rows, moreover, excepting in the first and iast one,

a bead must be worked in after casting off' the 2nd, 4th, and

6th stitches; The stitch must be worked by inserting the needle

into the back part, and in drawing through the silk which has

been thrown forward, let the bead slide through the stitch so

that it is on the right side of the work. In the following knitted

row, the needle must also be inserted into the back part of the

bead stitch. When 12 such red parts have been completed,

work again T2 black parts on the selvedge stitch of the same, in

which the beads are not knitted in, but sewn on afterwards,

when the purse is completed. Then work 3 times more alter-

nately 12 red and 12 black parts
;
when the last 1 2 black parts

have been completed cast off the stitches of the last black part

together with the selvedge stitches, the 1st on the wrong side
;

the stitches of the 6th part are cast off in the same manner

together with the selvedge stitches of the 7th. The red parts

which remain to be worked on the black part are thus lessened

by 2 the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th, and the 7th, 8th, and 9th of these

parts must be by 6 rows longer. Then gather all the stitches

and selvedge stitches of the 10 parts on 2 needles, in such a

manner that the 2 black parts, the stitches and selvedge stitches

of which have been cast off together, are placed on the sides of

the purse, and knit as follows with black silk, first on the stitches

of the one needle, and then on those of the other:— I row

knitted, knitting together every 3rd and 4th stitch
;
then work 3

rows backwards and forwards on the same number of stitches,

which must be knitted on the right side
;
then work 8 rows

more in the same manner, casting off the 2 first stitches of the

8 rows. Then cast off all the remaining stitches, sew the beads

on the black parts from illustration ;
also the clasp and bead

tassei.
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2l8 to 2 20 .-—Knitted Antimacassar or Berceaunette Cover.

Materials : Grey and violet fleecy wool.

This antimacassar, part of which is seen on No. 3 2 °> smaller

than full size, is made of rosettes and small squares, which are

knitted separately with violet and grey fleecy wool with fine

knitting-needles. In the middle of each rosette sew on a tatted

circle of grey wool. ' The edge of the antimacassar is ornamented

.with a grey woollen fringe. For each rosette cast on 6 stitches

with violet wool, and knit 12 rows backwards and forwards in

such a manner that the work is knitted on one side and purled

318.—Square for Antimacassar.

on the other : the first of these 12 rows is purled, the first stitch

of every row is slipped
;

# then take the first five selvedge stitches

of the knitted part on a separate needle (on the side where the

end of wool hangs down, leaving it unnoticed for the present),

inserting the needle into the back chain of the stitch (the

selvedge stitch which is next to the cast-on stitch remains,

therefore, unworked upon), and knit on these a new part, which

must have 1 3 rows ;
the first row is knitted, and in this row

work 2 stitches in the first stitch, one purled and one knitted, so

that this new part is equally six stitches wide. Repeat 8 times

more from #
. After having worked several parts, the stitches

can, of course, be taken on the same needle, so as not to

increase the number of necdbs. When the loth part is com-
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pleted, take the selvedge stitches of the left-hand side of the

same on a separate needle, cast them off with the cast-on stitches

of the first part, and fasten the wool. Then take the 6 selvedge

stitches on the right hand of one part on a separate needle
; take

the grey wool, and work on these stitches 13 rows backwards

and forwards
;
the first row is knitted

;
it is worked on the right

319.—Rosette for Antimacassar.

side of the work
;

in this, and in every following knitted row,

knit the last stitch together with the next stitch of the next

violet part. When 10 such grey parts are completed (each of

the remaining 9 parts consists of 13 rows, and begins with

one knitted row), take all the stitches and the selvedge stitches

of these parts o;i four needles and knit with these stitches, also
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with grey wool I row knitted, in which the 6 selvedge stitches

must be decreased to 3 by knitting always 2 stitches together as

I stitch
;
each of the other stitches is knitted as usual. Then

purl 2 rows with violet wool, and cast off. For the tatted circle

320.—Part of Antimacassar.

in the centre of the rosette, work with grey wool a circle

consisting of I double, and II times alternately 1 purl 3-loths

of an inch long, 2 double, then I purl and I double. The
circle is sewn on, the rosette, from illustration, with grey wool.

No. 319 thows such a rosette full size. The small squares (see

No. 318) are worked with grey wool
; cast on 36 stitches, join
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rhe stitches into a circle, and purl 2 rows. To form the corners,

knit together 4 times 2 stitches after every 7 stitches in the first

of these two rounds, in the second round knit together 2 stitches

after every 6 stitches ;
these decreasings and those of the other

rounds must always take place at the same places as in the

preceding round. Then take the violet wool, and knit 7 rows ;

in the first of these knit 4 times 2 stitches together after

321 .—Knitted. Border.

intervals of 5 stitches ;
no decreasings take place in the 2nd, 4th,

and 6th rows ;
in the 3rd row knit together 4 times 3 stitches

as I stitch, and in the 5th and 7th rows 4 times 2 stitches as 1

stitch. After the 7th round, the remaining stitches are cast off

together as I stitch. Then fasten the wool and cut it off.

Lastly, sew the rosettes and squares together from No. 320 for

a cover, and edge it round the border with a fringe of grey

wool.

321 .—Knitted Border.

Material : Messrs. Walter Evans- and Co.’s No. io or No. 5° knitting cotton.

If knitted with thick cotton, this border will be suitable for

trimming a quilt or berceaunette cover ;
if, on the contrary, fine

cotton is used, the pattern will form a very pretty collar for a

little boy or girl. -
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To make a collar, begin by a chain of 220 stitches, and work

6 rows backwards and forwards alternately, knitting 4 stitches

and purling 2. In the 2nd, 4th, and 6th rows the 4 stitches are

purled, and the 2 are knitted. 7th row: * Purl 2, make I,

knit 2, purl 2. Repeat from #
. 8th row : Alternately purl 5,

knit 2. All the rows with even numbers are knitted like this,

except that the number of the knitted stitches are increased by 2

in each of them. We will not, therefore, henceforth mention

these rows. 9th row :

* Knit 2, make I, knit I, make I, knit

2, purl 2. Repeat from *. Ilth row :

* Knit 2, make I, knit

3, make I, knit 2, purl 2. Repeat from #
. 13th row :

* Knit

2, make I, knit 5, make 1, knit 2, purl 2. Repeat from *.

The pattern is continued in the same manner. The small gores

formed between the ribs are increased by 2 stitches in every

second row. Each of these gores has 13 stitches in the 2 1st

row, which is the last. Cast off all the stitches after this row.

Take a crochet needle, and with the same cotton as that used for

the knitting work I stitch of double crochet in every stitch of the

selvedge, then the 2 following rows for the edging. 1st row :

Alternately I treble, I chain, under which miss I. 2nd row :

Alternately I double over I treble of preceding row, I purl (that

is, 5 chain and I slip stitch in the first), under which miss I.

Over the first row of the knitting work I row of close double

crochet. The border is now completed.

322.

—

Knee-cap in Knitting

Materials : For i pair, 4 oz. pink 4-thread fleecy wool, and a small quantity of

white ditto.

Begin each knee-cap by casting on with pink wool 1 14

stitches, equally divided upon 4 needles, and joining them into a

circle. Upon this number of stitches work 47 rounds, alternately

knitting and purling 2 stitches. In the 48th round begin the



322.—Knee-cap in Knitting,

gore which covers the knee
;

it is worked separately backward ;

and forwards, always alternately knitting and purling 2 stitches.

After 2 rows change the pattern, so as to form small squares.

I
I

I
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Knit the first row of this gore upon 2 6 stitches slipped off from

the last row on to a separate needle. At the end of each

following row knit the nearest stitch of the nearest needle, so as

to increase I stitch in each row of the gore.

Continue in this way until only 42 stitches remain of the

ribbed part. After this work the remainder of the gore sepa-

rately, decreasing once at the beginning and end of each row till

only 26 stitches remain
;
then take up 23 stitches of the selvedge

on each side of these 26 stitches, and work 47 rounds, alternately

knitting and purling 2 stitches.

The edging at the top and bottom of the knee-cap is worked

in crochet. With white wool make a chain of 50 stitches ;
turn

and work I row of crochet a tricoter

;

then work a second row

thus : the first part, as usual, with white, but coming back, with

pink make 4 chain between each stitch, work in the same way

on the other side of the foundation chain, thus forming a small

ruche, and sew it on to the edge of the knitting.

323 .—Knitted Neckerchief in Black Shetland Wool.

Material : Black Shetland wool.

This three-cornered neckerchief is knitted in the following

pattern (commencing at the corner). 1st row : slip I, make I,

knit 2 together, inserting the needle into the back part of the

stitch, slip I, make I, knit 2 together. 2nd row : Knit I, purl I

in the stitch formed by throwing the wool forward in the pre-

ceding row
;
the other stitches are purled. In the next row the

holes are alternated ;
.the neckerchief must of course be increased

at the beginning and end of every other row. It measures at the

upper edge I yard 16 inches across from one corner to the other ;

the lower corner is. rounded off. The neckerchief is edged with
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a knitted lace. The lace is worked in rows backwards and

forwards, the cross way. Cast on 22 stitches and work the 1st

row as follows:—Slip I, knit II, knit 2 together, throw the

wool forward, knit 2 together, knit 6 . 2nd row : Slip I, purl

1 8, knit I and purl 1 with the stitch formed in the preceding

row by throwing the wool forward. 3rd row ; Slip I, knit 2

together, knit 9, knit 2 together, throw the wool forward, knit

2 together, throw the wool forward, knit 2 together, knit 5.

4th row : Slip I, purl 5, knit I, purl I, knit I in the stitch

formed in the preceding row by throwing the wool forward,

purl 13. 5th row : Slip I, knit 2 together, knit 6, knit 2

together, throw the wool forward, knit 2 together, throw the

wool forward, knit 2 together, throw the wool forward, knit 2

together, knit 4. 6th row : Slip I, purl 8, knit I, purl I in the

stitch formed by throwing the wool forward in preceding row,

purl 9. 7th row : Slip I, knit 2 together, knit 4, knit 2

together, throw the wool forward 4 times alternately, knit 2

together, knit 4. 8th row : Slip I, purl 3, knit I, purl I in the

stitch formed by throwing the wool forward in the preceding

row, purl 13. 9th row: Slip I, knit 2 together, knit 2, 5 times

alternately
;
knit 2 together, throw the wool forward, knit 2

together, knit 2. loth row : Slip I, knit I, purl I in the stitch

formed by throwing the wool forward in preceding row, purl 5.

Ilth row: Slip I, knit 2 together, 6 times alternately knit 2

together, throw the wool forward, knit 2 together, knit I.

1 2th row : Slip I, knit I in the stitch formed by throwing the

wool forward in preceding row, purl 13. 13th row: Slip I,

throw the wool forward, knit 2, knit 2 together, 5 times alter-

nately throw the wool forward, knit 2 together, knit 2. 14th

row: Slip I, purl I o, knit I, purl I in the stitch formed by
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throwing the wool forward in preceding row, purl 5. 15th row

:

Slip I, throw the wool forward, knit 4, knit 2 together, 4 times’

alternately throw the wool forward, knit 2 together, knit 3.

1 6th row : Slip I, purl 3, knit I, purl I in the stitch formed by
throwing the wool forward in preceding row, purl 13. 17th

row : Slip I, throw the wool forward, knit 6, knit 2 together,

3 times alternately throw the wool forward, knit 2 together,

knit 4. 1 8th row : Slip I, purl 8, knit I, purl I in the stitch

formed by throwing the wool forward in preceding row, purl 9.

19th row : Slip I, throw the wool forward, knit 8, knit 2

together, twice alternately throw the wool forward, knit 2

together, knit 5. 20th row: Slip I, purl 5, knit I, purl 1 in

the stitch formed by throwing the wool forward in preceding

row, purl 13. 2 1st row : Slip I, throw the wool forward, knit

.{fek
knit 2 together, throw the wool forward, knit 2 together,

knit 6 . 22nd row : Slip I, purl 6, knit 1, purl 1 in the stitch

formed by throwing the wool forward in preceding row.

23rd row : Slip I, throw the wool forward, knit 12, knit 2

together, knit 7. 24th row : Purled. Repeat from the 1st

row till the lace is sufficiently long. Then sew on the lace

round the edge
;
the lace can be knitted somewhat narrower for

the upper edge. One of the ends of the neckerchief is knotted,

as seen in the illustration, and the other end is drawn through
the knot.

324 and 325 .—Knitted Bodice •,without Sleeves,

Materials: 4 ounces black, 3i ounces purple fleecy; black silk elastic; a steel

buckle
; 9 black bone buttons.

.

Tins bodice is knitted in brioche stitch with black and purple

I
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wool, so that the raised ribs appear black on one side and purple

on the other. The bodice fits quite close. It is fastened in

front with black bone buttons and a steel buckle. Two strips of

silk elastic are knitted in at the bottom. Begin at the bottom of

the bodice with black wool, and cast on 1 70 stitches. The

324.—Knitted Bodice -without Sleeves (Bach).

needles must be rather fine, and the knitting not too loose.

Work backwards and forwards 24 rows as follows :—Slip the

1st stitch, alternately throw the wool forward, slip I as if you

were going to purl it, and knit I . In the next row knit together

the stitch which has been slipped and the stitch formed by

throwing the wool forward, slip the knitted stitch, after having

thrown the wool forward. In the 25th row take the purple
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wool and work I row as before. Now work alternately I row

with black wool and I row with purple, but as the wool is not

cut off, the brioche stitch must be alternately knitted and purled.

Work always 2 rows on the same side from right to left. The

following 26th row is worked with black wool in common

brioche stitch, only the slipped stitch of the preceding row is

purled together with the stitch formed by throwing the wool

forward. 27th row : Turn the work, with purple wool purled

brioche stitch. 28th row : On the same side with black wool

knitted brioche stitch. After having worked 40 rows all in the

same manner, begin the front gore. Divide the stitches upon

three needles, 82 stitches on one needle for the back, and 44
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stitches for each front part on the tw® other needles. Then

work the first 1 1 stitches of the left frant part (this row must be

worked on that side of the work upon which the ribs appear

purple) in knitted brioche stitch; the nth stitch must have a

slipped stitch, with the wool thrown forward, therefore it is a

purple rib. After this stitch begin the gore with the following

13 stitches. The ribs are then worked so that a purple one

comes over a black one, and a black one over a purple one. Do
not work upon the following black stitch

;
knit the following

stitch with the one formed by throwing the wool forward.

Throw the wool forward, and then only slip the black stitch

which had been left, so that it comes behind the stitch which has

just been knitted. This crossing of the stitch is repeated once

more, then knit the following stitch together with the one

formed by throwing the wool forward, throw the wool forward,

slip the crossed black stitch and the two following single black

stitches. The slipped stitch and the stitch formed by throwing

the wool forward before the 3rd single black stitch are then

knitted together, so that the crossed stitches are placed in oppo-

site directions. The three black stitches which are knitted off

together as I stitch in the next row form the middle line of the

front gore, and are continued in a straight line to the point of

the gore. The crossing takes place twice in this row, but now

the black stitch is slipped first. After the 24th stitch knit

together the following stitch with the stitch formed by throwing

the wool forward. Then continue to work in common

brioche stitch to the other front part, where the gore begins

before the 24th stitch from the end. : In the next row, which is

worked in purled brioche stitch with black wool, take up the

black loop between two purple ribs. after the lith stitch
;
purl it

so as to form the stitch which is missing at that place. The 3
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slipped stitches in the preceding row are purled together as one

stitch with the stitch formed by throwing the wool forward

between the ribs. The loop is also taken up on the other side

of the front gore in the same manner, as well as on the other

front part. Then work 6 rows without increasing or decreasing.

The crossing of the stitch is repeated after every 7 rows, always

on the knitted brioche stitch side, with purple wool. In the

1 8th row of the gore the 3
middle stitches are not knitted

together, but separately, so that the pattern must be decreased in

26 rows. In the back 30 stitches only must be decreased, two

in every 6th row. After the 60th row another decreasing takes

place on the outer edges of the front parts for the neck ;
they

decrease 2 stitches (1st rib) after the 5th stitch from the front

edge in every 3rd row. The 5 stitches which close to the neck

are cast off together with the 5 stitches on the shoulders. Then

cast off loosely the stitches of the back ;
take all the selvedge

stitches of the front on the needles, and knit 24 rows of brioche

stitch with black wool, making 9 button-holes on the right front

part. On the wrong side of this part sew on a strip of black

silk, with slits worked round in button-hole stitch, stitching at the

same time into the knitting. The following scallops are knitted

round the top of the jacket and round the armholes with black

wool :—Take the selvedge stitches on the needles, work 4 rows

alternately, I stitch knitted, I stitch purled, thread the wool into

a Berlin wool-work needle, # cast off 3 stitches together, draw

the wool through the needle, and take the 2 following stitches

on the wool in the worsted-needle ;
repeat from *. Sew on the

buttons the strips of silk elastic on either side of the black stripe

at the bottom, and fasten the ends of the latter with the steel

buckle.
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326.

—

Baby’s Boat.

Materials for one pair
: i ounce red, § ounce white, Berlin wool

;
steel

knitting-needles.

This pretty boot consists of a shoe knitted in red wool, and

a sock in white wool ornamented with red. Begin the knitting

with the upper scalloped edge of the latter. Cast on 96 stitches

with red wool, divide them on four needles, and knit in rounds

as follows — 1st and and rounds : With red wool, purled. 3rd

to 8th round : With white wool. 3rd round : Knitted. 4th

round :

* Knit 4, throw the wool forward, knit I, throw the

wool forward, knit 4, knit 3 together. Repeat 7 times more

from *. 5th round : Knitted
;

the stitches formed by throwing

the wool forward are knitted as one stitch. Knit 3 stitches

together at the place where 3 stitches were knitted together in

the 4th round, so that the decreasing of the preceding round

forms the middle stitch of the 3 stitches to be decreased in this

round. 6th and 7th rounds : Like the 5th. 8th round : Knitted;

you must have 48 stitches left. 9th to nth round; With

red wool. 9th round Knitted. loth and I Ith rounds :

Purled. 1 2th to 30th round : With white wool. 12th round :

Knitted. 13th round to 30th round : Alternately purl I, knit I,

inserting the needle in the back part of the stitch. 31st to 33rd

round : With red wool. 31st round : Knitted. 32nd round and

3 3rd round : Purled. 34th and. 35th rcunds : With white wool.

34th round : Knitted. 35th round : Alternately throw the

wool forward, knit 2 together. Each stitch formed by

throwing the wool forward is knitted as one stitch in the next

round. 36th to 38th round : With red wool. 36th round :

Knitted. 37th and 38th rounds : Purled. 39th to 47th round :

With white wool. Alternately purl I, slip I, as if you were

going to purl it
;
the wool must lie in front of the slipped stitch

;
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in the following rounds take care to purl the slipped stitches

8 stitches for the front gored sock part (leaveTake now I

30 stitches untouched), and work backwards and forwards with
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beginning and at the end of the 84th and 85th rows ;
decrease I

stitch in the middle of the 85th row, so that the 85th row has

13 stitches left. After this work with red wool. 86th row:

Knitted. 87th row: Knit I, purl 2, knit I, purl 2, knit I, purl

2, knit I, purl 2, knit I. Repeat these last 2 rows 3 times

more and knit plain to the 94th, decreasing one, however, on.

each side. Now work with the whole number of stitches,

taking up the selvedge stitches of the gored part and dividing

them with the 30 other stitches on four needles. Knit once

more in rounds
;

the next 20 rounds are alternately I round

knitted, I round purled. In the 2 last knitted rounds decrease

twice close together in the middle of the back part of the shoe.

Knit 8 rounds
;

in every other round decrease twice in the

middle of the front of the shoe, leaving 9 stitches between the

two decreasings. The number of stitches between the de-

creasings decreases with every round, so that the decreasings

form slanting lines meeting in a point. Cast off after these

8 rounds, by knitting together 2 opposite stitches on the wrong

side. The sock part is edged with a raised red border, which

is worked by taking all the red stitches of the 1st round of the

shoe on the needle and knitting 4 rounds, so as to leave the

purled side of the stitch always outside ; then cast off very tight.

Draw a piece of braid through the open-work row in the sock

part, and finish it off at either end with tassels to match.

327 .—Knitted Borderfor a Bedquilt.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s No. 8 white knitting cotton
;
thick

steel pins.

Cast on a sufficient number of stitches for the length of the

border, which must be able to be divided by 31 ;
knit 4 plain

1
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rows; 5th row: Alternately make I, knit 2 together. Then 5

more plain rows.

327.—Knitted Border for a Bedquilt.
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2nd row : Purled. 3rd row : Knit 2,
* make I ;

knit I slant-

ways
; f purl 5 ;

knit I slantways. Repeat from f four times

more. Repeat from * to the end of the row. 4th row : The

same as the second.

The continuation of the work is clearly shown in our illus-

tration. The increasing caused by knitting the made stitches is

regularly repeated in each second row, so that the stitches

between the striped divisions increase, and form large triangles
;

the striped divisions, on the other hand, are narrowed so as to

form the point of the triangles. To obtain this result, decrease

five times in the 6th, 1 2th, 18th, and 24th rows, by purling

together the two last stitches of one purled division, so that each

division has but eleven stitches left in the 25th row. In the

28th row knit together one purled stitch with one knitted slant-

ways, so that there will be only 6 stitches left for each division
;

these, stitches are knitted slantways in the 29th and 30th rows.

In the 31st row they are knitted together, two and two. There,

remain in each division three more stitches, which are knitted

together in the 34th row. Two rows entirely purled complete

the upper edge of the border.

328 .—Knitted Quilt.

Materials : 8-thread fleecy wool
\
wooden needles.

This pattern may be worked in narrow strips of different

colours, and in that case each strip should contain I row of

patterns ; or the quilt may be composed of wide strips with

several rows of patterns, those of one row being placed between

those of the preceding. In the first case, that is if you work

narrow strips, you may use several colours; but if wide strips

are preferred, they should be of two colours only. Our pattern
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was worked in wide strips, alternately grey and red. Each strip

is knitted the short way.

328.—Knitted Quilt.

For a strip with five raised patterns in the width cast on 20

stitches. 2nd row - Right side of the work. *,;.Sfip I, purl I,
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* make I, purl 4. Repeat from *
3 times more; make I, purl

2. 3rd row : Slip I, knit all the stitches that were purled in

the preceding row, and purl all those that were made. 4th row ;

Slip I, purl 1,
* knit I, make I, purl 4. Repeat from #

3 times

more ; knit 1, make I, purl 2. 5th row : Slip I, knit all the

purled stitches, purl all the rest. 6th row : Slip I, purl I,
*

knit 2, make I, purl 4. Repeat from *
3 times more ;

knit 2,

make 1, purl 2. 7th row: The same as the 5th. 8th row:

Slip I
,
purl I

,
* knit 3 ,

make I
,
purl 4, and so on. 9th row :

The same as the 5th row. loth row : Slip I, purl I, * slip I,

knit I, pass the slipped stitch over the knitted one, knit 2, purl

4, repeat from *. Ilth row : Knit all the purled stitches, purl

all the rest. 1 2th row : Slip I, purl I,
#

slip I, knit I, pass the

slipped stitch over, knit I, purl 4, and repeat from *. 13th row :

The same as the Ilth. 14th row : Slip I, purl I,
*

slip I, knit

I, pass the slipped stitch over, purl 4, and repeat. 15th row :

Slip I, * knit 2 together, knit 3. Repeat from *
3 times more

;

knit 2 together, knit 2. The second row of patterns begins with

the 16th row. There are only 4 in this 2nd row, so that after

the 1st slipped stitch you purl 3 stitches instead of I, and in the

2nd row, after the 4th made stitch, you purl 4 more stitches.

Repeat alternately these 2 rows of raised patterns, and when you

have a sufficient number of strips sew them together. Trim the

quilt all round with a knotted fringe.

329.—Stitch in Knitting,for Couvrettes
, Comforters, Opera Caps,

Carriage Shawls, Jackets, &c.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Brans and Co.’s knitting cotton No. 20, or fine wool.

Cast on an uneven number of stitches. 1st row : Slip I,
*

make I, knit I, make 1, knit I. Repeat from *. 2nd row:

Slip I,
* knit 2 together, and repeat from * to the end of the row.
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330 and 331 .—Knitted Veil.

Material : Fine Shetland wool.

Illustration 33° represents a knitted veil in reduced size.

The original was worked with fine Shetland wool in an oreir

329.—Stitch for Couvrettes, Comforters, &e.

pattern
;

it is edged with a knitted lace. Its length is 24 inches,

its width 18 inches. Work the veil from a paper pattern of a

shape corresponding to that of illustration 330. Compare the
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paper shape often with the knitting in the course of the work,

and try to keep them alike. Knit the veil in the pattern of the

original, or in the pattern of illustration 331. For the former

one begin at the lower edge of the veil, cast on 45 stitches upon

thick wooden needles, and work the 1st row :

* Knit 2, throw

330.—Knitted Veil.

the wool forward, knit 2 together twice, repeat from *. 2nd

row : Purled. 3rd row : Knit I, throw the wool forward, knit

2 together, * throw the wool forward, knit 2 together twice, and

repeat from *. 4th row : Purled. 5th row : Like the 2nd

row. The pattern must be reversed. The pattern figures

increase with the increasings at the beginning and at the end
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of each row. The pattern of illustration 331 consists of the 2

following rows :— 1st row : Slip T, then alternately throw the

wool forward, and knit 2 together. 2nd row : Entirely knitted
;

make I stitch of the wool thrown forward in the last row.
When the veil is finished, wet it, and stretch it over paper or

pasteboard
;

let it dry, and then edge it with the following

331.—Pattern of Veil.

lace :—Cast on 10, knit the 1st. 2nd row : Knit 1, throw the

wool forward, knit 9. 3rd row : Knitted. 4th row: Knit I,

throw the wool forward, knit 2, throw the wool forward,

knit 2 together twice, knit 4. 5th row -. Knitted. 6th row

:

Knit I, throw the wool forward, knit 2, throw the wool
forward, knit 2 together 3 times, knit 3. 7th row : Cast oft

3 stitches, knit 10. 8th row : Knitted.

2 A
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332 .—Knitted Pattern with Raised Embroidery

.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s knitting cotton No. 8 or so.

This pattern is worked in rows going backwards and forwards

with thick or fine cotton according to the use you wish to make

of it. The star-like figures on the knitted squares are worked

332.—Knitted Pattern with Embroidery.

with soft cotton in point de paste. Cast on a number of stitches

long enough (19 stitches are necessary for the two squares),

work the 1st row :
* Knit II stitches, alternately 4 times knit 2

together, throw the cotton forward. Repeat from *. The 2nd

row is worked like the 1st, only purled ;
in this row, as well as

in the following ones, the stitch must be knitted with the cotton

thrown forward after the stitch ;
the last stitch of a plain square

with the first cotton thrown forward of the open-work figure.

The number of stitches in the last must always be 8. The

pattern consists alternately of these two rows. Each pattern
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i

contains 12 rows, with the 13th the squares are reversed. The
star figures are embroidered with double cotton by working 5
chain stitch in the middle of each square

; draw the needle

underneath the knitting to the next centre of a square.

333 an^ 334 "—Knitted Table-Cover. (1See Frontispiece
.

)

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Oo.’s coarse knitting cotton; thick steel

knitting-needles.

This cover is suitable for either a large or a small table, as

the pattern may be increased as much as required. It is suitable

333-—Table-Cover Border.

for antimacassars. Cast on 4 stitches, join them into a circle,

and work the 1st round four times alternately. Throw the

cotton forward, knit X. 2nd round: Entirely knitted. 3rd
round :

* Throw the cotton forward, knit I. Repeat 7 times

more from #
. After every pattern round knit 1 round plain.

Until after the 21st round, we shall not mention this any more.
5th round :

# Throw the cotton forward, knit 2 *. From the

7th to the 12th round the knitted stitches in every other round
increase by I stitch, so that- in the 12th round there are 7 stitches

between those formed by throwing the cotton forward. 13 th

round :
* Throw the cotton forward, knit 2 together, knit 4,

knit 2 together * 15th round :
* Throw the cotton forward,
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knit i, throw the cotton forward, knit 2 together, knit 2, knit 2

together *. 17 th round .
* Throw the cotton forward, knit 3,

throw the cotton forward, knit 2 together, knit 2 together *.

19th round :

* Throw the cotton forward, knit 5, throw the

cotton forward, knit 2 together, *, 21st round: * Knit I,

throw the cotton forward, knit 5, throw the cotton forward,

knit 2 22nd round :
* Knit 2, knit 2 together, knit I, knit

2 together, knit 3
*. 23 rd round :

* Knit 2, throw the

cotton forward, knit 3, throw the cotton forward, knit 3
*.

24th round :

* Knit 3, knit 2 together, knit 5
*. 25th round :

* Knit 3, throw the cotton forward, knit 2 together, throw the

cotton forward, knit 4. 26th round : Entirely knitted *. 27th

round :

* Throw the cotton forward, knit 9, throw the cotton

forward, knit I
#

. 28th round : Entirely knitted. 29th round :

* Knit 1, throw the cotton forward, knit 9, throw the cotton

forward, knit 2 *. 30th round : Entirely knitted. 31st round :

* Knit 2, throw the cotton forward, knit 9, throw the cotton

forward, knit 3
*. 32nd round : Entirely knitted. 33rd r°und :

* Knit 3, throw 1 the cotton forward, knit 9, throw the cotton

forward, knit 4 34th round :
* Knit 4, knit 2 together, knit

5, knit 2 together, knit 5 *. 35th round :
* Knit 4, throw the

cotton forward, knit 7, throw the cotton forward, knit 5
*.

36th round :
* Knit 5, knit 2 together, knit 3, knit 2

together, knit 6 #
. 37 th round :

* Throw the cotton

forward, knit 5 three times, throw the cotton forward, knit

I *. 38th round: * Knit 7, knit 2 together, knit I, knit 2

together, knit 8 #
.

39th round: * Knit I, throw the cotton

forward, knit 6, throw the cotton forward, knit 3, throw the

cotton forward, knit 6, throw the cotton forward, knit 2 *.

40th round :

* Knit 9, knit 3 together, knit 10 *. 41st round :

* Knit 2, throw the cotton forward, knit 15, throw the cotton
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forward, knit 3
*. 42nd round :

* Knit 3, knit 2 together,

knit 11, knit 2 together, knit 4 *. 43rd round: * Knit 3,

throw the cotton forward, knit 1 3, throw the cotton forward,

knit 4 *. 44th round :
* Knit 4, knit 2 together, knit 9, knit 2

together, knit 5
*. When the cover is completed, edge it all

round, with the following border worked the short way :

—

Cast on 5 stitches and knit the 1st row, slip I, throw the cotton

forward, knit 2 together, throw the cotton forward, knit 2. 2nd
row : Slip I, knit the rest. Repeat this row after every pattern

row. 3rd row : Slip I, throw the cotton forward, knit 2

together, throw the cotton forward, knit 2 together, throw the

cotton forward, knit I. 5th row : Slip I, throw the cotton

forward, knit 2 together, throw the cotton forward, knit 2

together, throw the cotton forward, knit 2. 7th row : Slip I,

throw the cotton forward, knit 2 together, throw the cotton

forward, knit ^ together, throw the cotton forward, knit 2

together, throw the cotton forward, knit 1. 9th row •. Slip 1,

throw the cotton forward, knit 2 together, throw the cotton

forward, knit 2 together, throw the cotton forward, knit 2

together, throw the cotton forward, knit 2. I Ith row: Slip I,

throw the cotton forward, knit 2 together, throw the cotton

forward, knit 2 together, throw the cotton forward, knit 2

together, throw the cotton forward, knit 2 together, knit 1.

13th row: Slip I, throw the cotton forward, knit 2 together,

throw the cotton forward, knit 2 together, throw the cotton

forward, knit 2 together, throw the cotton forward, knit 2

together, throw the cotton forward, knit 2. 15th round : Cast

off 8 stitches, throw the cotton forward, knit 2 together, throw

the cotton forward, knit I. 1 6th round : Entirely knitted.

Begin again at the 1st row, knit a sufficient length of the border,

and then trim the cover with it on the outer edge.
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335 .—Looped Knitting.

Materials: 4-thread fleecy wool; ^ wooden knitting-needles; i flat

wooden mesh.

Cast on a sufficient number of stitches, and knit the 1st

row plain.

2nd Row .— Slip the 1st stitch; insert the needle into the

335.—Looped Knitting.

next stitch, and throw the cotton forward as if you were going

to knit the stitch
;

place the mesh behind the needle in the

right hand, and turn the wool which is on this needle upwards,

bring it back again on the needle so that it is wound once round

the mesh, and twice round the needle. Then only the

double stitch through the second stitch, knit it, and insert the

needle into the next stitch, and repeat what has been explained.

Knit the last stitch without a loop.

3rd Row .—Before drawing out the mesh, turn the work and
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knit one plain row. Every double stitch is knitted as one stitch,

so as to attain the same number of stitches as in the 1st row.

Aih Row.—Like the 2nd row. Repeat these rows as often

as required.

This knitting is chiefly used for borders of mats.

336.—Pattern for Comforters.

336.

—

Knitted Pattern for Comforters.

Materials :
4-thread fleecy ;

2 wooden knitting-needles.

Cast on a sufficient number of stitches. 1st .row :
#

3

stitches in the first stitch, knit I, purl I, knit I, knit 3 stitches

together, repeat from *. 2nd row : Plain knitting. 3rd row :

Purled. 4th row : Knitted. Repeat these four rows, only in

the next row the 3
stitches knitted together are worked on the

3
stitches worked in I stitch, and the 3 stitches to be worked

in I stitch are to be placed on the one formed by knitting 3

stitches together.

(
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337.

—

Knitted D’Oy/ey.

Materials: Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s crochet cotton No. 36; glazed

embroidery cotton No. 10
;
steel knitting-needles.

This pattern is knitted with very fine crochet cotton. The

middle part as well as the lace border are worked separately

;

the latter is sewn on to the middle part. The spots in the thick

parts are worked in afterwards with coarser cotton. Commence

the pattern in the centre, cast on 6 stitches, join them into a

circle, and knit 2 plain rounds. 3 fd round : Alternately knit I,

throw the cotton forward. 4th and 5th rounds : Plain. 6th

round : Alternately knit I, throw the cotton forward. 7th

round : Plain. Every other round is plain. We shall not

mention these plain rounds any more. 8th round : Knit 2,
*

throw the cotton forward, knit I, throw the cotton forward,

knit 3 ; repeat from # to the end of the round ;
lastly, throw

the cotton forward, knit I, throw the cotton forward, knit I.

toth round :

* Throw the cotton forward, knit X, throw the

cotton forward, knit 2 together. 12th round: * Throw the

cotton forward, knit 3, throw the cotton forward, knit 2 together,

throw the cotton forward, knit I, throw the cotton forward,

knit 2 together. 14th round :
* Throw the cotton forward,

knit 5, throw the cotton forward, knit 2 together, throw the

cotton forward, knit I, throw the cotton forward, knit 2

together. 1 6th round :
* Throw the cotton forward, knit 7,

throw the cotton forward, knit 2 together, throw the cotton for-

ward, knit I, throw (he cotton forward, knit 2 together. The

1 8th, 20th, 22nd, and 24th rounds are worked like the 16th

round
; only the middle plain part of the pattern figures increases

by 2 stitches in every pattern round, so that there are 15 plain

stitches in the 24th round between the 2 stitches formed on either

side of the same by throwing the cotton forward. 26th round :



334*—KNITTED TABRE COVER (see page 347).
337.—KNITTED JVOYLEY {see page 351).
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* Throw the cotton forward, knit 6 ,
knit 2 together, throw the

cotton forward, knit I, throw the cotton forward, knit 2 together,

knit 6, throw the cottOT forward, knit 2 together, knit I, knit 2

together. 28th round :

# Throw the cotton forward, knit 6,

knit 2 together, throw the cotton forward, knit 3, throw the

cotton forward, knit 2 together, knit 6, throw the cotton for-

ward, knit 2 together, knit 1. 30th round: * Knit X, throw

the cotton forward, knit 2 together, knit 6, throw the cotton for-

ward, knit 3
together, throw the cotton forward, knit 6, knit 2

together, throw the cotton forward, knit I
,
throw the cotton for-

ward, knit 2 together, throw the cotton forward. 32nd round :

* Knit 2 together, throw the cotton forward, knit 2 together,

knit 13, knit 2 together, throw the cotton forward, knit 2

together, throw the cotton forward, knit 3, throw the cotton for-

ward. 34th round :
* Knit 2 together, throw the cotton for-

ward, knit 2 together, knit II, knit 2 together, throw the cotton

forward, knit 2 together, throw the cotton forward, knit 5,

throw the cotton forward. 36th round :
* Knit 2 together,

throw the cotton forward, knit 2 together, knit 9, knit 2

together, throw the cotton forward, knit 2 together, throw the

cotton forward, knit 1, throw the cotton forward, knit 2 together,

knit I, knit 2 together, throw the cotton forward, knit I, throw

the co’tton forward. 38th round :
* Knit 2 together, throw the

cotton forward, knit 2 together, knit 7, knit 2 together, throw

the cotton forward, knit 2 together, throw the cotton foiward,

knit 3, throw the cotton forward, knit 3 together, throw the

cotton forward, knit 3, throw the cotton forward. 40th round :

* Knit 2 together, throw the cotton forward, knit 2 together,

knit 5, knit 2 together, throw the cotton forward, knit 2 together,

throw the cotton forward, knit 1, throw the cotton forward,

knit 2, knit 2 together, throw the cotton forward, knit I, throw
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the cotton forward, knit 2 together, knit 2, throw the cotton

forward, knit I, throw the cotton forward. 42nd round: *

Knit 2 together, throw the cotton forward, knit 2 together, knit

3, knit 2 together, throw the cotton forward, knit 2 together,

throw the cotton forward, knit 3, throw the cotton forward,
knit 3 together, throw the cotton forward, knit 3, throw the

cotton forward, knit 3 together, throw the cotton forward, knit

3, throw the cotton forward. 44th round : * Knit 2 together,

throw the cotton forward, knit 2 together, knit I, knit 2

together, throw the cotton forward, knit 2 together, throw the

cotton forward, knit 3, knit 2 together, throw the cotton for-

ward, knit I, throw the cotton forward, knit 2 together, knit 3,
throw the cotton forward, knit 1, throw the cotton forward,

knit 5, throw the cotton forward. 45th and 46th rounds :

Plain, then cast off loosely.

For the lace border, which is worked in the short way
backwards and forwards, cast on 22 stitches and knit as

follows 1st row : Slip I, knit I, throw the cotton forward,
knit 2 together, throw the cotton forward, knit 2 together,

throw the cotton forward, knit 2 together, knit 4, knit 2

together, throw the cotton forward, knit 2, knit 2 together,

throw the cotton forward, knit 1, throw the cotton forward,
knit 2 together. 2nd row : Slip I, throw the cotton forward,
knit 3, throw the cotton forward, knit 2 together, knit 2, throw
the cotton forward, knit 2 together, knit 11. 3rd row : Slip 1,

knit 9, knit 2 together, throw the cotton forward, knit 2, knit 2

together, throw the cotton forward, knit 5, throw the cotton

forward, knit I. 4th row: Slip I, throw the cotton forward,
knit 7, throw the cotton forward, knit 2 together, kn-it 2, throw
the cotton forward, knit 2 together, knit 9. 5th row: Slip 1,

knit I, throw the cotton forward, knit 2 together, throw the
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cotton forward, knit 2 together, throw the cotton forward, knit

2 together, knit 2 together, throw the cotton forward, knit 2,

knit 2 together, throw the cotton forward, knit 9, throw the

cotton forward, knit I. 6th row: Knit 2 together (knit

together the stitch and the next stitch formed by throwing the

cotton forward), throw the cotton forward, knit 2 together, knit

5, knit 2 together, throw the cotton forward, knit 2, knit 2

together, throw the cotton forward, knit io. 7th row : Slip I,

knit 10, throw the cotton forward, knit 2 together, knit 2,

throw the cotton forward, knit 2 together, knit 3, knit 2 together,

throw the cotton forward, knit 2 together (stitch formed by

throwing the cotton forward and the next stitch). 8th row :

Knit 2 together, throw the cotton forward, knit 2 together, knit

I, knit 2 together, throw the cotton forward, knit 2, knit 2

together, throw the cotton forward, knit 1 2. 9th row : Slip I,

knit 1, throw the cotton forward, knit 2 together, throw the

cotton forward, knit 2 together, throw the cotton forward, knit

2 together, knit 5, throw the cotton forward, knit 2 together,

knit 2, throw the cotton forward, knit 3 together, throw the

cotton forward, knit 2 together. loth row : Knit 2 together,

throw the cotton forward, knit I, throw the cotton forward,

knit 2, knit 2 together, throw the cotton forward, knit 14.

llth row: Slip I, knit II, knit 2 together, throw the cotton

forward, knit 2, knit 2 together, throw the cotton forward, knit

I, throw the cotton forward, knit 3
together. Then begin again

on the 2nd row, and work on till the border is long enough
;

sew the lace on to the centre, slightly gathering the former.

Lastly, work in the spots with glazed or coarse embroidery

cotton.
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338 .—Knitted Braces.

Material : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s knitting cotton No. 8 or 12.

These braces are knitted with coarse white cotton, taken
double

5 the braces themselves are worked in brioche stitch, the
appets are knitted plain. Begin at the bottom of the front
appet, make a foundation chain of 14 stitches, knit 5 rows plain
backwards and forwards, then divide the stitches into two halves
to form the button-hole • knit 15 rows on each of the halves
consisting of 7 stitches

; then take the 14 stitches again on one
needle and work 17 rows on them. Then work a second
button-hole like the first one

s knit 6 more rows plain, increasing
I at the end of every row, so that the number of stitches at the
end of the lappet is 20. Then begin the pattern in brioche
stitch

; it is worked as follows :-Knit first 1 row, then slip the
rst stitch of the first following pattern row, * throw the cotton

forward, slip the next stitch (slip the stitches always as if you
were going to purl them), knit 2 together . repeat 5 times more
rom

; the last stitch is knitted. 2nd row of the pattern :

.

lp the Ist sMch
-
# knit 2 5 stitch which has been formed

in the preceding row by throwing the cotton forward is slipped
after the 2nd knitted stitch

; repeat 5 times more from *• knit
the last stitch. 3rd row : Slip the 1st stitch, * decrease I (here
and in all the following rows, knit the next stitch together with
the stitch before it, which has been formed in the preceding row
by throwing the cotton forward), throw the cotton forward
sl,p l

; repeat from *
5 knit the last stitch. 4th row : Slip the

1st stitch, knit I, slip the stitch which has been formed in the
preceding row by throwing the cotton forward, knit I, knit the
ast stitch. Repeat these 4 rows till the braces are long enough
The pattern is ip inches long. Then knit 6 rows plain,
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decreasing I at the end of every row, then work each lappet

separately, dividing the stitches so that each lappet is 7 stitches

wide. Each lappet has 72 rows ;
after the first 18 rows make

a button-hole as described for the preceding one. Work 18

338.—Knitted Braces.

rows between the 1st and 2nd button-hole. The lappets are

rounded off by decreasing after the 2nd button-hole.

339 .—Pattern jor Knitted Curtains, tsfc.

Material : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s knitting cotton No. 8.

This pattern is suitable for knitting different articles, according

to the thickness of the cotton used.
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The number of stitches must be divided by ten. The
pattern is knitted backwards and forwards.

1st row: All plain, and row: * Knit I, make 2, slip I,

knit I, pass the slipped stitch over the knitted one, knit 5, kni t 2

together, make 2. Repeat from 3rd row : Purl the long

stitch formed by making 2 in preceding row, * make 2, purl 2

together, purl 3, purl 2 together, make 2, purl 3. Repeat

from '*. (By make 2 is meant twist the cotton twice round the

339-—Pattern for Knitted Curtains.

needle, which forms one long stitch, and is knitted or purled as

such in next row.) 4th row: Knit 3,
* make 2, slip 1, knit 1,

and pass the slipped stitch over, knit I, knit 2 together, make 2,

knit 5. Repeat from *. 5th row : Purl 3,
# make 2, purl 3

together, make 2, purl 7. Repeat from *. 6th row: Knit 3,
# knit 2 together (I stitch and I long stitch), make 2, knit I,

make 2, slip I, knit 1, pass the slipped stitch over (the knitted

stitch is a long stitch), knit 5. Repeat from *.

Continue the pattern by repeating always from the 2nd to

the 5th row ;
the 6th row is the repetition of the 2nd row, but

it is begun (compare the two rows) about the middle of the 2nd
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row, so as to change the places of the thick diamonds in the

following pattern. This will be easily understood in the course

of the work.

340 .—Knitted Insertion

.

Material : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s knitting cotton No. 20 or 30.

Cast on 14 stitches, and knit in rows, backwards and

forwards, as follows 1st row Slip I, knit 2 together, throw

cotton forward, knit 2, knit 2 together, throw cotton forward,

knit 2, knit 2 together, throw cotton forward, knit 3. This

row is repeated 18 times more; the stitch formed by throwing

the cotton forward is knitted as I stitch. 20th row : Slip 1

,

knit 2 together, make I, knit I
;
place next 3 stitches upon another

needle behind the cotton, and leave them alone
;

knit I
,
knit 2

together, throw cotton forward, now knit the first 2 of the 3

stitches which have been left ;
knit the last of the 3 together

with the next stitch on the needle, throw cotton forward, knit 3.

Repeat these 20 rows till strip is long enough.

341 and 342.-—Knitted Cover for Sofa Cushion.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s knitting cotton No. 12

;

eight ply fleecy wool.

This cushion (15 inches wide, 12 inches high) is made of

grey calico ;
it is covered on one side with knitting, worked with

i
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grey crochet cotton. The knitted cover has an open-work
pattern, worked backwards and forwards on a number of stitches

which can be divided by 2, and which must suit the width of

the cushion, in the following manner :—-1st row : Alternately

throw the cotton forward, knit 2 together. 2nd row: Slip 1,

knit the other stitches. The stitch formed by throwing the

cotton forward is knitted as I stitch. 3rd row : Knit I, * throw
the cotton forward, knit 2 together. Repeat from after the

last decreasing knit 1. 4th row : Like the 2nd row. These

341.—Stitch for Sofa Cover.

four rows are repeated till the cover is sufficiently large. Draw
a narrow piece of red worsted braid through every other open-
work row of the pattern, as can be seen in illustration 341.
When the cushion has been covered with the knitting, it is

edged all round with a border knitted the long way, in the

above-mentioned open-work pattern
;

it is 14 rows wide, and
also trimmed with worsted braid : a fringe of grey cotton and
red wool, 3^ inches wide, is sewn on underneath the border at

the bottom of the cushion
; to this is added a thick red worsted

cord, by which the cushion is hung on over the back of an arm-
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chair. The cushion, on account of its simplicity, is especially

suitable for garden chairs.

-Sofa Cushion.
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backwards and forwards on the same number of stitches
; each

string is pointed off at the lower end by decreasing 1 stitch in

every row. Sew in a narrow piece of tape in the back border

of the cap
;
the remaining part of the border, as well as the

strings, are trimmed with crochet lace or with netted edging,
No. 31 1.
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344 .—Netted Nightcap.

Material : Messrs. "Walter Evans and Co.’s knitting cotton, 3-thread, No. 30.

This nightcap is very simple and practical. It consists of

two similar three-cornered pieces, sewn together so as to form a

344.—Netted Nightcap.

double triangle ;
the point of the triangle is turned back, as seen

in illustration, and fastened on the lower half of the same.

The cap is edged with a lace ;
a similar lace covers the seam
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between both parts of the cap. The pattern is worked with

crochet cotton over a mesh measuring three-quarters of an inch

round. Begin each half in the corner
;

cast on 2 stitches, and

work backwards and forwards, increasing I stitch at the end of

every row, till the number of stitches is 60. Then sew both

halves together, and trim the cap and strings (the latter are

worked as on the cap No. 343 )
with the following lace : work 2

rows of open-work treble stitches—the treble stitches are divided

by I chain—then work I row of double, always working q
double round the chain stitches which divide 2 treble in the

preceding row, or with netted edging No. 3 1 1.

345 -—Knitted Pattern.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s knitting cotton No. 20 for couvrettes,

or Berlin wool for sofa quilts.

This pattern can be worked either in wool or cotton, and is

suitaole for many purposes. Cast on a sufficient number of

stitches, divided by 18, for the 1st row : Knit 4, throw the

cotton forward, knit 2 together, throw the cotton forward, knit

2 together, knit 4, purl 6, repeat from *. 2nd row : The
stitches knitted in the 1st row are purled as well as the stitches

formed by throwing the cotton forward
; the purled stitches are

knitted. This row is repeated alternately, therefore we shall

not mention it again. 3rd row :

* Knit 6, throw the cotton

forward, knit 2 together, throw the cotton forward, knit 2

together, knit 6, purl 2. 5th row : Purl 4,
* knit 4, throw the

cotton forward, knit 2 together, throw the cotton forward, knit

2 together, knit 4, purl 6. 7th row : Knit 2,
* purl 2, knit 6,

throw the cotton forward, knit 2 together, throw the cotton for-

ward, knit 2 together, knit 6. 9th row : Knit 2, * purl 6,
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Knit 4, throw the cotton forward, knit 2 together, throw the

cotton forward, knit 2 together, knit 4- Hth row :
" Knit 6 ,

purl 2, knit 6, throw the cotton forward, knit 2 together, throw

the cotton forward, knit 2 together. 13th row : Throw the

545.—Knitted Pattern.

cotton forward, knit 2 together, * knit 4, purl 6, knit 4, throw

the cotton forward, knit 2 together, throw the cotton forward,

knit 2 together. 15th row :
* Throw the cotton forward, knit

2 together, throw the cotton forward, knit 2 together, knit 6,

purl 2, knit 6 The knitting can now be easily continued from

illustration.
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346 to 348 .—Knitted Shawl.

Materials: Shetland wool, white and scarlet
; steel needles.

1 his shawl is knitted in the patterns given on Nos. 346 and
347 Both illustrations show the. patterns worked in coarse
wool, so as to be clearer. Begin the shawl, which is square,
on one side, cast on a sufficient number of stitches (on our
pattern 290) ; the needles must not be too fine, as the work

34^- Pattern for Shawl (348). 347--Pattem for Shawl (348)

.

should be loose and elastic. Knit first 2 rows plain, then 3 of
the open-work row of pattern No. 346, which is worked in the
following manner :—1st row : Slip the first stitch, * knit 2
together, inserting the needle into the back part of the stitch, slip

r, knit 2 together, throw the wool twice forward
; repeat from *.

2nd row : Knit I and purl I in the stitch formed by throwing
the wool forward in the preceding row

; the other stitches are
purled. In the next row the holes are alternated—that is, after

the 1st slipped stitch knit I, throw the wool forward, and then
knit twice 2 together. Wlien 3 such open-work rows are com-



348.—Knitted Shawl.

e pattern of the ground (No. 347) ,
each firs, stripe «t « »

ace of 4 stitches front the edge, and each second s.npe at

stance of no stitches. After the 9th
open-work row work

,am 6 rows in the pattern of the ground, then again 8 open

’ork rows, and then begin the ground, only conn.ne 1® work

a both sides of the shawl the narrow stnpes of the ground

attern the narrow outer and the two wide inner stripes of

order’ in the open-work pattern. When the ground (pattern

,47) is square, finish the shawl at the top with two wide

Knitting and Netting Patterns

pleted, knit I row plain, and then work the pa.Krn seen®

f°
t
347

’ af'l s.

f

“w
S

-aifTlitl*. alternately throw the

„ s,ipPing ,

row’ entirely purled : When 6 such rows have been worked m

this ’pattern work again 9 rows of the open-work pattern, but

work on each side of the 2 stripes, each 6 stitches wide, m
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and one narrow open-work row, as at the bottom, divided by
stripes in the ground pattern. Knot in, all round the shawl, a
fringe of scarlet wool

; the fringe must be 31 inches deep.
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MONOGRAMS AND INITIALS.

ALPHABETS.

349.

—

Alphabet.

Material : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton No. 18.

These letters are embroidered in overcast stitch and in satin

stitch, and are the capitals for the alphabet No. 350, Stars orna-

ment this very effective alphabet







—Alphabet (Small Letters').

Material : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton No. 20.

This alphabet will be found useful for marking linen as well

as pocket-handkerchiefs. It is worked m satin stitch, the stars

in fine overcast ,
an eyelet-hole occupies the centre of each star.





35 1 -—'Alphabet of Small Capitals.

Materials : Messrs. "Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton No. 12 for linen,

No. 18 for handkerchiefs.

These letters will be found useful for marking table-linen
;

they may be worked either in green, red, or white cotton. The
letters are worked in raised satin stitch with raised dots and open
eyelet-holes.
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352.

—

Alphabet.

Material: Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton No. 12.

This pretty alphabet is worked in satin stitch, both raised and

veined
;
the design is composed of forget-me-not blossoms and

leaves. Raised dots worked in satin stitch form all the fine lines.
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—Alphabet in Coral Stitch.

Material : Coloured ingrain marking cotton, or black sewing silk, or filoselle.

The letters of this alphabet are particularly suitable for

pocket-handkerchiefs. The embroidery is worked either with

marking cotton, or coloured or black sewing silk
;

the long

white lines are worked in overcast stitch, the small white spots

in satin stitch, the remaining parts of the letters in coral stitch,

as can be distinctly seen in illustration.

353.—Alphabet in Coral Stitcb.



rams and Initials,

353*—Alphabet in Coral Stitcb.
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This useful alphabet is worked in satin stitch, veined in

parts and ornamented with tendrils. As the alphabet of

capitals (page 377, No. 351) and that of these small letters

correspond, any name may be worked from them.

354.—Small Alphabet.

Material : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton No. 16.



354-—Alphabet of Small Letters.
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255 .—Alphabet [Capitals').

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton Nos. 12 and 20.

This alphabet is worked in raised satin stitch, the outlines

being partly scalloped
;

for the fine lines, which should be

worked in overcast, embroidery cotton No. 20 should be

employed.
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357 •

—

Alphabet.

Materials: Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton Nos. 12 and 16.

The letters are worked in point d’or, or dotted stitch, with an
outline in fine overcast, and large raised spots in satin stitch.

The ornamental wreaths round the first five letters can of course
be worked round any of the others. It is very fashionable to

work one letter only upon handkerchief corners.

357.—Alphabet in point d’or.





358 .—Alphalet in White Embroidery.

Material: Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton Mo. 16

This alphabet is worked in. applique ; the ears of corn only

are worked in overcast, satin, and knotted stitch. These letters

look particularly well on transparent materials. The ears may
be omitted by beginners, though they add much to the beauty of

the alphabet. To this alphabet are added the ten numerals,

which will be found exceedingly useful. By means of the

whole alphabet and all these figures, any combination of initials

and numbers can be made.

Monograms and Initials. 393

358.—Alphabet in White Embroidery,
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358.—Alphabet in White Embroidery.
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358.—Alphabet and Numerals.
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359 .—Alphabet [see page 402).

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton No. 20

;

very fine black silk.

The vine-leaves and grapes of this graceful and fanciful

alphabet are worked in veined and slightly raised satin stitch, the

tendrils in point russe ;
for these the fine black silk is

employed.

360 .—Sampler
(
Frontispiece)

.

Materials : cambric muslin or fine linen; Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s

Embroidery Cotton Nos. 16, i8, and 20 • red cotton and black silk.

This illustration shows a sampler which will be found

useful for learning to embroider letters for marking linen. The

material used is cambric muslin or fine linen. Work the

embroidery with white embroidery cotton, red cotton, or black silk.

The thick parts of the letters are worked in slanting satin stitch

and back stitch ; the outlines of the stitched parts are worked

in overcast, as well as the fine outlines of the letters and all the

fine outlines of the patterns. The monograms and crowns are

worked in a similar manner. Work button-hole stitch round the

outside of the sampler. The letters and crowns may, of course,

be employed for other purposes.
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361 .—Alphabet [Capitals').

Material : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton No. 20

This effective alphabet is very easily worked, the stitches

employed being raised and veined satin stitch, and overcast.

The raised dots are worked in satin stitch, care being taken

to preserve their position in the centre of each open space.



IliliilllilllCiiiUmulUlu

361.—Alphabet (Capitals)



Monograms and Initials, 399





MONOGRAMS AND INITIALS.

362.

—

Alice.

Material : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton No. 20.

The letters of this name, except the initial letter, are very

simple, being worked in plain satin stitch, while the initial letter

is worked in raised satin stitch, point de poste, and overcast.
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363 .

—

Amalie.

Material? : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton Nos. 16 and 20.

The highly-ornate initial of this name is not difficult to work,

requiring only great regularity and evenness in embroidering the
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tendrils and eyelet-holes. The veinings of the letter must be

carefully defined. The remainder of the name is executed in

plain satin stitch, a few eyelet-holes being introduced.

“ Amalie” can easily be altered into “ Amelia” by changing

the place of the a and e. In the centre of each letter a large

eyelet-hole is placed ;
smaller eyelet-holes of graduated sizes

occupy parts of the overcast scrolls, which should be worked

with No. 20 cotton. The initial letter is worked in raised satin

3 4—Amy.

364.

—

Amy.

Material : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton No. 16.

This pretty name is worked in delicately raised satin stitch

and point de pois
;
the dots in dotted satin stitch, and the elegant

little design beneath is worked in point russe.
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365.

—

Amite.

Material : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton No. 16.

The letter A of this name is rather elaborate, and is worked

in point de pois or back stitching, the outlines in fine overcast,

the letters in satin stitch. The ornaments surrounding the word
“ Annie ” are worked in overcast.

3 66.—A. M. K.

Mateiial: Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton No. 16.

This name is worked in satin stitch, with small dots of

raised satin stitch. The eyelet-holes in the middle letter to be

worked in overcast.
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368.

—

Carrie.

Material : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton No. 20.

This name is very easy to work, being very clearly and simply

368.—Carrie.

embroidered in overcast and satin stitch. The thick dots may be

worked without the eyelet-holes if preferred.
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369.

—

Caroline.

Material: Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton No. 18.

This pretty name requires care in working ;
the leaves which

adorn the letters must be very well defined
;
they, as well as the

letters, are embroidered in satin sticch, the initial letter being

veined, and the ornaments workd in overcast and eyelet-holes.

370.—Charlotte.

3 70.

—

Charlotte.

Material: Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton No. 16.

This name is worked in satin stitch and overcast, the small

and elegant dots in point de russe and graduated satin stitch the

large ones are worked in raised satin stitch.

371 .—Comelie.

Material: Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton No. 18.

This word is worked in plain satin stitch, the ornamentation

in overcast stitch.
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373 ~Dora.
Material: Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton No. 30.

This elaborate design should not be attempted by beginners

in the art of embroidery
; it is worked in overcast stitch, raised

and veined satin stitch
; the tendrils are entirely worked in

graduated overcast
;
the name is placed over a graceful spray of

wild flowers worked in the above-named stitches. This pattern,

although originally designed to be worked on net or fine

muslin, is far more effective when worked on cambric or fine

lawn.

374.—D. C.

374.—D. C.

Material: Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton No. 16.

These letters are worked in satin stitch and veined satin

stitch
;

the forget-me-nots are worked in raised satin stitch,

with a small eyelet-hole in the middle worked in overcast stitch.

375-—Emily.
Material: Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton No. 16.

This name is worked in satin stitch, the dots in the middle
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m point de poste, the rest of the letters in satin stitch and in
dotted satin stitch.

376.

—

Ernestine.

Material
: Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton No. 16.

This elegant design is most effective • the first letter very
elaborate

; the rest of the letters simply worked in satin stitch.
he small stars are worked in overcast stitch, and the initial

.letter itself in veined satin stitch.

375'—Emily.

377.—Etta.

Material: Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton No. 20.

The letters which compose this name are formed entirely of
leaves, flowers, and tendrils, worked entirely in satin stitch and
overcast

;
the tendrils which surround the name are worked in

overcast, and have a few eyelet-holes placed among them.





377-

—

Etta.
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378-

—

Eva .

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton Nos. 16 and 20.

This name is worked in satin stitch, the leaf in point de
sable

; the veinings are worked in raised satin stitch.

378.—Eva.

379.--E. A .

Material : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s White and Red Embroidery
Cotton No. 30.

This very pretty monogram is worked quite in a new style of
embroidery. The design represents the emblems of Faith, Hope,
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and Charity. The outlines of the shield and cross are worked in

overcast, the initials “ E. A.,” the torch, and the anchor in satin

stitch with white cotton, the leaves partly in satin stitch with
white and partly in point d’or with red cotton, with only a fine

outline in overcast. The cross and the flames of the torch are

embroidered in the same manner.

379—E. A.

380.

—

E. A. P.

Material : Messrs. Walter Eva,ns and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton No. 18.

These pretty initials are worked in satin stitch, the middle
letter in point russe and point de poste.
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380.—E. A. P.

381.—E. P.

Material : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton No. 16.

These elegant letters are worked in veined and raised satin

stitch.



Material: Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton No. 30.

The ovals are worked in overcast and point de pois, the

letters in satin stitch, the ornamentation in satin stitch and

overcast.
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383.

—

E. A.

Maceria.: Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton No. 16.

These initials are placed in a medallion
;
they are worked in

satin stitch and overcast, and in applique on muslin. For that

part of the pattern in which the name is to be embroidered the

material is taken double.

384.

—

Elisabeth .

Material: Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton No. 20.

This word is embroidered in satin stitch and overcast. A
few small eyelet-holes break the monotony of the outlines, and
give lightness to this name.

3 84.—Elisabeth

.

385.

—

Elise.

Materials: Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton Nos. 12 and 16.

The open part of these letters is ornamented by one or more
dots

;
the thick work is raised over chain stitches worked in

No. 1 2 , a rather coarser cotton.
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3 85*—Elise.

386 .

—

Emma.

Material : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton No. 16.

This name is worked in satin stitch
5 the large dots may be

worked with the eyelet-holes in fine overcast, the smaller dotsm satin stitch. The remaining letters in raised satin stitch and
point de sable.
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387.-* B -

Material : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton No. 18.

This elegant monogram is worked in raised satin stitch, the

inside embroidered with lace. The leaves and tendrils aie

worked in satin stitch and point de sable.

387.-F. B.

388.—F. S.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton Nos. 16 and 20.

The initials “ F. S.” are placed in the pages of an open book,

the outlines of which are worked in overcast, the sides in point

de pois. The wreath of flowers which surrounds the book is

embroidered in satin stitch, the tendrils and veinings are in over-

cast. The initials are worked in fine satin stitch.
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388.—f. s.

389.

—

Fanny.

Material: Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton No. 16.

This name is simply worked in satin stitch and overcast.

389.—Fanny.

390.

—

Francis.

Material: Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton No. 16.

The initial letter of this elegant design is worked in fine over-



other letters are worked in plain satin stitch
; and the dots of

the line in point de poste.



391—E C.

point de pois and eyelet-holes are placed as ornaments around
the frame.

392.

—

Gordon.

Material: Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton No. 16.

This pretty name being worked in raised satin stitch, is very
suitable for gentlemen’s handkerchiefs.
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392.—Gordon.

393 .

—

Helene.

Material: Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton No. 16.

We give the French version of this pretty name, it being

easily changed to English “Helen” by omitting the final e in

393.—Helene.

working. The name is worked in plain satin stitch, slightly

raised at the thickest parts of the letters.

394- D. G.

Material : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton No. 18.

This elegant design is worked in fine overcast and satin

stitch, and point de russe.



394—H. D. G.

395-—Jessie.

Material : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton No. 16.

This design is very simple to work, the letters being so clear
and well defined. The thick satin stitch is scalloped in parts.

395-— Jessie.

396.—/. C.
Material : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton No. 12.

The letters “ J. C. are worked in raised satin and overcast
stitch, the thickest part of each letter being worked in scallops.

2 F
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396.—J. c.

397 .—Lina.

Material: Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton No. 18-

This name is worked in raised veined satin stitch
;
the sm ;11

stars are worked in point russe round eyelet-holes.

39/. —XllAltl.

398.

—

Lizzie.

Material : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton No. 16.

This name is worked partly in satin stitch, partly in raised



39^-—Lizzie.

399—L. G. A.

"**
*r ** ****, *«. No. „alinen Thread Wo. 16.

’

thesttafthe Z iaTad “ the m"“» " hid> inctees
letters, the outlmes bee,, worked in overcast ,nd poiM de
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pois, the pens and initials in. raised satin stitch, as also the flowers.

The open portion is filled in with Mechlin wheels, which are.

thus worked :
- A number of single threads cross each othei m

the space to be filled up ;
these are placed about a quarter of an

inch from each other. All the bars in one direction must -now

be worked in fine button -hole stitch, then the opposite bars must

be worked, and the button-hole stitch must be continued about

six inches past the point where the two lines cross. The thread

must be slipped loosely round the cross twice, running over and

under alternately, so as to form a circle ;
then work m button-

hole to the centre of a quarter of the circle ;
make a dot by

inserting a pin in the next button-hole and working three stitches

in the loop thus formed by the pin. These dots may be omitted

from these wheels.
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400 —L. C.

Material : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton No. 16.

T he effect of this design when well worked is excellent, for,

although simple, the contrast between the letters and stars throws
each into relief. Veined and raised satin stitch, with very small

eyelet-holes, are the stitches used here.

400— L. C.

401 .

—

Marie.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton Nos. 20 and 36.

This name is embroidered in satin stitch
;
the veinings are well

defined, and the tendrils should be worked with No. 30 cotton,

as they require very fine work. Stars of overcast and eyelet-holes

are the only ornaments.
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4->i .—Marie.

40 2 .

—

Maria.

Material : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton dSTo. 30.

The initial letter of this name is worked in overcast and

point de pois, the remaining letters in satin stitch, the orna-

mentation in satin stitch and overcast.
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403.

—

Maude.

Material : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton No. 18.

This name is worked in veined satin stitch ; the small stars in

raised satin stitch, and the elegant tendrils are worked in over-

cast. This work is peculiarly adapted for the marking of a

trousseau.

403.

—Maude.

404.

—M.
Material : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton tto. 16.

This elegant design can be worked in coloured silk if

preferred, or the coronet omitted at will. The letter “ M” is

worked in raised and veined satin stitch
;
the centre stars are

worked in fine overcast round an eyelet-hole
;
the coronet is

worked in very fine satin stitch and point de pois, and stars to

correspond with those worked in the letter and in the wreath

below, the leaves of which are worked in satin stitch and

overcast stitch.
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406.

—

M. B. G.

Material: Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton No. 16.

These elegant letters are simply worked in graduated satin

stitch and fine overcast with eyelet-holes.

407.—M. H. E.

407 .

—

M. H. E.

Material : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton No. 18.

This elegant design is worked in graduated satin stitch, the

middle letter is done in point croise. This stitch is only worked

on very thin and transparent materials. Insert the needle into

the materia] as for the common back stitch, draw it out under-

neath the needle on the opposite outline of the pattern so as to

form on the wrong side a slanting line. Insert the needle again

as for common back stitch.
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408.—.Natalie.

Material : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton Eo. 30.
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1

.—Monogram for Pocket Handkerchiefs.

ilessrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton Perfection™

monogram is worked partly in applique, partly in satin

411.—Monogram for Harking Handkerchiefs

stitch. For the middle part of the medallion sew on the
]

in applique of cambric with button-hole stitch
; the ren

part of the embroidery is worked in satin stitch and
russe.



412 .—Monogram for Pocket Handkerchiefs.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton No. 20, and

Linen Thread No. 20.

This monogram is also worked in applique and satin stitch

The circle all round the medallion is worked in applique
;

in the

412.—Monogram for Marking Handkerchiefs.

middle work lace stitches from illustration. The edge of the

medallion is worked round with button-hole stitch.

413.

—

Rosa.

Material : Messrs. Wilter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton No. 20.

Here the name is inclosed in a medallion of overcast and

back stitching, the lower part having a graceful wreath of leaves
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worked in satin stitch 'T'u^ i ^

, i .

Htcn. Ihe letters which formworked .raised and scaBoped satin stitch
”

4*3*—Rosa.

4 I 4*

—

Rosina .

, to WJto, Et„ „4 Co ^

Stitch, the stems overcalt the a ?I“ " Srad “Med »tm
stitch and open eyelet-holes the'st

S ° 0™“'“ ',0rt“1 “
snJ the stars o/th, st„ \0 „ “a
the letter: the rest of the letters"hW 7^ th°Se

.

worJied ^
thickly raised.

tmple satin stitch rather

4 r5-

—

R- S.
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415.—B. S.'

416.—S. E. B.
Materia]

: Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton No. 16.

.

1CSe letters are worked in graduated, satin stitch, the centr°

TeXSote™
raiSCd 8atiD SdtGh> and the f°Ur *

416—S. E. B.

417—L. E. P.
lllaierial : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton No. iS.

These initials are worked in plain satin stitch, and the elegant
stars are worked in point russe worked round an eyelet-hole.
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418 .

—

Victoria.

Material: Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Embroidery Cotton No. 20.

This name is most elaborately worked in satin stitch, over-

casting and eyelet-holes. The initial letter is worked in satin:

stitch, and the stars in fine overcast round an eyelet-hole.
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POINT LACE WORK.

Lace 1S of two kinds—pillow lace, which is made upon a
cushion or pillow, and point lace, which is made of stitches or
p°l"ts worked in patterns by hand, which are joined by various
stitches forming a groundwork, also the result of the needle
above.

Pillow lace is entirely worked on the pillow or cushion the
pattern and ground being produced at the same time. Pillow
lace is sometimes correctly called bone or bobbin lace but it
appears that the distinction has never been very nicely observed
either by lace-workers or lace-traders, many sorts which are
really pillow lace being called point, on account of some pecu-
liarity m the stitch or pattern.

r

The requisites for producing lace in perfection are the
dexterity and taste of the workers, and the goodness of the
material. To produce many beautiful fabrics a mechanical dex-
terity alone suffices, but in lace-making the worker must havesome artistic talent, even when supplied with designs, for any
one can perceive that deviations from the design are easily made
and that the slightest alteration by a worker wanting in taste will
spoil the whole piece of workmanship.



419.—Dalecarlian Lace.
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No. 41 9 shows Dalecarlian lace, made by the women of

Dalecarlia. This is a coarse kind of lace, and is sewn on caps,

&c., and, although highly starched, is never washed, for fear of

422.—Buckingham Point Trolly, 1851 (Black Lace).

destroying its coffee-coloured tint, which, it appears, is as much

prized now by the Swedish rustics as it was by English ladies in

the last century.

Both these specimens of Mechlin belonged to Queen Char-

lotte, who much admired this elegant lace.



improvement on

423 - Bedford Plaited Lace (1851),

u uiaue, are sewn upon a piece of blueand united on the pillow with “ outworks ” or « pU rliIUelse joined with the needle by various stitches-kcet
reseau, outwork, button-hole, and purling.

i>,

TW who wish to study kce and lace-making shouh
hits. Bury Pall,set s History of Lace (Sampson Low fnd Mar
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The materials required for this elegant branch of needlework
aie neither numerous nor expensive. Tracing Cloth, Leather
or Toile Ciree, various Braids and Cords, Linen Thread
and two or three sizes of needles, scissors and thimble. Tracing

425- Point Lace Scissors.

Cloth is required when ladies copy point lace patterns, and is
the most convenient mode of taking them, as the design can be
worked upon the tracing cloth, which, though transparent is
very strong

; the price is Is. 6d. per yard. Fine Leather is the
material upon which bought patterns are usually traced, and is
decidedly more pleasant to work on than is any other material
In selecting patterns ladies should choose those traced upon
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green leather in preference to scarlet or buff, as green is better

for the eyesight than any other colour.

Toile Ciree is only a substitute for leather, and is not as

pleasant to work upon in warm weather.
,

The needles employed are usually Messrs. Walker s needles,

Nos o and io. The scissors should be small, sharp, and pointer ,

as in illustration No. 425. An ivory thimble may be safe y

employed in this light work.

426.—Linen Braid.

427.—Linen Braid.
428.—Linen Braid.

429.—Linen Braid.

wm
430.—Linen Braid.

431.—Linen Braid.

The Braids are of various widths and kinds. None but

pure linen braid should be employed s
those with machine-made

edgings are eschewed by many lacc -workers the plain, loose-

woven linen braid of various widths and qualities being alone

acceptable to experienced hands.

But all ladies do not care to be at the trouble of edging the

braid, and will find Nos. 426, 4*8, 43°, and 43

1

very useful.

No 429 is a plain linen braid with a vandyked edge, which wonts

out very prettily. No. 431 is an edged braid with open holes, in

imitation of the point lace work of the fifteenth century
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454

HT, tight button-hole stitch, run on three stitches, bring the

needle out at the back,
“n/ ou? list of materials, we can pro-

Having now completed our 11st 01

ceed to lay on the braid.
, t

iie design traced

To Puss T„H foundation

upon P»P“ °' tracing doth, and ig
y btaid for the

of leather or toile ciree. Run on a g

442.—Mode of Placing the Braid.
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gathering
; this thread when drawn up will keep the braid in its

place. Two or three fastening off stitches should be worked
when each circle, half circle, or rounded curve of a pattern is

finished, as the drawing or gathering thread remains in the
work, and forms an important, though unseen, part of its

structure.

As much of the beauty of point lace depends upon the
manner of placing the braid, ladies cannot bestow too much pains
upon this part of the work, which is a little troublesome to be-
ginners. Many fancy shops now undertake this braid-placing for
ladies, who can have their own pattern braided and commenced
or braided alone at trifling expense. Among these may be
mentioned the following houses :— Goubaud, 30, Henrietta-street,

Covent-garden. Boutillier, Oxford-street, W.
The stitches used in point lace may be divided into

Stitches Proper, or points.

Connecting Bars.

Finishing Edgings.

Wheels, Kosettes.

The term point lace, or lace stitches
(
pnnts ), has of late been

applied to every stitch executed with Mecklenburg thread, and
many stitches are erroneously named by modern writers. As
there are more than one hundred stitches employed in this beau-
tiful art, much studj and opportunity of seeing specimens of old
point lace is required to give a novice any idea of the various
kinds of point lace

; but by attention to the following stitches the
rudiments of the art may be easily acquired and very beautiful
lace produced.

The first stitch is Point de Bruxelles, or Brussels lace
stitch. This stitch, as may be clearly seen in illustration No. 433,
is a simple button-hole stitch worked loosely and with great
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regularity. The whole beauty of Brussels lace depends upon

tS evenness of the stitches. This stitch is sometimes employed

433. Point cle Bruxelles

(Brussels .
Lace).

as an edging, but is more often worked in rows backwards and

forwards, either as a groundwork or to fill spaces, as in a

point lace collar. No. 496.

A "A —Point de Bruxelles (Brussels Lace

Worked in Bows).

Brussels Point is the foundation of nearly all the lace stitches.

Point de Venise (Venetian or Venice Point) is worked from

left to right, like Brussels point. Work one loose button-hole,

43 <.—Point de Venise

(Venice Point).
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and in this stitch work four button-hole stitches tightly drawn
up, then work another loose button-hole stitch, then four more
tight button-hole stitches in the loose one, repeat to the end of

the row, and fasten off.

Petit Point de Venise (Little Venice Point) is worked in

the same manner as Point de Venise, but one tight stitch only is

436.—Petit Point de Yenise
(Little Venice Point).

worked in each loose button-hole stitch. This is a most useful

stitch for filling small spaces.

No
- 437-—

-

Point d’Espagne (Spanish Point) is worked from

437.—Point d’Espagne (Spanish Point).

left to right as follows :—Insert the needle in the edge of the

braid, keeping the thread turned to the right, bringing it out inside

the loop formed by the thread (see illustration No. 437 ) ; the

2
, H
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needle must pass from the back of the loop through it. Pass the

needle under the stitch and bring it out in front, thus twice

twisting the thread, which produces the cord-like appearance of

this stitch. At the end of each row fasten to the braid and

return by sewing back, inserting the needle once in every open

stitch

No. 438.

—

Point d’Espagne (Close) is worked in the same

way as open point d’Espagne, but so closely as to only allow the

needle to pass through in the next row. This stitch is also

worked from left to right ;
fasten to the braid at the end of each

row, and sew back to the left again.

No. 439 .—Treble Point d’Espagne is worked in exactly

the same way as the open and close point d’Espagne, as may be

seen in illustration No. 439.

Three close stitches, one open, three close to the end of each

row. Sew back, and in the next row begin one open, three

close, one open, then close to the end ;
repeat the rows as far as

necessary, taking care that the close and open stitches follow in
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439-—Treble Point d’Espagne
(Treble Spanish Point).

No. 440. Point de Grecque is begun from left to right is
worked backwards and forwards, and is begun by one stitch in
loose point de Bruxelles and three of close point d’Espagne •

440.—Point de Grecque (Grecian Point).

then one Brussels, three point d’Espagne to the end of the row
in returning work back in the same manner.

No. 441. Point de Valenciennes (Valenciennes Stitch).
his stitch appears complicated, but is really easy to work. Begin
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at the left hand and work six point de Bruxelles stitches at un-

equal distance, every alternate stitch being larger. 2nd row : Upon

the first large or long stitch work 9 close button-hole stitches,

then I short point de Bruxelles stitch under the one above, then

9 close stitches, and so on to the end of row (right to left).

441.—Foint de Valenciennes (Valenciennes Stitch).

3rd row
: 5 close button-hole in the 9 of previous row, I short

point de Bruxelles, 2 close in the Bruxelles stitch, I short point

de Bruxelles, 5 close, I short point de Bruxelles, 2 close, 1

short, 5 close, I short, and repeat. 4th row: 5 close, I short

point de Bruxelles, 2 close, I short, 5 close, I short, 2 close, I

short, and repeat. Continue the rows until sufficient of the

pattern is worked.

442.—Point d’Alengon, with Twisted Stitch.

No. 442. Point D’ALENqoN.—This stitch is used to fill up

narrow spaces where great lightness is required. Point d’Alen^on
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1

is worked under and over in alternate stitches, like hem stitch.
Nos. 442 and 443 show point d’Alen$on. In No. 442 a twisted
stitch is worked over the plain point d’Alengon, which is clearly
shown in No. 443 ; this twist is made by passing the thread three
times round each plain bar, and working the knot shown in
illustration No. 442 over both strands of the bar.

443—Point d’Alenv'011, with Button-hole Stitch.

The Point d ALEN50N No. 443 is a festoon of close button-
hole stitch worked over the plain bars.

444-—Point d ’ Angleterre
(Open English Lace).

No. 444

—

Point d’Angleterre (Open English Lace).

—

Open English Lace is thus worked Cover the space to be filled

in with lines of thread about one-eighth of an inch apart, then
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form cross lines, intersecting those already made and passing

alternately under and over them work a rosette on every spot

where two lines cross, by working over and under the two

lines about 16 times round, then twist the thread twice round

the groundwork thread, and begin to form another rosette at

the crossing threads. No. 445 shows this stitch much en-

larged.

No. 446,

—

Point Turque (Turkish Stitch).—This easy and

effective stitch looks well for filling either large or small spaces
;

the thread employed should be varied in thickness according to

the size of the space to be filled. 1st row: Work a loop, bring-

ing the thread from right to left, passing the needle through the

twist and through the loop, draw up tight and repeat. 2nd row :

I straight thread from right to left. 3rd row: Work the same as

first using the straight thread in place of the braid, and passing
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the needle through the loop of previous row, as shown in

illustration No. 446.

446.—Point Tnrque.

No. 447 *

—

Cordova Stitch is useful for varying other

stitches. It resembles the point de reprise of guipure dart, and

447-—Point de Cordova (Cordova Stitch).

is worked in a similar manner over and under the side of

squares formed by straight and parallel lines. (See No. 448.)
No. 448.

—

Point de Reprise.—This stitch is worked by darn-

ing over and under two threads, forming a triangle. The space is
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filled by parallel and crossway bars, placed at equal distances,

and on the triangles thus produced point de reprise is worked.

No. 449.

—

Point Braban^on (Brabanjon Lace) is worked as

follows :—Left to right. 1st row: I long loose, I short loose,

449.—Point Brabangon (Brabangon Lace).

point de Bruxelles alternately to end of row. 2nd row: 7 tight

point de Bruxelles in the I long loose stitch, 2 short loose point

de Bruxelles in the short loose stitch of previous row, repeat.

3rd row: Same as first.
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No. 450 is used for groundwork where Brussels net is not

imitated, and is very effective. It is begun in the corner or

crosswise of the space to be filled. A loose point de Bruxelles

450.—Point de Fillet (Net Groundwork
Stitch).

stitch is first taken and fastened to the braid, then passed twice

through the braid as shown in illustration, and worked in rows

backwards and forwards as follows :—
I

point de Bruxelles

451.—Point de Fillet and
Point do Keprise.

stitch
; before proceeding to the next stitch pass the needle wider

the knot, over the thread, and again under it, as shown in illus-

tration No. 45°- This stitch is very quickly worked. No. 45

1
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shows point de fillet applied in filling a space, with a few stitches

of point de reprise worked upon this pretty groundwork.

No. 452.

—

Point de Tulle.—This stitch is used as a

groundwork for very fine work, and is worked in rows back-

wards and forwards in the same stitch as open point d’Espagne,

page 457. When this is completed the work is gone over a

second time, by inserting the needle under one twisted bar,

bringing it out and inserting it at
#

,
and bringing it out again at

452.—Point de Tulle.

the dot *. This produces a close double twist which is very

effective.

No. 453.

—

Mechlin Lace (Mechlin Wheels).—This is one

of the prettiest stitches in point lace, but also one of the most

difficult to work correctly. It is thus worked: — Work a

number of diagonal bars in button-hole stitch on a single

thread in one direction, then begin in the opposite side the same

way, and work 5 or 6 stitches past the spot where the two lines

cross, pass the thread round the cross twice under and over the

thread to form a circle. Work in button-hole stitch half one

quarter, make a dot by putting a fine pin in the loop instead of

drawing the thread tight, and work 3
button-hole stitches in the



loop held open by the pin, then take it out, and continue as
before. Beginners will do well to omit the dot, leaving the loop

453-—Mechlin Lace
Wheels.

only on the wheel. Mechlin wheels are also worked in rows
upon horizontal and parallel lines of thread.

N°- 454 - Escalier Lace.—This useful lace may be varied
in pattern to any extent by placing the open stitches in any desired
order

;
it then takes the name of diamond or Antwerp lace,

according to the design. True escalier lace is made by working
nine button-hole stitches close together

; then miss 3—that is.

454.—Escalier Lace Worked
In Diamonds.

work none in the space that 3 stitches would occupy—work 9.
miss 3 as before to the end of row, begin the 2nd row 3 stitches

from the end, to cause the open spaces to fall in diagonal lines—
a succession of steps or stairs

(
escalier), which gives

this stitch.

name to
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No. 455. Spanish Point Lace is adorned with highly-raised

scrolls, flowers, &c. This is effected by working over an underlay

of coarse white thread or over fine white linen cords. The wheels

are worked by winding soft coarse linen thread round pencils

or smooth knitting-pins of various sizes, and working over the

circle thus obtained a succession of close button-hole stitches.

These wheels are sewn on to the lace when completed. The

—Spanish Point Lace (Worked a 1 Anglaise).

groundwork of Spanish lace is usually worked in what are called

Raleigh Bars (see page 477), but this lace has sometimes for

groundwork point de Venise. An easy mode of working this

handsome lace is to trace the design upon very fine good linen ;

raise the thick parts as above directed, and embroider the whole

in fine thick scalloped button-hole stitch ;
fill the ground with

Raleigh bars, or, as shown in illustration No. 455, in treble point

de Venise, and cut away the linen from beneath the ground-

work.
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WHEELS AND ROSETTES
up drd“ ; -

—

The Sorrento Wheel.-Nos. 456 and 4 C7._ThiS isworked by fastening the thread in the pattern tote filled upby means of the letters. Fasten it first at the place *, then at
place b, carrying it back to the middle of the first formed

456 anti 457.—Sorrento Wheels.

bar by winding it round, fasten the cotton at the place r carryingac again to the centre by winding it round the bar and so

English kc^S
0V6r and/“der the barS thuS f0rme^ as ^English lace. See page 462, and illustrations Nos. 456 and 4 c7No. 458. English Wheel. This is worked in the samemanner as the Sorrento wheel, but instead of Ending the threadover and under the bars, the needle is inserted undlr each bmand brought out again between the thread and the last stitchhis gives a kind of button-hole stitch, and gives the square’firm appearance possessed by this wheel.

4 ’
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458.—English Wheel.

No. 459.—Rosette in Point d’Angleterre.—This rosette

is worked in a somewhat similar manner to the wheel above

described, the difference being that after each stitch passed

4.59.—Rosette in Raised Point d’Angleterre.

round and under the bars, the thread is passed loosely round

in the reverse direction, as shown in illustration No. 459, before

proceeding to make the next stitch.

No. 460 is a rosette or star which is used to fill circles of

braid, and forms the centre of many modern point lace patterns.

coi

the

to
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46o. Rosette for centre of Point Lace Circles.

rZ-I ‘
lght button-hole stitch with picots or purls, as on theRaleigh bars (see page 477). This mode of laying on tracing orouthmng thread is also applied to fine braid and to point facecord, as m the alphabet No. 400 (see page 500).

connect 7 13 aPPbed t0 ^e various stitches used to

the i f
VTUS °f P°int kce work

’ and the beauty ofhe work depends greatly upon the class of bar and its suitablyto the lace stitches used. The simplest bar is-
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No. 461.

—

The Sorrento Bar.—It is worked from right to

left, a straight thread being carried across and fastened with a

stitch. The return row consists of a simple twist under and

over the straight thread ;
three of these bars are usually placed

close together at equal distances between each group. The

thread is sewn over the braid in passing from one spot to

another.

Sorrento bars are also applied as shown in illustration No. 462.

No. 463.—D Alencon Bars are worked upon point de

Bruxelles edging, and are only applied to the inner part of a
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pattern, never being used as groundwork bars. The thread is

merely passed three times over and under the point de Bruxelles

stitches, the length of these bars being regulated by the space to be

filled
; when the third bar is completed a tight point de Bruxelles

stitch is used to fasten off the bar, the thread is passed through

the next point de Bruxelles stitch, and a second bar begun

464.—Venetian Bar.

No. 464.

—

The Venetian Bar is so simple that it hardly

needs description. It is worked over two straight threads in

reverse button-hole stitch.

2 I
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No. 465 shows the Venetian bar applied as the “ veining ” of

leaf, and worked upon Sorrento bars.

No. 466.'

—

Venetian Bars are worked so as to form squares,

triangles, &c., in button-hole stitch upon a straight thread. The
arrow in the illustration points to the direction for working the

next

466.—Plain Venetian Bars.

No. 467.

—

Bars of Point d Angleterre.—Those bars may
be worked singly or to fill up a space, as in illustration. Work
'.osettes as in point d Angleterre, page 461 ; when each rosette is
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finished twist the thread up the foundation thread to the top,

fasten with one stitch, then pass it under the parallel line running

through the centre and over into the opposite braid
;

repeat

on each side of each rosette, inserting the threads as in illustration

No. 468.

—

Point de Yenise Bars (Edged).—Begin at the

right hand and stretch a line of thread to the left side of the

468.—Point de Venise Bars (Edged).

braid, fastening it with one tight stitch of point de Bruxelles.

Upon this line work a succession of tight point de Bruxelles-

: stitches. In every third stitch work one point de Venise. stitch.
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No. 469.—We now come to the most important feature of

Bars— the dot, picot, or purl, for by all these names it is known.

This dot is worked in various ways upon different lace bars.

Dotted point de Venise bars are worked as follow

469— Dotted Point de Venise Bars.

Stretch the thread from right to left, on this work five tight

stitches of point de Bruxelles, then insert a pin in this last stitch

to hold it open and loose, pass the needle under the loose stitch

and over the thread, as clearly shown in illustration No. 469, and

in this loop work three tight point de Bruxelles stitches. Then
work five more stitches, and repeat to end of row.

470.—Picot or Dot on
Sorrento Bar.

No. 470 shows a dot or picot upon a Sorrento bar worked

between rows of point de Bruxelles, three twisted stitches being
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worked into the loop left by the twisted thread
;

this forms a
picot resembling satin stitch in appearance.

Nos. 471 and 472. Raleigh Bars are worked over a foun-
dation or network of coarse thread, twisted in places so as to
more easily fall into the desired form.

471.—Raleigh Bars.

By following the numbering from No. 1 to 2 1, in No. 472,
a square place may be easily filled, and portions of this arrange-
ment applied to form groundwork of any shape desired. Upon
this groundwork tight point de Bruxelles stitches are worked,
and the dot worked upon these in one of the following ways :

—

Dot or Picot.— 1st Mode : Five tight point de Bruxelles
stitches, one loose point de Bruxelles

;
pass the needle under the

loop and over the thread, as shown in point de Venise bars
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No. 469, draw up, leaving a small open loop as in tatting. Work

five tight point de Bruxelles and repeat. 2nd Mode : Proceed

as above, but instead of continuing the tight stitches work

two or three tight stitches in the loop thus formed, and repeat.

3rd Mode : Work, four tight point de Bruxelles stitches, one

472.—Network for Working .Raleigh Bars.

loose, through which pass the needle point, wind the thread

three or four times round the point, as shown in illustration

No. 473, press the thumb tightly on this, and draw the needle

and thread through the twists. This is a quick mode of making

the picot, and imitates most closely the real Spanish lace.

Illustration No. 473 also shows how this stitch may be applied

as a regular groundwork, but the beauty of old point ground-

work bars is the variety of form.



473-—Tliii-d mode of making Picots or Dots.

EDGES AND PURL FINISH.

The correct edging of lace is a most important part of this

tut, and care should be taken to work a proper edge for each
kind of lace. Sorrento edging should be worked upon Limoges
lace. Spanish lace requires a full rich edge, as shown in

No. 478, &c. The simplest edge is point de Bruxelles, which is

worked somewhat like the stitch No. 433, and is secured by a

knot worked in the braid. Many lace-workers omit this knot.
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No. 475.

—

Sorrento Edging is worked with one short and

one long stitch alternately.

475.—Sorrento Edging.

No. 476.

—

Point de Venise is worked precisely like that

stitch (see page 456), three and even four stitches being worked

in the loop.

476.—Point de Yenise Edging.

No. 477.—Point d’Angleterre Edging is worked in point

de Bruxelles, the thread being again drawn through the braid

before proceeding to the next stitch. This edging is strong

and useful.

477.—Point d’Angleterre Edging.

No. 478.

—

Point d’Espagne Edging.—This stitch is easily

worked. Insert the point of the needle through the braid and
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wind the thread round it 20 times, draw the needle through

these windings and draw the picot tight, sew over the braid

the space of 3 stitches, and repeat.

478.—Point d’Espagne Edging.

No. 479.

—

Antwerp Edge.—This edge is only a variety of

point d’Angleterre edging, and differs only in the mode of making

479.—Antwerp Edge.

the knot; the thread is passed over, under, and through me mop

formed by the point de Bruxelles lace.

Note.—

I

t will be observed that the stitches here given are much enlarged

for the sake of clearness in showing details.
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PATTERNS.

No. 480 .—Star in Point Lace.

Materials : Braid; Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Mecklenburg thread No. 20.

Trace the outline upon paper or leather, lay the braid on as
directed. Work the centre in Sorrento bars, and on these work

480.—Star in Point Lace.

a rosette in point d’Angleterre, the edge in point d’Angleterre
edging, and the wheels in open English lace.

:

No. 481 .—Medallion in Point Lace.

Materials : Linen Braid; Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Mecklenburg
thread No. 14.

This medallion is useful for cravat ends and for a number of
purposes, as trimming for sachets, dresses, &c. Having placed
the braid as before directed, work an English rosette in the
centre, fill in the ground with point de fillet or with point de
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Bruxelles. An edging of Spanish point completes this pretty

medallion. (

481.—.Medallion, in Point Lace.

No. 482.

—

Point Lace Border.

Materials : Braid ;
Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Mecklenburg thread No. ii.

This border represents the completed work shown on p. 45d -

A point d’Angleterre rosette is worked in each circle. The
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plain braid is edged by Sorrento edging. Venice bars are worked

above the trimming, and treble point de Venise edges the border.

482.—Point Lace Border.

No. 483.

—

Point Lace Border.

Materials : Braid
;
Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Mecklenburg thread No. 10.

This border is both easily and quickly worked in Sorrento

bars. The edge is worked in two rows of point de Bruxelles.

483.—Point Lace Border.

No. 484*

—

Insertion in Limoges Lace.

Materials : Plain linen braid
;
Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Mecklenburg
thread No. 14.

This insertion will be found very useful, being so quickly
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worked. Edge, the braid with Sorrento edging, fill up with

bars and plain point d’Alen^on and Sorrento wheels, No. 456.

484.—Insertion in Limoges Lace.

No. 485 .— Point Lace Borderfor Handkerchief.

Materials: Fine lace braid or cord ;
Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Mecklenburg

thread No. 24.

This border is suited for a handkerchief or for trimming a

square bodice. The braid is not tacked on by stitches running

through the centre, as is usual in point lace braids, but sewn on

by passing a thread from underneath over the braid and out

through the same hole, as is done by lace-workers with a thick

thread ;
this forms the design. The stitches employed in this

pattern are Raleigh bars, which connect the work
;
Sorrento

edging, which finishes the whole outline
;
English rosettes filling

the open spaces. Point lace cord may be used for this in place

of braid.



485.—Point Lace Border for Handkerchief.
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486.—Star-centre for Toilette Cushion in Point Lace.

than as a toilette cushion cover, and is worked as follows :

English rosette in centre
; Sorrento wheels in the 4 ovals, worked

with No. 12 thread; point de Bruxelles ground, worked with
No. 16; braid edged by dotted Venetian' edges. The eight

No. 486.

—

Star-Centrefor Toilette Cushion in Point Lace.

Materials : Braid
j Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Mecklenburg thread

Nos. 1 6 and 12.

This beautiful star will be found useful for other purposes

|
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spaces may be filled with 2 or 4 contrasting stitches, taking care

that they contrast well, and are placed alternately, and worked

in No. 12.

487 *—Cravat End in Point Lace.

Materials : Fine braid : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Mecklenburg thread

No. 12.

This cravat is worked in Sorrento wheels, point d’Alen^on

bars, and Sorrento edging.

488.—Point Lace Edging.

488 and 489 .—Point Lace Edgings .

Materials : Braid
;
Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Mecklenburg thread

Nos. 12 and 16.

These edgings can be used as a finish to insertions and other

trimmings or for edging couvrettes. No. 488 is worked withi««wm

489.—Point Lace Edging.

2 K
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Sorrento wheels
;
the edge in two rows of point de Bruxelles, ?

straight thread being drawn from the end to the beginning of

each scallop over which the second row is worked. No. 489 is

worked with the same materials in treble point de Venise, edged

by the same, and finished off with a row of point de Bruxelles,

the upper edge being worked in the same way.

490 .—Design in Point Lace for Collar, Lappet, isf"c.

Materials : Linen braid; Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Mecklenburg thread

Nos. 10 and 16.

This design may be used for a variety of purposes, and is

extremely effective. The principal stitches required are given ar

the sides of the pattern, a is Valenciennes lace, l Brussels ner,

c Venetian spotted/ Sorrento edging, e Mechlin wheel,/ English

rosette, g Raleigh bars.

491 .—Oval for Cravats, tsV.

Materials : Point lace cord
;
muslin

;
embroidery cotton ; Messrs. Walter Evans

and Co.’s Mecklenburg thread Nos. 14 and 18.

This beautiful oval is worked in point lace and embroidery.

This is begun from the centre on the muslin by overcasting the

space filled by a wheel. The eyelet-holes are then worked, and

the satin stitch ornament raised and prepared for working. The

edge, of point lace cord, is then laid on, and the under portion

edged in tight and open point de Bruxelles, the centre of the

circles being worked in point de Bruxelles. The light ground-

work is worked entirely in Mechlin wheels, the satin' stitch being





491 —Oval Pattern for Ornamenting Cravats, &c.

and applied to many purposes. The muslin is cut away when

the whole work is finished.

492. Point Lace Trimming for Square Bodice.

Materials : Braid; Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Mecklenburg tliread

No. 12 or 20.

We give two sizes of thread, as this design is capable of

many uses, and the size of the thread differs with these. The

pattern is worked in English rosettes and bars (see No. 467).

No. 488 edging looks well with this pattern.

4515
.—Point Lace Collar.

Materials : Fine braid or cord ;
Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Mecklenburg

thread No. 22.

Set on the braid or cord by passing a thread through a hole

1
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pricked in the pattern over the braid and out again through the

same hole. Edge the braid with point de Bruxelles, the design

494.—D’AIengon and Sorrento Bars..

being filled by Mechlin wheels, Sorrento wheels, point de feston,

and the mixed stitch shown in No. 494, which is composed of

d’Alen$on and Sorrento bars, and is easily worked. Those

495.— Close English Wheels.

who cannot work Mechlin wheels easily, can substitute close

English, as shown in illustration No. 495. The bars are Sorrento.





497
Poitit Lace.

496 -—Point Lace Collar.

Materials : Fine braid or cord
; Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Mecklenburg
thread No. 22.

This collar is worked in the same way as No. 493, though
the stitches vary. The Grecian line is worked in point de reprise,
the pattern in close English wheels, point de reprise, point de
Br-uxelles, English rosettes, and Raleigh bars.

497 .—Point Lace Lappet.

Materials: Braid; Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Mecklenburg thread
No. 16 or 24, according to the fineness required.

This lappet is exceedingly pretty. It is composed of the fol-
lowing stitches Point d’Alenjon, point de tulle, English rosettes,

498.—Point d’Anvers.

Sorrento bars, d’Alenyon bars, dotted Venise bars, and the fancy
stitch point d’Anvers, which is not a true point lace stitch, but
which is much employed in modern point.

Point Grecque is another useful variety of fancy stitch, and
so easily worked as to be a favourite stitch with beginners.

499-—Point Grecque.
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500 to 502 .—Alphabet in Point Lace.

Materials : Point lace cord; Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Mecklenburg

thread No. 36.

This alphabet is useful for marking pocket-handkerchiefs,

and for initials for sachets, &c. The cord is laid upon the

pattern and pricked out by passing a thread up through a hole

over the cord, and back through the same hole ;
then pass on to

the next hole, and repeat. The holes should be about an eighth

of an inch apart, or nearer when the pattern is finely convoluted.

The letters are worked in point de Bruxelles, point d Alen5on,

and dotted Sorrento bars. No. 501 shows the letter A greatly

enlarged, to show the mode of working.

TABLE OF THREADS SUITED TO VARIOUS

ARTICLES WORKED IN POINT LACE

Caps • 36 55 55

Collars .
• 30 55

Couvrettes
2 4 6

Cravats .
. 18 3° •n

D’Oyleys . 8 10 12

Dress Trimmings . 22 3° 55

Edgings .

1 4 3° 55

Handkerchiefs .
• 3° 3 6 4O

Insertions, coarse . 6 8 I 2

„ fine .
• 24 30 jj

Point lace cord runs about twelve yards to the hank.

Point lace edged braid runs thirty-six yaids on ca. ds.

Plain linen twelve yards in each hank.











INSTRUCTIONS AND PATTERNS

IN

GUIPURE D’ART.

Ancjent Guipure was a lace made of thin vellum, covered
with gold, silver, or silk thread, and the word Guipure derives
its name from the silk when thus twisted round vellum being
called by that name. In process of time the use of vellum was
discontinued, and a cotton material replaced it. Guipure lace
was called dentelle a cartisane in England in the sixteenth century.
Various modern laces are called Guipure, but the word is

misapplied, since Guipure lace is that kind only where one thread
is twisted round another thread or another substance, as in the
ancient Guipure d’Art.

In every design where lace can be introduced, Guipure d’Art
will be found useful. It looks particularly well when mounted
upon quilted silk or satin. The squares, when worked finely,
look well as toilet-cushions, or, if worked in coarser thread,'
make admirable couvrettes, and as covers for eider-down silk
quilts are very elegant. Guipure squares should be connected
by guipure lace, crochet, or tatting, or they may be edged with
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narrow guipure lace and joined at the corners only when placed

over coloured silk or satin ;
thus arranged, a sofa-cushion appears

in alternate squares of plain and lace-covered silk ; a ruche of

ribbon and fall of lace to correspond completes this pretty

mounting.

Not one of the least important attractions of Guipure d’Art

is the speed with which it is worked, and the ease with which

fresh patterns are designed by skilful workers.

Guipure d’Art is an imitation of the celebrated ancient

Guipure Lace, and is worked in raised and intersected patterns

upon a square network of linen thread, Mecklenburg thread of

various sizes being used for this purpose. The needles employed

are blunt, and have large eyes, to admit the linen thread.

Materials required : One frame of wire covered with silk

ribbon ;
one square of Mecklenburg thread net {fillet), either

coarse or fine ,
Mecklenburg thread ;

netting-needles and meshes

of various sizes.

The netted foundation, or “fillet” upon which this elegant

work is embroidered, can be made by ladies very easily, and at

much less cost than when bought ready made.

The square is worked by netting with coarse No. 2 or fine

No. 10 thread over a mesh measuring three-quarters of an inch

or more, in rows backwards and forwards. Begin with 2 stitches,

and increase I at the end of every row till you have one more

stitch than is required for the number of holes. Thus, if a

square of 26 holes is required, continue to increase up to 27

stitches, then decrease I at the end of every row till 2 stitches

only remain. The last 2 stitches are knotted together without

forming a fresh stitch.

The completed foundation is laced upon the frame, taking the
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lacing cotton through the double edge formed by the increased

and - decreased stitches. If the four corners of the netting are

tied at each corner of the frame before beginning the lacing, that

operation is greatly facilitated. The netting should be laced as

tightly as possible, it being far easier to darn on than when lopse.

Ladies who wish to excel in working guipure d’art should

practise each of the stitches until they attain perfect regularity

and quickness in their execution. Two or three hours devoted

to this in the first instance will not be time wasted, as the most

elaborate pattern will be worked with ease as soon as the stitches

are mastered.

2 L
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The Mecklenburg thread of Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.,

of Derby, will be found a better colour than any other, as it

closely resembles the shade of the ancient guipure lace.

It is sold only in spools of 200 yards each, and the numbers

run as follow ;
No. 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 1 6, 20 ;

No. 2 being the

coarsest, and No. 20 the finest.

The principal stitches used in guipure d’art are Point

d’Esprit, Point de Toile, Point de Feston, Point de

504.—j?oint d’Esprit.

Reprise, Point de Bruxelles, and Wheels and Stars.

Point d’Esprit is worked with finer cotton than the founda-

tion, say No. 10 on a foundation of No. 6. It consists of

a succession of small loops, as will be seen clearly in the illus-

tration. The learner should begin from the mark * No. 503, and

working a row of loops the length required, turn the frame and

work loops on the opposite half of each square intersecting the

first worked loops in the centre of each intervening bar of

netting. A careful examination of Nos. 503 and 506 will explain

this more clearly than is possible in words.

Point de Toile, or Linen Stitch, is plain darning under
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and over each thread
; this forms a fine close groundwork, and

is much used in guipure d’art. Care should be taken to keep
the same number of stitches in each square, both along and

5°5 -—Point &e Toile.

across
; the number of threads shown in illustration No. 504 is 4

only, but 6 and even 8 are used in many netted foundations in

fine patterns.

Point de Feston is worked by a series of overcast stitches,

as seen by illustration $06 , which clearly shows the manner of

«r~ —=»
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506.—Point de Feston.

working. The frame is turned at each stitch, the stitches are

taken across the squares, and increase in length at the top of
the square.
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Point de Reprise, or Darning, is worked by stretching

2 or 2 threads over I, or 2 , or more squares. The thread is

darned over and under, and the needle used to arrange the last

stitch while passing through to form the next. This stitch is

very easily acquired. It is always worked with coarser thread

than the foundation ;
No. 2 thread should be employed for a

coarse groundwork. No. 510 shows this stitch used to form

stars, figures, &c. .
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Point de Bruxelles, as shown on pages 506 and 507, is a

kind of loose button-hole stitch, and is used for forming various

509.—Point de Bruxelles.

patterns and for filling up squares. It also forms “ leaves,”

when the number of stitches is decreased each row until the

510.—Point de Bruxelles.

leaf linishes off in a point. Nos. 509 and 510 clearly show this

stitch.
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Wheels are easy to work, and are begun in the centre.

Four threads are taken across, as shown in design No. 511 ;
the
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and under and over the cross-twisted threads, 4 or 5 rows of

thread are passed.

Stars are of various form, as shown in Nos. 5 I(5, 5 1 7,

518, 519, and 520.

No. 516 is worked in point de feston (see page 507) round

a single square hole, which is filled in by a small wheel or

rosette.

No. 517 is worked in point de feston and point de Bruxelles,
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alternately round a centre simply crossed by point d esprit

threads.

No. 518 is more elaborate, and is worked thus :—Begin at

515.—Wheel Completed.

the place marked a ; twist the linen thread 3 times round the

nearest thread, draw it on to the knot b

;

repeat this 3
times,

following the order of the letters
;

twist the linen thread also

between the threads, as can be seen from the illustration, and
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fasten it underneath the knot a; for the wheel fasten on the

cotton afresh and work the remaining pattern in darning stitch

(point de reprise)

517.—Star.

No. 520 consists of a double cross formed by twisted ioops

of linen thread. Copy these loops exactly from illustration 520

518.—Star.



5 I 9-—Detail of Star.
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Overcast Stitch is worked like embroidery overcast, and

forms the stems of the flowers and leaves of guipure d’art
;

it is

worked over one or two coarse threads. It is employed in

No. 530, and forms the triangles in the centre of the middle

squares.

521.—Insertion in Guipure d’Art.

52I .—Insertion in Guipure cTArt.

Materials : Guipure frame netting of 6 lioles wide ; Mecklenburg thread No. 8

or io
;
needle No. 7.

For the netted foundation, which is six holes wide, begin at

one corner with 2 stitches, work 5 rows, at the end of each of

which increase I stitch, continue to work the strip with the same

number of stitches, alternately decreasing I at the end of one

row and increasing I at the end of the next. For decreasing

net 2 stitches together, for increasing net 2 stitches in the same

hole. When the strip is sufficiently long, complete it by

decreasing in the same proportion as the increasing at the begin-

ning. As the pattern is so clearly shown in the illustration, it

will be very easy to work from it. It is .worked in point de
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feston and star wheels
;
the border is in point d’esprit. The

insertion is finished on either side with a row of button-hole

stitches.

522 .—Lace Border in Guipure d’Art.

Material : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Mecklenburg thread No. 8 or 10 .

This border may be used for various purposes
; it makes a

pretty edging for toilet cushions if worked in fine thread, and

522 -—Lace Border in Guipure d’Art.

looks equally well for trimming couvrettes, &c., in No. 2 thread

The netting is nine holes wide, the stitches employed are point

d’esprit and point de feston, the edge is in buttonhole stitch, the

netted ground is cut away outside the scallops.
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523 .—Squarefor D’Oyley

Materials : Frame ;
i square of netting

;
Mecklenburg reel thread Nos. 8 and 10

needle No. 6.

This square may be used to form part of a couvrette, or

523.—Pattern of Square for D’Oyley.

d’oyley, or pincushion. The three other corners of the square

are worked exactly like the one seen in illustration ;
the rosette

in the centre is shown in full size. The square is worked in

point d’esprit, linen stitch, and point de reprise. Each of the
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524 and 525 .—Corner Borders in Guipure d’Art.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Mecklenburg thread No. 2 for

couvrettes, No. 8 for pillow-cases, No. 16 for lace edgings.

These corner borders are suitable for pillow-cases or small

couvrettes
; the stitches worked on these patterns are linen

stitch, darning stitch, point de Bruxelles, and wheels. The

Guipure d’Art.

leaves of the foliage is worked in one hole of the netting
; they

are worked by throwing the cotton three times across the hole,
and working darning stitch on them. The stem is worked in

overcast on the thread of the netting. The daisy in the centre is

worked like the leaves, each leaf taking up one or more holes of
the netting.
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edge is formed by buttonhole stitches. The netting is cut

away after these are worked.

525.—Corner Border in Guipure d’Art.

526 .—Strip of Insertion in Guipure d'Art.

Material : Messrs. Walter Brans and Oo.’s Mecklenburg thread No. 8.

This strip of insertion is 8 stitches wide, and is worked in

zigzag lines of point de feston, with a border of point despiit

and point de toile
;
a four-point star occupies the centre of the

triangle left by the zigzag line. This pattern is so easy to work

that it hardly needs description, the only part requiring care

„



being the squares of point de feston ;
these are begun in the

centre, and the thread should be drawn rather tightly so as

to form a good square

526.—Pattern for a strip of Insertion in Gnipnre d’Ait
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527 .—Small Square.

Materials : Frame ;
Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Mecklenburg thread No. 4,

6, or 8 for the netting, and No. 16 for the pattern.

Work over a mesh measuring 2^ inch round the foundation

of each square, which has seven stitches in length, and as many

in breadth. It is embroidered in darning stitch, and point

d’esprit, and wheels. The outer edge is worked round in button-

hole stitch. Larger squares are worked in the same manner,

only a few rows larger in length and breadth. The squares are

fastened together with a few stitches, and sewn on the pincushion

or any article they are intended to ornament

^28 .—Insertion in Guipure clArt.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Mecklenburg thread No. 8, or 16

for very fine work.

This Strip of insertion is very pretty, and can be used for all

kinds of lingeries. The size of the material depends, of course,

2 M
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on the use to be made of the insertion. The guipure pattern is

worked in linen stitch and point d’esprit, the raised leaves in

darning stitch. The edges are worked round with buttonhole

stitches.

528.—Insertion in Guipnre d’Art.

529 .—Rosette in Guipure d’Art.

Material : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Mecklenburg thread No. C.

This rosette is worked in point de toile and small wheels.

529.—Rosette in Gkripure d’Art.

A larger wheel occupies the centre, and is ornamented with a

round of overcast.
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330*—Quarter of a Square in Guipure d'Art.

Materials : One guipure frame
;
Mecklenburg thread Nos. 6 and 12

;
needle No. 7.

This pattern shows, in full size, one quarter of a square in

guipure d’art. The outer border is in point d’esprit, then comes

S 30 -—Quarter of a Square' in Guipure d’Art.

a border in linen stitch. There are large stars in the corners
;

these stars are worked in raised darning stitch only, and fastened

on the netting at the points of each brand
;

in the centre of the

star there is a wheel (see No. 5 1 5) edged with buttonhole stitch.

The pattern for the centre, one quarter of which only is seen in

the illustration, consists of 4 branches forming small triangles in

point de Bruxelles, 4 open-worked stars or wheels worked over
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4 holes of the netting, and a four-branched centre of point de

feston with a wheel in the middle.

531 and 5 3 -
•—Square Patterns in Guipure cVArt.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s linen thread No. 2 for the netting, and

tlieir Mecklenburg thread for the guipure stitches No. 8.

No. 53 1. The outer border of this pretty square is worked

in point d’esprit, the inner border in point de toile ;
then follows

a round of small wheels or rosettes.

For these, fasten the cotton to one of the knots of the first

square stitch of this round, work one loop upon each of the

three other knots, so as to form a slanting cross ;
then work

round the centre point of the cross, passing alternately under and
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over its branches, then twist the cotton over the threads of the

foundation until the next square is reached, and begin another

wheel.

The centre of No. 531 is composed of wheels and point de

reprise ;
the pattern round the centre is worked in point de

feston, differing a little from that given on pages 505 and 506,

but the illustration clearly shows the difference.

No. 532 has similar borders to No. 53 1 '• t^e centre *s occu-

pied by a star (see page 5 1 2) in point de feston ;
four large wheels

surround this ;
the square stitches between are filled with small

wheels and with groups of long loops, fastened together in

sheaves. Point d’esprit and point de toile, worked one way

only, complete this square.
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533 536 .—Four Patterns in Guipure d’'Art.

Material: Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Mecklenburg thread No. 2 or 16,

according to the size of the work.

These four patterns will be found useful for filling up small

squares, or for varying the usual groundwork of point d’esprit.

No. 533 i ; a succession of point de feston stitches, which half

534.—Pattern in Guipure d’Art.

fill each square of the netting. This pattern must be worked

with great regularity.
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No. 534 consists of a kind of double point d’esprit.

No. 535 is a thread twisted and taken across each square,

and resembles lace stitches.

535.—Pattern in Guipure d’Art.

No. 536 is a succession of small close wheels, intermingled

with point d’esprit. This grounding is very effective.

536.—Pattern in Guipure d’Art.

537 .—Lace Border for Veils, &c.

Materials: Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Mecklenburg thread No. 16; strip

of square netting of the required length ;
oblong frame.

This simple border is easily and quickly worked. The edge

is overcast, the ground worked m point d’esprit, the border in
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point de toile, and the pattern in point de reprise. When com-

pleted the netting is cut away from the overcast edge.

J37.—Lace Border for Yeils, &c.

5^8 and 53 8a .—Squares in Guipure d'Art.

Materials: 2 squares of netting of 8 holes; Messrs. Walter Erans and Co.’s

Mecklenburg thread No. 10 or 16, according to the fineness required.

These squares are very pretty for cravat ends, cuffs, or hand-

538.—Square in Guipure d’Art.

kerchiefs. They are worked on netting with very fine cotton

in the usual manner, beginning on two stitches in one corner
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The different stitches of the guipure darning can be distinctly

seen in illustration, and are point de feston, point de reprise, point

de toile, and point d’esprit on No. 53 ^? and the same stitches

surround a wheel in No. 53 80.

539.— Guipure d’Art Insertion.

539 .—Insertion in Guipure dlArt.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Mecklenburg thread Nos. 8 to 16;

strip of netting length required.

This insertion is worked in point de toile, and wheels worked

in point de feston. The ground in point d’esprit.
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54°.—Square in Point de Venise.

Guipure d’Ari

540 and 541 .—Square in Guipure Point de Venise
(
Reticella

)

Materials : Coarse or fine linen
; Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s

Mecklenburg thread No. 4 or 12.

This square is worked in the so-called point de Venise,

together with other squares
; it is very pretty for covers, toilet

cushions, &c. It is worked on coarse or fine linen, according to



541-—'Quarter Square in Retieella Work (Enlarged).

28 threads have been drawn out, both the long and cross way ;

8 squares are formed in this way each time that 28 threads have

been drawn out; leave 7 or 8 threads of the ground, which

form the framework. Then fasten the piece of linen on card-
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board, and work close button-hole stitch round the inner edge
Then work with darning stitch over the long and cross threads
of the ground.

From No. 541, which shows the fourth part of the square
4 times larger than full size, it is easy to see how the frame-
work is darned. When the latter is entirely darned, work the
patterns in the different squares in button-hole stitch. The
circular and serpentine patterns consist of 3 rows of button-hole
stitch

; the patterns which imitate whole rosettes and half rosettes
are worked in rows of button-hole stitch. For each row the
thread must be first drawn from one place to the other, as can
be seen 111 illustration, and fastened on the framework. The
knots in the last button-hole stitched row are made by working
m each stitch when completed, another stitch, and drawing the
cotton again through the first completed knot. It is easy, how-
ever, to work all the patterns from No. 541. The dotted lines in
the right-hand corner show the direction of the patterns which
are wanting there. The square is edged all round with an
open-work hem, which can also be worked from No. 541.

542 and 543 .—Corner Patterns in Guipure d’Art

Material: Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Mecklenburg thread No. 14.

These patterns are very pretty for cushions, handkerchiefs &c
The netted ground is to be worked from the corner. Cast on
2 stitches, and work in rows backwards and forwards, increasing
1 stitch at rim end of every row. The pattern is worked in
point d’esprit, linen, and darning stitch, as can be seen in illus-
tration.
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' 542 and. 54.3.—Corner Borders.

Flowerfor Ornamenting Cravats and Caps in Guipure d'Art.

Materials : Black or colonred silks, or Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s

Mecklenburg thread No. 10.
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purse silk in guipure d’art on netting. This pattern can also be
worked with white thread or black silk in point de reprise.

54

5

' Wiork Basket with Covering of Darned Netting.

Materials: Bamboo cane basket; bine satin; cardboard; netting; Messrs.
Walter Evans and Oo’s Mecklenburg thread No. 16.

° ’

This elegant basket is made of bamboo cane and blue satin,

fastened on cardboard, and covered with guipure d’art. The
stand of varnished bamboo is twelve inches long, seven and a

half inches wide, and five and a half inches high. The case

inside is made of cardboard, covered on both sides with blue
satin, and the guipure d’art on the outside only. The stitches

used are point de toile, point de reprise, and point d’esprit.

545 . Work Basket Covered with Guipure d’Art.
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546 and. 547 .—Squares in Guipure d’Art.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Mecklenburg thread No. 11 or 20

;

and point d’ esprit according to the fineness required.

Both these square patterns are suitable for ornamenting

546.—Square in Guipure
d’Art.

lingerie, cravats, collars, &c. Repeated at regular intervals on a

larger centre, they are likewise suitable for couvrettes, cushions,

pillow-cases, &c. •, they are worked in darning and linen stitch

547.—Square in Guipure
d’Art.

448.—Insertion in Guipure d’Art.

Materials : Strip of netting 6 boles wide, and of the required length ;
Messrs.

Walter Evans and Co.’s Mecklenburg thread No. 8 or 12.

This simple insertion consists of double rows of wheels

worked at each side of a strip of point d esprit, an edge of button-

hole stitches being worked between the rows.
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549*—Guipure d’Art Insertion.

55° and 551 .—Squaresfor Antimacassar

.

Materials : Square of netting of 12 holes
; Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s

Mecklenburg thread No. 8.

550.—Square for Antimacassar.

No. 550 is very quickly worked. The border and groundwork

in point d’esprit, the centre star in point de reprise, the pattern in
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point de toile. Wheels fill in the four holes in the centre of the

squares.

No. 551 has a border in point d’esprit, the star is worked in

point de feston, the other stitches are point de toile. Wheels

in part of star pattern No. 518.

552 and 553.—Borders in Guipure a Art.

Material: Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Mecklenburg thread Eo. 8 or 16.

These corner borders are very suitable for couvrettes, and,

worked with fine thread, for pocket-handkerchiefs. The netted

ground of the borders is to be worked in the size seen in illus-

tration
;
for the border No. 553 darn the ground in button-hole

stitch, darning stitch, point d esprit, and point de feston
; the

2 N

551.—Square for Antimacassar.



Guipure d’Art,

Border in Gnipnre d’Art.
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554 and 555 .—Squares in Guipure cTArt.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Mecklenburg thread No. 20

;

netted squares of 7 and 8 lioles.

554.—Square in Guipure d’Art.

These two small squares are suitable for ornamenting cravats,

lappets for caps and lingeries. They are worked in darning and

555.—Square in Guipure d’Art.

linen stitch. The centre part of the square, No. 554, is a small

wheel covered with raised stitches.

556.

—

Square in Guipure d’Art.

Material : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Mecklenburg thread No. 12.

The centre of this square is worked in point de feston as well

as the border ;
point de toile forms the groundwork of the square
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in the centre, round which a row of button-hole stitch is

worked.

556.—Square in Guipure d’Art.

557 .—Insertion in Guipure dArt.

Materials : Strip of netting of 4 holes in -width; Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s

Mecklenburg thread Mo. 12.

The ground of this simple pattern is worked in point d’esprit,

square wheels are worked in the centre of the strip.

Sam

557.—Insertion in Guipure d Art.

558 to 563 .—Different Strips of Insertion, Rosettes and Lace, in

Guipure dArt.

Materials : Fine white cotton; Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Mecklenburg

thread Nos. 16 and 20.

These strips of insertion, rosettes, and borders are very

suitable for ornamenting lingeries, cravats, &c. The ground of
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insertion, Nos. 558 and 560, is worked with fine white cotton over

a fine steel knitting-needle, in slanting netting, and darned with

thread in the manner seen in illustrations. The ground ol each

558.—Insertion in Guipure d’Art.

strip is 1 1 rounds wide, and worked with button-hole stitch along

559.—Insertion in Guipure d’Art.

the edges
;
the darned patterns can be worked from illustration.

560.—Rosette in Guipure d’Art.

For the rosette. No. 560, cast on 6 stitches over a fine knitting-

needle, and join the stitches into a circle
;

in the 1st round work



561.—Border in Guipure d’Art.

Draw always the second stitch of 2 stitches through the

first, and work I stitch in the stitch which has been drawn

through the first, and then I stitch through the other stitch. In

the 8th round work always 2 stitches in the stitch between the

2 crossed stitches, I stitch in all the other stitches. Lastly, darn

the rosette, from illustration, with fine glazed cotton.

For the ground of the rosettes, illustrations Nos. 562 and 563,

cast on 6 stitches, join the stitches into a circle, and work then

in the 1st round 2 stitches in every stitch; in the following 8

rounds 2 stitches in every increased stitch, in all the other

stitches I stitch. The last- (loth) round is worked without
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increasing. Then dam the rosettes, from illustrations, with

thread in darning stitch, linen stitch, and point d’esprit. The
edges of the two rosettes are worked round in button-hole

stitch
;

in every selvedge stitch work 3 button-hole stitches.

These two rosettes can be joined together for small couvrettes.

The ground of the border, No. 561, is formed by a strip

of straight netting 9 squares wide, cut out in Vandykes on one

side, and worked round in button-hole stitch, as seen in illustra-
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564.— Corner Border in Guipure d’Ai't.

564 and 565.

—

Corner Borders in Guipure d’Art.

Material : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Mecklenburg thread No. to for

handkerchief, or No. 8 for couvrettes.

These corner borders are suitable for handkerchiefs,

couvrettes, &c., or as strips of insertion for cushions or pillow-

cases. They are worked with more or less fine cotton, accord-

tion. This ground is darned, from No. 561, in darning stitch,

point d’esprit, linen stitch, and ornamented with bars and

wheels (See illustration).
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ing to the use they are meant for. They are edged round with

button-hole stitch on the outside, and finished off with a row of

crochet purl. Work I double in every button-hole stitch
;

after

every other stitch draw out the loop on the needle about one-

565.—Corner Bolder in Guipnre d’Art.

tenth of an inch
;
take out the needle and leave the loop as a

purl
;
take up I loop in last double stitch, and cast it off with

the next double stitch.

566.—Jewel Case, forming Piticushion.

Materials : Deal box ; satin ruche
;
satin ribbon

;
quilted, satin and silk cord ;

guipure netting.

This case consists of a square cardboard or deal box, lined
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with satin, and slightly quilted
;

it is also covered on the top

with satin, and ornamented all round with a satin ruche four-

fifths of an inch wide, pleated in the manner seen in illustration.

The top of the box is stuffed so as to form a pincushion. It is

-Jewel Case, witli Pincushion.

then covered with guipure d’art No. 5 6~j

.

Ornament all round

with silk cords, and at the corners with bows of satin ribbon.

567 .—Guipure Pattern for Jewel Case.

Materials : Netting 25 holes square
;
Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s

Mecklenburg thread No. 14.

This cover is worked in point d’esprit, point de toile, point



5 ^7
•—Guipure Pattern for Jewel Case (No. 566).
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568 .—Parasol Cover in Guipure d’Art.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Mecklenburg, thread No. 20, and

cotton No. 80.

For working this cover, one part of which is shown in our

illustration two-thirds of its full size, work first a straight strip

of netting for the foundation, which must count as many holes

in width as are required for the width of the covering. The

size of the holes depends on the size of the knitting-needle or

mesh which you use. The pattern is worked with cotton

No. 80, over a steel knitting-needle which measures two-fifths

of an inch round. Begin the strip in one corner. Cast on 2

stitches, and work in rows backwards and forwards, increasing

I stitch at the end of every row, till you have I stitch more

than the stripe is to have holes in width, on our pattern 68

stitches
;
then work I row on the same number of stitches, and

then increase alternately I stitch at the end of I row, and

decrease I at the end of the next, till the strip is 250 stitches

long. The strip is finished off in a straight line at the bottom

by working a certain number of rows in which the last stitch

remains untouched. At the beginning of the row do not work

i stitch over the mesh, but only I knot in the stitch of the

preceding row, so that the cotton is drawn on tight. When the

strip is completed, trace from No. 568 the outlines for the pattern

of each of the eight parts of the parasol with double thread, in

such a manner that two parts lie next to each other, but

reversed
,

that is, the point of one part must lie next to the

wide part of the next part. Then work in each part the pattern

seen in illustration, and afterwards each part round with button-

hole stitch, working over the double outline. Cut out the

different parts, and sew them together on the wrong side with

close overcast stitch.



569.—Scent Sachet in Guipure d’Art.

Scent Sachet in

Materials: Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Mecklenburg thread No. 18
;
green

satin
;
poudre d’iris j green satin ribbon

j green silk cord.

The size of the netting depends on that of the sachet. The



570.—Square in Guipure d’Art.

jjyo .—Square in Guipure d’Art.

Materials : Netted square of 26 stitches ;
Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s

Mecklenburg thread No. 12.

This pattern is worked in point d’esprit, edged with an out-

Guipure d ,Art. 551

netting must be fastened in a frame, and darned with fine thread
;

the flowers are worked in darning stitch, and the ground in point

d’esprit. The cushion is made of green satin, perfumed with

poudre d’iris. When the netting has been fastened on, it is edged

all round with a green satin ruche, and green silk cord, forming

loops at every corner.
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line of point de reprise. This outline may be worked in close

button-hole stitch. Point de toile is used for the groundwork,

upon which point de reprise is worked.

57 1 and 57 2 —Work Case in Guipure d’Art.

Materials : Blue satin j Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Mecklenburg thread

No. 1 6 ;
blue silk cord.

This little work- case, of darned netting and blue satin, is

five inches and four-fifths long, four inches wide, and is fastened

571.—Work Case in Guipure d’Art (Back).

with a loop and button. The back, front, side, and the flap are

worked all in one piece. The netting is worked with white

thread No. 12, over a mesh measuring at least two-fifths of an inch

round. For the flap the netting must be slanted off on both

sides
;

this is done either by decreasings, or by cutting off the

corners of the work. The latter is then darned in linen stitch,

darning stitch, and point d’esprit, from No. 572, which shows the

front of the case, and from No. 571, which shows the back. The
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netting is then lined with blue satin, and sewn together at the

sides with button-hole stitches on the right side. The flap is

edged with button-hole stitch
;
sew on a small button, and make

a small loop to correspond. The case is edged all round with

blue silk cord.

572.—Work Case in Gnipnre d’Art (Front).

573 and 574.

—

Banner Screen in Guipure d Art

Materials : Netting ; Messrs. Walter Evans and Co.’s Mecklenburg thread No. 12;

carved oak stand
;
glace silk ;

cords ;
tassels.

Banner-screens are used in two ways, either suspended from

the mantelpiece or mounted as shown in illustration No. 573.

The banner is 23 inches long, 1 9 inches wide, lined with

coloured glace silk, and edged with a lace border of guipure

d’art. The design for the banner is given in page 554. Work

the netting for the groundwork over a larger or smaller mesh,

according to the size you wish it to be. The pattern is worked

in point d’esprit, point de reprise, and point de toile. When the

2 o



silk cords and tassels. The banner may be finished off in close

button-hole stitch, instead of adding the lace border.



575-—Border in Guipure d’Art.
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$j6.—Square in Guipure d’Art.

Materials : Messrs. Walter Evans and Co-’s Mecklenburg thread No. 12
;
netted

square of 20 holes.

This pretty square is worked in a pattern formed by point de

feston, point de toile, and point de reprise, the star in the centre

as that shown on page 514, omitting the alternate points
;
border

of point d’esprit, ground worked in simple crossed bars.

576.—Square in Guipure d Art.

Guipure d’Art.

d’espri.t, point de reprise, or plain darning stitch, edged by a row

of button-hole, and finished with a crochet edging.-
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Table of the right size of Mecklenburg thread to use in

working :

—

No.

Antimacassars

Borders .

Handkerchiefs

Insertions

Lace edgings and insertions

Lamp shades .

Parasol covers

Sachets .

Sofa cushions .

Toilet cushions

Toilet mats

2

4

20

8

16

16

18

12

8

to

10

FRAMES

May be obtained for large, middle-size, and smali squares

Oblong frames are used for working insertions and lace edgings.





BERLIN WORK
INSTRUCTIONS.

Berlin Work includes every kind of stitch which is made

upon canvas with wool, silk, or beads. The principal stitches

used are common cross stitch, Gobelin stitch, leviathan stitch,

raised or velvet stitch, tent stitch, and others. The materials

and needle must always be carefully chosen of a corresponding

size. For common cross stitch and raised stitch Penelope

canvas must be used ;
for small articles, such as slippers, bags,

or borders, single Berlin wool is preferable
;

for larger ones

fleecy wool or double Berlin wool (the latter, however, is much

more expensive). For Gobelin stitch and tent stitch undivided

canvas (not Penelope) is required. Purse silk is often used for

the latter ;
it is more brilliant than floss silk or filoselle. Floss

silk is generally used for other stitches because it covers the

thread of the canvas better than purse silk ;
it is, however, often

replaced by filoselle, which is a much cheaper material. Moss

wool is hardlv ever used. Before beginning to work upon a

piece of canvas the raw edges must be hemmed or sewn over
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with wool. Care must be taken not to crumple the canvas in

the course of the work. It is best to roll one end of the canvas

upon a round piece of deal while the other end is kept down

upon the table with a lead cushion. Handsome artistic patterns

should always be worked in a frame. When you undertake to

work a large pattern begin in the centre, and complete one half

before you commence the other. Always work the stitches in

the same direction, from the top downwards— this is very

essential to the beauty and regularity of the pattern.

Always begin with the colour which is used the oftenest ;

those colours that lose their dye in working must be put in last.

When the pattern is finished begin the grounding. The wool

must not be drawn too tightly, otherwise the threads of the

canvas appear. If the wool is too coarse for the Canvas, one

long stitch is to be made from left to right as far as the particular

colour is to be worked, and over this long stitch, cross back in

the usual way.

The plainest stitch in Berlin wool work is the common cross

stitch
;

illustrations 577 to 584 show varieties of the same.

We now proceed in the following pages to show, by descrip-

tion in writing and by most careful illustration, all the stitches

which are used in Berlin Work. These are numerous, but

neither too great in number nor too simple or too elaborate in

execution for those who aspire to become Berlin workers.
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577.—Common Cross Stitch.

Illustration 577.—The common cross stitch is worked in

rows backwards and forwards over 2 threads in height and 2 in

width (square of the canvas) in straight lines ;
the 1st row is

worked from left to right
;
the 2nd row, which completes the

stitches, from right to left. Illustration 577 shows 2 rows of

completed stitches and I row in course of working.

57S.—Long Cross Stitch.

Illustration 578 shows the long cross stitch. It is worked

like the preceding one, only over 4 threads in height and 2 in

width
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579.—Long Cross Stitch.

Illustration 579 shows a long cross stitch, which is worked
like the preceding one, except that 2 threads are missed between
2 stitches, and in the next row the stitches are worked between

those in the preceding row. This stitch is not worked in rows

backwards and forwards
;
each stitch is completed before begin-

ning the next.

580.—Slanting Cross Stitch.

Illustration 580.'—The long slanting cross stitch is worked
like No. 578, in rows backwards and forwards

;
the 1st row is

slanting, the 2nd is straight. The places for inserting the needle

and for drawing it out are marked on the illustration with a gross

and dot.
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581.—Damask Stitch.

Illustration 581.—The damask stitch is worked in single

rows from left to right, over 4 threads in height and 2 in width.

The stitches of one row come between those of the next. The
cross and dot shown in illustration are where to insert and draw
out the needle.

" LJLJ

582.—Rep Stiteli.

Illustration 582 shows the rep stitch—a variety of the

preceding. The first half of it is worked slantways over 6
threads in height and 2 in width, the second half, like the

common cross stitch, from right to left over the 3rd and 4th of

the 6 canvas threads
;
each stitch is completed at once. The

illustration shows the last stitch being worked the first half of

the stitch is completed ; the dot shows where the needle must
be inserted for the second half

; it is drawn out where the cross

is placed on illustration.



Illustration 583.—The leviathan stitch consists of I slant-

ing and I straight cross stitch over 4 threads in height and 4 in

width. Each stitch is completed immediately. No. 583 shows

one half of the stitch completed and the wool as it must be

placed for working the first half of the straight cross stitch.

584.—Leviathan Stitch.

Illustration 584.—The leviathan stitch is worked exactly

like the preceding, only the stitches are not worked on the same

threads in the different rows, as may be seen from illustration.



585.—Double Leviathan Stitch.

Illustration 58 5.—The double leviathan stitch is a variety

of the preceding ;
it is worked over 6 threads in height and as

many in width. IMake a common cross stitch over these 6 threads,

then a long cross stitch in height and a long cross stitch in width.

Illustration 585 shows 2 stitches completed and 1 being worked.

586.—Tent Stitcli.

Illustration 5^6.—Tent stitch. Each stitch is worked

over I stitch in height and I in width, and is worked in rows

form left to right.
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587.—Slanting Gobelin Stitcli.

Illustration 587.—-The slanting Gobelin stitch is worked

on undivided canvas
;
each stitch is worked over 3 threads in

height and 2 in width, divided from the next stitch only by an

interval of I thread.

588.—Straight Gobelin Stitch.

Illustration 588.—The straight Gobelin stitch is worked

over 2 threads in height with I thread between, so that the

stitches appear more raised
;
they are worked over thin cord or

a thick piece ol wool
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Illustration 589.—The raised or velvet stitch is worked

over small round wooden meshes, and forms small raised loops.

Take 2 similar meshes and as many threaded needles as there are

colours in the work ;
make first a slanting stitch, as for the

beginning of the common cross stitch, but instead of drawing out

the needle straight under the place where it was inserted, draw

it out exactly at the same place, so as to form a slanting stitch on

the right and on the wrong side
;
then begin to work over 1

mesh
; insert the needle above it and draw it out in a slanting

589.—Kaised or Velvet Stitch.

direction underneath. On the wrong side of the work a regular

cross stitch is formed. Illustration 589 shows 2 rows of velvet

stitch completed and 2 rows being worked
; the first of the

latter is yet on the mesh, the second being worked so as to show
the position of the wool upon the mesh. Observe that the rows

of the velvet stitch are worked upwards, and that 2 meshes are

necessary, because the lower one must not be drawn out before

the next row is completed. The loops may be cut open if pre-

ferred.
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Illustration 59o.—The plaited stitch is worked like the

herring-bone stitch. Each stitch is worked over 4 threads in

height and 4 in width. Illustration 590 shows one part of the

plaited stitch completed, and the place where the needle is to be

inserted for the next stitch is marked by a dot. For the next

stitch the needle is carried under the 2 threads below the stitches

of the preceding row.

Illustration 591.— The plush stitch is also, worked

upwards. Begin to work a common cross stitch, then insert the

needle through the canvas over 2 threads in height and 2 in

width, downwards in a slanting direction. Do not draw the

wool close up, but leave a loop hanging down about four-fifths

of an inch long, and make 1 more common cross stitch to fasten

the loop. This stitch can also be worked over flat meshes.

Work a common cross stitch at the end of every row. When the

work is completed the loops are cut open and clipped, as may be

seen from illustration.

590.—Plaited Stitch.

7
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591.—Plush Stitoli.

Illustrations 592 to 594.— Three Berlin wool work

borders for trimming baskets, 'See. No. 59 2 -—The 2 outer

rows which edge the border are worked in long straight cross

stitch
;
each stitch is crossed in the centre with a back stitch.

The grounding consists of 2 rows of Vandykes placed opposite

each other, which are formed of long straight stitches of different

lengths. The squares in the centre are formed in the same way,

2 P

592.—Berlin Work Border.
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-Berlin Work Border.

and are completed in the middle with a knot. No. 593 ’ The

ground is worked in cross stitch, the raised patterns in satin

stitch ;
in the middle of each pattern there is a cross stitch. The

Berlin Work Instructions.

594.—Berlin Work Border.

outer rows are worked ill half cross stitch over 2 threads in

height and 4 in width in 2 different shades. No. 594.—The

petals of the flowers are worked over 4 threads in height and in
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width, and consisting of 4 slanting stitches. In the centre the

flower is completed by a knot
;
the ground in cross stitch is com-

pleted on either side by a narrow border of scallops, formed of

slanting stitches divided in the centre by I slanting stitch. It is

easy to work these stitches from illustration. The choice of

colours depends upon what use the border is intended for and

upon personal taste.





INDEX.

Acacia Spray in embroidery, 162.

Antimacassar, crochet, 276.
Antimacassar in tatting, 65.
Antimacassar, knitted, 318 to 320.
Applique, pattern for a convrette in, 2 13

to 215.

Arm-chair, covered with crochet, 254.
Arm-chair in crochet, patterns for, 255,

256,

Baby’s Boot, knitted, 326.

Bag, crochet silk, over rings, 245.
Banner screen in guipure dart, 573,

574-
Bars, Point Lace.
D’Alenqon, 463.
Point d’Angleterre, 467.
Point de Yenise, edged, 468.

Point de Yenise, dotted, 469.
Raleigh, 471, 472.
Sorrento, 461, 462.

Sorrento, dotted, 469.
Yenetian, plain, 464, 465, 466.

Basket, small, crochet, 239.
Basket, crochet, 272.

Basket, crochet, 273.
Basket, embroidered in chenille, 134.

Bedford plaited lace (1851), 423.
Bed-quilt, knitted border for, 327.
Berlin Wool -Work Instructions,

^ P- 559-
Berlin work, borders in, 592 to 594.
Berlin Stitches.
Common cross stitch, 577.
Damask stitch, 58 1

.

Leviathan stitch, 583, 584.
Leviathan double stitch, 585.
Long cross stitch, 578, 579.
Plaited stitch, 590.
Plush stitch, 591.

Berlin Stitches—continued.
Raised or velvet stitch, 589;
Rep stitch, 582.

Slanting cross stitch, 5S0.

Slanting Gobelin stitch, 5S7.

Straight Gobelin stitch, 5SS.

Tent stitch, 586.
(Black lace) Buckingham point trolly

(1851), 422.
Bodice, knitted, 324, 325.
Boot, baby’s, knitted, 326
Borders, crochet, 252, 253
Border, embroidered, 150.

Border for a reading-desk in -embroi-

dery, 204.

Border for couvrettes, guipure d’art,

561,
Borders for handkerchief, corner, 111

guipure d’art, 564, 565.

Borders, guipure d’art, 552, 553, 557.
Border, guipure d’art, 575^
Border in crochet and tatting, 52.

Border in Oriental embroidery, 179.

Border in tatting and crochet, 6 .

Border in tatting and crochet, 15.

Border in tatting and crochet, 22.

Border in tatting and lace stitch, 44.

Border in tatting, with beads, 13.

Border in tatting, withcrochet edging, 5

.

Border, knitted, 321.

Border, tatting, 47.

Borders, two crochet, 274, 275.

Border, with beads, tatted, 13.

Bouquet, embroidered, for travelling-

bag, 169.

Braces, embroidered, 202.

Braces, knitted, 33S.

Brioche cushion in crochet, 249.

Butterfly, embroidered, for handker-

chief corner, 212.
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Cap, border for, in tatting, 38.

Cap crown in tatting, 37.

Cap in tatting, 38, 39.
.

Chenille, basket embroidered in, 134.

Cigar-case, embroidered, 190.

Circle for collars, cuffs, &c., in tatting,

21.

Circle in tatting, 12.

Circle in tatting, 21.

Circle in tatting, 57.
Collar in tatting, 56.

Collar in tatting and darned netting,

28.

Collar, linen, trimmed with tatting, 49.

Collar, linen, trimmed with tatting, 54.

Collar, pine pattern, in tatting, 1.

Collar, tatted, 55.

Collar, trimming for, in tatting, 49.

Collar, trimming for, in tatting, 54.

Comforters, &c., knitting stitch for,

336 .
. . _ .

Convolvulus leaf insertion m embroi-

dery, 1 41.

Corner borders in guipure d’art, 524,

525.
Corner borders in guipure d’art, 542,

543 - '
.

•

, ,
.

Corner borders in guipure d art, 504,

565.
Corner for handkerchief in point Russe

embroidery, 149.

Corner in embroidery, 15 1.

Corner in embroidery, 152.

Cotton, tatting, page 82.

Couvrette, centre of a tatted, 25.

Couvrette, daisy pattern for a, in cro-

chet, 250.

Couvrette for arm-chair in crochet, 257.

Couvrette in applique, embroidery, 147.

Couvrette in crochet, 240 to 243.

Couvrette in tatting, 25.

Covering for a quilted counterpane in

embroidery, 138.

Cravats, &c., in embroidery, patterns

for, 184.

Cravats, &c., in embroidery, patterns

for, 185.

Cravat in tatting, 50.

Cravat end in embroidery, 136.

Cravat end in embroidery, 153.

Cravat end in raised embroidery, 156.

Cravat end in tatting, 60.

Cravat end in tatting, 62.

Cravat end in tatting and darned net-

ting, 64.

Cravat end, oval, in tatting, 51.

Cravat in muslin and tatting, 50.

Cravat, muslin, embroidered, 153.

Crochet, antimacassar in, 276.

Crochet, arm-chair covered with, 254.

Crochet, arm-chair, patterns for, 255,

256.

Crochet bag, silk, over rmgs, 245.

Crochet basket, small, 239.

Crochet basket, 272.

Crochet basket, 273.

Crochet borders, 252, 253.

Crochet borders, two, 274, 275.

Crochet, brioche cushion, 249.

Crochet, couvrette for arm-chair, 257.

Crochet, couvrette in, 240 to 243.

Crochet, daisy pattern for a couvrette

in, 250.

Crochet D’Oyleys in Imitation of Point

Lace.
No. 1, 262.

No. 2, 263.

No. 3, 264.

No. 4, 265.

No. 5, 266.

No. 6, 267.

No. 7, 268.

No. 8, 269.

No. 9, 270.

No. 10, 271.

Crochet garter, 2S5.

Crochet, insertion, 258.

Crochet, insertion, 259.
Crochet, insertion, 260.

Crochet, insertion, 277.

Crochet, insertion, 2S3.

Crochet, insertion, 284.

Crochet Instructions.
Crochet hook, page 1S5.

Foundation chain, double, 217.

Foundation chain, plain, 216.

Foundation chain, purl, 218.

Spots, raised, 232.

Spots, hollow, 233.

Spots, open work, 234.

Crochet, lace, 251.

Crochet, lace, 261.

Crochet, purse in, over rmgs, 24S.

Crochet rosettes, 280, 281.

Crochet sovereign purse, 246.

Crochet, star in, 244.

Crochet, stars in, 247.

Crochet Stitches.
Cross stitch, 224.

Cross treble stitch, 229, 230, 231.

Double long treble stitch, 22S.

Double stitch, 220, 221.
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Crochet Stitches—continued .

Long double stitch, 225.

Long treble stitch, 227.

Purl stitch, 236.

Purl stitch, 237.
Purl stitch, 23S.

Raised treble stitch, 235.

Raised ribbed stitch, 222.

Raised slanting stitch, 223.

Slip stitch, 219.

Treble stitch, 226.

Crochet trimming for a lady’s chemise,

286.

Crochet trimming, with embroidered
flowers worked in appliqud and vel-

vet ribbon, 282.

Crochet work, tobacco-pouch in, 278,

279-
Crochet work, work-basket in straw

and, 272, 273.
Curtains, knitted pattern for, 339.

Daisy Pattern for a crochet couvrette,

250.
Dalecarlian lace, 419.

Diamond in tatting, 20.

Diamond in tatting, 36.

Diamond in tatting, 53.

Diamond in tatting, 59.

Diamond netting, 306.

Diamond tatting for collars, &c., 20.

D’Oyleys, Crochet, in Imitation of Point
Lace.

No. 1, 262.

No. 2, 263.

No. 3, 264.

No. 4, 265.

No. 5, 266.

No. 6, 267.

No. 7, 268.

No. 8, 269.
No. 9, 270.
No. 10,271.

D’Oyley, knitted, 337.

Edgings and Purled Edgings, Potnt
Lace.

Antwerp, 479.
Point d’Angleterre, 477.
Point de Bruxelles, 474.
Point d’Espagne, 478.
Point de Venise, 476.
Sorrento, 475.

Edging, embroidered, 17S.

Embroidered border, 204.

Embroidered border, 150.

Embroidered bouquetfor travellingbag,
169.

Embroidered braces, 202.

Embroidered braces, full-sized pattern

for, 201.

Embroidered braces, full-sized pattern

for, 203.

Embroidered butterfly for handkerchief

corner, 212.

Embroidered ci,gar-case, 190.

Embroidered edging, 178.

Embroidered handkerchief, 197
Embroidered hanging letter-case, 176.

Embroidered in chenille, basket, 134.

Embroidered key-bag, 1S2.

Embroidered key-bag, 183.

Embroidered lmife-basket, 159.

Embroidered knife-basket, 160.

Embroidered lace insertion, 207.

Embroidered lady’s purse, 157.

Embroidered letter-case, pattern for,

I 77-

.

Embroidered linen collar, 193.

Embroidered linen collar, 1 94.

Embroidered needle-book, pattern for,

166.

Embroidered needle-book, pattern for,

167.

Embroidered penwiper, full-sized circle

for, 187.

Embroidered slipper, on Java canvas,

208.

Embroidered slipper, point russe stitch

for, 209.

Embroidered what-not, in the shape of

a hammock, 195, 196.

Embroidery, acacia spray in, 162.

Embroidery and stitching, insertion in,

132.

Embroidery, applique, couvrette m, 147.

Embroidery border for a reading-desk,

204.
Embroidery, border in Oriental, 179.

Embroidery, convolvulus leaf insertion

in, 141.

Embroidery, corner for handkerchief

in point Russe, 149.

Embroidery, corner in, 15 1.

Embroidery, comer in, 152.

Embroidery, covering for a quilted

counterpane in, 138.

Embroidery, cravat end in, 136.

Embroidery, cravat end in, 153.

Embroidery, cravat end in raised, 156.

Embroidery, fuchsia spray in, 161.

Embroidery, glove-box in, 174.
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Embroidery, glove-box in, 1 75.

Embroidery, handkerchief border in,

197 -

Embroidery, handkerchief in, 140.

Embroidery, insertion in, 13 1.

Embroidery, insertion in, 142.

Embroidery, insertion in, 145.

Embroidery, insertion in, 146.

Embroidery, insertion in, 155.

Embroidery, insertion in, 165.

Embroidery, insertion in, 1S8.

Embroidery, insertion in, 189.

Embroidery, insertion in, 192.

Embroidery Instructions, p. S3.

Bead partly covered, 103.

Blossom in satin stitch, 101, 102.

Bluebell, 113.

Bluebell, inner part, 114.

Bluebell, part of, 116.

Borders, 118, 119.

Ear of corn, 112.

Elower, 115.

Elower in satin stitch, 107.

Elower appliqu^d on net, 1
1 7.

Heartsease, no.
Initials, 123 to 130,

Insertions, 120 to 122.

Leaf, 94.
Leaf in raised satin stitch, 90, 91.

Leaf, raised, 92, 93.
Leaf, raised, 95.
Leaf, half of, 99.
Leaf, centre of, 100.

Baised embroidered leaf, 9S.

Baised flower, in.
Baised leaf, 96.

Baised leaf, 97.

Baised satin stitch leaf, 90, 91.

Bose in satin stitch, 108.

Bose, petal for, 109.

Star, 106.

Star in point de reprise, 105.

Star in satin stitch, 104.

Stitch, Embroidery.
Stitch, back, 70.

Stitch, button and eyelet holes, 86,

S7.

Stitch, button-hole scallop, 82 to

85 -

Stitch, double overcast, 67.

Stitch, knotted, 73, 74, 75.

Stitch, ladder, So, 81.

Stitch, overcast, 68.

Stitch, point croise, 71, 72.

Stitch, point de minute, 79.

Stitch, point de plume, 7S.

Stitch, Embroidery—continued.
Stitch, satin, raised, 76, 77.

Stitch, scallop, 66.

Stitch, shaded button-hole, 8S, 89.

Stitch, slanting overcast, 69.

Embroidery, medallion for a purse in,

198.

Embroidery, medallion for a purse in,

199 -

Embroidery, medallion in point Busse,

210.

Embroidery, medallion in point Busse,

211.

Embroidery, Monograms and Ini-

tials in.

Embroidery, alphabet in coral stitch,

353.
Embroidery, alphabet in floral, 361.

Embroidery, alphabet in florid style,

356 -

Embroidery, alphabet in forget-me-

nots, 352.
Embroidery, alphabet, point d’ or, 357.

Embroidery, alphabet, raised satin

stitch, 359.
Embroidery, alphabet in satin stitch,

351.
Embroidery, alphabet scalloped, 355.

Embroidery, alphabet, small, 354.

Embroidery, initials in, 366 to 417.

Embroidery, monograms in, 366 to

417 -

Embroidery, names in, 362 to 418.

Embroidery, sampler in, 360.

Embroidery, star alphabet, capitals,

349 -

Embroidery, star alphabet, small, 350.

Embroidery, white, alphabet in, 35S.

Embroidery, pattern for collars, cuffs,

&c., in, 135.

Embroidery, pattern for collars, cuffs,

&c., in, 137.

Embroidery, pattern for cravats, &c.,

in, 1S4.

Embroidery, pattern for cravats, &c.„

in, 1S5.

Embroidery, pattern for cravat ends,

&c., in, 133.

Embroidery, pattern for cravat ends,

&c., in, 139.
. .

Embroidery, pattern for trimming lin-

geries in, 143, 144.

Embroidery pattern for what-not (full

size), 196.

Embroidery, penwiper in, 186, 1S7.

Embroidery, rose-leaf in, 173.
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Embroidery, sandwich-case in, 154.
Embroidery stars, 137, 143, 144.
Embroidery stars, 180, 1S1.

Embroidery, table-napkin ring in, 15S.

Embroidery, tobacco-poucb in, 163.

Embroidery, tobacco-pouch in, 164.

Embroidery, travelling-bag in, 168.

Embroidery, trimming in, for bodices,
170.

Embroidery, Venetian border in, 206.

Embroidery, Venetian, lappet or sash
end in, 205.

Embroidery, waste-paper basket in, 191.

Embroidery, white, toilet-cushion cover
in, 171, 172, 173.

Embroidery, wing of bird, 172.

Embroidery, work-bag in, 200.

Embroidery, -wreath in, for centre of
pincushion or toilet-mat, 14S.

English netting, 30S

Fichu, netted, 315, 316..

Flower in guipure d’art, 544.
Frame for guipure d’art, 503.
Full-sized circle for embroidered pen-

wiper, 187.

Fuchsia spray in embroidery, 16 1.

Garter, crochet, 285.
Glove-box in embroidery, 174.
Glove-box in embroidery, 175.
Gauge, knitting, 287.
Guipure d’Art.
Guipure d’art, banner-screen in, 573,

574-
Guipure d’art, border for couvrettes in,

5pi.

Guipure d’art, borders for handkerchief,
corner, 564, 565.

Guipure d’art, borders m, 552, 553, 557.
Guipure d’art, border in, 575.
Guipure d’art, corner borders in, 524,

^ 5.25-

Guipure d’art, corner borders in, 542,

5
.
43 •

Guipure d’art,

5.b5-

Guipure d’art,

Guipure d’art,

Guipure d’art,

Guipure d’art,

Guipure d’art,

Guipure d’art,

Guipure d’art,

Guipure d’art,

Guipure d’art,

corner borders in, 564,

flower in, 544.
frame for, 503.
insertion in, 521
insertion in, 526.

insertion in, 528,

insertion in, 539
insertion in, 548.
insertion in, 558.
insertion in, 559,

Guipure d’art, insertions, &c., in, 55S
to 563.

Guipure d’art, instructions in, p. 503.
Guipure d’art jewel-case cover, 567.
Guipure d’ art, jewel- case covered in, 566.
Guipure d’art, lace borders for veils in,

^ 537-
Guipure d’art, lace border in, 522.
Guipure d’art, parasol-cover in, 568.
Guipure d’art, quarter square in, 530.
Guipure d’art, rosettes in, 529.
Guipure d’art, rosettes in, 562, 563.
Guipure d’Art Stitches.

Grounding, 533 to 536.
Point de Bruxelles, 509, 510.
Point d’esprit, 504.
Point de feston, 506.
Point de reprise, 507, 50S.

Point de toile, 505.
Stars, 516 to 520.
Wheels, 51 1 to 515.

Guipure d’art, scent-sachet in, 569.
Guipure d’art, small squares, 527.
Guipure d’art, squares for antimacassar,

550, 551-
Guipure d’art, square for d’oyley in, 523.
Guipure d’art, squares in, for dresses,

546,547.
Guipure d’art, square in, 531.
Guipure d’art, square in, 532.
Guipure d’art, square in, 556.
Guipure d’art, squares in, 570, 576.
Guipure d’art, squares in, 533 to 536.
Guipure d’art, squares in, 53S, 53SA.
Guipure d’art, squares in, 554, 555.
(Guipure d’art), square in reticella

work, 540.
(Guipure d’art), square in reticella

work, enlarged, 541.
Guipure d’art, work-basket covered

with, 545.
Guipure d’art, work-case in, 571, 572.

Handkerchief border in embroidery,

*97-

Handkerchief in embroidery, 140.

Hanging letter-case embroidered, 176.

Honiton guipure lace, 424.

Insertion, crochet, 258.

Insertion, crochet, 259.
Insertion, crochet, 260.

Insertion, crochet, 277.
Insertion, crochet, 2S3.

Insertion, crochet, 284.
'

Insertion in embroidery, 13 1.
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Insertion in embroidery, 142.

Insertion in embroidery, 145.

Insertion in embroidery, 146.

Insertion in embroidery, 155 -

Insertion in embroidery, 165.

Insertion in embroidery, 1S8.

Insertion in embroidery, 1S9.

Insertion in embroidery, 192.
_

Insertion in embroidery and stitching,

132.

Insertion in guipnre d’art, 521.

Insertion in gnipnre d’art, 526.

Insertion in gnipure d’art, 52S.

Insertion in gnipnre d’art, 539.

Insertion in gnipnre d’art, 54S.

Insertion in guipnre d’art, 55S.

Insertion in gnipure d’art, 559.

Insertions in guipnre d’art, 55S to 503.

Insertions in tatting, 2.

Insertion in tatting, 7.

Insertion in tatting, Hi
Insertion in tatting, 14.

Insertion in tatting, 24.

Insertion in tatting, 31.

Insertion in tatting, 32.

Insertion in tatting and crochet, 41

.

Insertion in tatting and crochet, 43.

Insertion in tatting and lace stitch, 23 -

Insertion in tatting for trimming

lingeries, 11.

Insertion, knitted, 340.

Insertion, wide, tatting, 10.

Insertion, wide, tatting, 14.

Insertion, wide, tatting, 43.

Insertion, worked in tatting, 10.

Instructions in Berlin Wool Work,

Berlin work, borders in, 592 to 594.

Berlin stitches.

Common cross stitch, 577 *

Damask stitch, 5S1.

Leviathan stitch, 583, 5S4.

Leviathan double stitch, 5S5.

Long cross stitch, 5jS, 579 -

Plaited stitch, 590.

Plush stitch, 591.

Raised or velvet stitch, 5S9.

Rep stitch, 5S2.

Slanting cross stitch, 5S0.

Slanting Gobelin stitch, 5 7.

Straight Gobelin stitch, 588.

Tent stitch, 5S6.

Instructions in Crochet.

Crochet hook, p. 1S5.

Foundation chain, double, 217.

Foundation chain, plain, 216.

Instructions in Crochet—umtinueH.
Foundation chain, purl, 21S.

Spots, raised, 232.

Spots, hollow, 233.

Spots, open work, 234.

Instructions in Embroidery.
Bead partly covered, 103.

Blossom in satin stitch, 101, 102.

Bluebell, 113-

Bluebell, inner part, 1 14 -

Bluebell, part of, 1 16.

Borders, 11S, 119.

Ear of corn, 112.

Flower, 115.

Flower in satin^stitch, 107.

Flower appliqued on net, 117.

Heartsease, no.
Initials, 123 to 130.

Insertions, 120 to 122.

Leaf, 94.

Leaf, half of, 99.

Leaf, centre of, 100.

Leaf in raised satin stitch, 90, 91.

Leaf, raised, 92, 93.

Leaf, raised, 95.

Raised embroidered leaf, 9S.

Raised flower, in.
Raised leaf, 96.

Raised leaf, 97
Raised satin stitch leaf, 90, 91.

Rose in satin stitch, 10S.

Rose, petal for, 109.

Star, 106.

Star in point de reprise, 105.

Star in satin stitch, 104.

Stitch, Embroidery.
Stitch, back, 70.

Stitch, button and eyelet holes, S6,

87.

Stitch, button-hole scallop, S2 to '.5.

Stitch, double overcast, 67.

Stitch, knotted, 73, 74, 75.

Stitch, ladder, 80, Si.

Stitch, overcast, 68.

Stitch, point croise, 71, 72.

Stitch, point de minute, 79.

Stitch, point de plume, 7S.

Stitch, satin raised, 76, 77.

Stitch, scallop, 66.

Stitch, shaded button-hole, SS, 89.

Stitch, slanting overcast, 69.

Instructions in Guipure d Art, p.

503

.

Instructions in Tatting.

Joining the work, p. v.

Pin, tatting, p. ii.
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Instructions in Tatting

—

continued .

Shuttles, tatting, pp. i, iii.

The way to hold the hands, p. iii.

Thewaytomakealoop in tatting, p. iv.

The way to make a purl, p. v.

The way to make a stitch in tatting,

p. iv.

Jewel-case cover, guipure d’art, 567.
Jewel-case covered in guipure d’art, 566.

Key-b\g, embroidered, 182.

Key-big, embroidered, 183.
Knee-cap, knitted, 322.
Knife-basket, embroidered, 159.
Knife-basket, embroidered, 160.

Knitted antimacassar, 318 to 320.
Knitted baby’s boot, 326.
Knitted bodice, 324, 325.
Knitted border, 321.
Knitted border for bed-quilt, 327.
Knitted braces, 338.
Knitted comforters, pattern for, 336.
Knitted counterpanes, pattern for, 313.
Knitted cover for sofa-cushion, 341, 342.
Knitted curtains, patterns for, 339.
Knitted d’oyley, 337.
Knitted insertion, 340.
Knitted knee-cap, 322.
Knitted neckerchief, 323.
Knitted pattern, 345.
Knitted pattern, with embroidery, 332.
Knitted purse, lady’s, 317.
Knitted quilt, 328.
Knitted shawl, 346 to 348.
Knitted sleeping sock, 314.
Knitted sock for a child, 312.
Knitted table-cover, 333, 334.
Knitted veil, 330, 331.
Knitting cotton, table of sizes of, p. 368.
Knitting gauge, 287.
Knitting, looped, 335.
Knitting, materials required for, 2S7.
Knitting-needles, 287.
Knitting On, 287.
Knitting, rosette for antimacassar in,

319-
Knitting Stitches.
Brioche stitch, 301.
Casting off, 295.
Casting on, 288.
Decreasing, 293.
Increasing, 292.
Knitting on, 289.
Knotted stitch, 299.
Looped knitting, 335.

Knitting Stitches—continued
Moss borders, 300.
Peacock’s tail pattern, 297.
Picking up stitches, 296.
Plain knitting, 290.
Purling, 291.
Pound knitting, 294.
Spiral stitch, 29S.

Knitting stitch for comforters, &c., 329.

Lace, Bedford plaited (1851), 423.
(Lace, black), Buckingham point trolly

(1851), 422.
Lace border for veils in guipure d’art,

537-
Lace border in guipure d’art, 522.
Lace, crochet, 251.
Lace, crochet, 261.
Lace, Dalecarlian, 419.
Lace, deep, in tatting, 27.
Lace edging in tatting, 3.

Lace edging in tatting, 4.
Lace, Honiton guipure, 424.

'

Lace insertion, embroidered, 207.
Lace in tatting and crochet, 40.
Lace, Mechlin (Queen Charlotte’s), 421.
Lace, netted, 309.
Lace, netted, open, 310.
Lace, old Mechlin, 420.
Lace Point.

Braid, placing the, 442.
Braids, 426 to 43 1

.

Cords, p. 453.
Edgings, 474 to 479.
General directions for working,

PP- 453, 454-.
Materials required, p. 451.
Modes of working dots and picots,

o 470, 473-
Scissors for, 425.
Threads, sizes of, p. 500.

Lace, tatted, 26.

Lace, tatted, 27.
Lady’s embroidered purse, 157.
Lady’s veil in net and tatting, 16, 17.

Lappet or sash-end in Venetian em-
broidery, 205.

Linen collar embroidered, 193.
Linen collar embroidered, 194.
Linen tatting-bag, 46.
Linen bag for tatting cotton, 30.

Looped knitting, 335.

Materials required for knitting, 2S7.

Materials required for netting, 302.

Mechlin lace (Queen Charlotte’s), 421.
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Medallion for a pursein embroidery, 198.

Medallionfor a pursein embroidery, 1 99.

Medallion for trimming lingeries in

tatting, 58.

Medallion in point Eusse embroidery,
210.

Medallion in point Eusse embroidery,
211.

Medallion, tatting, 58.

Mignardise and tatting, 29.

Monograms and Initials in Embroi-
dery.

Alphabet, coral stitch embroidery,

353 -

Alphabet, floral embroidery, 361.

Alphabet, florid style of embroidery,

356 .

Alphabet, forget-me-nots (embroi-
dered), 352.

Alphabet, point d’or (embroidered),

357 - ...
Alphabet, raised satin stitch embroi-

dery, 359.
Alphabet, satin stitch (embroidered),

35 1 *

Alphabet, scaEoped, in embroidery,

Alphabet, small, in embroidery, 354.
Alphabet, star, capitals, in embroi-

dery, 349.
Alphabet, star, small, in embroidery,

350 -

Alphabet, white, embroidery, 358.
Initials in embroidery, 366 to 417.
Monograms in embroidery, 366 to

417 -

Names in embroidery, 362 to 418.

Sampler in embroidery, 360.

Muslin cravat, embroidered, 153.

Neckerchief, knitted, 323.

Needle and mesh for netting, 302.

Needles, knitting, 2S7.

Netted fichu, 315, 316.

Netted lace, 309.
Netted nightcaps, 343, 344.
Netted open lace, 310.

Netted shell border, 31 1.

Netting, 302.

Netting, 303.
Netting Stitches.
Diamond, 306.

English, 30S.

Bound, 305, 307.
Square, 304.

Netting, materials required for, 302.

Netting needle and mesh, 302.

Nightcaps, netted, 343, 344.

Old Mechlin lace, 420.
On Knitting, 2S7.

Parasol-cover in guipure d’art, 568.

Patterns for arm-chair crochet borders,

255, 256.
, .

Pattern for a couvrette in applique, 213
to 215.

Pattern for collars, cuffs, &c., in embroi-
dery, 135.

Pattern for collars, cuffs, &c., in embroi-
dery, 137.

Pattern for cravats, &c., in embroidery,

184.

Pattern for cravats, &c., in embroidery,
185.

Patterns, embroidery, for what-not (full

size), 196.

Pattern for cravat ends, &c., in embroi-
dery, 133.

Pattern for cravat ends, &c., in embroi-
dery, 139.

Pattern for embroidered braces (full

size), 201.

Pattern for embroidered braces (full

size), 203.

Pattern for embroidered letter-case, 1 77.

Pattern for embroidered needlebook,
166.

Pattern for embroidered needlebook,

167.

Pattern for knitted comforters, 336.

Pattern for knitted counterpanes, 313.

Pattern for trimming lingeries in em-
broidery, 143, 144.

Patterns for veil in tatting, 18, 19.

Pattern, knitted, 345.
Patterns, Point Lace.

Alphabet, 502.

Alphabet, description of, 500 to 502.

Bars, d’Alenqon and Sorrento, 494.
Borders, 4S2, 4S3.

Collars, 493, 496.
Cravat end, 4S7.

Design for point lace collar, lappets,

&c., 490.
Dress trimming, 492.
Edgings, 488, 4S9.

Handkerchief border, 485.
Insertion (Limoges), 4S4.

Lappet, 490.
Lappet, 497.
Letter A in point lace, 500, 501.

Medallion, 481.
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Patterns, Point Lace—continued.

Oval for cravats, 491.

Star, 4S0.

Toilet cushion centre, 486.

Wheels, close English, 495.
Penwiper in embroidery, 186, 187.

Point Lace.
Braid, placing the, 442.
Braids, 426 to 431.
Cords, p. 453.
Edgings, 474 to 479.
General directions for working, 453,

454 -
.

Materials required, p. 451.

Modes of working dots or picots, 470,

473 -

Scissors for, 425.
Threads, sizes of, p. 500.

Point Lace Bars.
D’Alenqon, 463.

Point d’ Angleterre, 467.

Point de Venise, edged, 468.

Point de Venise, dotted, 469.

Raleigh, 471, 472.

Sorrento, 461, 462.

Sorrento, dotted, 469.

Venetian, plain, 464, 465, 466.

Point Lace Edgings and Purled
Edgings.

Antwerp, 479.
Point d’Angleterre, 477.
Point de Bruxelles, 474.
Point d’Espagne, 478.

Point de Venise, 476.

Sorrento, 475.
Toint Lace Patterns.
Alphabet, 502.

Alphabet, description of, 500, 502.

Bars, d’AJenQon and Sorrento, 494.

Borders, 482, 483.
Collars, 493, 496.

Cravat end, 4S7.

Design for point lace collar, lappets,

&c., 490.
Dress trimming, 492.

Edgings, 488, 489.
Handkerchief border, 485.

Insertion (Limoges), 484.

Lappet, 490.
Lappet, 497.

>

Letter A in point lace, 500, 501.

Medallion, 4S1.

Oval for cravats, 491.

Star, 480.

Toilet cushion centre, 486.

Wheels, close English, 495.

Point Lace Stitches.
Brussels lace, 433, 434-
Escalier lace, 454.
Mechlin lace, 453.
Point d’ Angleterre, 444.
Point d’Angleterre, enlarged, 445.

Point d’Anvers, 498.

Point d’Alengon, 442.
Point d’Alenqon, 443.
Point Brabanqon, 449.
Point de Bruxelles, 433, 434.
Point de Cordova, 447.
Point d’Espagne, 437.
Point d’Espagne, close, 438.

Point d’Espagne, treble, 439.
Point de fillet, 450.

Point de fillet and point reprise,

45 1
- ^

Point de Grecque, 440, 499.
Point de reprise, 448.

Point de tulle, 452.
Point Turque, 446.

Point de Valenciennes, 441.

Point de Venise, 435.
Point de Venise, petit, 436.

Spanish point, 455.

Point Lace Wheel and Rosettes.

English, plain, 458.

English, raised, 459.
Mechlin, 453.
Rosette for centres, 460.

Sorrento, 456, 457.
Wheels and rosettes, 456, 457.

_

Point Russe stitch for embroidered

slipper, 209.

Purse, crochet sovereign, 246.

Purse in crochet over rings, 248.

Purse in tatting and beads, 42.

Purse, knitted, 317.

Quarter-square in guipure d’art, 530.

Quilt, knitted, 32S.

Rose-leae in embroidery, 173.

Rosettes, crochet, 2S0, 2S1.

Rosettes, embroidery and tatting, 48,

61, 63.
'

Rosette for antimacassar in knitting,

319 -

Rosettes in guipure d’art, 529, 562, 563.

Rosette in tatting, 8.

Rosette in tatting, 34.

Rosette in tatting, 35.

Rosette in tatting, 45.

Rosette in tatting and embroidery, 4S.

Rosette in tatting and embroidery, 61.
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Rosette in tatting and embroidery, 63.

Round netting, 305, 307.

Sandwich-case in embroidery, 154.

Scent-sacliet in guipure d’art, 5Q9.

Shawl, knitted, 346 to 34S.

Shell border, netted, 3 1 1

.

Sleeping sock, knitted, 314.

Slipper, embroidered on Java canvas,

20S.

Sock, knitted, for a child, 312.

Sofa-cushion, knitted cover for, 341,

Squares for antimacassar m guipure

d’art, 550, 551.
.

Square for d’oyley in guipure d art, 523.

Square, guipure d’art, 531.

Square, guipure d’art, 532.

Square, guipure d’art, 556.

Squares, guipure d’art, 570, 576.

Squares in guipure d’art, 533 to 536.

Squares in guipure d’art, 53S, 53Sa.

Squares in guipure d’art, 554, 555.

Squares in guipure d’art for dresses,

546, 547.
Square in reticella work (guipure. d’art),

Square in reticella work (guipure d art),

enlarged, 541..

Square in tatting for pincushion or

couvrette, 33.

Square netting, 304.
_

Squares, small, in guipure .
d’art, 527.

Star, crochet, 244.

Stars in crochet, 247.

Stars in embroidery, 137, 143? 144-

Stars in embroidery, 1S0, 18 1.

Star in tatting, 9.

Stitches, Crochet.
Cross stitch, 224.

Cross treble stitch, 229, 230, 231.

Double long treble stitch, 22S.

Double stitch, 220, 221.

Long double stitch, 225.

Long treble stitch, 227.

Purl stitch, 236.

Purl stitch, 237.

Purl stitch, 238.

Eaised treble stitch, 235.

Eaised ribbed stitch, 222.

Eaised slanting stitch, 223.

Slip stitch, 219.

Treble stitch, 226.

Stitches, Guipure d’Art.

Grounding, 533 to 536.

Point de Bruxelles, 509, 510.

Stitches, Guipure d’Art

—

continued.

Point d’esprit, 504.

Point de feston, 506.

Point de reprise, 507, 508.

Point de toile, 505.

Stars, 516 to 520.

Wheels, 51 1 to 515.

Stitches, Knitting.
Brioche stitch, 301.

Casting off, 295.

Casting on, 288.

Decreasing, 293.

Increasing, 292.

Knitting on, 289.

Knotted stitch, 299.

Lopped knitting, 335.

Moss borders, 300.

Peacock-tail pattern, 297.

Picking up stitches, 296.

Plain, 290.

Purling, 291.

Bound knitting, 294.

Spiral stitch, 29S.

Stitches, Netting.
Diamond, 306.

English, 30S.

Bound, 305, 307.
Square, 304.

Stitches, Point Lace.
Brussels lace, 433, 434.
Escalier lace, 454.
Mechlin lace, 453.
Point d’AlenQon, 442.

Point d’Aleiigon, 443.

Point d’Angleterre, 444.

Point d’Angleterre, enlarged, 445.

Point d’Anvers, 498.

Point Brabangon, 449.

Point de Bruxelles, 433, 434-

Point de Cordova, 447.
Point d’Espagne, 437.

Point d’Espagne, close, 438.

Point d’Espagne, treble, 439.

Point de fillet, 450.

Point de fillet and point reprise, 451.

Point de Grecque, 440, 499.

Point do reprise, 448.

Point de tulle, 452.
Point Turque, 446.

Point de Valenciennes,' 441.

Point de Venise, 435.

Point de Venise, petit, 436.

Spanish point, 455.

Table-cover, knitted, 333, 334.
I Table-napkin ring in embroidery, 15s.
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Table of sizes of knitting cotton, p. 360.

Tatting and beads, purse in, 42.

Ta,tting and crocket, border in, 22.

Tatting and crocket, border in, 52.

Tatting and crocket, insertion in, 41.

Tatting and crocket, insertion in, 43.
Tatting and crocket, lace in, 40.

Tatting and darned netting, collar in,

28.

Tatting and darned netting, cravat-end

in, 64.

Tatting and embroidery, rosette in, 4S.

Tatting and embroidery, rosette in, 6 1

.

Tatting and embroidery, rosette in, 63.

Tatting and lace stitck, insertion in, 23.

Tatting and mignardise, 29.

Tatting and muslin, cravat in, 50.

Tatting and net, lady’s veil in, 16, 17.

Tatting, antimacassar in, 65.

Tatting-bag, linen, 46.
Tatting, border, 47.
Tatting, border for cap in, 6.

Tatting, border in crocket and, 15.

Tatting, border in crocket and, 22.

Tatting, border in, witk crocket

edging, 5, 6.

Tatting, border in lace stitck and, 44.
Tatting, border, witk beads, 13.

Tatting, cap-crown in, 37.
Tatting, cap in, 38, 39.

Tatting, circle for collars, cuffs, &c.,

in, 21.

Tatting, circle in, 1 2.

Tatting, circle in, 21.

Tatting, circle in, 57.
Tatting, collar in, 55.
Tatting, collar in, 56.

Tatting, collar, pine pattern in, 1.

Tatting- cotton, p. 82.

Tatting-cotton, linen bag for, 30.

Tatting, couvrette, centre of a, 25.

Tatting, cravat-end in, 60.

Tatting, cravat-end in, 62.

Tatting, oval cravat-end in, 51.

Tatting, cravat in, 50.

Tatting, deep border in crocket and, 52.

Tatting, deep lace in, 27.

Tatting, diamond in, 20.

Tatting, diamond in, 36.

Tatting, diamond in, 53.
Tatting, diamond in, 59.

Tatting, diamond, for collars, &c., 20.

Tatting, insertion, 27.

Tatting, insertion, 11.

Tatting, insertion, 14.

Tatting, insertion, 24.

5S3

Tatting, insertion, 31.

Tatting, insertion, 32.

Tatting, insertion in, for trimming
lingeries, 11.

Tatting, insertion worked in, 10.

Tatting Instuuctions.
Joining tke work, p. v.

Pin, tatting, p. ii.

Skuttles, tatting, pp. i, iii.

Tke way to kold tke kands, p. iii.

The wayto makealoop in tatting, p. iv.

Tke way to make a purl, p. v.

Tke way to make a stitck in tatting,

p. iv.

Tatting, lace, 26.

Tatting, lace, 27.

Tatting, lace edging in, 3.

Tatting, lace edging in, 4.

Tatting, linen collar trimmed witk, 49.

Tatting, linen collar trimmed with, 54.

Tatting, medallion for trimming linge-

ries in, 58.

Tatting, oval cravat-end in, 51.

Tattmg, patterns for veils in, iS, 19.

Tatting, rosette in, 8.

Tatting, rosette in, 34.
Tatting, rosette in, 35.
Tatting, rosette in, 45.
Tatting, square in, for pincuskion or

couvrette, 33.
Tatting, star in, 9.

Tatting, trimming for collar in, 49.

Tatting, trimming for collar in, 54.

Tatting, wide insertion in, 10.

Tatting, wide insertion in, 14.

Tatting, wide insertion in, 43.

Tatting, witk beads, border in, 13.

Tobacco-pouck in crocket work, 278,

279 -

Tobacco-pouck in embroidery, 163.

Tobacco-pouck in embroidery, 164.

Toilet-cuskion cover in wkite embroi-

dery, 171, 172, 173.

Travelling-bag in embroidery, 16S.

Trimming, crocket, witk embroidered

flowers worked in appkque and velvet

ribbon, 2S2.

Trimming for a lady’s ckemise, in cro-

cket, 2S6.

Trimming in embroidery for bodices,

170.

Veil, knitted, 330, 331.

Yeil, lady’s, in net and tatting, 16, 17.

Yeils, patterns for, in tatting, 19.

Yenetian border in embroidery, 206.
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Waste-paper basket in embroidery,

191.

What-not, embroidered in the shape of a

hammock, 195, 196.

"Wheels and Rosettes, Point Lace.

English plain, 458.

English raised, 459.
Mechlin, 453.
Rosette for centres, 460.

Sorrento, 456, 457.
Wheels and rosettes, 456) 457 -

Wing of bird in embroidery, 172.

Work-bag in embroidery, 200.

Work-basket covered with guipure

4’art, 545.
Work-basket in straw and silk crochet

work, 272, 273.

Work-case in guipure d’art, 571, 572.

Wreath in embroidery for centre of pin-

cushion or toilet-mat, T4S.
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of Celebrated Writers, with Biographical Notices. The Poems selected by H. W. Dulcken,
Ph.D., M.A., with a Preface by the Rev. Thomas Dale, M.A., Canon of St. Paul’s. New
Edition. Just Ready, ios. 6d.

Published by Ward, Lock, and Tyler.
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Unifo.m with “ Beeton’s Dictionary of Biography.” Post 8vo, half bound. 7s. 6d.
Half calf, 10s. 6d.

BEETON’S DICTIONARY OF GEOGRAPHY: A Universal Gazetteer.
Illustrated by Coloured Maps, Ancient, Modern, and Biblical. With several Hundred Engrav-
ings of the Capital Cities of the Worlj, English County Towns, the Strong Places of the
Earth, and Localities of General Interest, in separate Plates, on Tinted Paper. Containing,
in ad, upwards of Twelve Thousand Distinct and Complete Articles. Edited by S. O.
Beeton, F.R.G.S, Prospectus, free by Post, One Penny.

Uniform with the above. Post 8vo, half bound, 7s. 6d. Half calf, 10s. 6d.

BEETON’S DICTIONARY OF BIOGRAPHY: Being the Lives of Emi-
nent Persons of All Times, with the Pronunciation of every Name. Illustrated by Portra ts.
engraved after Original and Authoritative Pictures, Prints, &c. Containing, in all, upwards
of Ten Thousand Di .tinct and Complete Articles.

Now Ready. Price One Shilling each.

NSW NEEDLEWORK PATTERN BOOKS.
Madame Goubaud’s Tatting Patterns.
Madame Goubaud's Embroidery Patterns.
Madame Goubaud's Crochet Patterns.
Madame Goubaud’s Knitting and Netting Patterns.
Madame Goubaud’s Patterns of Monograms, Initials, &c.
Madame Goubaud’s Guipure Book.
Madame Goubaud’s Point-Lace Book.
Madame Goubaud’s Guipure Work Patterns. (Extra size.) 2s.

Just Published. Price Sixpence.

THE STANDARD NEEDLEWORK INSTRUCTION BOOKS.
Madame Goubaud’s Berlin Work Instructions. 18 Illustrations.
Madame Goubaud’s Embroidery Instructions. 65 Illustrations.
Madame Goubaud’s Crochet Instructions. 24 Illustrations.

THE CHEAPEST REFERENCE BOOKS IN THE WORLD.
Five Hundred and Sixty-eight Columns. One Shilling. Postage 2d.

BEETON’S BRITISH GAZETTEER: A Topographical and Historical
Guide to the United Kingdom. Compiled from the Latest and Best Authorities. It gives
the most Recent Improvements in Cities and Towns

; states all the Railway Stations in the
Three Kingdoms, the nearest Post Towns and Money Order Offices, and the la.est Official
Populations. Ditto, cloth Hush, is. 6d.

;

half bound, 2s.

Five Hundred and Twelve Columns. One Shilling. Postage 2d.

BEETON’S BRITISH BIOGRAPHY : From the Earliest Times to the Ac-
cession of George III.

BEETON’S MODERN MEN AND WOMEN
;

or, British Biography from
the Accession of George III. to the Present Time.
Uniform with Beeton’s Shilling Gazetteer, 512 Columns of closely-printed matter.

BEETON’S BIBLE DICTIONARY. One Shilling; cloth boards, is. 6d.

BEETON’S READY RECKONER, for Business and Family Calculations
Just Ready. Fcap. 8vo. Price One Shilling.

BEETON’S GUIDE-BOOK TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE ANDMONEY MARKET. With Hints to Investors, and the Chances of Speculators.

Just Ready, uniform with the above. Price One Shilling.

BEETON’S GUIDE TO INVESTING MONEY WITH SAFETY AND
PROFIT.

Published by Ward, Lock, and Tyler.



New Books and New Editions. 5

BIBLES.
Just ready, New Edition, fcap. 8vo, 796 pp.

THE ANALYTICAL BIBLE : The Authorized Version. With 50,000
References and Readings, Analytical Notes appended to each Book, Historical Connection
of Old and New Testaments, various useful Tables, and Nine Maps, coloured.

Roan imitation .

d.

5 0 Turkey morocco, with clasp
s.

. 1C
d.

0
French morocco . . . 6 0 Ditto, do. bevelled . TO 0
Turkey do. .... 8 0 Ditto, do. do. with clasp . . 12 0

*** All the above can be had with Scotch Psalms
,
at 6d. per book extra.

Now ready, New Edition, fcap. 8vo, 920 pp.

THE POCKET COMMENTARY: The Authorized Version. With 15,000
Critical and Illustrative Notes, and 50,000 References and Readings

; together with a His-
tory' connecting the Old and New Testaments, various useful Tables, and Nine Coloured
Maps, by the Rev. Ingram Cobbin, M.A.

Roan embossed .....50 Turkey morocco, with clasp . . 10 6
French morocco 60 Ditto, do. bevelled . . . 10 6
Turkey do....... 8 6 Ditto, do. do. with clasp . . 12 o

*** A ll the above can be had with Scotch Psalms
, at 6d. per book extra.

Crown 8vo, cloth antique, red edges, lettered on side, price 7s. 6d.

THE COMPANION BIBLE : The Authorized Version. Illustrated by
Notes on Oriental and Scriptural History, Scenery, and Customs. Numerous Page
Engravings and Maps.

Half roan, red eHges . . . . 80 Calf antique, red edges . . . 16 o
Roan, gilt edges ..... . . 10 o Morocco circuit, gilt edges . . . 18 6
French morocco, plain, gilt edges . n o Morocco antique, gilt edges . . 19 6
Morocco plain, gilt edges ... 15 o

*** The Companion Bible meets the wants and means of a numerous class of readers
,
and

indeed,forms a complete Cy lopcedia of Oriental intelligence. The reader will herefind ample
information respectuig the Manners, Customs

,
and Geography of the Holy Land, and of those

countries which were in some way associated with it in the historicalpages of Scripture
, and a

good Index willfacilitate every inquiry.

Crown 8vo, cloth antique, lettered on side, price 7s.

THE HOUSEHOLD BIBLE : The Authorized Version. Illustrated by
Graphic Engravings and Maps, containing the Old and New Testaments, Translated out of
the Original Tongues, and with the former translations diligently compared and revised by
his Majesty’s special command. Appointed to be read in Churches. With the most
approved Marginal References and Historical and Descriptive Illustrations appended to
each book. By the Rev. Ingram Cobbin, M.A.

Half roan, red edges .... 7 6 Calf antique, red edges . . . 15 o
Roan, gilt edges . . . . . 90 Morocco circuit, red edges . . . 18 o
French morocco, gilt edges . . 10 6 Morocco antique, gilt edges . . 19 o
Morocco plain, gilt edges . . . 14 o

Just ready.

COBBIN’S PORTABLE COMMENTARY. A Cheap Edition of the Portable
Commentary, for Sabbath Schools and Distribution, being the Cheapest Commentary of the
Holy Scripture ever published.

Roan imitation 36 French morocco, with Maps . . 6 6
Roan embossed ..... 4 6 Turkey morocco . . . . . 70
Do. do., with Maps . ..50 Do. do., with Maps .... 7 0
French Morocco . . . . . 6 0 Ditto, do. do. circuit edges. . . 11 6

*** All of the above can be had with Scotch Psalms at 6d. per book extra.

Published by Ward, Lock, and Tyler.



6 New Books and New Editions.

DICTIONARIES.
Just Ready, New and Cheaper Edition.

Demy 8vo, 634 pages, cloth, 3s. 6a. In royal 8vo, half bound, 5*.

WEBSTER’S UNIVERSAL PRONOUNCING AND DEFINING DIC-
TIONARY OF I HE ENGLISH LANGUAGE. Condensed from Noah Webster’s Large
Work, with numerous Synonyms, carefully Discriminated by Chauncey A.. Goodrich, D.D.,
Professor in Yale College. To which are added “Walker’s Key” to the Pronunciation of
Classical and Scriptural Proper Names; a Vocabulary of Modern Geographical Names;
J nrases and Quotations from the Ancient and Modern Languages

; Abbreviations used in
Writing, Printing, &c.

Royal i6mo, cloth, 2s. 6d. ; roan, 3j.WEBSTER’S POCKET PRONOUNCING DICTIONARY OF THEENGLISH LANGUAGE
; Condensed from the Original Dictionary by Noah Webster,

5
with Accentuated Vocabularies of Classical, Scriptural, and Modern GeographicalNames. Revised Edition, by Wm. G. Webster, son of Noah Webster.

Fcap. 8vo, cloth, price 2s. 6d.

THm™nr E
! POKTABLE DICTIONARY OP THE ENGLISHS!1G Ji

y Noah Webster, LL.D Condensed and Adapted to the EnglishUrtiio^raphy and Usages, with Additions from Various Sources, by Charles Robson.
Writing Desk Edition, royal i6mo, morocco limp, gilt edges, price 2s. 6ci.

WEBSTER’S DICTIONARY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE,
THE CHEAPEST ENGLISH DICTIONARY EVER PUBLISHED.

Super-royal 4to, cloth, price 2s. 6d.

WEBSTER’S (NOAH) IMPROVED PRONOUNCING DICTIONARY
Tlf J

HE a^SH
f
LANGVAGE - Condensed and Adapted to English Orthography and

*
A
Vlt" -Editions from various Accredited Sources, by Charles Robson. To which areadded Accentuated Lists of Scriptural, Classical, and Modern Geographical Proper Names.

Royal i6mo, cloth boards, price is.

- W
"enGL^h'lan^UA^

PRONOUNCING dictionary of the
Containing 10,000 More Words than Walker’s Dictionary.

Royal i6mo, linen boards, price 6d.

P° c:b::ET PRONOUNCING DICTIONARY OP THEENGLISH LANGUAG E Condensed from the Original Dictionary by Noah Webster,DL.D. . uuth Accentuated Vocabularies of Classical, Scriptural, ar.d Modern GeographicalNames, Revised Edition, by Wm. G. Webster, son of Noah Webster.

Eighth Edition, thick 32mo, half bound, price 3j. 6d.

GERMiN-ENGLKH AND ENGLISH-GERMAN DICTIONARY. To
IV
P
?s!5

et Companion for Travellers, containing a Collection of Conversa-tions, a Geographical Vocabulary, and a Table of Coins, &c. By Dr. F. E. Feller.

One Thousand Illustrations, price iov. 6d., half bound
THE SELF-AID CYCLOPAEDIA FOR SELF-TAUGHT STUDENTS

Comprising General Drawing
; Architectural, Mechanical, and Engineering Drawing Orna-mental Drawing and Design ; Mechanics and Mechanism; the Steam Engine. By

S
RoBEKTScott Burn, F.S.A.E., &c„ Author of “Lessons of My Farm,” &c. fifo pp., demy Svo

_

New Edition, Just Ready.
MACKENZIE’S SYNONYMS : A Practical Dictionary of English Synonyms

roa
P
n gilt'aiL rang Y ‘ Mackenzie- Royal ^mo, 2z6 pp„ in cloth gilt, an ;

Published by Ward, Lock, and Tyler.



New Books and New Editions. 7

THE FAMILY GIFT-BOOK LIBRARY
Of Moral and Entertaining Works for Young People.

, V™ tH this Library are most carefully selected, and will be found very suitable
for Birthday Gifts and School Prizes. Each Volume is Illustrated, well printed on toned
Paler and handsomely bound in extra cloth, gilt side, back, and edges, thick fcap. 8vo. Being
all oj a highly mpral and instructive character, they are especially adaptedas Present Books forYoung Ladies. Price 3j. 6d. Each.

1 I’ve Been Thinking
; or, The Secret of

Success. By A. S. Roe. Revised and
Edited by Rev. C. B. Tayler, M.A.

2 A Daughter’s Love; or, The Star and the
Cloud. By the same Author.

3 Holiday House. By-Catherine Sinclair.

4 The Heart Triumphant
; or, How

Could He Help It? By the Author of
.
“ I’ve Been Thinking.”

5 The Young Marooners. A Book for
Boys. By F. R. Goulding.

6 The English Governess : A Tale of Real
Life. By the Author of. “The School
Girl in France.”

7 Fresto.n Tower : A Tale of the Times of
Cardinal Wolsey. By the Author of
“ Margaret Catchpole.”

8 The .£5 Note : An Autobiography. By
the Author of.“Naomi.”

9 The Wide, Wide World. By Miss
Wetherell. W.th 12 Illustrations. • Preface
by the Rev. C. B. Tayler.

10 To Love and to be Loved. By the
Author of “ I’ve been Thinking.”

11 Uncle Tom’s Cabin. By Mrs. Stowe.
With 24 beautiful Engravings.

12 Self-Sacrifice; or,The Chancellor’s Chap-
lain. By the Rev. Erskine Neale, M.A.

13 The Lamplighter. By Miss Gumming.
14 The Journey of Life. By Catherine

Sinclair. With Portrait of the Author.
15 The School-Girl in France. By Miss

McCrindell.
16 Julameric : A Tale of the Holy Land. By

the Author of “ Nuomi.”
•7 The Young Islanders. By Jeffreys

Tayler.
18 The Merchant’s Clerk, Mark Wil-

ton. A Book for Young Men. By the
Rev. C.

;
B. Tayler, M.A.

19 The Mothers of Scripture
; or, Mater-

nal Influence on Sons. By Dr. Robert
Philp, Author of “ The Lydias,” &c:

20 Maternal Counsels to a Daughter.
By Mrs. Pul lan.

21 The Battle for Truth ; or, Emma de
Lissau. By the Author of “ Miriam and
Rosette.”

THE “HOME READING” LIBRARY
Of Sound, Healthy, and Improving Works, of a Good Moral Tendency, well Adapted

for Prizes and Presents.-*

Each Volume clearly printed in fcap. 8vo, nicely Illustrated, and well bound
in cloth, extra gilt edges, bevelled boards, price 2s. 6d.

Light on THE Ocean; or, “The Julia.” A
iale. By the Author of “ Nellie of Truro.”

Faithful Unto Death; or, The Christian
Martyr. By the Rev. Richard Cobbold,
A M., R.D.

Mary Bunyan ; The Dreamer’s Blind
Daughter. A Tale. By Sallie Rochester Ford.

Who is My Neighbour? or, The Happiness
of Well Doing. By Prothesia S. Elton.

A Summer in Leslie Goldthwaite’s Life.
Bv the Author of “ The Gayworthys,”
“ Faith Gartney’s Girlhood,” &c., &c.

The History of Margaret Catchpole, a
Suffolk Girl. By the Rev. Richard Cobbold.

The Bud and the Flower
; or, Ellen Sey-

mour. By Mrs. Savile Sheppard.
Principle Developed ; or, Katherine Doug-

las. By S. Selby Coppard.
Faith Gartney’s Girlhood. By the Author
of “ The Gayworthys.”

The Gayworthys: A Story of Threads and
Thrums. By the same Author.

Modern Accomplishments
; or, The March

of Intellect. By Catherine Sinclair.

NEW V
Agnes Selby: A Story for Children. By*
Lady Lushington.

Happy Days at Fernbank. A Story for
Little Girls. By Emma Marshall.

The Gates Ajar ; or, Our Loved Ones in
Heaven. By Elizabeth Stuart Phelps.

*** Several other Vot

L UMES.
The Story ofAlice Cullis. By Ellen Brown.
The Mother’s Fables in Verse. By E. L.

Aveline. [Ones ?
Home Sketches ; or, 'Who are the Happy
The Knights of the Red Cross. By R. 1 .

Shields.

vies in Preparation.

Pziblished by Ward, Lock, a?id Tyler.



8 New Books and New Editions.

Now ready, an entirely New Work, entitled

: ^-°^y Sites and Sacred Story. Amply Illustrated withMaps and more than Three Hundred Wood Engravings, executed by Eminent Artists.-Uemy 8vo, price 7.?. 6d., handsomely bound.

Demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 3J. 6d. Illuminated wrapper, price 6d.,
HOUSEHOLD WORDS’ CHRISTMAS STORIES. Conducted by Charles

•

Contai™ng: What Christmas is as we Grow Older (1851)—A Round of Storiesby the Christmas Fire (1852)—Another Round of Stories by the Christmas Fire (1853}—The
fZV!

P
T^

r Travellers ( !854)—The Holly Tree Inn (i8S5)-The Wreck of the Golden Mary
(1856)—The Perils of Certain English Prisoners (1857)—A House to Let (1858).

THE CHILD’S OWN BOOK OF COUNTRY PLEASURES. AVith 'Six-
teen Engravings, printed in Colours. Cloth gilt extra, price 3s. 6d.

ILLUSTRATED FIVE-SHILLING VOLUMES.
Suitable for School Prizes, Gift

1. Book of Brave Old Ballads. i

2. Nursery Songs and Ballads.
3. Nursery Tales and Stories. I

4. The Boy’s Handy Book of
Games.

5. Half-Hours with the Bible.
6. Our Nursery Story Book.
7. Nursery Rhymes, Old and New.
8. New Comical Nursery Rhymes.

Coloured Plates.

9. Little Mary’s Nursery Story
Book.

10. Robinson Crusoe.
11. Musings about Men.
12. Harry’s Ladder to Learning.

Books, &c. Crown 8vo, cloth gilt.

13. Songs for the Little Ones at
Home.

14. Boy’s Handy-Book of Natural
History.

15. Household Amusements and
Enjoyments.

16. Boy’s Sea Stories.
17. Unsentimental Journeys.
18. Aunt Fanny’s Pretty Picture-

Book. Mounted, cloth.

19. Do. NurseryTales. Mounted, cl.

20. Pilgrim’s Progress.
21. Sandford and Merton.
22. Evenings at Home.
23. Ernest and Albert.

THE LILY SERIES.
V T’lis Series will comprise none but books of the purest and most elevated characterand w, l supply booksellers omth just the class of volume which is so much askedfor and so

difficult to obtain—viz.
,
a proper bookfor young persons to buy or have presented to them.

Fcap. 8vo, Emblematical Coloured Wrappers, price One Shilling each,
A SUMMER IN LESLIE GOLDTHWAITE’S LIFE. By the Author of

Faith Gartney’s Girlhood, ” and “ Xhe Gayworthys.”

TH:
?
GAYWORTHYS : A Story of Threads and Thrums . By the Author

of Faith Gartneys Girlhood.”

FAITH GARTNEYS GIRLHOOD. By the Author of ‘

‘ The Gayworthys.

”

THE GATES AJAR
;

or, Our Loved Ones in Heaven. By Elizabeth
Stuart Phelps.

*** followed by other works by the Author of “ The Gayworthys," &c., by Mrs-
loeecher 4 towe, by A. 01 Hoe, and other writers ofgood repute and undoubted -worth.

KSr Ward, Lock, and Tyler’s Complete Catalogue of 61 pp,, Gratis on Application,
or by post for One Stamp.

Published by Ward, Lock
,
and Tyler.

.

J. OGDEN AND CO., PRINTERS, 1 72, ST. JOHN STREET, E.C.





1 he Cheapest and Best House in the Kingdojnfor

NEEDLEWORK PATTERNS AND MATERIALS.

Mesdames LE BOUTILLIER,
1.28, Oxford Street, London, W.

Tins establishment is perhaps the only one in London where Ladies may rely upon
obtaining les plus /unites uonveautih in every land of Needlework, and meeting vitiias

prompt attention by Correspondence as by a Personal visit.

l.-IST, OF DJSPAMTWSKTS .
'

Point I.ace Patterns, Threads,
Braid

, &c.
i 'RET! IN EmiikOIDERY.
Work of ii;e Period.
Crochet Couvreties.

Berlin Wool, Yarns, and Fsnoer-
ktNgs.

Ta rnNG Patterns.
Antim acassap.s.

Spinning Wheels

N’EEDi. EWOhK BOOKS
Just Published, The " Eclipse " Crochet, post-free 7 stamps.

Ready Nov. 1st, The “ Comet " Wool Couvrette Patterns, post-free 13 slumps!

As the Silkworm says
—“The hotise of Mesdames Le BoutiUieris full of delightful obi - ts

for tlie work-table and for the easy decoration of drawing-room and boudoir, ' /in; link u a.-an’s

Domestic Magazine, September, 1870.

&f

VIHGIN CORK.
Sold in Bales of x Cwt. ; in

Bales of % Cwt. ;
or hi- Par*

ce !sweighin g 28 lbs. Delivered

at the Company s IVarchouse.

f ’'Ti'J.L ®&rd©Ref,'
:

“For balconhA,where light-

ness of material is always -a.

desideratum, this Cork is in-

valuable.”

Iwfl L •'“’hristSRa*

. “T saw 'enchafitijig ferns
groj in a Ion

;
... -

> of
the f .r.- of the Co -k -tree : it

is 1 , ;,„i Virgin Cork', and is

used in ail -elegant houses in

London for making orna-
mental ferneries and forgrow-
ing evei j kind of feni. 1 his

ViBOIM CORTC,
as taken from the 1

is sold by the London and
Lisbon Cork Wood Con p - 1

1
y.
”

From the “ F.-glish^-othan*
I>«ni«sSic iii a,gipj,i?3

“It is a delightful substi-
lute for the old tree-roots and
logs of wood ordinarily used
in making a fernery.”

Crvstal Palace. — A
“Grotto,” with Ferns, a
Swiss Scene,’' and “'Picture

Frames” can be seen in the
South Transept of the Crystal
Palace, adjoining the “In-
dustrial Court.”

gi-arjt ®£

“There are few prettier or-

naments for a sitting-room
than stands made from this

bark.” (Seepa 360.)



LAMFLOUCH’S
E1TERVESCING

p!i .

sflSSsg
'

PYRETIC SALINE,
. irticular it is most important, more especi|lliy those who ha\t; the

charge of obit
. to Travciu ,5, English Ministers. British Con.uis, and Eur< yeans

seeking to reside in. safety in Tropical and Foreign Climates.
Du; : : g hot wen 'her, summer and autumnal months, it !• invaluable; for it invigorates

the. body, vitalizes the blood, and thereby prevents and cures fevers. A
SICKNESS, : IEADACHE, and NAUSEA are in most cases immediately relieved

by. taking a teaspoonful in a tumbler of cold water. Tl is can be repeated onceTor
twice in two hours, if needful.
SEA VOYAGES.—It is a very valuable accompaniment, and should on no account

be omitted. It instantly allays the sickness.
ForULIOUS CONSTITUTIONS, giving rise to vitiated Secretions, 1 digestion,

and Eruptions on die Skin, .. teaspoonful should be take., daily -in a tumbler of. water
with the dinner, and the same quantity on going to bed.

May be obtained of the Proprietor,

K, ?,AMPV>TJOH, Consulting Chemist, 1X3, Holbc-m, $.0.
Second Door from Hatton Garden, London.

And all respectable Chemists, in Bottles, zs. 6d., 4s. 6d„ r t.t,, air,
1

‘ Have it in your houses to secure these advantages.

"

WHELPTON’S
rm%

Are v •.rranted not to contain a single particle of Mercury or any other Miner
stance, but to consist entirely of Medicinal Matters Pure. .’ Vegetable

: 5 i-w Kir iln. I, 1.1 1 . .

v> hem
'/ Sub-

they
are easily digested by die Stomach, taken up by the absorbent vessels, and carried into

unis brought under their Purifying and RenovatiW
llCrtrl 1 r. . .f~ *1, a / ’ _ . « r • t

tile blood
;
and thus the whole system i a„. , ,,,,,, , , I;i .

Influence. They have long since been used in one of the largest t'ountv Hospitals inUreat Britain, and received the commendation of several eminent Physicians anti
hurgeons; and have proved their value in thousands of instances in

1

,,r 1Heard ' best, Bo- • I and-Kidneys'r and it. all Skin Coro.: : .

the Best Medicines known. Prepared and sold \\$ole»ale and ken,.-, .0 ,.

price 7 %:i.
,

t s, 1 %d.. and as. gd. each, by

G. WHBl»jPTQK- A SOI*. 3. Grm.% Flteel g I -

And may be had of ah Chemists ami Medics no \ -odors. Sun ' ;oc or. roc
?>, i-;, or 33 Stamps.
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